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Professor Richard M. Abrams, Chair 
 
 
 

This dissertation tells the story of Pruneyard v. Robins, a 1980 United States 

Supreme Court case involving the right to access shopping mall property for free 

expression.  It is, more broadly, a history of the shopping mall in the United States and of 

the changing nature of public space in 20th-century America.  It opens by locating the 

postwar American shopping mall within the larger context of the history of socio-

commercial space, from the agoras of ancient Greece to the arcades of 19th-century 

Europe.  It then narrates the history of the shopping center in America, with a particular 

focus on the relationship between the new suburban malls and the central business 

districts of existing small towns and big cities.  It next considers the contribution of a 

number of prominent intellectuals to the development of the shopping center and 

generally depicts the intellectual climate in which the Pruneyard case appeared.  Finally, 

it details the Pruneyard litigation itself, from the brief incident that gave rise to the case 



 2 
through its ascent to the Supreme Court of the United States.  It concludes by analyzing 

the legal and intellectual reception of the decision and assesses its impact on public space 

in America.   
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Preface 
 
 
 
 

This is a history of the shopping mall in America.  It is a history.  It is 

occasionally the historian’s conceit to think that he or she is crafting the history.  I suffer 

no such delusion, nor harbor any such ambition.  The shopping mall is a sweeping 

subject.  It invites investigation from architectural historians, social historians, political 

historians, and urban historians, to name only a few.  It is the concern of anthropology, 

sociology, urban geography, and economics.  That the shopping mall has been rather 

dramatically ignored as a topic of intellectual inquiry makes the need for humility more 

intense, not less so.  A first cut should not expect to fell a tree.  What follows is a first cut 

at a broad and synthetic history of the mall.  My only expectation is that it should make a 

mark. 

 This expectation was not always so limited.  As such, I believe it is worth a 

moment of explanation as to how it is that the history I have written here is both more 

modest and idiosyncratic than I originally anticipated. 

American Agora is told through the lens of a single legal case, Pruneyard v. 

Robins.  This is, in part, simply a narrative device.  But it also represents my own distinct 

interest in the shopping mall and its formidable past.  I became interested in the mall in 

my second year of graduate school, at a time when I fully intended to become a 

diplomatic historian.  I had the opportunity, in an American history survey seminar, to 

read about the case of Pruneyard v. Robins and several other cases in which the United 
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States Supreme Court addressed the question of whether there is a right of First 

Amendment access to the private property of the shopping mall.  I read these cases in the 

context of an argument about the continuities and changes in the Supreme Court under 

Chief Justices Earl Warren and Warren Burger.  But these cases appealed to me 

substantively, by which I mean that I was struck at how provocative, and evocative, this 

rather slender legal issue about the right to access shopping mall property was.  Was the 

shopping mall public or private space?  How do we understand what these designations 

“public” and “private” even mean?  Had the shopping mall really replaced the central 

business districts of small town, and big city, America? 

 The “Shopping Mall Cases,” as they have sometimes been called, raised these 

questions, among others.  The material was more than enough to justify and sustain a 

graduate seminar paper.  I came to believe, however, that these cases encouraged 

something much more substantial: a study of the history of the shopping mall itself.  For 

what was really at issue in these cases was the transformation of American urban and 

suburban space that had taken place over the course of at least the past half-century.  The 

shopping mall sat squarely in the middle of the transformation, as arguably both cause 

and effect.  And it did so both literally and figuratively, in that “the mall” had become 

both a physical and ideological construction.  The question of the right to access had 

distilled into legal memoranda and judicial opinions what was actually a much broader 

story about the history of the mall in American life.  I decided I wanted to tell that story. 

 I summarily abandoned diplomatic history for the shopping mall--cables and 

dispatches and George Kennan for gallerias and food courts and Victor Gruen.  I also 

somewhat hastily, and no doubt unwisely, abandoned the legal focus that had led me to 
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make this change.  I set out to write a history of the shopping mall.  Or, rather, the history 

of the shopping mall:  a thorough, and thoroughly sweeping, narrative. 

It was not forthcoming.  Instead, I found that despite the professed ambition, it 

was a fairly discrete set of issues that consistently engaged me.  I was, and remain, 

curious about nearly everything about the shopping mall, but my true intellectual interest 

proved much more focused than my curiosity.  Time and again I returned in my research 

to several themes in the history of the shopping mall: to architecture and planning, and in 

particular the way in which the shopping mall drew off of earlier commercial forms; to 

the actual intensity of the competition between downtown and the suburban centers; to 

the differences between the shopping mall industry in formation in the 1950s, and in full 

throttle success in the 1970s and 1980s; to the relationship between the design and use of 

the shopping mall; to the way in which the mall has been debated and discussed in both 

the popular and intellectual arenas.   

I came to realize that I wanted to write a particular history of the shopping mall, 

oriented around these themes.  Moreover, I realized that this history that I wished to write 

was, in fact, squarely embedded within the legal issue of the right to access, where I had 

begun.  Early on, I had decided that the history of the shopping mall was a project distinct 

from the history of the right to access shopping mall property for First Amendment 

expression.  For me, this decision was both counter-intuitive and unreasonable.  My 

history of the shopping mall is ultimately about how we demarcate and contemplate 

public and private space.  It is nowhere better situated than within the legal drama of 

Pruneyard v. Robins.  



 vi 
 The work that follows is, then, a revision of earlier intentions, but more 

fundamentally a return to original inspiration.  It is a history of the shopping mall in 

America, but one that is knowingly, if not too self-consciously, personal.  I suspect this is 

true, more or less, of most history.  There are many histories to be written about the 

shopping mall.  This is mine. 
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Introduction 

 
 
To be interested in the popular culture of contemporary America is to be interested in our popular 
architecture; the architecture of those buildings in which we live or work or enjoy ourselves.  They are not 
only an important part of our everyday environment, they also reveal in their design and evolution much 
about our values and how we adjust to the surrounding world. 
 

-  John Brinckerhoff Jackson, The Necessity for Ruins1 
 
 
A city-form anywhere, at any time, is the battleground between public rights and private interest. 

 
   -  Spiro Kostof, A History of Architecture2 

 
 
 
 

On March 18, 1980, Philip L. Hammer, an attorney from a small law firm in San 

Jose, California appeared before the United States Supreme Court for the first and only 

time in his career.  He stood in front of the Justices to argue a case with which he had 

been involved since day one—indeed, since almost its first hour:  Pruneyard v. Robins.3  

Hammer’s practice in San Jose was devoted almost exclusively to family law, but this 

case was far afield from his specialty.  This was a constitutional case and one of 

considerable dimension, involving 1st, 5th, and 14th Amendment rights, and engaging 

some of the thorniest issues of federal-state relations.   

 Hammer represented Michael Robins, Ira David Marcus and Roberta Bell-Kligler, 

two students and a teacher from Temple Emanu-El in San Jose, who had been asked to 

                                                
1 J.B. Jackson, The Necessity for Ruins (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1980), 103. 
2 Spiro Kostof, A History of Architecture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 370. 
3 Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins, 447 U.S. 74 (1980).  I will use the Supreme Court cite only when 
referring to the case at that level.  When discussing events either at trial or in the California appellate courts 
I will use the appropriate cite, including the case number. 



 2 
leave the Pruneyard shopping center in Campbell, California after attempting to collect 

signatures for a petition to the government.  Robins, Marcus and Bell-Kligler sought to 

enjoin the ejection and though they initially lost at trial, they prevailed in the Supreme 

Court of California.4  The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear the case on appeal by the 

Pruneyard shopping center and its owner, Mr. Fred Sahadi.  When Hammer appeared 

before the Court he was well aware that existing Supreme Court precedent had firmly 

rejected the protection of speech on mall property.  Indeed, in the shopping center case 

most recent to Pruneyard, involving picketing at a mall, the Court declared “that under 

the present state of the law the constitutional guarantee of free expression has no part to 

play in a case such as this.”5 

 The questioning of Hammer was rigorous, but not hostile.  Hammer was 

successful in repeating, on at least three occasions, that the shopping center was a 

phenomenon that required a special understanding.  He insisted that malls had 

dramatically changed the texture of metropolitan space and that the California Supreme 

Court’s decision to permit access to this property was eminently reasonable given the 

State’s constitutional objective of allowing its citizens to speak freely.6  “The scene in 

California is really quite different as compared to this beautiful city,” Hammer told the 

Justices in his last remarks before the Court.  “The people in many of our areas of 

California are rarely found on public property.  They are in their homes and work places, 

their automobiles and their privately owned shopping centers.  They are rarely on the 

                                                
4 Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center, 23 Cal.3d 899 (1979). 
5 Hudgens v. National Labor Relations Board et al., 424 U.S. 507, 521 (1976). 
6 The California Constitution reads:  “Every person may freely speak, write and publish his or her 
sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of this right.  A law may not restrain or abridge 
liberty of speech or press.”  Cal. CONST. art I, § 2. 
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public streets.”  The decision in the California Supreme Court, he said, “is really 

responsive to that situation.”7 

 When Hammer finished his presentation he had turned to only the second page of 

a yellow legal pad filled with arguments he had expected, or at least hoped, to make to 

the Court.  It was not an unusual circumstance in which an experienced advocate before 

the Supreme Court—or indeed any appellate court—might find himself.  But Hammer 

was not an experienced advocate before the Supreme Court.  He found it unnerving.  

Still, he was confident that he had had at least some success in impressing upon the 

Justices the nature and scope of the shopping center impact on public space.  He was less 

confident about the legal architecture required to support California’s ability to, in effect, 

regulate this private property by allowing speech upon it.  Hammer left the Court without 

any real sense at all of the direction in which the Justices would go. 

 When it was handed down several months later, Pruneyard v. Robins was a 

unanimous decision, albeit with five written opinions.8  The Court soundly rejected each 

of the Pruneyard and Mr. Sahadi’s claims.  In the decision’s most important element, the 

Court held that even though there existed no federal constitutional protection to access 

the Pruneyard shopping center, this did not limit “the authority of the State to exercise its 

police power or its sovereign right to adopt in its own Constitution individual liberties 

more expansive than those conferred by the Federal Constitution.”9  This California had 

                                                
7 Appellee Oral Argument before the Supreme Court of the United States at 31, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 
79-289), March 18, 1980. 
8 Justice Rehnquist wrote the opinion.  Justice Blackmun filed a statement concurring in part.  Justice 
Marshall filed a concurring opinion.  Justice White filed an opinion concurring in part and in the 
judgement.  Justice Powell filed an opinion concurring in part and in the judgment, in which Justice White 
joined. 
9 Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 81. 
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done, and the Court concluded that it did not deprive the appellants of their 1st, 5th or 14th 

Amendment rights.10 

 While not among the canon of great decisions, Pruneyard has emerged in the last 

twenty years as a significant decision of the Court.  It is regularly taught in law schools in 

first year property courses and in First Amendment courses.11  It appears in the Landmark 

Briefs and Arguments of the United States Supreme Court and the oral arguments are 

included in the Oyez project of Northwestern University.12  The case has generated a 

notable amount of good legal scholarship.13 

 The Pruneyard decision is also a vital one, in that it continues to generate the 

work of state courts in addressing the issue of the right to public access.  Since 

Pruneyard, the courts of 18 states have explicitly considered the question of whether their 

respective state constitution allows for more expansive rights than does the federal 

Constitution. 14  A number of other states have addressed the issue in slightly different 

                                                
10 Id., at 82-89. 
11 For example, the case appears in Joseph William Singer, Property Law: Rules, Policies and Practices, 
2nd ed. (New York: Aspen Law and Business, 1997) and is taught in all first year property classes at 
Stanford Law School.  The case is included in Gerald Gunther and Kathleen M. Sullivan, First Amendment 
Law (New York: Foundation Press, 1999).  Interestingly, the case appears in Gunther & Sullivan on the 
issue of compelled access for the speech of others, an issue that arose only late in the litigation.  See 
Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 85, n.9.  
12 Gerald Gunther and Gerhard Casper, Landmark Briefs and Arguments of the United States Supreme 
Court; <oyez.nwu.edu/cases/cases.cgi?command=show&case_id=317>. 
13 See, e.g., Richard A. Epstein, Takings, Exclusivity and Speech: The Legacy of Pruneyard v. Robins, 64 
U. CHI. L. REV. 21 (1997); William Burnett Harvey, Private Restraint of Expressive Freedom: A Post-
Pruneyard Assessment, 69 B.U. L. REV. 5 (1989); Curtis J. Berger, Pruneyard Revisited; Political Activity 
on Private Lands, 66 N.Y.U. L. REV. 633 (1991); Ian J. McPherson, From the Ground to the Sky: The 
Continuing Conflict Between Private Property Rights and Free Speech Rights on the Shopping Center 
Front Seventeen Years After Pruneyard, 16 N.ILL.U. L. REV. 717 (1996). 
14 Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Comm., 767 P.2d 719 (Ariz. 1988); Bock v. Westminster, 819 
P.2d 55 (Colo. 1991); Cologne v. Westfarms Associates, 469 A.2d 1201 (Conn. 1984); Citizens for Ethical 
Government, Inc. v. Gwinnett Place Assoc., 392 S.E.2d 8 (Ga. 1990); State of Iowa v. Edward Joseph 
Lacey et al., 465 N.W.2d 537 (Iowa 1991); Batchelder v. Allied Stores International, Inc., 445 N.E.2d 590 
(Mass. 1983); Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby, 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985); City of Helena v. 
Connie Lynn Krautter, 852 P.2d 636 (Mont. 1993); New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East 
v. J.M.B. Realty Corp, 650 A.2d 757 (N.J. 1994); SHAD Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall, 498 N.E.2d 1211 
(N.Y. 1985); State v. Felmet, 272 S.E.2d 708 (N.C. 1981); City of Jamestown v. Kathryn A. Beneda et al., 
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contexts.15  These decisions have had a demonstrable impact on the ability of Americans 

to picket and protest, to handbill and harangue, on issues of social and political 

importance.   

 Despite its profile in an important and relatively accessible constitutional 

confrontation, Pruneyard is not widely known outside of the legal arena.  It has emerged 

as a significant decision, not a popular one.  The majority of Americans shop at shopping 

malls—and, in fact, spend a considerable portion of their public lives there.  Most, 

however, are unaware that any right they may or may not have to speak freely, or to 

receive free speech, on mall property derives from Pruneyard v. Robins.  Many are 

unaware that this issue even exists at all. 

 Pruneyard’s lack of public notoriety is not at all unusual for a Supreme Court 

case.  Most cases are not well-known, even important ones.  This is generally 

unfortunate, but it is particularly so in the case of Pruneyard.  Not only are the legal 

issues involved in Pruneyard critical ones for a democratic society, but the importance of 

Pruneyard really transcends the legal culture in which it appeared and in which it is 

almost exclusively discussed.  Pruneyard speaks to core concerns about the quality and 

distribution of public space in American cities and suburbs.  As Hammer argued to the 

Court, the battle over the right to access shopping mall property for First Amendment 

expression is about the very fundamental role that the shopping mall has played in 

                                                
477 N.W.2d 830 (N.D. 1991); Eastwood Mall v. Slanco, 626 N.E.2d 59 (Ohio 1994); Lloyd Corp. v. 
Whiffen, 849 P.2d 446 (Or. 1993); Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut 
General Life Ins. Co., 485 A.2d 1 (Pa. 1984); Charleston Joint Venture v. McPherson, 417 S.E.2d 544 (S.C. 
1992); Southcenter Joint Venture v. National Democratic Policy Committee, 780 P.2d 1282 (Wash. 1989); 
Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987). 
15 A number of states have ruled on the right to access question either in circumstances closely related to a 
shopping center—see e.g., Illinois v. Mary Jo Yutt et al., 597 N.E.2d 208 (Ill. App. Ct. 1992) (involving a 
business park/shopping center)—or in other public forums, but wherein the shopping mall line of cases was 
considered--see e.g. Estes v. Kapiolani Women’s and Children’s Medical Center, 787 P.2d 216 (Haw. 
1990) (involving the public corridors of a hospital). 
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shaping these concerns.  The story of the Pruneyard litigation is also the story of the 

Pruneyard shopping center, which is the story of the transformation of public space in 

America in the 20th century. 

What follows is an attempt to tell this story.  It is the story, first, of the Pruneyard 

litigation itself, of the efforts of a small, but resourceful group of attorneys who 

successfully championed the right to access by emphasizing the salience of the shopping 

mall in American public life.  More broadly, it is the story of the mall, of Pruneyard in 

particular, but of the shopping mall in general, and of how this enduring urban form came 

to achieve such prominence in modern American culture and commerce.  Finally, and 

even more broadly still, it is the story of changes in the American landscape over the last 

century, of which the proliferation of the modern mall was an essential part.   

It is, then, really three stories woven into one.  That they should be told together, 

that they in fact constitute a single history, is clear.  Hammer’s briefs to the Supreme 

Court, and to courts below, were filled with historical analysis about shopping malls and 

the evolving apparatus of public fora in suburban and post-suburban America.   Early in 

the case, in a brief to the California Court of Appeal, he cited some 20 journal articles 

and academic studies on shopping centers.16  These were not empty asides.  They were 

fundamental to the case.  Or, rather, they were fundamental to his case.  One could have 

argued Pruneyard differently, albeit probably unsuccessfully.  For Hammer, though, 

Pruneyard was all about the socio-historic role of the shopping mall in shaping 

metropolitan San Jose and Santa Clara County. 

                                                
16 Appellants’ Opening Brief, Robins v. Pruneyard, 1 Civil 40776 11 (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 
4, 1976) 
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Hammer’s use of history was frequent and varied.  He argued at some length, for 

example, about the way in which the development of off-street parking contributed to a 

diminution of the traditional public sidewalk.17  The mall of the shopping mall was not 

simply an additional avenue of commerce, he said, it was often a substitution for an 

historic public institution.  Moreover, the responsibility for this substitution did not rest 

solely with the individual developer who had succeeded in creating an attractive shopping 

environment; the construction of the shopping mall did not simply replace the central 

business district.  Rather, Hammer argued that the wholesale geographic transformation 

of the urban environment that had occurred over the past half-century created the 

conditions in which the storefront sidewalk of small town and downtown had been 

effectively replaced by the storefront mall of the suburban shopping center.  This 

transformation was effected by developers, but also municipal and state governments (the 

City of Campbell, in which the Pruneyard was located, had passed a rigid off-street 

parking ordinance), by academic planners and critics, by the fact of the automobile, and 

by the preference of individual consumers. 

Hammer was certainly not a historian and his legal briefs and memoranda were 

not histories.  But Hammer used history extensively to talk about what had happened at 

the Pruneyard shopping center.  He used history to show that the sidewalk of main street 

had moved into the mall of the shopping center, that the economics of retailing favored 

the development of centrally owned and managed shopping centers, that there was an 

important link between residential and retail decentralization.  He used history to show 

how it was that in San Jose, and across the Santa Clara Valley and California, and the 

                                                
17 Appellants’ Opening Brief, Robins v. Pruneyard, 1 Civil 40776 11 (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 
4, 1976).  This point was advanced in future briefs as well, albeit less expansively. 
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West, and indeed all across America, the public spaces of consumption and 

communication were changing, often dramatically. 

Hammer used history; his case, in turn, became a part of it.  Together with earlier 

federal and state cases, Pruneyard exposed critical tensions in the explosive growth of 

suburban America.  Beginning with the 1968 decision in Amalgamated Food Employees 

Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, the United States Supreme Court considered the issue 

of the right to access shopping mall property for First Amendment expression four times 

in twelve years.18  It was a wildly uneven performance, in which the Court established 

new precedent, rapidly reversed itself and then qualified the reversal.  Part of the 

discontinuity in the Court’s decision making was a result of changing personnel.  But it 

also reflected a deep uncertainty about the nature of the shopping mall and its suburban 

environs.  In Logan Valley, a sharply divided Court held that the shopping mall had 

become the “functional equivalent” of the central business district and expressly feared 

the implications for free speech if businesses were immunized from criticism by locating 

deep within suburban shopping malls behind a “cordon sanitaire of parking lots.”19  The 

Court subsequently retreated from this position, and fracture on the Court persisted.  

Justices sparred over the nature of the public invitation to come to the shopping mall.  

They disputed whether shopping malls existed only to “do business” or whether they had 

a broader social function.20  They disagreed, most fundamentally, about the effect of 

suburbanization on the organs of public dialogue.   

                                                
18 Amalgamated Food Employees Union Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc. 391 U.S. 308 (1968); Lloyd 
Corp. v. Tanner, et al. 407 U.S. 551 (1972); Hudgens v. National Labor Relations Board, 427 U.S. 507 
(1976); Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins, et al. 447 U.S. 74 (1980). 
19 Logan Valley Plaza, 391 U.S at 325. 
20 Logan Valley Plaza, 391 U.S. at 338 (White, J., Dissenting) 
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Pruneyard was the last of the Supreme Court’s four shopping mall decisions and 

though its resolution was unanimous, the underlying ambivalence of the Court on the 

question of the shopping mall endured.  Several of the Justices went out of their way in 

concurring opinions to make clear that Pruneyard involved a particular type of mall—

namely, a large and popular one—and that the decision would not apply to all kinds of 

retail establishments.  On the other hand, Justice Thurgood Marshall continued to insist 

that there should be federal Constitutional protection for speech at shopping malls 

because malls were indeed the “functional equivalent” of downtown; he applauded—

whereas other Justices only respected—the California Court’s finding “that access to 

shopping centers was crucial to the exercise of rights of free expression.”21  

The Supreme Court’s repeated consideration of the right to access shopping mall 

property evidenced just how important the shopping mall had become in postwar 

American life.  It also demonstrated the degree to which American suburbanization and 

the rise of the shopping mall inspired conflicting emotions.  For many who used the mall, 

who negotiated the paved terrain from ranch house to office park to shopping mall, the 

new forms of suburban America were wonderfully liberating.  For many others, however, 

they were forms of discipline and exclusion.  A vast range of opinion existed in between.  

All could agree that suburbanization had changed the landscape and the way in which 

many Americans lived their lives.  What was left unsettled was nearly everything else, 

including:  were these changes a good thing? 

The Supreme Court’s shopping mall cases became a critical part of this discussion 

because they were points at which this kind of question was asked and points at which 

differences in response were fully exercised.  Quite literally, American suburbanization 
                                                
21 Pruneyard, 447 U.S. at 91 (Marshall, J., Concurring) 
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went on trial.  This was especially true in Pruneyard because it was intended to be this 

way.  From the very start, Philip Hammer made clear that the history of the shopping 

mall and public space was instrumental to understanding the confrontation at the 

Pruneyard shopping center.  So it is now that, in the longer view of history, Pruneyard is 

instrumental to understanding the story of the mall and public space.  These stories are 

best understood as one story, as a single history, because they share so much with one 

another, because they reinforce one another, because they are part of one another.  In an 

early brief in the case, Hammer immodestly declared that what had happened at the 

Pruneyard was a “dispute of historic significance.”22 He was right. 

 

Unfortunately, this history is one that has largely gone untold.  There is no history 

of Pruneyard.  There is no history of the American shopping mall.  There is no history of 

the transformation of public space in the 20th century.  Much has been written about each 

of these topics, and much of it is good.  But there has been nothing written on any one of 

them which is decidedly historical and which is either comprehensive or synthetic.  This 

fact, too, binds the stories of Pruneyard and Pruneyard. 

The reasons for the inattention are multiple.  With the Pruneyard case itself, the 

explanation is principally methodological.  In law, cases are generally not considered as 

historical events.  Supreme Court cases, in particular, are often engaged as abstractions, 

inevitable both in their ultimate appearance before the Court and in the result that they 

achieve.  This is a peculiarity of law, and legal education, which elevate the case to 

paramount importance, but which also strangely decontextualize and departicularize, 

indeed dehistoricize, the case in question.  Cases appear as mere mules for doctrine.   
                                                
22 Plaintiffs’ Written Argument, Robins v. Pruneyard, 6/23/76, 1. 
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How it is that the shopping mall has been ignored by historians, and for so long, is 

more difficult to explain.  At the time Hammer argued Pruneyard in the late 1970s, he 

could turn to nothing even approaching a history of the shopping mall.  Indeed, by the 

end of the case his own briefs constituted one of the more thorough works on the subject.  

Things were slow to change.  In a now widely admired 1984 article on Seattle's Northgate 

Shopping Mall, architectural historian Meredith Clausen argued that although 

undercovered in architectural history, there existed a "voluminous" literature on shopping 

centers.23  The same year sociologist Jerry Jacobs observed in the preface to his book The 

Mall: An Attempted Escape from Everyday Life, that despite some nearly 23,000 shopping 

malls in the United States, "there was not a single social science book that dealt with this 

topic."24  Both authors were right.  There was in fact a substantial body of work on malls 

extending over an impressive range of disciplines.  But there was no major study of the 

mall, "social science" or not. 

 For over a decade and nearly 20,000 shopping centers later this remained true.  

Indeed, the voluminous literature on malls continued to grow, while the absence of serious 

historical efforts appeared more conspicuous.  In the late 1990s things improved.  The 

American Historical Review hosted a forum on shopping malls in the fall of 1996, with 

essays by Liz Cohen and Kenneth Jackson.25 A year later, architectural historian Richard 

                                                
23 Meredith L. Clausen, "Northgate Regional Shopping Center--Paradigm from the Provinces," Journal of 
the Society of Architectural Historians (May 1984): 145, n.1.  But see, Howard Gillette, “The Evolution of 
the Planned Shopping Center in Suburb and City,” Journal of the American Planning Association (Autumn 
1985), 459. (In his  “Author’s Note,” Gillette says that “the suburban shopping center has been overlooked 
in contemporary literature.”) 
24 Jerry Jacobs, The Mall: An Attempted Escape from Everyday Life (IL: Waveland Press, 1984). 
25 Lizabeth Cohen, “From Town Center to Shopping Center: The Reconfiguration of Community 
Marketplaces in Postwar America,” 1050-1081; Thomas  W. Hanchett, “U.S. Tax Policy and the Shopping 
Center Boom of the 1950s and 1960s,” 1082-1110; Kenneth T. Jackson, “All the World’s a Mall: 
Reflections on the Social and Economic Consequences of the American Shopping Center,” 1111-1121, all 
in American Historical Review 101 (October 1996). 
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Longstreth published his magisterial City Center to Regional Mall, which now stands as 

the definitive work on the architectural development of the shopping center and early 

shopping malls.26  Both events served to substantially raise the profile of the mall.   

Although neither was a thorough history of the postwar years, it could now at least no 

longer be said that the mall had been abjectly dismissed as a subject of historical 

inquiry.27 

Nonetheless, the mall remained, and in fact remains, relatively neglected in 

historical scholarship, a strange fate for a construction that has had such a pronounced 

impact on postwar American life.  There is no easy accounting for this neglect.  The most 

compelling explanation is probably the simplest:  among those best positioned to write 

about it, the mall is, and long has been, almost pathologically disliked.  Of course, 

historians need not like their subjects in the sense that they must feel affection for them; 

but they must somewhere find them appealing, or attractive, or worthy.  The shopping 

mall has rarely earned this respect.  Rather, it has been regarded, if at all, as a devastating 

and insipid phenomenon, one alternately lacking the appropriate gravitas or kitsch of a 

serious historical subject, something better ignored than engaged. 

                                                
26 Richard Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall: Architecture, the Automobile, and Retailing in Los 
Angeles, 1920-1950 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). 
27 There had been some useful, and some not so useful, introductions to the mall.  Noteworthy ones 
included Meredith Clausen, “Shopping Centers,” in International Encyclopedia of Architecture, Volume 
IV, eds. J.A. Wilkes and Robert Packard (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1988), 406-421; Yehoshua S. 
Cohen, Diffusion of An Innovation in an Urban System: The Spread of Planned Regional Shopping Malls 
in the United States, 1949-1968 (Chicago: University of Chicago, Department of Geography Research 
Paper No. 140, 1972); “A History of the Shopping Center Industry,” Monitor (August 1990): 10-53; 
William Severini Kowinski, The Malling of America (New York:  William Morrow, 1985); Ed Mickens, 
“Instant Main Street: The Shopping Center Saga,” Urban Land (June 1986): 18-21; ”; A. Alexander Bul 
and Nicholas Ordway, Shopping Center Innovations: The Past 50 Years, Urban Land (June 1987): 22-25; 
International Council of Shopping Centers, A Brief History of Shopping Centers (ICSC, variously 
updated); The Evolution of Regional Shopping Centers: A Report (Equitable Real Estate Management, 
Inc., 1987); Paul Doocey, “12 who Dared to be Bolder, Brighter, Better,” Shopping Centers Today (May 
1991): 46-68. 
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So, then, it has been.  There have been exceptions, most notably in the work of a 

number of architectural and planning historians.28  But the deficit is deep.  Even accounting 

for recent efforts, the shopping mall remains understudied and underappreciated. The story 

of Pruneyard is not only the forgotten history of a case; it is the forgotten history in the 

case.  

 

I begin at the beginning.  In the first chapter, I explore precedents to the mall in 

commercial architecture from ancient Greece through 19th-century Europe and America.  

My aim is twofold.  First, I try and demonstrate that much of what appears to distinguish 

the modern American mall as uniquely American and modern is illusory.  The protection 

from inclement weather, the standardization of form, the suburban and urban siting, the 

commercial orientation of vital social and cultural space, the restrictions on access, the 

hostile reception by intellectuals:  all of these qualities, among others, can be located 

within earlier and often much more heralded commercial architectural forms.  I argue 

both that the mall is the direct successor to these forms, in that influence carried from one 

generation and culture to the next, but also that these earlier forms share experiences with 

the mall.  To properly understand the modern mall requires an understanding of its 

forebears. 

This understanding makes a critical difference in understanding the Pruneyard 

litigation itself.  Although the litigants did not explicitly quarrel about the relationship of 

                                                
28 See, e.g., Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall; Gillette, "The Evolution of the Planned Shopping 
Center in Suburb and City"; Clausen, "Shopping Centers" in Encyclopedia of Architecture, 406-421; 
Richard Longstreth, "The Neighborhood Shopping Center in Washington, D.C., 1930-1941," Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians (March 1992): 5-34; see also the work of Witold Rybczynski, in 
particular, “The New Downtowns,” The Atlantic Monthly, May 1993, 98-106, and a slightly expanded 
version of this piece in City Life: Urban Expectations in a New World (New York: HarperCollins, 1995). 
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the Pruneyard to Trajan’s market or the Burlington Arcade, the existence and quality of 

these relationships do in fact play a very important role in making sense of the dispute at 

the Pruneyard.  Underlying Philip Hammer’s argument throughout the case was the 

powerful conviction that the common space of the Pruneyard shopping mall was 

historical public space.  He believed, and argued, that the mall was the latest in a long 

line of commercially oriented public spaces and should be so considered.  On the other 

side, many in the industry rejected any historical responsibilities of the mall.  Although 

they sometimes proudly invoked the legacy of the mall, they also fiercely maintained that 

their own developments were purely private property, unencumbered by the past.  The 

degree to which the mall is part of history is really an essential element in assessing its 

status as a public or private space. 

In chapter two, I consider the development of the Pruneyard shopping mall in 

more detail.  Here, I attempt to show how the Pruneyard was part of the larger movement 

of building shopping centers in the United States, but also where it differed from other 

contemporary developments.  I emphasize several points.  The first is the critical 

importance of the automobile to the Pruneyard, and indeed to all suburban shopping 

centers.  Although the modern mall should be seen as the recent incarnation of a long-

lived form, it is also distinctively new in its relationship to modern transportation 

technology.  The automobile drives the story of the mall into the 20th century.   

  I also emphasize the social and cultural life of the mall.  In particular, I attempt 

to show that inasmuch as the shopping mall was a functional construction to sell 

consumer goods as efficiently as possible, it was also a social and cultural focal point of 

suburban America.  A number of early developers emphasized this aspect of the mall, and 
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they did so sincerely.  Most notably, Victor Gruen, who designed the first enclosed 

modern American shopping mall, promoted the mall as a new civic forum, inspired by 

commerce, but not confined to it.  I discuss Gruen’s career, including his disappointment 

at the direction of the shopping mall industry in the late 1970s.   

Finally, I consider the shopping mall as a rival to the American downtown.  I 

argue that although the mall did ultimately affect the prospects for many rural and urban 

communities, it was not unambiguously intent on their destruction; indeed, many 

involved in the shopping mall industry had investments in the traditional business 

districts of small towns and big cities.  Nonetheless, I explore some of the ways in which 

suburban shopping malls did at times expressly and at times fortuitously challenge their 

urban counterparts.  

In the third chapter, I further develop the historical context in which Pruneyard 

was litigated, but from a different perspective.  Here, I consider the shopping mall as an 

idea.  I show how a number of influential 20th century architects and urban planners 

promoted early incarnations of the shopping mall.  I argue that the idea, or ideal, of the 

shopping mall was part of a broad reconsideration of urban space in America, and that it 

had a real impact on decentralization, suburbanization, and urban renewal.  I then turn to 

explain how the idea of the mall, and the ideas about metropolitan space which it seemed 

to embody, met with unrelenting hostility by a number of prominent intellectuals at mid-

century.  I argue that despite its general popularity, the mall came to be understood by 

influential critics as an unworthy institution and, indeed, a bad idea.  It seemed to define 

what had gone wrong in thinking about the landscape, away from complexity and density 

and urban vitality, towards functional segregation and exclusion and suburban numbness. 
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This intellectual history of the shopping mall bears on the Pruneyard litigation in 

a number of ways.  In the first place, lawyers for the plaintiffs were clearly sympathetic 

to the ideas expressed by critics of the shopping mall, even if they did not entirely believe 

that the mall was without merit; in fact, Pruneyard came at a time when the critique of 

suburbanization, and particularly the effects of suburbanization, had just begun to have 

some popular intellectual valence. Furthermore, the litigation was in some senses a public 

forum for disagreements about the mall; it was a dispute over access, but it was itself a 

contest of ideas.  Finally, Pruneyard itself became enmeshed in the debate over the 

meaning of the mall and its suburban environs, as I explore in more detail in chapter five.  

In the fourth chapter, I narrate the history of the Pruneyard litigation from its 

inception through its resolution in the United States Supreme Court.  I trace the evolution 

of the plaintiffs’ argument from a relatively ill-defined constitutional assertion to a more 

concentrated and sophisticated constitutional claim.  I consider in some detail the legal 

background for the case in both the California courts and in the United States Supreme 

Court.  More importantly, however, I show the way in which the plaintiffs persistently 

oriented the case away from thick legal doctrine towards a socio-historic discussion—

how, in effect, the shopping mall was put on trial.   

I then follow the case through its appeals to the U.S. Supreme Court.  I 

demonstrate how the strategy of the plaintiffs to emphasize the practical effect of 

shopping malls on the availability of meaningful public space resonated with the 

California Supreme Court.  I argue that although the decision of the United States 

Supreme Court only sparingly remarked on the ideas about shopping malls, which had 

driven so much of the plaintiffs’ work, this should not be understood to minimize their 
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strategy or accomplishment.  I emphasize that the socio-historic impact of the shopping 

mall is really what motivated the plaintiffs’ participation in the case and it did, in fact, 

attract critical judicial support.   

In the fifth and concluding chapter, I consider the legacy of the Pruneyard 

decision.  In particular, I show how the case has been engaged by states that have 

confronted the question of the right to access shopping mall property.  I analyze the 

significant differences in approach that characterize the state court decisions.  I also align 

the arguments in the several states with those in the Supreme Court to reveal the political 

implications of the various positions about access.  I also locate the contest over access 

within broader discussions about the privatization of public space in the latter part of the 

20th century. 

Finally, I return to the idea of the shopping mall, in the aftermath of the 

Pruneyard litigation.  I argue that Pruneyard generated two distinct perspectives on the 

shopping mall and the transformation of public space in America.  For some, the 

litigation over public access confirmed deep suspicions about the shopping mall as a real 

social space.  For others, however, Pruneyard helped to validate the shopping mall as a 

legitimate public place.  I explore the contours of these positions and their relationship to 

earlier intellectual disputes over American suburbanization. 

 

The story told over these chapters is undergirded by several themes, some of 

which are, no doubt, already apparent.  The first is that the shopping mall is not, as many 

would have it, a homogenous, artificial imposition on the landscape; rather, it has been 

shaped, over time, in dynamic tension between designers and users, developers and 
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consumers, industry and community. Shopping malls have adjusted to conditions that were 

never expected—or desired.  These conditions range from the unanticipated number of teens 

and seniors among major mall patrons (if not always consumers), to the influx of crime, to 

shifting demographics, changes in advertising and long-term economic trends, to the legal 

battle over the right to access mall property for First Amendment expression.  I believe that 

the mall needs to be viewed less statically and more organically. 

 This perspective hopefully does more than simply explain the adjustments of a 

developer to changing conditions, although that alone would introduce more life and agency 

into the story of the shopping mall than is commonly allowed.  The real hope for this 

perspective is that it equitably distributes initiative and power.  It suggests that protestors 

and picketers and strolling seniors and truant teens and planning boards and redevelopment 

agencies and fear of crime and inflation have actually helped design the mall, and that 

security officers and managers and architects and retail chains and investment trusts have 

often “only” used it.  It offers that there is real proprietary ambiguity in the form and feel 

and function of the shopping mall.   

Others have suggested something similar.  Rob Shields, for example, noting Walter 

Benjamin, has trenchantly, if floridly, argued that  

this approach makes a clear distinction between the work of architecture 
as an inhabited (or even invaded) space and the work of architecture as a 
created (individually willed) place.  While the architect or engineer 
responds to the programmatic needs of the project and the stylistic ‘tenor’ 
of the times, his or her own personal vision is rapidly effaced by the mass-
social ‘spatialization’ when the building or project passes over into the 
control of its owners: tenants and users who adapt, change, destroy and 
otherwise appropriate the architecture to the prevailing spatialization.  
Over a period of time, ‘mode of habitation’ emerges which is 
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characteristic of the society as a collectivity, as opposed to any one 
individual or even subgroup.”29 

 
The historian John Findlay, in the book Magic Lands, has produced the most promising and 

sophisticated example of how this perspective can work in practice.  Findlay’s investigation 

of four western cityscapes is informed by the belief that “the views of those who planned, or 

would plan, the urban environment did not always correspond with the views of those who 

lived, worked, commuted, or played in it.”30  Rather, he argues “that ‘users’ and  ‘designers’ 

of the built environment frequently derive different ‘meanings’ from the same setting.”31 It 

is through this tension, between user and designer, developer and resident, architect and 

inhabitant, that new urban forms, and the landscapes in which they are situated, are 

ultimately shaped.  So it has been with the American shopping mall; it is artificial and 

imposed only to the degree that one believes that history works this way.  I do not.   

 The second theme of this work is that the shopping mall should be taken as a 

recognizable, if still radical, reconsideration of urban life.  It is now almost a cliché of much 

mall literature to introduce the mall as the successor to the agora and the arcade, but the 

observation has real credibility and ought to be more seriously pursued.  In the pages that 

follow, I pursue it.  To do this does not obscure the modern, and perhaps postmodern, 

impulse of the mall, but it pays due tribute to its powerful progenitors.  It means reconciling, 

and not avoiding, the seemingly endless contradictions, ironies, and inconsistencies in the 

mall’s history—how it acts as a force of centralization and de-centralization, how it could 

eschew and embrace the urban experience, how it could destroy and restore “downtown.”  

                                                
29 Rob Shields, “Reading the Built Environment: 150 years of the Shopping Arcade,” in Social Space: 
Human Spatial Behavior in Dwellings and Settlements, ed. Ole Gron, et al (Odense University Press, 
1991), 61. 
30 John Findlay, Magic Lands (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 8. 
31 The “user/designer” terminology--and to some extent, idea--comes from Amos Rapoport.  See The 
Meaning of the Built Environment (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1990).   
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When this is done, when the shopping mall is understood to be a new old urban form, it 

becomes a much more comprehensible construction:  a product of the 20th century and the 

inheritor of a long-lived urban ideal. 

 The third theme is that the shopping mall is both a physical and ideological 

construction.  Although the mall has long eluded the interest of historians, it has been 

featured in the work of a wide range of intellectuals over the course of the 20th century. 

Architects, city planners, journalists, critics, sociologists, and geographers, among many 

others, have written about the shopping mall.  In the early part of the century prototypes 

of the shopping mall played a significant role in the development of city and regional 

plans and, in particular, plans for the accommodation of the automobile.  At mid century 

the mall figured prominently in debates over suburbanization and urban renewal.  More 

recently, the shopping mall has been discussed in the context of new urbanism, 

postmodernism, privatization, and the rise of electronic commerce and communication.  

For as long as the mall has been a concrete presence on the land, it has also always been 

an idea. 

 This idea of the shopping mall extends beyond its place in exchanges over land 

use and architecture and community.  The mall is a powerful icon of postwar America.  It 

is a familiar reference, and rallying point, a space invested with meaning far in excess of 

its duties selling pants and pretzels.  By the 1970s, for example, the mall had become a 

codeword or metaphor for out-of-scale development, homogenization and the triumph of 

suburban blandness.  Some intellectuals quarreled over this assessment, but over time it 

became apparent that the divide was often not so much among intellectuals but between 

intellectuals and the rest of America who, inexplicably to those in Berkeley and 
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Cambridge and New York, actually seemed to like these places.  For most academics and 

elites of other domains, the shopping mall came to symbolize the late 20th century 

ideology of the American middle class:  consumption, repetition, safety, order, parking.  

Many of these Americans--or at least the self-conscious among them--understood the 

shopping mall as a cultural phenomenon as well, but they certainly did not ascribe to it a 

pathological ideology.  Rather the mall was simply a colorful part of the American idiom, 

a reference to the suburban culture of the multiplex and Orange Julius and Valley Girls. 

 These ideas are a critical part of the history of the shopping mall.  Disinvested of 

them, the history of the mall is something akin to the history of the parking lot.  It would 

be an interesting history, no doubt, and an important one—but one lacking resonance.  

The shopping mall demands more.     

The fourth theme of this work is that the history of the American shopping mall is 

not only the story of the shopping mall in America.  The shopping mall has a global 

dimension, both within and outside its fluorescent-lit corridors.  In the latter case, 

“American-style” shopping malls have been built around the world.  Indeed, the export of 

the American mall in the late 20th century bears some resemblance to the export of the 

British arcade around the world in the late 19th century.  Much as the British arcade was 

shipped to all corners of the Empire in a sign of British hegemony, the shopping mall has 

come to signify American capitalist-cultural dominance in the postwar world.   

Not surprisingly, this is a source of some concern.  I share this concern.  I also 

believe, however, that a fixation on American hegemony risks distorting the record.  The 

dynamic is more nuanced.  It is important to remember, in the first instance, that the 

modern American shopping mall is only the latest incarnation of a very long-lived form.  
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The shopping mall, broadly speaking, is not American in origin.  It is the direct historical 

descendent of a host of developments, ranging from the agoras of Greece to the bazaars 

of the Middle East to the arcades of Europe.  Thus it is that many of the cultures that are 

now receiving the modern mall have, in fact, had long experiences with enclosed 

commercial architecture.   

Moreover, while the leverage of American capital and culture is immense, 

communities abroad may adapt and adjust, resist and subvert, as successfully as 

communities at home.  I do not believe that the story of the shopping mall in America is 

solely the story of developers inflicting the mall on a passive public.  I similarly do not 

believe that this is the story beyond the American shores.  Rather, there is in both places 

an ongoing negotiation and dialogue between a whole array of forces. 

It is likewise true about the mall in the world as it is about the mall in America 

that the fact of its success should not be understood to mean that it is necessarily 

imposed; this is a kind of extreme anti-market thinking.  It is certainly possible to 

imagine that the mall’s popularity and success around the globe is due in some part to the 

fact that it is a good and useful form. That the world’s largest shopping mall appears in 

Edmonton, Canada, for example, may have much less to do with the impact of American 

institutions than with the ferocity of the climate.  Even absent this logic, it might well be 

that for the same reasons those in Atlanta enjoy the mall, so do those in Kuala Lumpur.   

Finally, the historian should not lose sight of the long term.  The fact that the 

American shopping mall appears at distant points around the world does not mean that 

these developments will remain either American or malls.  The experience of the arcade 

is illustrative.  In Bombay, India, for example, the formal 19th-century Victorian arcades 
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of the Fort Area have been dramatically altered over time by their use as traditional 

marketplaces.  They have retained their architectural integrity--they still look like 

Victorian arcades--but they are used and understood by those that use them as something 

far removed from what their builders intended.  These classic British arcades are now 

Indian bazaars.32  American shopping malls may undergo similar transformation and 

reinterpretation in the places in which they appear.  

The concern over the global aspect of the mall extends to globalism within the 

mall, as well.  Many shopping malls represent themselves as being from another time or 

geography.  Town Square.  Commons.  Bazaar.  Arcade.  Plaza.  Crystal Court.  Designs 

of wrought iron and glass; stucco and fountains; redbrick and white clapboard.  The West 

Edmonton Mall in Canada is often cited as the apotheosis of such artifice, with its faux 

Bourbon Street and Versailles Fountains.  There are well over a dozen international 

representations in the West Edmonton Mall.33  Shopping malls in Las Vegas attempt 

wholesale replications of the Roman Forum, the bazaars of North Africa, the gallerias of 

Italy and the arcades of France.  Many other malls strive for a similar effect, albeit on a 

more modest scale.  The Pruneyard, for example, evokes a Spanish plaza.  When the 

critic Margaret Crawford declared “All the World’s a Mall” she meant both that the mall 

had spread to all corners of globe, but also that the mall had come to represent the 

world.34 

The concern of some is that these malls present a manufactured and sanitized 

depiction of the real world.  To an extent this is true.  Shopping malls are in the business 

                                                
32 Rahul J. Mehrotra, “Bazaars in Victorian Arcades,” Places 8 (Summer 1992): 25-31. 
33 See, R.W. Butler, “West Edmonton Mall as A Tourist Attraction,” The Canadian Geographer/Le 
Geographe canadien, 35, no. 3 (1991): 287-295. 
34 Margaret Crawford, "The World in a Shopping Mall," in Sorkin, ed., Variations on a Theme Park, 30. 
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of trying to attract customers.  Developers and architects utilize all sorts of devices to 

create an enticing environment, including historical quotation and the incorporation of 

famous icons.  They do so selectively and they do so manipulatively.  But this is no less 

true of public places and it does not mean that these are not real places themselves.  As 

Witold Rybcznski has insightfully observed, “make believe has always played a role in 

our surroundings, and the relationship between reality and illusion has always been 

blurred; Pennsylvania station was simultaneously a surrogate Baths of Caracalla and a 

real place."”35 So, too, the Houston Galleria is a surrogate Galleria Vittorio Emanuele and 

a real place.  

The real objection is not so much that the shopping mall is fake; it is that it is 

ugly.  And crass.  Because inasmuch as the shopping mall represents the world without 

taste or subtlety, it is a difference only in degree from what towns and cities have always 

done.  Space is manufactured.  Copying abounds, and it is often very heavily edited from 

one generation, and one location, to the next.  The objection to the Houston Galleria 

cannot be that it mimics the great Galleria of Milan.  That objection, if sustained, would 

apply to great swaths of the built environment and would leave us with virtually nothing 

to admire.  The objection is that it mimics so inadequately.  The issue, in other words, is 

not what is authentic but what is aesthetic. 

The aesthetic of the shopping mall can indeed by a dispiriting one.  Many are 

ugly.  Many are wasteful.  Many do seem to induce a kind of sensory fatigue, or 

numbness.  Shopping malls built in the late 1960s and 1970s, in particular, often appear 

shockingly dull and monotonous.  And those that are enclosed in pleasant warmer 

                                                
35 Witold Rybczynski, review of The Unreal America, by Ada Louise Huxtable, The New York Times 
(April 6, 1997). 
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weather climes, like Los Angeles and San Diego, seem especially unfortunate and 

unattractive. 

My effort is not to champion the mall against such evaluation.  My effort is to 

historicize the mall; to contextualize it; to promote the idea that the shopping mall is a 

part of history.  I don’t believe that all shopping malls are unsightly or enervating, but to 

understand the mall as merely ugly rather than fake is to afford it a degree of historical 

legitimacy that it often lacks.  Much of the way in which the shopping mall has been 

understood has placed it outside of history: as fake, and imposed, and artificial.  So, too, 

the new American landscape of which it is an essential part.  As John Findlay has argued, 

the past half-century of geographic change is often viewed as “deviation from a norm rather 

than as historical progression from one urban type to another.”36  It is against this notion of 

deviancy--and towards history--that my own effort is fundamentally directed. 

These then are some of the themes that undergird this work.  The list is not 

exhaustive and these themes are not mutually exclusive.  The theme of the themes, it 

should be clear, is that the story of the shopping mall is dynamic.  Pruneyard reveals that 

the mall is a contested space, but also that it is incontestably part of the drama of the 20th 

century.  It is, as Philip Hammer once argued, “engrained in the social pattern.”37  A 

marketplace, of goods, and ideas, it is the American Agora; a place deeply rooted in 

history, and now deeply a part of it.   

 

A final note remains.  This history involves the shopping mall.  “Shopping mall” 

is a murky designation, which is often used to refer to a variety of retail forms.  It can be 

                                                
36 Findlay, Magic Lands, 7 
37 Brief of Appellees, Robins v. Pruneyard, (No. 79-289), at 57. 
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immensely difficult to capture precisely what does and does not constitute a shopping 

mall.   In the industry, a mall is one of two basic configurations under the broader 

category of shopping center, a term which itself has been historically “loosely used.”38  

Malls, says the International Council of Shopping Centers, “typically are enclosed with a 

climate-controlled walkway between two facing strips of stores.”  That is in contrast to 

the other basic configuration, the “strip center” which is an “attached row of stores or 

service outlets managed as a coherent retail entity, with parking usually located in front 

of the stores.”39 

Unfortunately, these definitions, while useful, are incomplete.  They tell us 

nothing about how to categorize a wide range of retail forms that do not appear to fall 

within the scope of either “mall” or “strip center.”  What of downtown “malls” which 

often have no central mall at all, and in which the stores frequently do not face each other 

in strips?  What of outdoor plazas which similarly lack enclosed walkways?  Adding to 

the uncertainty is that the industry nomenclature sometimes directly conflicts with 

popular usage. For example, in industry lexicon, “strip mall” is absolute nonsense, an 

oxymoron.  Nonetheless, this is what most people call them.   

There are other ways in which to categorize shopping centers besides 

configuration.  One is by size.  Today the industry recognizes four distinct sizes: 

neighborhood, community, regional, and super-regional.  Size is measured in square 

footage, overall acreage, number and type of anchor tenants, and several other criteria.  
                                                
38 Seward H. Mott and Max S. Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, Technical Bulletin No. 11, 
Urban Land Institute (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1949), 3.  The Urban Land Institute said, in 
fact, that it had a “very definite meaning.”  It “refers to a group of commercial establishments planned, 
developed, and managed as a unit, and related in location, size, and type of shops to the surrounding trade 
area which it serves, generally in the outlying suburban areas.”  This definition would largely persist over 
the decades, but subject to a number of qualifications.  See Chapter Two.   
39 These definitions may be found on the website of the International Council of Shopping Centers at 
<www.icsc.org>. 
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Shopping centers are also classified by concept.  Thus, there are “specialty centers,” 

“power centers,” “festival centers” and “outlet centers,” all of which have a particular 

orientation in appearance and in merchandise. 

One development may be several things.  The Pruneyard, for example, is the size 

of a regional shopping center, has the generally high-end orientation of a specialty center, 

and contains enough entertainment and restaurants, in addition to its signature Spanish 

motif, to qualify as a “theme” or “festival” center.  Which one is it?  There is no easy 

answer to this question.  It was initially considered a community center, then later a 

specialty center.  Throughout the litigation the owner of the Pruneyard insisted it was a 

specialty center.  Hammer argued that in trading area and square footage it was a regional 

center.   

Is it a shopping mall?  The answer is no easier.  It is not enclosed and it has no 

climate-controlled walkways; although stores do face each other at points, they do not 

always do so in strips.  The industry definition would suggest that it didn’t fit the 

definition of a mall.  On the other hand, the Pruneyard is clearly not a strip center. 

I believe the Pruneyard is a shopping mall.  The industry’s definitions are helpful, 

but their mandate is different from mine.  They have created categories for the use of 

professionals in the business.  I am writing a history.  To fully defer to the categories of 

the industry would be to risk several faults, the most noteworthy of which would be to 

undermine at least two of my basic theses:  that the mall is as much an idea as a physical 

space and that is as much about use as design.  The shopping mall is not simply what the 

developer says it is, it is what people understand it to be.  In any case, strict application of 

industry categories is difficult because the definitions themselves are inadequate. 
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I offer my own compromise approach.  I accept the general categories of strip 

center and mall.  I expand the “mall,” though, to generally include all indoor commercial 

space planned, developed and managed as a single property.  I also include outdoor 

specialty centers and theme centers which are of a substantial size and which have 

interior walkways.  I further include large outdoor centers, which, because of unorthodox 

configuration, may not have a mall at all.  I will often use the term shopping center and 

shopping mall interchangeably, unless I am referring to something which is definitely not 

a mall in which case I’ll make that clear.40   As a general matter, I refer to the shopping 

mall in a way that I believe most people would understand the term shopping mall.  It is 

not scientific, but this is not science.  It is history.  I proceed accordingly. 

                                                
40 The ambiguity of reference to “shopping center” and “shopping mall” was noted in one substantial 
bibliography on the topic.  “Since a clear distinction between shopping mall and a shopping center is 
seldom evident in the literature, these two terms are used interchangeably in this work.  Although marked 
contrasts may be drawn between the newer, climate controlled enclosed mall and the older ‘strip’ shopping 
center, these two terms are often used to refer to the same entity, sometimes in a single sentence.”  See 
James F. Orr, Malls, Pedestrian Malls, and Shopping Centers:  A Selected Bibliography with Annotations 
(Monticello, IL: Vance Bibliographies, 1979), 3. 
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Chapter One 
 
 

Precedent 
 
 
[T]he shopping center is a return to the pattern of retailing which prevailed almost up to the present 
century.  The Roman forum, the medieval market place, the glass-covered ‘gallerie’ in Milan and Naples, 
the town squares and ‘emporiums’ of America are all permutations of the communal aspects of shopping. 
 
   -- Architectural Forum, 19491 
 
 
Although they have an ancient lineage that has been traced back to the bazaars of Persia, the agoras of 
Greece, the forums of Rome and the market places of medieval Europe, the modern shopping center is very 
much an American phenomenon. 
 

-- International Council of Shopping Centers, 19772 
 

 
This court should recognize that the twentieth century shopping center is the modern equivalent of the 
Greek agora and that First Amendment guarantees must be afforded these modern day public forums. 

 
-- Brief of the American Jewish Congress and the Synagogue Council of 
America as Amici Curiae, Pruneyard v. Robins, No. 79-2893 

 
 
 

 
In 1949, Architectural Forum heralded the new shopping centers appearing 

around the United States.  “By-passing the downtown ‘trap,’” the journal wrote, 

“shopping centers set new retail patterns for customers and merchants alike.”4  Although 

still relatively few in number, these new centers were transforming the American 

landscape, rapidly reversing the trend of centralization which had defined early 20th-

                                                
1 “Markets in the Meadows,” Architectural Forum (March 1949), 115. 
2 International Council of Shopping Centers, “Shopping Centers Come of Age,” an advertising supplement 
to The New York Times, 1977, 4. 
3 Brief of the American Jewish Congress and the Synagogue Council of America as Amici Curiae, 
Pruneyard v. Robins, No. 79-289, 11. 
4 “Markets in the Meadows,” Architectural Forum (March 1949), 114. 
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century retail development.  Architectural Forum called them “Markets in the Meadows” 

and they held the promise, and peril, of changing the way in which Americans enjoyed a 

substantial part of their public lives. 

The appellation “Markets in the Meadows” was certainly a fair poetic depiction of 

the appearance of shopping centers in America, but it was often actually quite literal.  In 

the case of what became the Pruneyard shopping center it was, in fact, very close to the 

mark.  The property upon which the Pruneyard shopping center and tower would be built 

was a bare 34 acres in November 1968.  As was true with much of the Santa Clara valley, 

the Pruneyard property had been an orchard at one time--in this case an apricot orchard.  

The property was owned by a number of European families who had acquired it 

piecemeal since the late-19th century.  Because of its size and proximity to Bascom 

Avenue, an important Valley artery, there had been numerous attempts to purchase it 

over the years.  But no one until Fred Sahadi had had any success in bringing the families 

together to agree on anything.  

 Sahadi was an attorney from Los Angeles who had come up to the San Francisco 

Bay Area in the mid 1960s to try a case.  He stayed.  He thought the Santa Clara valley 

was like Orange County ten years earlier--orchards replete with development potential.  

He began his development career with several “swinger apartments,” upscale complexes 

that catered to young, mostly single people.  These were popular in Southern California 

and Sahadi saw a market for them in the north of the state.  He built two complexes, one 

of which, the Cardiff Affair, in Campbell, was only a block away from the vacant 

Pruneyard lot.  The Cardiff Affair was extremely successful, but Sahadi, still only in his 

late 20s, had grander plans--across the street. 
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 In 1968 Sahadi went to Europe for nearly three months to negotiate the sale of the 

Pruneyard property.  He returned its owner, having purchased the land at thirty-five cents 

a square foot.  Bascom Avenue had been approved to expand from two lanes to four and 

Sahadi had an appropriately expanded vision for the property.  In addition to 300,000 

square feet of retail space, he planned a 100,000 square foot office tower.  Because of 

flight patterns, nothing of any substantial height was built in San Jose.  Sahadi’s 

Pruneyard Tower, at 18 stories, was designed to be the tallest building between San 

Francisco and Los Angeles.  Until the mid 1980s, it was. 

 The plans for the Pruneyard were formally announced in the local and national 

press in 1969.  As reported in Chain Store Age, one of the shopping center industry’s 

leading organs, the Pruneyard was slated to be a $10 million dollar development, with an 

enclosed mall shopping facility done in a Spanish motif.5  In its annual review of 

shopping centers in Santa Clara valley, the San Jose Mercury & News provided more 

details on the new mall.6  The Pruneyard would cover 30 acres, with a combined 416,000 

square feet of office and retail space.  The first phase of the shopping center would open 

in the fall of 1969, at 150,000 square feet, and would include a movie theater, a 

supermarket, two banks and a drug store.  The total site completion was scheduled for 

July 1970. 

 The first element of the Pruneyard actually opened on Christmas Day, 1969, with 

a showing of Paul Mazursky’s Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice at the United Artists movie 

complex.  The Pruneyard office tower was finished soon thereafter.  The first store 

                                                
5 “New Stores and Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age (March 1969), E96.  Chain Store Age included a 
section called Shopping Center Age within its publication. 
6 San Jose Mercury & News, 1969-70 Shopping Center Guide of Santa Clara County: A Complete 
Summary of Shopping Centers in Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose: San Jose Mercury & News, 1969), 76. 
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opened in February 1970, and stores continued to be rolled open over the course of the 

next year and a half, all around the mall’s central Grand Plaza.  By 1973, 63 stores were 

operating in the center; at the end of the decade the number was up to 75.7  In addition to 

the 30 acres that constituted the tower and center, Sahadi still owned 4 acres on the other 

side of Highway 17.  After much delay and failed negotiations to sell the parcel, Sahadi 

developed a hotel there in 1983.  Another motel, of 132 units, was opened on the north 

side of the property in 1987.  Both were successful.  

 The swift transformation of the Pruneyard from a sleepy apricot orchard to a 

bustling commercial hub was dramatic but it was not at all unusual.  In the late 1960s, 

shopping centers were springing up all across America, as they had for nearly two 

decades.  Often, as with the Pruneyard, they seemed to emerge out of the barren earth, 

rising rapidly from deserts, and prairies, and cornfields, and meadows.  They loomed 

large on the landscape, bold and boxy and unmistakably new.   

Or so it seemed.  In fact, as Architectural Forum pointed out in the same text in 

which it announced the arrival of these modern institutions in 1949, the shopping mall 

was strongly connected to the past.  It was part of a distinguished lineage of commercial 

space that dated back thousands of years.  The shopping mall was new, but it was a new 

incarnation of an old idea.  The Pruneyard shopping mall had roots at least as strong as 

those in the orchard that it replaced.   

 It was a point lost on many, but not all.  Among those who grasped the historical 

importance of the mall was prominent real-estate developer A. Alfred Taubman.  In 1988, 

Taubman delivered a short working paper at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 

                                                
7 The longtime manager of the Pruneyard, Kevin Salmon, indicated in an interview that at its peak the 
center had 85 shops and some 21 restaurants.  He was not sure when this was, but it must have been at 
some point in the early 1980s. 
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School of Business on the history of the shopping center.  His effort was directed to 

unmasking the “myths” of shopping centers—myths which he believed the real estate 

industry had largely generated, and which had, or at least could have, adversely affected 

“retail real estate development.” The purpose of his paper was to “dispel these myths and 

misconceptions” and the reason was clearer still: by working under false assumptions, 

shopping mall developers risked ignoring or misunderstanding some of the qualities 

which had made their enterprise so successful and enduring.8 

 Taubman identified three powerful myths.  The first, “that the mall-type shopping 

center is a revolutionary American architectural concept and retailing system introduced 

in the late 1940s to early 1950s”; the second, “that regional shopping centers of post-

World War II America sprang up in corn fields, creating ‘suburbia’ and ultimately 

destroying the nation’s once-prosperous cities”; the third, that “Americans now are in the 

midst of a dramatic urban experiment: the introduction of the regional shopping 

center....downtown.” His response was vigorous: the modern mall, he said, is “the 

contemporary equivalent of the nineteenth-century European arcade, a building type and 

retailing system with direct historic reference stretching back centuries to medieval 

marketplaces and the bazaars of Persia, Egypt, and the Orient.”  The iconic 20th-century 

American shopping mall was not, in essence, a product of the 20th century, nor was it 

American.  Furthermore, he argued, the mall did not create the suburban exodus, but 

largely responded to the realities of it.  And finally, he said, the mall was not newly 
                                                
8 A. Alfred Taubman, The History of Shopping Centers--Revised June 1988, Working Paper #30; Retail 
Shopping Centers: The Myths Unmasked (Philadelphia: Real Estate Center, the Wharton School of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 1988), 2, 7. Taubman had published an earlier, and more circumspect, version 
of this paper in Urban Land two years before.  There he began: “Popular interpretations of retail trends 
over the last half century have given birth to several myths that cloud our understanding of the past and 
future.  We in the retail development field often contribute to these distorted perceptions.” This popular-
professional causal relationship was absent in the Wharton paper.  See A. Alfred Taubman, “Shopping 
Centers: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going,” Urban Land (October 1986): 32-33. 
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imported to downtown in the 1970s, but rather, “the mall-type shopping center or arcade 

was born in the city, and should function best and contribute most in its historic urban 

setting.”9 

 Taubman’s “history” was instructive, even incisive, but it was also unfairly 

directed: the myths he unmasked did not belong exclusively to the real estate profession.  

Indeed, there is ample evidence that the industry was less than captivated by these myths.    

For example, while it was certainly true that over the years many developers 

congratulated their peers, and not infrequently themselves, for any particular invention—

multi-levels, two anchors, climate control—the industry literature was saturated with 

references to the ancient antecedents to their creations.  These references ranged from 

facile to engaging, but their presence suggested at least some collective cognizance of the 

historical context of the modern work.  Then, too, it was hard to see where developers 

seriously believed that they had created suburbia and destroyed downtown.  In fact, 

almost all commercial developers believed they were following the consumers out of 

town.  At least initially, they thought the mall would simply expand the retail market as 

well as offer competitive fire to downtown. 

 In any case, inasmuch as the real estate industry did harbor Taubman’s myths 

about the shopping mall, it joined countless Americans in doing so.  As Richard 

Longstreth has confirmed, “To many observers and participants alike, the type [shopping 

center] seemed an almost instantaneous phenomenon of the post-World War II era, a 

view that has persisted to the present.”10  Early on, the shopping mall was severed from 

                                                
9 Taubman, “The History of Shopping Centers,” 2, 4, 6. (Ellipses and underline appear in original). 
10 Richard Longstreth, “The Neighborhood Shopping Center in Washington D.C., 1930-1941,” Journal of 
the Society of Architectural Historians LI (March 1992): 6.  In 1996, the American Historical Review 
smartly featured a forum on shopping malls. The Review ran articles by Liz Cohen and Thomas Hanchett, 
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its historical moorings, such that it seemed to mysteriously appear in the 20th century, in 

the 1950s—a product of its time, but not of the past.  So it was for later malls as well, like 

the Pruneyard, which appeared almost instantly to transform meadows into markets.    

 This notion of the shopping mall as an “instantaneous phenomenon” has been an 

unfortunate one.  It is terribly misleading.  The modern American shopping mall that 

arose and then rapidly proliferated in the 1950s, while clearly a new and distinct 

construction, is rooted in history.  In both form and function, it bore the influence and 

shared the experience of earlier efforts-- the agora and the arcade, branch stores, chain 

stores, the great 19th century department stores.  To miss this is to simply misunderstand 

its history. 

 Many have--and this has had a real impact.  In the case of the real estate industry, 

the failure to appreciate the historical realities of the mall has sometimes inhibited a 

strong sense of what it is that makes for a successful development, as Taubman 

suggested.  In the case of historians and critics, the depiction of the mall as radically and 

unimpeachably new has clouded clear insight into the evolution of the landscape, as well 

as rendering the mall’s popularity and endurance almost incomprehensible.  In the case of 

ordinary Americans, the notion of the mall as singularly modern and American and 

                                                
both of whom tidily begin the story of malls in the 1950s.  Hanchett’s entire thesis, in fact, locates the 
growth of the mall in a 1954 change in the Federal tax code.  Somewhat ironically, it was only Kenneth 
Jackson, who explicitly dislikes shopping malls and who has elsewhere failed to engage them with his 
usual dexterity, who acknowledged that the “shopping center and even the shopping mall are not entirely 
American innovations”; nonetheless, he repeated his misleading contention from Crabgrass Frontier that 
there existed only six shopping centers in America prior to 1946, i.e. that it is purely a phenomenon of the 
postwar era.  The American Historical Review writers also decried the effect of the mall on downtown, both 
in how it sucked the life from it and then manipulatively, and erringly, tried to restore it decades later.  
Indeed, the forum conveniently—albeit anachronistically—articulated the full triumvirate of Taubman’s 
myths.  See Lizabeth Cohen, “From Town Center to Shopping Center: The Reconfiguration of Community 
Marketplaces in Postwar America,” 1050-1081; Thomas  W. Hanchett, “U.S. Tax Policy and the Shopping 
Center Boom of the 1950s and 1960s,” 1082-1110; Kenneth T. Jackson, “All the World’s a Mall: 
Reflections on the Social and Economic Consequences of the American Shopping Center,” 1111-1121 
(quotation page 1111), all in American Historical Review 101 (October 1996).  See also Kenneth Jackson, 
Crabgrass Frontier (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 259. 
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suburban has frustrated a stronger connection to the past and responsibility for the 

present.  In all cases, the generation and propagation of these myths have served to 

undermine the legitimacy of the shopping mall and the circumstances in which it appears. 

 In the case of Pruneyard the historicity of the shopping mall was a point of 

meaningful contention.  Much of the resolve of Sahadi and others in the industry who 

fought free speech access was borne from a sense that they had made these constructions 

out of whole cloth, that shopping malls were exclusively the genius of their creators. 

Developers may have generally acknowledged the historical roots of the shopping mall, 

and even publicly invoked them.  But many also fundamentally believed that this was 

their mall--and they owed it to no one, past or present.  Phil Hammer, on the other hand, 

while respectful of the modern strategies of the mall, insisted that these forms were rich 

in history.  Hammer said that shopping malls and their environs were new but in a 

familiar way--they were the social-commercial locus that existed in almost every urban 

pattern.  The mall was both impressed with the past, but it was also an archetypal form, 

variations of which would always appear.  It really was the new downtown, the American 

agora. 

The appearance of the Pruneyard shopping center on Bascom road was 

undoubtedly due to the drive and initiative of its owner.  Historical forces didn’t build the 

Pruneyard.  Fred Sahadi did.  But Sahadi’s work was not without precedent either in the 

smaller shopping centers around him or in the malls of the 1950s or indeed much further 

back, in the commercial developments of ancient Greece and Rome, the medieval Islamic 

world, and 19th--and early 20th-century--Europe and America.  These earlier 

constructions influenced the design of the Pruneyard, as they influenced the design of all 
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shopping malls.  Moreover, beyond the direct impact of design, these early shopping 

malls were precedents in that they underwent experiences similar to their modern 

counterparts.  The agora endured the contempt of intellectuals; Trajan’s Market served a 

commercial function, but also an important social one; Islamic bazaars and caravanserais 

encouraged surrounding growth.  Over time developments in Greece and Rome and 

Turkey and Paris became standardized, they adapted to changes wrought by use, they 

integrated into the existing framework of transportation.  All struggled to some extent 

with an identity as a public space; all were regulated in some ways, in who could and 

could not enter and when and for what.  Detailed consideration of the precedents to the 

modern mall reveals both the way in which these early developments influenced the 

design of the mall but also the way in which internally directed commercial-social space 

has undergone development, modification, and debate in ways similar to the modern 

experience.  They inform this history.  Indeed, they are constituent of it.  The 

transformation of the Pruneyard from sleepy apricot orchard to bustling commercial hub 

was swift, but it was also long in the making.  The story of the Pruneyard, and 

Pruneyard, begins here. 

 

 

 

“An Ancient Shopping Center”11 

 

                                                
11 In 1972, the American School of Classical Studies at Athens titled their 12th picture-book excavation 
report on the Athenian Agora An Ancient Shopping Center. 
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 Pace Taubman, it would be easy enough to conclude that any linkage between the 

great Greek agora or Roman Forum and the modern American shopping mall is mere 

hubris.  The conclusion is made difficult, however, by the fact that the connection is 

compelling, and that testaments to that end are found not only in the promotional 

literature for modern shopping malls but in the excavation reports from the American 

School of Classical Studies at Athens.12  And why not?  Even accounting for recent 

disagreements, we largely accept the enormous influence of Greco-Roman culture on our 

own.  Should it seem strange just in this occasion: that some of our most successful 

commercial architecture draws on antique precedent?  

 To be sure, neither of the relevant Greek forms—the agora or the stoa—were 

strictly commercial constructions.  As the distinguished architectural historian Spiro 

Kostof has argued, the word “marketplace,” which has served as kind of a trans-millennia 

shorthand definition of the agora,  “inadequately describes the concept.”  More than a 

site to exchange goods, it was, Kostof says, “a bustling place that served as the 

democratic alternative to the two great organizing foci of non-Greek cities, the temple 

precinct and the palace complex.”13  In his study of the greatest agora, in Athens, John 

Camp similarly notes that the agora, with its tremendous civic range, was the predecessor 

to great European piazzas and squares.  It involved, he says, the administrative, 

legislative, judicial, social, commercial and religious life of the Greek metropole and was, 

in this, “the heart of an ancient city.”14 

                                                
12 American School of Classical Studies at Athens. An Ancient Shopping Center: The Athenian Agora, 
Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No. 12 (Princeton: American School of Classical Studies 
at Athens, 1971). 
13 Spiro Kostof, A History of Architecture: Settings and Rituals (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 143. 
14 John M. Camp, The Athenian Agora: Excavations in the Heart of Classical Athens (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1986), 14. 
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 If the commercial enterprise was only one of many elements, though, it was 

nonetheless a critical one—arguably responsible for both the agora’s impressive growth 

and, ultimately, for its demise.  Indeed, despite the definitional inadequacies of 

“marketplace” to describe the agora, it’s hard to imagine what might be better.  R.E. 

Wycherley, who concurs with Kostof about the deficiency of “marketplace”—and with 

myriad scholars about the richness of the agora—also argues that “civic center,” an 

alternate designation, is “frigid,” and offers the inelegant “place where people get 

together” instead.15 In any case, while it may be relatively convenient, the simple 

equation of agora equals market is flat, even facile; it fails to capture the texture of the 

public space.  The shopping mall has suffered a similar problem of nominative equation 

and reduction and so when we look to its ancient (and later, not-so-ancient) antecedents it 

should be to their quality and trajectory as a commercial form.  With the agora, then, it is 

in how it began as a relatively unplanned appendage to the acropolis, blossomed into a 

multi-faceted city center with more centralized planning and an increasingly vibrant 

commercial element, was eventually divided by function, and ultimately replaced by the 

fora and other commercial constructions of the Roman empire, that we can locate 

edifying comparisons to the modern experience.   

                                                
15 R.E. Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities 2nd edition (New York: W.W. Norton, 1962), 5; for another 
discussion of the word agora and its meaning, see L. de Ligt, Fairs and Markets in the Roman Empire: 
Economic and Social Aspects of Periodic Trade in a Pre-Industrial Society (Amsterdam: J.C. Gieben, 
1993): 39-41.  He argues that compared with panegyris, a loose word for fair, agora “is a relatively 
unproblematic word.”  In Homer agora “invariably means ‘assembly.’  But although agora still occurs with 
this meaning in much later texts, the most common meaning of agora in Greek prose texts of all periods is 
‘market square,’ or, to be more exact, the ‘public square’ of Greek towns, which was used for holding 
markets in almost every city of the Greek world.”  Ligt suggests an alternate, or more expansive, 
understanding: “What is rather more interesting for our purposes is that the term agora is used by Greek 
authors to denote not only an open place where people meet to buy and sell goods, but also a market which 
is held.  This can mean a periodic market.”  (Italics in original). 
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 The agora originated in the Homeric era, initially, according to J.B. Ward-

Perkins, as “little more than an open space conveniently situated somewhere near the 

center of the town.”16  Often this was at an important intersection and proximate to the 

acropolis.17  Over the course of time, Ward-Perkins continues, “there grew up around it 

such buildings as the meeting place of the city council (bouleuterion), the offices of the 

individual magistrates, temples and altars, fountain houses, law courts and covered halls 

(stoai) for the use of citizens and merchants.”18  This growth of the early agora was, 

Wycherley argues, “slow, piecemeal and irregular, and its result was not a clearly marked 

architectural type.”19    

 In the ensuing centuries, the agora continued to expand in size and importance, 

while being marked by the same haphazard essence of its origin.  In the first 

comprehensive study of the Athenian agora, Wycherley and Homer Thompson observed 

that during the Periclean era of the mid-fifth century, the agora was “subject to no master 

plan; its growth was spasmodic, and the result was not a complete and coordinated 

whole.”20  The agora was changing, though, and the change was in the infusion of 

commerce.  Most agree that the earliest agora had a decidedly political purpose—Lewis 

Mumford described it as “above all a place for palaver”—and that the business of buying 

                                                
16 J.B. Ward-Perkins, Cities of Ancient Greece and Italy: Planning in Classical Antiquity (New York: 
George Braziller, 1974), 12. 
17 R.D. Martienssen, The Idea of Space in Greek Architecture  (Johannesburg: Witwatersrand University 
Press, 1958), 32; Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 7. 
18 Ward-Perkins, Cities of Ancient Greece and Italy, 12. 
19 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 53. 
20 Homer A. Thompson and R.E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora: Results of Excavations Conducted by 
The American School of Classical Studies at Athens, Volume XIV: The Agora of Athens: The History, 
Shape and Uses of an Ancient City Center (Princeton, NJ: The American School of Classical Studies at 
Athens, 1972), 21. 
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and selling only gradually made its way in.21 The precise timing of this is unsettled, but it 

is clear that by the fifth century commerce had become a defining force in the space.22 

 It did not yet define it, though, and there appears to be here, in the fifth and early 

fourth centuries, a moment of equilibrium between the civic and commercial features of 

the agora.  As Wycherley describes it, “no clear line was drawn between civic centre and 

market.  The public buildings and shrines were in the agora; meat and fish and the rest 

were sold in the same agora; and agorazein means to go to market, to buy, though also 

occasionally to stroll about the agora.”23  Spiro Kostof agrees, arguing that “religious and 

secular functions, administrative and commercial, were not neatly segregated.”24  Even 

Mumford, who clearly dislikes the commercial bend of the space, concedes that in this 

period the agora could be “properly called a marketplace” while maintaining its “oldest 

and most persistent function...of a communal meeting place.”25   

 For many modern scholars, this was the golden age of the Greek agora: organic 

and inventive in design, it achieved a remarkable balance of civic features.  It did not, 

however, last.  Gradually, beginning in the early fourth century, and much more intensely 

in the Hellenistic period, the agora became a qualitatively different space, in form and 

function.  It was more planned and regulated, more distinct from its urban surroundings, 

and, before its rupture, more dominated by commerce. 

                                                
21 Lewis Mumford, The City in History (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1961), 149; see also Paul 
Zucker, Town and Square: From the Agora to the Village Green (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1959), 31. 
22 Martienssen, The Idea of Space in Greek Architecture, 32. Martienssen argues that “by the end of the 
seventh century B.C. commerce invades the agora, and the small merchants with their foodstuffs, pottery, 
wine, and perfume, ply their trade freely in this area.”  This is probably on the early side. 
23 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 65. 
24 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 150. 
25 Mumford, The City in History, 148. 
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 The impetus for this transformation was varied.  According to historian Paul 

Zucker, change in the agora was, in no small way, effected by economic logic.  Around 

the agora, he argues, the government “often leased shops and stalls to merchants and 

craftsmen who in turn brought a relatively high income to the administration.”  The result 

of this arrangement was, he says, that “more and more space was taken over by business 

[and] the political function of the agora decreased.”  Eventually, he notes, the political 

and commercial functions retreated to separate spheres.26 

 There was a philosophical force at work, too.  Although, as Wycherley argues, 

“the busy commercial life concentrated in the agora was a vital element in the prosperity 

of democratic Athens,” there were a number of prominent philosophers and leaders who, 

in the words of J.J. Coulton, believed that “trade and politics should be kept physically 

separate in two separate agoras.”27  Most famous among them was Aristotle who wrote, 

in an oft-cited passage from Politics, that there “should be established an agora, such as 

that which the Thessalians called the ‘freemans’ agora’; from this all trade should be 

excluded, and no mechanic, husbandman, or any such person allowed to enter, unless he 

be summoned by the magistrates...There should also be a traders’ agora, distinct and 

apart from the other, in a situation which is convenient for the reception of goods both by 

                                                
26 Zucker, Town and Square: From the Agora to the Village Green, 35-36.  The degree of state involvement 
in the economic life of the agora is still, to some extent, an open question.  In an essay on Greek public 
property, David Lewis writes that “No text encourages us to think that the Athenian state ever retained, 
worked, or leased anything called ge demosia (public land) [sic].…The thought did occur to Xenophon that 
there were possibilities here to adorn the city and increase revenues for the construction of business 
dwellings and shops, presumably on a rental basis; Euboulos does not seem to have taken that precise hint, 
though he did improve the buildings in the trading area.  Archaeologically speaking, there are various 
places and periods where we may suspect commercial intrusion into public buildings, but, as far as I 
understand current doctrine, purpose-built shops start with the Stoa of Attalos in the second century.”  See 
David Lewis, “Public Property in the City,” in The Greek City: From Homer to Alexander, ed. Oswyn 
Murray and Simon Price (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), 251.  See also Kriesis who notes that at Dura-
Europos “In Hellenistic times…shops had been leased by the town to individual tradesmen.”  Anthony 
Kriesis, Greek Town Building (Athens: National Technical University, 1965), 85. 
27 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 66; J.J. Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek 
Stoa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), 174. 
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sea and land....the upper agora we devote to the life of leisure, the other is intended for 

the necessities of trade.”28 Aristophanes and Xenophon, among others, also either spoke 

ill of the agora or counseled something different. 

 There is some disagreement among scholars as to the actual impact of Aristotle et 

al on the division of the agora.  R.E. Wycherley, for example, encourages us to “note that 

Aristotle says that it ought to be so, not that it is so” and that “in fact the Greeks 

thoroughly mixed up the elements of their lives, for better or for worse, and this fusion is 

clearly seen in the agora.”  He cites the city of Priene, a fourth-century development, 

where, though there existed a “tendency to segregate trade,” the reality was that “the 

agora was still not clearly divisible according to function; even less were there two 

agoras, one political, one commercial.”29  Coulton, too, while acknowledging the pull (or 

push, really) of the Aristotelian objection, asserts that “it is difficult to assess how far this 

separation of trade and politics was actually put into practice in the Hellenistic world, for 

archaeological evidence of specific trades is rare, and in written evidence [agora] can be 

used either of the political or the commercial centre.”  He gives the example of Corinth, 

where shops were included as part of the political agora into the Imperial period.30  

                                                
 
29 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 66-67, 75.  Wycherley also notes, on a broader level, that 
Ionian agoras maintained the tradition of the early agoras by being part of the city, “not exclusive or 
segregated from the rest, but vitally linked with it,” 78. 
30 Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, 175.  Coulton says in acknowledgment of 
the impact of the intellectuals’ objections: “In the case of the agora, the adoption of an enclosed peristylar 
form is also the result of a changed concept of its purpose; it was felt that the agora should be a place set 
apart for developing the civic virtues, untainted by commerce, so that all but the most respectable business 
was removed elsewhere.” 168; also see Kostof, who notes, in the case of the Athenian agora, the 
segregation of the commercial agora in the 1st century, “as Aristotle recommended.” A History of 
Architecture, 176; but see Martienssen who writes:  “Following attacks by legislators and philosophers on 
this abuse [commerce in the agora] of the civic function of the agora we have indications of a clearer 
zoning of activities....The agoras in Hellenistic times were of two main types. (i) Places where the populace 
assembled to hear the proclamations of rulers, officials, etc, and (ii) Places of meeting for the transaction of 
public or private business. In either case the agora in its mature form consisted of a large open area, 
rectangular or trapezoidal in shape, and surrounded by stoae.  The civic type of agora often included 
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Notwithstanding these objections, which are largely temporal, there is a general 

consensus that by the late Hellenistic period—probably earlier—the agora had become a 

demonstrably different structure than in its infancy. 

 In addition to the increased commercial presence—whether by private and/or 

public speculation—and the hostility of intellectuals to this presence, there was a third 

factor in the transformation of the agora: increased planning and control of public space.  

According to R.D. Martienssen “the first half of the fourth century probably saw a wide 

consolidation of town-planning control and management.”31  This continued at a rapid 

pace, the net effect of which was that 

in Hellenistic times, the agora had become an almost unified structure.  
Public buildings, temples around the agora, and occasionally a temple on 
it are no longer spatially isolated but are anchored in some system of 
mutual reference, as are the stoas and porticoes, each structure thus 
becoming part of a whole.  And this development from archaic irregularity 
to Hellenistic order means simultaneously the change from open space to 
an almost completely closed spatial unit.  Planned location, related 
proportions, and the repetitive rhythm of the porticoes had brought about 
this amalgamation.32 

 
Part of this effect was, as Paul Zucker suggests, a function of the increased use of 

the stoa.  Because of its various permutations and close relatives, the stoa is difficult to 

define; the most authoritative treatment describes it as a structure that is “free-standing 

and a great deal longer than it is high or deep, and which has a colonnade occupying most 

                                                
temples within its space as well as public fountains and statues...The commercial agora was usually 
surrounded by shops and stalls and presumably temporary shelters of many types were set up in the open.”  
Here, of course, the agora is clearly split.  Martienssen, The Idea of Space in Greek Architecture, 31-32. 
31 Martienssen, The Idea of Space in Greek Architecture, 27. 
32 Zucker, Town and Square: From the Agora to the Village Green, 44; Also see T.B.L. Webster who notes 
that even earlier while the agora had an informal aspect to it—so much he says that it looked “much more 
like a fair or a market held in an open market-place than a modern shopping centre”—“there was 
considerable control of commercial activity.” T.B.L. Webster, Life in Classical Athens (London: B.T. 
Batsford, 1969), 61. 
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of one side and a portico as the most important part of its interior.” 33  Stoas had been 

around for centuries—the seventh century BC is the consensus starting point—and like 

the agora, of which they were a part, stoas had many functions:  public courts, meetings, 

lodging, philosophy (Stoicism obviously gets its name here) and “quite naturally for a 

place where people lingered, shopping and browsing.”34  The stoa did not, however, 

“become an important building type until raised to monumental status in the second half 

of the fifth century” when it helped shape and develop the agora; its real “heyday was in 

the fourth, third, and second centuries B.C.”35 

 The effect of the stoa on Greek public space and its importance in the history of 

the modern shopping mall is twofold.  In the first place, it was, with its interior 

walkway(s), weather protection, and consolidation of shops, a recognizable predecessor 

to the modern mall.  There are numerous influential stoas.  Victor Gruen, for example, 

who designed the first enclosed shopping mall outside Minneapolis in 1956, includes a 

reference to the Stoa of Assos in his 1960 treatise on the mall.36 But it is probably the 

Stoa of Attalos II in the Athenian agora that is the most ample example of the 

progressive reach of the form.  Built by Attalos of Pergamon, the building both provided 

“a monumental screen for the east side of the ancient square” and was, according to the 

American School of Classical Studies at Athens, “a shopping-center with twenty-one 

shops on each of its two floors.”37  These shops, says Thompson and Wycherley, were 

                                                
33 Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, 4;  Coulton describes the nuances and 
subtleties of this definition, 1-17; Kostof says “In its simplest form a stoa consists of a long row of posts, a 
wide aisle behind, and a back wall.” See Kostof, A History of Architecture, 144. 
34 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 143. 
35 Coulton, Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, 7. 
36 Victor Gruen and Larry Smith, Shopping Towns USA: The Planning of Shopping Centers (New York: 
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1960), 17-18. 
37 American School of Classical Studies at Athens (H.A. Thompson) The Athenian Agora: A Short Guide 
Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No.16 (Athens: American School of Classical Studies, 
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“handsome” and “presumably rented by the city to some of the more established 

merchants.”38 As earlier indicated, the Stoa of Attalos II may in fact have been the first 

Greek purpose-built commercial construction and, taken together with its formal 

elements, the first proto-shopping mall. 

 The second important impact of the stoa was in its dynamic with the agora, in 

how it initially helped define it, then change it, then influence its dissolution.  As A.W. 

Lawrence notes in his influential study of Greek architecture, “from the fifth century 

onwards, stoas were indispensable adjuncts of the agora.”39  Initially, the stoa helped 

shape the open space of the agora, without ever actually enclosing it.  In the Hellenistic 

period the use of the stoa was more dramatic, “being crucial to its [Hellenistic] whole 

achievement, the organization of spaces and of groups rather than the refinement of 

individual buildings.”40 The stoa frequently helped to establish symmetry and increase 

enclosure in the agora.  It became a tool of more focused and centralized planning.  

Eventually, in the late Hellenistic and early Imperial period the stoa gave way to fully 

enclosed, peristylar forms, its featured porticoes unified into an increasingly seamless 

whole.  The freestanding stoa lost its essence and the agora did too: confined, detached, 

specialized, it had become an “enclosed building turning in upon itself.”  “City life,” says 

R.E. Wycherley “had lost something of its old quality, and the agora had a less vital part 

to play, a less intimate relation with all the varied activities of the community.”41 

                                                
1983), 22 (italics added); see also American School of Classical Studies at Athens (H.A. Thompson) The 
Stoa of Attalos II in Athens, Excavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book No. 2 (Princeton, NJ: 
American School of Classical Studies, 1959). 
38 Thompson and Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, 107. 
39 A.W. Lawrence, Greek Architecture 5th edition, revised by R.A. Tomlinson (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1996), 192. 
40 Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, 55. 
41 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 82. 
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 In a very searching comment on change in the agora from its origin to late 

Hellenism, Paul Zucker has observed: 

Origin and gradual change in function of the agora do not suffice to 
explain the change of its shape.  Here as always it is impossible to deduce 
the form of a work of art solely from social and economic conditions....In 
painting, sculpture, and even in architecture, purpose-bound as it may be, 
the dependence of the artistic concept on the social structure at the time of 
its origin may help to explain functionally its raison d’être, but never its 
morphological development.”42  

 
So it was in the agora, that a blend of economic incentive, intellectual direction, 

architectural invention, and civic planning, together with the intangibles of artistic 

morphology, contributed to growth and change. The agora began as an open space, 

developed into a vibrant civic and commercial center, became the Ancient city’s “living 

heart,” and then splintered and dissolved into new forms.43  

 There are, in this narrative, no easy parallels to the modern experience of the 

shopping mall, but many points of intersection and influence.  Some are purely formal.  

As noted, the stoa, a key component of the agora, had a number of features—multi-

stories, protection from inclimate weather, enclosed corridors—that would, in part, define 

the shopping mall.  The agora’s trajectory is provocative, too.  The modern mall began 

its life as an outgrowth of the urban plan and over time enclosed and distanced itself from 

the surrounding community; it too gradually became a much more insulated, self-

referential space than it was in inception.   

   There are similarities, moreover, in the degree of publicness of the space. The 

intellectual hostility to commerce in the agora wasn’t just about commerce in the abstract 

(though there certainly was some of this), it was also about how commerce encouraged a 

                                                
42 Zucker, Town and Square: From the Agora to the Village Green, 31. (Italics in original). 
43 Wycherley, How the Greeks Built Cities, 50. 
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host of undignified persons to attend the space, whether consumers or browsers or 

strollers or loiterers.  To high minds, the agora encouraged idleness and gossip.  

Centuries later, Lewis Mumford insisted that in the agora “the market was a by-product 

of the coming together of consumers who had many other reasons for assembling than 

merely doing business,” but people were also clearly a by-product of the market, and both 

in ancient times and much more recently, this fact raises issues of definition and access 

and utility, and also a question, Who controls this space?44   

 Which raises a final point about intention and use over what Zucker calls a 

structure’s “morphological development.”  A number of the first shopping mall builders 

were interested in creating authentic civic and commercial spaces.  They sought a balance 

between a profitable commercial institution and a real sub/urban place with investment in 

the community.  A notable few were disappointed with what happened to the mall and 

considered its increased commercial emphasis a failure of vision and planning.  Then, 

again, in spite of what later developers might have sought in the way of a purely 

commercial construction, the public consistently reclaimed space for its own purposes 

and subverted intention—they created communities where none were designed, and often 

rejected ones that were.  The story of the modern mall is in many ways the story of this 

dynamic between intention and use, between goals and the diversions and impediments to 

them.  So it appears it was for Greek public space, too. 

 Obviously, there are innumerable qualifications and caveats that can reasonably 

be attached to this kind of millennia-crossing comparison.  Nonetheless, it seems clear, 

even in abbreviated analysis, that there is a lucid, if multi-pointal, relationship between 

the Greek agora and stoa and the modern shopping mall.  It isn’t, to return, in the facile 
                                                
44 Mumford, The City in History, 148-149. 
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equation of agora equals market, but in the more challenging calculus of the growth and 

purpose and function of space.  The hard math, of course, doesn’t end with the agora, 

either—it extends to its progeny in the Roman Empire.  As L. de Ligt says, “the ancient 

evidence bears witness to a remarkable continuity between the commercial institutions of 

the Hellenistic (and Republican) period on the one hand, and those existing under the 

Empire on the other.”45 

 

 

The Mall of Rome 
 

 
 During what J.J. Coulton describes as the “far reaching reorganization of forms 

and functions in civic building during the late Hellenistic and early Imperial periods” 

there emerged several new forms that assumed the roles previously filled by the stoa and 

agora. For commerce, the most noteworthy was the market-building.  The first of these 

probably appeared in Miletus, in the 4th century, but “it was apparently only in the 2nd 

century B.C....that the idea of a special enclosed market court became at all widespread.”  

This appearance corresponded to the decline of the free-standing stoa and the agora, and 

also with the rise of the macellum, or food market, in Italy.  The second form that 

absorbed the work of the agora and stoa was the colonnaded street.  Though they existed 

prior to serving as a place for shops, and were in fact popular for civic ceremonies 

because of the protection they offered from inclement weather, colonnaded streets really 

blossomed with the infusion of commerce.  They became an attractive “device of urban 

planning” because of their “known convenience to the city as a commercial centre.”  The 

                                                
45 de Ligt, Fairs and Markets of the Roman Empire, 75. 
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colonnaded street was actually part of a larger project which elevated the street to 

monumentality in the Hellenistic period, but “there are several instances where a limited 

length was built as a self-contained unit, a separate market street....[which were] not 

elaborations of a main thoroughfare of their cities, but a sort of compromise between a 

colonnaded street and a market court.” 46  These may have been some of the first 

pedestrian malls. 

 Both the market-court and the colonnaded street carried over into the Imperial 

period, and with the Forum and a new, more elaborate market complex, were the formal 

commercial foci of the Roman Empire.47  The Forum, as Spiro Kostof notes, was 

obviously modeled on the agora, with two notable contributions (or extensions of 

developments): strong axial organization and—in a passage that sounds like a 1990s 

geographer writing about the Mall of America—“the insistence on total enclosure—that 

is, the preference for interiorized and controlled public spaces whose design, seen from 

within, would shield undesirable bits of urban fabric.”48  The Forum did have a market 

                                                
46 Coulton, The Architectural Development of the Greek Stoa, 168-69, 176, 177, 180. 
47 There was an entire infrastructure of periodic trade in the empire.  See Ramsay MacMullen, “Market-
Days in the Roman Empire,” Phoenix 24 (1970): 333-341; J. Frayn, Markets and Fairs in Roman Italy: 
Their Social and Economic Importance from the Second Century B.C. to the Third Century A.D. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1993); and de Ligt, Fairs and Markets in the Roman Empire.  Ligt argues, 
among other things, that the periodic trade constituted in fairs and markets was not, as earlier scholars such 
as Huvelin, have contended, diminished by the urbanization and sophistication of the Empire.  Rather, he 
says, the periodic markets served both rural and urban functions not met by their formal compliments.  This 
was true, he says, of both high frequency markets and low frequency fairs.  While Ligt is obviously 
interested in periodic markets, and urban, regional, and intraregional trade, not continuous or permanent 
urban markets, he does make interesting mention of the shopping center.  In the course of discussing G.W. 
Skinner’s “intensification model” of economic development—and contending with it by arguing that 
“increases in market frequency are a function of settlement size rather than of the intensity of economic 
interaction beyond the confines of the town”—he quotes B.W. Hodder on the daily market in West Africa 
to Rome: “The chief economic function of most daily markets ...is as a retail distribution centre--a shopping 
centre...”  B.W. Hodder, “Periodic and Daily Markets in West Africa” in C. Meillassoux, ed. The 
Development of Indigenous Trade and Markets in West Africa (Oxford, 1971): 350-351, as quoted in Ligt, 
Fairs and Markets in the Roman Empire, 12. 
48 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 202.  For the continuity between Greece and Rome, see also Lewis 
Mumford who writes, “The Roman forum...did not present any radically new features that one would not 
have been able to identify in its Hellenistic prototype.  What one finds, perhaps, is a greater concentration 
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day, and possibly more regular open air markets, but the volume of commerce outgrew 

the increasingly formal space and the functional division that started in the Hellenistic 

period prevailed in the empire.49  The Forum remains critical, nonetheless, because of its 

design. 

 The colonnaded street, too, continued to be a feature of Imperial planning, and 

indeed, a noteworthy one appeared in the Roman redevelopment of the Athenian agora.  

As described by American excavators, it is a recognizable successor to earlier trends, and 

a predecessor to more contemporary developments: 

Passing through a marble arch that rose between the Library and the Stoa 
of Attalos one proceeded eastward on a marble-paved roadway to the main 
entrance of the Roman Agora, the so-called ‘Gateway of Athena.’  The 
pavement was bordered on the south, and presumably also on the north, 
with Ionic colonnades behind which were shops and shrines.  The marble-
paved road, ten meters wide, was not open to wheeled traffic; it was 
treated as a mall.50 

 
Finally, the macellum remained an important commercial center and, as noted, it too drew 

on Greek precedent.  According to Kostof, the macellum, “a courtyard lined with shops, 

may well have been inspired by the kind of commercial space enclosed by stoas in the 

Hellenistic remodeling of the Athenian agora.”  The difference, he says, was the degree 

of externalization and a more formal facade.51 

                                                
of varied activities, a higher degree of formal order, an expansion and magnification of the themes already 
present elsewhere in the Hellenistic town.” Mumford,  The City in History, 223. 
49 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 201-204; J.B. Ward-Perkins, Cities of Ancient Greece and Italy: 
Planning in Classical Antiquity, 35. 
50 American School of Classical Studies at Athens (H.A. Thompson), The Athenian Agora: A Short Guide, 
25. (italics added) 
51 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 203; see also Frayn, Markets and Fairs in Roman Italy, 101-116; 
James C. Anderson, Roman Architecture and Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 
234-235;  and John E. Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1988), 147, who writes that, “The design seems to owe something to the rectangular Greek agora 
surrounded by colonnades and shops, and also something to bazaars built by the Phoenicians in their North 
African colonies.”  Ned Nabers, “Architectural Variations of the Macellum,” American Journal of 
Archaeology 72 (April 1968), 169, argues that there “were three distinct architectural types of macella, one 
for each of the main cultural regions in which they are found.”  In Greek communities, the macellum 
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 The continued presence and gradual growth of these forms was immensely 

important in Imperial commercial life, but the Romans had their striking innovation, 

too—a kind of variation on the covered market hall which was distinct and exciting.52  

This was first seen at Ferentium, but assumed awesome proportions in markets at Ostia 

and especially in the Trajan markets in Rome.53  The Trajan markets were built in the 

first decade of the second century AD as an adjunct to Trajan’s Forum.54  Designed by 

the “brilliant and audacious” Apollodorus for the emperor Trajan, the markets were 

“conceived in part as a replacement for the many tabernae (shops) and facilities that were 

destroyed to make room for the Forum and Basilica.”55  Compared with many of the 

                                                
tended to be “a square or almost square enclosure with tabernae lining two or more sides of the complex 
and facing inward onto porticoes”; in Italy, the difference was “having a definite external emphasis on one 
side of the structure to mark it out as the facade” and having tabernae along this exterior; the third type, in 
Roman Africa, had the facade but not the external shops.   

The macellum was also evidence of the continued segregation of trade in the Empire.  As Andrew 
Wallace-Hadrill argues, a number of Roman intellectuals, including Cicero, railed against the virtue, or 
lack thereof, of trade, and promoted its physical segregation in the city.  But the implications of this are 
unclear, as “the effect of the erection of ideological barriers was not necessarily to inhibit trade, but to 
create a context within which it could be incorporated into the public facade of the city.”  He notes how the 
gradual expulsion of trade from the Forum and the ascendance of the specialized macellum, “left the forum 
free (and odourless) for the display of local civic pride.”   But, he continues, “there is no reason to suppose 
that the effect was to inhibit the operation of trade.  On the contrary, it is arguable that concentration and 
specialization promoted trade.  Though the old integration of economic with religious and political civic 
activity may have suited the ideology of a “face-to-face” city-state, the separation of the market is linked 
historically to rising prosperity and luxury.” See Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, “Public Honor and Private 
Shame: The Urban Texture of Pompeii,” in Urban Society in Roman Italy, ed. Tim Cornell and Kathryn 
Lomas (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1995), 56.  See also, Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, “Elites and Trade in 
the Roman Town,” and Dominic Perring, “Spatial Organisation and Social Change in Roman Towns,” both 
in City and Country in the Ancient World, ed. John Rich and Andrew Wallace-Hadrill (London: Routledge 
Press, 1991).  For further discussion about the ideology of trade and intellectuals and politicians, see John 
D’Arms, Commerce and Social Standing in Ancient Rome (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1981).  
52 Frayn, Markets and Fairs in Roman Italy, 16-17. 
53 John Carter, “Civic and Other Buildings,” in Roman Public Building I.M. Barton ed. (Exeter: University 
of Exeter Press, 1995), 56; see also Frayn, Markets and Fairs in Roman Italy, 27, 34-35; on Ostia, see 
Russell Meiggs, Roman Ostia 2d edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), 273-274; Edgardo Contini, 
“Evolution of the American Shopping Center,” L.A. Architect (January 1979). 
54 James Anderson argues that the work on the markets may actually have begun under Domitian in the 1st 
century and then renewed c. 107, see The Historical Topography of the Imperial Fora (Bruxelles: Latomus 
Revue D’Etudes Latines, 1984), 150; on Trajan’s Forum see the magisterial new James Packer, The Forum 
of Trajan in Rome (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997). 
55 William L. MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire Volume I: An Introductory Study 
Revised edition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 78-79; for a discussion of Apollodorus, see 
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city’s commercial facilities, Apollodorus’ construction, according to O.F. Robinson, 

“seems to have been more what we would now call a shopping centre—a group of 

permanent retail establishments.”56 The structure was dramatic, “a multilevel, intricate 

commercial facility steeply terraced on the slope of the Quirinal hill facing the center of 

town.”57  According to John Stambaugh “the shops, arranged with great subtlety and 

sophistication on five different levels, integrated several streets and made use of ordinary 

rows of tabernae, a large semi-circular hall roofed by a concrete half-dome, and an 

elaborately vaulted main hall…with two stories of shops on each side.”58  This hall, the 

Aula Traina, was the crowning triumph of the Markets, “two tiers of barrel-vaulted 

shops, six pairs at each level...the upper ones off a gallery-like corridor.”  It was an 

astounding achievement in the history of commercial architecture.59  

  The Trajan markets were a distinctly commercial development but their use was 

not limited to commerce.  In addition to the shops, which were “rented out to individual 

tradesmen operating on the small scale common throughout the city and the empire,” it 

appears likely that the complex “housed the offices of the administrators of Trajan’s 

alimenta” and might possibly “have provided spaces for auctions and lectures.”60  It is 

possible, too, that the markets held the offices of the annona and the cashiers of the 

                                                
Anderson, Roman Architecture and Society, 59-64.  Also consider Anderson’s understanding of the 
relationship between the taberna and Trajan’s Market, which is different than MacDonald’s.  “In Rome the 
spectacular Markets of Trajan give vivid testimony to the importance of the taberna as an architectural 
element in the high Empire,” Anderson, Roman Architecture and Society, 327. 
56 O.F. Robinson, Ancient Roman City Planning and Administration (London: Routledge Press, 1992),  
132. (italics added) 
57 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 213. 
58 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 153. 
59 J.B. Ward-Perkins, Roman Architecture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1977; New York: Rizzoli 
International, 1988), 86.  For further discussion see Roberto Meneghini and Lucrezia Ungaro, The Imperial 
Forums and Trajan Market (Roma: Fratelli Palombi Editori, 1993), 25-33; Lucrezia Ungaro and Luigi 
Messa, I Mercati Traianei e la Vita Commerciale nella Roma Antica (Roma: Fratellia Palombi Editori, 
1989). 
60 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 153. 
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imperial treasury.61 This functional fusion was reminiscent, of course, of earlier Greek 

forms, particularly the fifth century agora, but here, as one critic has successfully argued, 

“the markets existed for the life of shops and streets.”62 

 Despite its complex form and variegated use, a number of scholars have 

emphasized the simplicity and utility of the Trajan markets.  It was, according to one, a 

“severely practical complex” whose brick-faced concrete stood in sharp contrast to the 

“marble revetments in the adjacent forum.”63 J.B. Ward-Perkins, an authority on Roman 

architecture, calls the markets a “relatively modest building,” an “essentially utilitarian 

complex” which impresses not in scale, but in the “logic of its planning.”64  To be sure, 

these were not slights; both men admired the building and used words like “masterpiece” 

and “adventuresome” to describe it.65  Nonetheless, to some scholars this kind of 

emphasis on utility seriously underestimates the reach of the achievement.  William 

MacDonald, in his landmark study of Roman Imperial architecture, offers a ringing 

defense of the artistry of the Aula and, by extension, the whole of the markets: 

It is unfair to the architect to describe the aula as merely utilitarian 
architecture.  It was indeed utilitarian, and probably very successfully so, 
but it is also a work of art.  The forms of the aula were familiar ones used 
imaginatively in new juxtapositions.  An exciting space and massing 
resulted, all the more eloquent because of the familiarity of the basic, 
simple shapes that were used.  The aula is a coherent whole, an entity in 
itself, and thus characteristically Roman.  The discipline behind the design 
is extremely strong. It pulses from the central space of the building 
through to the outside, where it becomes a single line of axial force, 
attracting and directing attention.  Once inside the hall the crosscurrents 
set up by the side openings and the transverse elements of the vault give 
the visitor a powerful sense of place.  The architect wished to accentuate 

                                                
61 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 76; MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire, Volume 
1, 78. 
62 MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire, Volume 1, 90. 
63 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 153. 
64 Ward-Perkins, Roman Architecture, 86-87.  Mumford, City in History, Photo 15, calls it a 
“supermarket.” 
65 Ward-Perkins, Roman Architecture, 85; Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 76. 
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the difference between the sensation or knowledge of being in a place and 
the transient experience of passing from one location to another.66  

 
Elsewhere, writing of the markets in their entirety, MacDonald says the construction was 

both functionally and visually an “urban unit, a city quarter with an irregular skyline, 

curving and turning streets, changing vistas, and an elaborate internal communications 

system.  The place is so large and its plan so complex that it could not have been 

comprehended at once; it invited exploration and disclosed itself only part by part.”67  All 

of this was new and exhilarating.  With the Trajan markets, the Romans had taken the 

trends of multi-levels, interioriziation, spatial manipulation, mixed use and created, in the 

muted words of one critic, “a shopping center of special interest.”68 

 For our intents, this “special interest” extends beyond form and function to 

audience.  These are obviously related concerns, but we might very briefly pursue the 

question of consumers as a final point of Roman-modern comparison.  As a number of 

authors have noted, periodic markets and fairs were used most frequently by the lower 

classes. That is not exclusively true, as some impermanent commercial forms carried 

expensive merchandise, but on the whole the more continuous structures had greater 

prestige, or at least serviced a wealthier clientele. 69  In his recent book Roman 

Architecture and Society, James Anderson notes, however, that these permanent shops, 

the markets and tabernae, indeed “most of the elements that must have had the biggest 

effect on daily life for middle and lower-class citizens of any Roman urban area are 

simply missing” from the most authoritative and comprehensive contemporary account of 

                                                
66 MacDonald makes clear that the Aula Traina displays all of the characteristics of the markets.  See 
MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire, Volume 1, 91. 
67 MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire, Volume 1, 90. 
68 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 76. (italics added)  
69 Frayn, Markets and Fairs in Roman Italy, 21, 34, 143-144, 158; see also de Ligt, Fairs and Markets in the 
Roman Empire, generally, and 81-82.  
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Roman architecture, Vitrivius’ De Architectura.  Rather, Vitrivius “concerns himself 

largely with those elements most important to the upper-class, educated, well-to-do.”70 

 By fair inference it seems that the markets and shops with which we have 

concerned ourselves were thoroughly middle class constructions, usually a cut above the 

periodic markets and certainly below the more vaunted design of the Empire.  They were 

part of the architecture of everyday life, or, as Anderson puts it, “quotidian architecture.” 

For Anderson this architecture is the key to understanding much of Roman society.  

Indeed, he says, “in all urban environments, not just Roman ones, it is the quotidian 

architectural elements that tell the most about the physical parameters that surrounded 

people who lived there.”  The importance of this, he argues, “can hardly be 

overestimated...since it represents the point at which Roman society and Roman 

architecture intersected and determined the shapes and spaces in which the great mass of 

Romans, all over the Empire, lived their lives.”71  

 The shopping mall, as becomes evident in even a few statistics, is the dominant 

commercial form of postwar America, indeed one of the reigning icons of postwar 

American life, and certainly a part of American “quotidian architecture.”  Nonetheless, 

while we don’t know whether Anderson would be excited by the modern counterpart, it’s 

safe to say that much of his modern cohort is not.  Contrast Anderson’s enthusiasm for 

understanding this quotidian architecture with the dean of American urbanists, Kenneth 

Jackson’s dismissive remark about the mall catering “exclusively to middle-class 

tastes.”72 

                                                
70 Anderson, Roman Architecture and Society, 187-188. 
71 Anderson, Roman Architecture and Society, 335-336. 
72 Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier, 260. 
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Anderson himself is a pathbreaker in his field and his good works seem to stand 

in contrast to the general lack of attention the markets have generated at all.  Indeed, in 

this way too, as in ways functional and structural, the commercial constructions of the 

Roman Empire were the forerunners of the shopping mall.  Listen to William MacDonald 

on the Trajan markets and it is hard not to think of the reception to its modern successor: 

“The markets proper, one of the major urban creations of Western architecture, 

responsive to the social needs of a huge metropolis and very advanced functionally in 

comparison with the earlier market buildings of the Greeks and Romans, have not much 

excited the interest of historians of architecture.  One wonders if it is because they are 

insufficiently ‘classical.’”73  He might have stopped the first sentence at “historians” and 

offered “too commercial” in the second.  It is true the Markets have not been entirely 

ignored and it is certainly possible that with increased attention to commercial form, this 

“bold architecture of commerce, matched nowhere in the empire” might get its due.74  

Even without it, though, they achieve their legacy in the fact that, as Stambaugh has 

pointedly written, they “set the fashion in secular architecture for the next generations.”75 

 Perhaps even a millennium.  As Nicolas Pevsner writes in his classic History of 

Building Types, “The development of the design of shops moved in very slow steps. 

There is no essential difference between the shops of the Forum of Trajan or of Ostia and 

the shop painted by Ambrogio Lorenzetti in 1338-39 in his fresco of Life under a Good 

Regimen.”76  Incredibly, this may even be an understatement, but it does indicate the 

degree to which the Greco-Roman commercial architecture laid the foundations for future 

                                                
73 MacDonald, The Architecture of the Roman Empire, Volume 1, 188. 
74 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 214. 
75 Stambaugh, The Ancient Roman City, 76. 
76 Nikolaus Pevsner, A History of Building Types (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1976), 257. 
(Italics in original.  Also, Pevsner dates the Forum of Trajan and Ostian market; I’ve omitted the dates). 
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efforts.  This is certainly true in Europe, as Pesvner’s remark suggests, and in America, as 

well.  It is also true across the Islamic world.  Indeed, Islamic commercial forms may 

have helped inspire the constructions that would appear in Europe and America in later 

centuries.  Even when they did not explicitly serve as models for modern American 

commercial architecture, their mere existence helps to establish the pervasiveness and 

variety of the shopping mall ideal.  Moreover, the experience of the Islamic commercial 

developments reinforces the continuities of the modern American mall with its 

predecessors. 

 

“A Medieval Shopping Mall”77 

 

 The full extent to which Roman and Greek developments directly influenced the 

market forms that appeared in the Islamic world is unclear.  In his sweeping survey of 

Ottoman commercial architecture, Mustafa Cezar seems to indicate that, at least in the 

Ottoman instance, the ancient influence was unpronounced.  “The period of Hellenistic 

and Roman theaters, agoras, stadiums and cities with forums had long passed by the time 

the Turks arrived in Anatolia,” he writes.  “Many famous ancient cities were in a state of 

ruin and completely abandoned.  The Greco-Roman concept of a planned city was also 

long forgotten.” This is actually the sum of Cezar’s comments on the issue, but in this 

reticence, and in his focus on native generation of the Ottoman constructions, it is fair to 

                                                
77 Brad Gooch, “Magic Carpet Ride: Istanbul is enjoying a Rebirth,” Bazaar (May 1995), 118. 
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say that he understands the Greco-Roman impact to be something less than immediate or 

profound. 78 

 Other observers have found more, albeit in relatively different contexts.  In an 

accomplished essay on Indian bazaars, K.K. Mohammed indicates that there existed a 

conspicuous relationship between the ancient structures and the covered bazaar in India.  

The genesis of this latter development, he says, “goes back to Rome where the emperor 

Trajan had constructed a covered market, along with a road flanked by shops on both 

sides.  In course of time it became part of the Islamic town-plan.”79  In their work on the 

Persian bazaar, Mehdi Kansari and Minouchi Yavari likewise suggest that two of the 

central components of the bazaar—the covered walkway and the domed hall—derive 

from antique forms.80  Numerous other scholars have also argued for a continuum of 

architectural development. 81  

                                                
78 Mustafa Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman 
Construction System (Istanbul: Turkiye Is Bankasi Cultural Publications, 1983), 23.  Also see, R.J.A. 
Gazzard, “The Municipality of Sur in the Sultanate of Oman: An Urban Place in its Cultural Context,” in 
The Arab City: Its Character and Islamic Cultural Heritage ed. Ismail Serageldin and Samir El-Sadek 
(Riyadh: The Arab Urban Development Institute, 1982), 132. 
79 K.K. Mohammed, “Bazars in Mughal India: An Essay in Architectural Study and Interpretation,” Islamic 
Culture 53 (July 1989): 65. 
80 Mehdi Khansari and Minouchi Yavari, The Persian Bazaar: Veiled Space of Desire (Washington D.C.: 
Mage Publishers, 1995), 18. 
81 See, for example, Kostof, A History of Architecture, 286, who writes, “The training ground [for the 
development of Muslim architecture] was in the adaptation of non-Muslim buildings and in the direct 
imitation of significant monuments in the conquered lands.  The colonnaded avenue of the Classical cities, 
its bays gradually walled in, was transformed into the characteristic linear markets or bazaars, called suqs 
in Arabic.”  Kostof also includes a diagram which shows this transformation; John Hoag, Islamic 
Architecture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1977): 9-10.  Hoag divides Islamic architecture into two 
general categories, pre-Classic and Classic/Late Classic, roughly divided by the late 11th century.  The pre-
Classic period is characterized by “the survival of antique architectural principles in a far more fundamental 
way than survived in the West, at least after the Carolingian Empire.”; S.M. Stern “The Constitution of the 
Islamic City” in The Islamic City:  A Colloquium, eds. A.H. Hourani and S.M. Stern (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1970), 25, 29.  Stern actually cites the work of two other scholars, 
Sauvaget and Monneret de Villard, in defense of his argument that the Islamic city, and the commercial 
forms within it, grew from antique precedent (though he does not believe Islamic juridical and political 
institutions were so derived).  “J. Sauvaget has contrasted the regular plan of the ancient cities and the 
tortuous streets of their Islamic successors, and showed by suggestive examples how the straight, porticoed 
streets of antiquity were gradually encroached upon by shops and houses in the Islamic period, resulting in 
a new townscape.”  Later, he says that “It is evident that on the whole urban life in the Muslim cities owed 
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Whether or not—or precisely how—Islamic commercial architecture is truly 

descended from antiquity is an open question, the answer to which involves a kind of 

sustained, penetrating investigation appropriately beyond the borders of this one.  Our 

object here, as with the Greco-Roman forms, is, rather, to explore the points of 

intersection and influence in the past and future, to discover how particular forms looked 

and felt and developed and changed and how, in this experience, we might better 

understand and contextualize the twentieth century American shopping mall.  Obviously, 

then, here is no history of commerce or architecture, or even commercial architecture, of 

the Islamic world, but an analytical survey of themes and monuments. 

 It is important to recognize, too, that many of the designations for Islamic 

commercial structures are, like “shopping mall” and certainly like “agora,” elastic and 

terribly imprecise.  The bazaar, the caravanserai, the bedestan, the qaisariya: these are 

subjects of immense scope and heterogeneity, that appear over centuries across a range of 

political, cultural and social topographies from the Atlantic to Indian oceans.  Indeed, if 

the whole concept of “Islamic art” is a reductive construction, as some have argued, an 

external manipulation and convenience, so too is most talk of the morphology and 

                                                
a great deal to the traditions of Antiquity.  In [Monneret de Villard’s] book the author examines with his 
customary acuteness and learning the roots in Antiquity of some of the main features of the Islamic city: 
the bath, the market—the chapter on it including the qaysariyya, covered market hall, and the inn—and the 
wall and gates.”  See “Le plan de Laodicee-sur-Mer,” Bulletin d’Etudes Orientales, 1934, pp. 99-102, 
reprinted in Memorial Jean Sauvaget, I, (Damascus, 1954), 124-5; U. Monneret de Villard, Introduzione 
allo Studio dell’ Archaelogia Islamica, (Venice, 1966), chapters iv-vi.; Richard Ettinghausen and Oleg 
Grabar, The Art and Architecture of Islam: 650-1250 (New York: Penguin Books, 1987), 23.  “All the 
lands taken over by the Muslims in the seventh century, which were for long to be the core of the Islamic 
empire, had been affected by the classical art of Greece and Rome in its widest sense.  Carl Becker put it 
succinctly: ‘Without Alexander the Great there would not have been a unified Islamic 
civilization.’...Islamic art, like Islamic civilization and Byzantine and Western Christian arts, inherited a 
great deal from the Greco-Roman world...In architecture, the main elements of building from central Asia 
to Gaul were columns and piers, vaults and domes, ‘basilica’ plans and ‘central’ plans, stone and brick, 
with manifold local variations.” 
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context of, for example, “the bazaar.”82  We might, for our intentions, be forgiven this 

crudity, even as we try to avoid it. 

 First, then, the forms.  The two principal commercial constructions of medieval 

Islam were the caravanserai and the bazaar.  Both have implications for the shopping 

mall.  The first, the caravanserai, was a combination of inn or hostel and a place for 

trade. The most appealing general description of the type is probably provided by Eleanor 

Sims, who says it featured 

a square or rectangular walled exterior, with a single portal wide enough 
to permit large or heavily laden beasts such as camels to enter.  The 
courtyard is almost always open to the sky, and along the inside walls of 
the enclosure are ranged a number of identical stalls, bays, niches or 
chambers to accommodate merchants and their servants, their animals and 
their merchandise....Shops for travellers to replenish their supplies and for 
merchants to dispose of some of their wares are often found, from the 14th 
century onwards, and some of the later caravanserais were so well 
provided for, with mills, bakeries and tea-shops, that they came to 
resemble small villages83 

                                                
82 Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom, The Art and Architecture of the Islam, 1250-1800 (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1994), Chapter 20.  For discussions about the concept of “Islamic architecture” 
see Ernst J. Grube, “What is Islamic Architecture,” in Architecture of the Islamic World: Its History and 
Social Meaning, ed. George Michell (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 10-15; Besim S. Hakim, 
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83 Eleanor Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” in Architecture of the Islamic World,101; Hillenbrand, 
Islamic Architecture, 331, also offers a satisfying definition.  The word caravanserai is often used 
interchangeably with the Persian Khan or the Turkish Han and sometimes, albeit less frequently, ribat.  The 
distinction and nuances between these words is very difficult. (The transliteration is imperfect, too: it 
appears variously as caravanserai, caravanserai, and caravansary; I use the former).  In his recent work, 
Robert Hillenbrand says that the “use of these various terms may imply no more than differences in 
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can be seen in the work of Hillenbrand and Sims.  In a section on urban caravanserai, Hillenbrand says, 
“The clear distinction between the majority of rural and urban caravanserais so far as their function is 
concerned finds no consistent corresponding reflection in Arabic, Persian or Turkish vocabulary.  The same 
words—notably caravansarai and khan/han—are used of both types.”   Khan, Sims says simply, is “the 
urban equivalent of the caravanserai,” and thus finds, or establishes, a linguistic difference corresponding to 
the functional one.   See, Robert Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture: Form, Function and Meaning (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 331, 332, 354; and Sims, “Markets and Caravanserai,” 99; For 
further discussions and examples of the definitional problems with this word see Andrew Peterson, 
Dictionary of Islamic Architecture (London: Routledge, 1996); Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of 
the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System; Willem Floor, “Bazar, ii. 
Organization and Function” in Encyclopedia Iranica, ed. Ehsan Yarshater (London: Routledge & Kegan 
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The caravanserai could be one or multi stories—in its later incarnations it was more 

frequently the latter—and, accounting for variance of designation and function, was 

found in both rural and urban areas. 

 The architectural sources of the caravanserai are varied and, according to Robert 

Hillenbrand, a leading authority on Islamic architecture, “virtually impossible to identify 

with precision.”84  It is generally agreed that some of the first were located in Syria, at 

Qasr al-Hayr East and West in the eighth century.  Other earlier examples were in Iran 

and along the Tigris in Iraq. 85   Our knowledge of many of these early caravanserai is 

rudimentary, and, as scholars point out, their similarity to other kinds of buildings makes 

                                                
Paul, 1986), 26;  Mohammad-Yusof Kiani and Wolfram Kleiss, “Caravansary,” in Encyclopedia Iranica, 
798-802. 
84 Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, 334, 335.  Hillenbrand suggests that Roman inns and military 
encampments possibly served as models, although he acknowledges this is an inadequate explanation for 
the caravanserai’s appearance in Persia.  Hillenbrand also offers the possibility that pre-Islamic domestic 
architecture may have served as an influence for the form.  One of the hallmarks of the caravanserai was 
that it was inner-directed.  So, too, domestic architecture which, he says, “in the half-millennium before 
Islam was essentially inward-looking” a fact which he considers “a useful clue towards a better 
understanding of how caravansarais developed.”  “The caravansarai,” he claims, “can be regarded as a 
house writ large.”  The best discussion of the form’s appearance in Persia is Kiani and Kleiss, 
“Caravansary,” Encyclopedia Iranica, who trace the form from the 1st millennium B.C.  through antique 
developments.  

The different scholarly emphases on Greco-Roman influence or Far Eastern origins or the role of 
indigenous communal dwellings may, in fact, be a function of the definitional difficulties of the term.  For 
example, Andrew Peterson in his Dictionary of Islamic Architecture offers no listing for caravanserai, but, 
rather, subsumes discussion of the form under the heading Khan.  Khan, he says, “is a Persian term, 
indicating the eastern (non-Roman) origin of this architectural form.”  He writes that “both the Parthians 
and the Nabateans built khans, the former on the eastward route to India and the latter on the desert routes 
in the Negev.”  Peterson argues that that “the caravanserai is established as a more specialized form of khan 
catering specifically for caravans” around the twelfth century.  Peterson’s explanation is brief and 
incomplete, and appears at odds with the bulk of the scholarship on the form.  He does help reinforce the 
point, though, that there were non-Roman precedents, even if he arguably overstates it.  See Peterson, A 
Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, and also, Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 98-99.  
85 Peterson, A Dictionary of Islamic Architecture; Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 101-102; also see 
Arthur Upham Pope, Persian Architecture (Tehran: Soroush Press, 1976), 108-109. 
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it difficult to discern their precise purpose: military fortification, trading center, inn; 

indeed, they may have been more than one.86   

 The singularity of the caravanserai as an architectural form for trade and hostelry 

was really established in the period between 1000-1250 when “fragmentation of political 

authority” in the Muslim world led to “tremendous growth of urban centres and urban 

activities.” A critical component of this growth was the development of “new kinds of 

monumental architecture” which included the caravanserai .87  In relatively short order, 

the caravanserai became a distinguished and conspicuous part of the emerging Islamic 

commercial landscape.  

Given the variegated nature of the development, however, and the “pitfalls of 

relying on dynastic or geographical affiliations in assessing groups of caravanserais” it is 

probably unwise to speak of this emergence in general terms.  Rather, we might note 

some of the best and most unified examples.  These include those that appeared in 11th 

and 12th-century Iran and Central Asia, which ranged from utilitarian to highly 

decorative palaces and which scholars regard as some of the finest of the type.  Ayyubid 

and Mamluk (roughly 12th-14th century) Syria also produced a number of caravanserai, 

which, at least in their rural forms, are regarded as demonstrably inferior to contemporary 

achievements.88   

 In contrast, arguably the most impressive caravanserais, or hans as they are 

called in this instance, were constructed by the Seljuqs in Anatolia, mostly in the 13th 

                                                
86 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,”101-102; Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, 331-334, 338; see also 
Nader Ardalan, “Places of Public Gathering,” Places of Public Gathering in Islam: Proceedings of Seminar 
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century.  Numbering over a hundred, the majority with arcaded open courtyards and 

“magnificent covered halls” these “constitute the largest self-contained groups of such 

buildings in the Islamic world.”89  These Seljuq efforts were succeeded, temporally if not 

necessarily in greatness, by the Ottomans, who both expanded and refined the trends 

toward enclosure and increased commercial emphasis, at least in the urban 

manifestations.  Many Ottoman hans also featured multiple stories. The Ottoman 

influence spread beyond Anatolia and in some places, Cairo for example, the tension 

between the twin functions of the caravanserais, inn and market, was pushed 

increasingly in favor of commerce.90 

 Caravanserai were also important in Iran in the Ilkhanid period of the 14th 

century and under the Safavids, in which case, again, the commercial role of the 

constructions seemed increasingly dominant.  They continued to appear in, among other 

places, 18th and 19th-century Iraq and Qajar Iran, and functioned, in some cases, into the 

20th century.91 In many of the later instances—the Safavid constructions under Abaas I 

and Husayn I, Timurid developments at Bukhara and Samarquand, and the continued 

work of the Ottomans in Anatolia and elsewhere—caravanserai were more and more part 

of integrated urban complexes, that featured mosques and madrasas and apartments.92  In 

this, the caravanserai did not lose its essence as a discrete form, and it remained 

important in rural areas.  And the new multi-purpose nature of its existence was not far 
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afield from its roots—it had always done many duties.  But now it became more of an 

urban system, or at least a more centralized one.  

The other salient commercial construction is the bazaar.  It is not unrelated.  

Indeed, as Arthur Upham Pope has written, “The system of the caravanserais logically 

leads to....bazaars.”93  As with the caravanserais, there is, because of history and 

geography and language, some difficulty in exacting a comfortable definition of bazaar; 

it can indicate anything from an entire complex to a single covered street.  Most scholars 

understand it as a collection of elements, including long, covered streets, the prominently 

domed intersections of these streets, warehouses, and often higher quality, secure interior 

markets.94  The most useful, suggestive, and inclusive definition of the bazaar, at least for 

our purposes of contextualizing the modern shopping mall, is probably offered by Besim 

Hakim: 

The central market or shopping center of each traditional Islamic city is 
composed of a web of covered pedestrian malls called suq in Arabic, 
bazar in Farsi, and carsi in Turkish.  Each mall is composed of repetitive 
cells opposite each other and separated by a 10--20-ft walkway covered by 
vaults with skylights at intervals, creating pleasant and cool environments 
for shopping.  Security during nights and holidays is easily maintained by 
locking gates strategically located at entry points to the mall system.  
Typically, various other facilities adjoining the web of market malls are all 
linked together by an overall access system.  The mosque is usually in this 
area, as are the public bath, hotels, individual workshops, and storage 
facilities for the various shop owners.95 

                                                
93 Pope, Persian Architecture, 109. (ellipses in original) 
94 These four elements are most commonly known as the suq, chahar-suq, khan and quaisariya, 
respectively.  But, as indicated, the definitions are hardly exclusive and may mean many different things to 
different people.  See, Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 99, 107.  Also see, Khansari and Yavari, Persian 
Bazaar, 18, who argue that that the Bazaar has three major components, the “walkway, generally covered 
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use here, for obvious reasons, and which is also, in construction and vision and aesthetic, a tremendous 
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95 Hakim, “Islamic Architecture and Urbanism” in Encyclopedia of Architecture: Design, Engineering & 
Construction, 99.  For other definitions see Pope, Persian Architecture, 109; Peterson, A Dictionary of 
Islamic Architecture, who says somewhat curiously that the bazaar is a Turkish construction.  Stranger still 
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 Like the caravanserai the bazaar has no definitive date or place of origin; it, too, 

is likely a product of numerous sources over a considerable period of time.  Many 

scholars do detect a continuum or model from ancient times.96  Though not everyone 

agrees about the extent of the classical influence, it seems clear that in many cases the 

antique legacy was pronounced and should be acknowledged as a foundation to much of 

the Islamic contribution to commercial form. 

 Which was, without question, impressive, and swift.  As Eleanor Sims says, in the 

early years of Islam, the “functional and architectural” forms that would later distinguish 

the great markets of Isfahan and Baghdad and Istanbul were already apparent in 

commercial centers from Spain to Bukhara.  These early centers were widely known and 

celebrated in the Muslim world, and they were undoubtedly influential.  While some of 

the details remain obscure, we do know that a covered market appeared in the North 

African city of Fustat in 690 and that by the end of the late 10th and early 11th century it 

                                                
is his remark that “the Turkish word bazar is derived from the Persian ‘pazar,’” at least compared to Cezar, 
who says “pazar, the Turkish word for ‘market place’ is from the Persian bazar.”  Cezar offers a very 
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Caravanserais,” 99-100, who writes that in those areas that had been part of the Classical and/or Byzantine 
world, Islamic markets were often “located around the congregational mosque in precisely the same 
arrangement and serving the same functions as had the Classical agora with its surrounding public 
buildings and colonnaded market streets.” Noteworthy, too, is that the “segregation of goods and trades, so 
characteristic of Islamic markets, is also of Classical origin and was paralleled in medieval Byzantium.”  
For a dissenting views see R.J.A. Gazzard, “The Municipality of Sur in the Sultanate of Oman: An Urban 
Place in its Cultural Context,” in The Arab City.  Floor, “Bazar.  ii. Organization and Function,” 
Encyclopedia Iranica, argues that the Iranian situation was somewhat different than in Central Asia. 
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was described as having “an immense commercial district of long narrow streets that 

were permanently covered and artificially lit.”97  It is likely that other covered markets 

appeared in North Africa in the same period, though possibly of a somewhat different ilk.  

There is evidence, too, that in the tenth and eleventh centuries covered markets appeared 

in such cities as Samarquand, Yahudiy, Merv, Mosul and Baghdad. It is difficult to know 

the exact chain of influence here, though according to Cezar, historical evidence suggests 

“that the tradition of building and using covered bazars in Iraq was older than in Iran and 

Turkestan.”  In any case, it is evident that through some combination of inspiration, 

imposition, and local interpretation, the covered bazaar had reached to the corners of the 

Muslim world.98 

 With the ascendance of monumental commercial architecture in the first centuries 

of the second millennium, the bazaar, again like the caravanserai, became a much more 

regular and conspicuous feature of the Islamic landscape.  There were, to be sure, myriad 

variations on the form from its appearance in Mamluk Cairo, to Safavid Isfahan, to 

Ottoman Anatolia, to Mughal Dehli but there was also a remarkable formal and 

functional consistency to the construction across a vast time and space. 99 As Eleanor 

Sims has remarked in considering the vaulted streets of Aleppo, in present day Syria, 

“essentially the same architectural form prevails over the whole Islamic world.”100  This 

                                                
97 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 106. 
98 Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction 
system, 70-73. 
99 See, e.g., Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture of the Islamic World, 1250-1800, 93-94, 184-185, 196, 
276; Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction 
System, 86-122; Mohammed, “Bazars in Mughal India: An Essay in Architectural Study and 
Interpretation,”   The bazaar was also prominent in Central Asia, in Bukhara in particular, see, Blair and 
Bloom, Art and Architecture of the Islamic World, 1250-1800, 201, 202, and Cezar, Typical Commercial 
Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, 85. 
100 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 93. Other scholars have offered similar observations. See, e.g. 
Khansari and Yavali, Persian Bazaar, 21, and Hakim, “Islamic Architecture and Urbanism,” 99. 
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common essence is part of what makes the bazaar richly appealing to us, in our effort to 

demythologize the 20th-century shopping mall.  Here, in rendering a short history of the 

form, it also allows us to provide a representative example of construction and 

development. 

 We might consider, then, very briefly, the most famous of bazaars, the Kapali 

Carsi, or Grand Bazaar, of Istanbul.  The Grand Bazaar was an Ottoman development, 

begun under Mehmed II in the 15th century with the construction of shops and hans and, 

most importantly, a pair of bedestans.  Though we have only fleetingly referred to it, the 

bedestan is one of the defining elements of the Ottoman marketplace, a covered and 

secure market hall that usually housed the bazaar’s finest goods, especially expensive 

cloth.101  In Istanbul, the Sandal and Cahelvi bedestans defined the incipient marketplace, 

                                                
101 Bedestan comes from Bezzaz, meaning cloth.  Mustafa Cezar, an authority on Ottoman architecture, 
argues that “the bedestan was a commercial building peculiar to the Turks,” which is literally true, but the 
bedestan clearly had its roots in a common Islamic commercial construction, the qaisariya; indeed some 
scholars simply refer to the bedestan as the Turkish word for Qaisariya.  Qaisariya appeared as early as the 
9th century in North Africa, and they became popular, in succeeding centuries, throughout the Islamic 
world, in Syria, Spain, North Africa, the Balkans, Iran, and most notably in Ottoman Turkey. See Cezar, 
Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, 21, 
70-72. The standard form of the qaisariya, an “oblong hall, roofed and colonnaded,” was probably “derived 
from the basilica of late antiquity,” and it likely drew its name from “a covered market built in Antioch by 
Julius Caesar, and called kesaria by the Byzantines.” Khansari and Yavari, Persian Bazaar, 18; Sims, 
“Markets and Caravanserais,” 100.  Floor, “Bazar: Organization and Function, Encyclopedia Iranica, 26, 
says that “it is certain that the qaysariya was developed from the Byzantine basilica,” but that “they history 
of the term is not known.” In the spectrum of Muslim commercial architecture, it is most often likened to 
the caravanserai but it can also be considered a mini- or proto-bazaar, as the qaisariya was both an 
inspiration for and certainly the “nucleus” around which the bazaar often took shape. Sims, “Markets and 
Caravanserais,” 107; Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the 
Ottoman Construction System, 91; Floor, “Bazaar: Organization and Function,” Encyclopedia Iranica, 26. 

Cezar offers a very exhaustive account of the bedestan and its relation to the Qaisariya, which 
should be noted. He says that the form “began to emerge slowly towards the end of the Seljuk period.  But 
the first structure to be built exclusively as a bedestan was built during the period of the Anatolian 
Beyliks.”  The form came in to its own under the Ottomans.  The model for the form, he says, was not the 
covered bazaar, as some have suggested, but the commercial han.  In his discussion of the Kaysariya, also 
quite extensive, Cezar indicates that that word has often been used to mean bedestan, then and now--or as 
he says, “the vagueness of the meaning of the term Kaysariya is not peculiar only to our own time.”  He 
does not make clear precisely why the bedestan is not, as Sims seems to suggest, a local variation on a 
common form.  This is how we understand it.  In any case, he does say that “the origin of the conventional 
type of bazar consisting of a long covered street or several short covered streets, may be traced to the 
Kaysariya, which was a commercial building showing the character of a warehouse rather than a bazar.  In 
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spinning out shopping streets and hans which were woven into the Grand Bazaar.  In its 

initial two centuries of life, the bazaar was only partially covered, and largely made of 

wood.  Not surprisingly, it suffered repeated fires—most famously in 1546—and finally, 

in 1701, after yet another inferno, the structure was rebuilt and fully enclosed with brick 

and stone.  It did continue to sustain damage, the victim of repeated fires and earthquakes 

in 1750, 1766, 1896, and 1954, but each time it underwent restoration and reconstruction 

and maintained the integrity of its 18th-century redevelopment.  It stands today, still, an 

enormous winding labyrinth of enclosed shopping streets that, as Eleanor Sims has 

irrepressibly observed, offers “the irresistible pleasure of numbers”: depending on the 

count, over 4000 shops, 61 streets, 21 hans, 2 bedestans, and a mosque.102  The effect is a 

virtual city—or at least, in the recent words of a popular American magazine, “a 

medieval shopping mall.”103    

 No doubt the story of the Kapali Carsi is unique in some respects—it was covered 

later than many bazaars, it sat directly in the center of town, it is irregularly enormous—

but in its congregation of key forms (the khans, suqs, e.g.), in its fusion of organic growth 

and state planning, in its preeminence in the social and cultural life of the city, it is 

similar to constructions from Fez to Herat.  The Grand Bazaar’s robust survival in the 

20th century is, similarly, impressive, even unusual, but not at all singular.  Indeed as one 
                                                
other words, the idea of a bazar might have been inspired by the Kaysariya.”  See Cezar, Typical 
Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, 21, 70-72; 
Also see Peterson, Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, who provides a good discussion of the form. 
102 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 109; On the Grand Bazaar, see Cezar, Typical Commercial 
Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, 91-107; Orhan Erdenen, 
The Bazaars of Istanbul and the Grand Bazaar (Istanbul: Yenilik Basimevi, 1965). 
103 Brad Gooch, “Magic Carpet Ride: Istanbul is enjoying a Rebirth,” Bazaar (May 1995), 118.  The 
Turkish tourist industry also heavily promotes the Kapali Carsi as a shopping mall.  In a recent 
advertisement in The New York Times, for example, the Grand Bazaar is noted as “a vast labyrinth of 
arched passageways and narrow enclosed alleys devoted to nothing but shopping,” “exceptional, one of a 
kind, the grandest shopping mall in the world.”  In other advertisements, the Kapali Carsi is juxtaposed to a 
modern shopping mall.  See, Turkey Advertisement, The New York Times, (March 3, 2000); See also, 
“Turkey, The Center of World History,” Turkish Tourism Office. 
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author has written of the Iranian example, the “ traditional bazar is still a viable, dynamic 

commercial center.”104 Certainly the bazaar has faced the crushing pressure of 

modernity, not surprisingly from the shopping mall itself, yet it has survived as an 

important commercial form and, even more, as a political rallying point against the 

infusion of western culture.105 

 These then are the forms: the caravanserai and the bazaar.  How do they 

contribute to understanding the 20th-century shopping mall?  For its part, the 

caravanserai is notable both in how it testifies to the importance of commercial design 

and in the precise elements and orientation of its construction. On the broadest scale, the 

caravanserai indicates the degree to which commercial building was well regarded in 

Islamic culture. As Richard Ettinghausen and Oleg Grabar argue about the 11th and 12th 

century Iranian and Central Asian caravanserais, “their appearance as a major 

architectural type is in itself important testimony to the social and economic changes of 

the time,” in that they exemplified “the care and importance given at this time to 

buildings dedicated to trade.”106 The authors make a similar point about the 

caravanserai’s appearance in Ayyubid Syria, and we know from our earlier discussion 

that under the Ottomans and Seljuqs, hans were both numerous and distinguished.  “It is 

not easy to convey the extraordinary architectural impression of these Anatolian 

caravanserais at their most grandiose,” says Eleanor Sims.107  Of course, as we have also 

                                                
104 Bonine, “Bazaar I. General” Encyclopedia Iranica, 24. 
105 See, e.g., Ahmad Ashraf, “Bazaar-Mosque Alliance: The Social Basis of Revolts and Revolutions,” 
Politics Culture and Society (Summer 1988): 538-567, 554. On the continued relevance of the Bazaar, see 
Klaus Herdeg, Formal Structure in Islamic Architecture of Iran and Turkistan (New York: Rizzoli, 1990); 
Nader Ardalan, “Places of Public Gathering,” Places of Public Gathering in Islam: Proceedings of Seminar 
Five in the series Architectural Transformations in the Islamic World, Amman, Jordan, May 4-7, 1980, 11-
12; Erdenen, The Bazaars of Istanbul and the Grand Bazaar. 
106 Ettinghausen and Grabar, Art and Architecture of the Islamic World, 650-1250, 276-278. 
107 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 102-103. 
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noted, there were places where the caravanserai was a relatively less impressive 

building, and it is certainly true that in many cases it was not a predominantly 

commercial construction. Still, even in these instances, the caravanserai always 

contained at least some architectural elements that resonate in the history of commercial 

type—or at least in our directed effort to locate and understand precedents to the 

shopping mall. These include arcades, vaulted passageways, shopping or sleeping bays, 

and multiple stories.   

One of the critical elements is the caravanserai’s interior direction.  Interior space 

is a defining quality of Islamic architecture, as Ernest Grube argues in his introductory 

remarks to a recent survey of Islamic architecture.  “One of the most striking features of 

all Islamic architectural monuments,” Grube says,  “is their focus on the enclosed space, 

on the inside as opposed to the outside, the facade or the general exterior articulation of a 

building.”  Sometimes, usually in an urban setting, a monumental structure is totally 

“hidden” which goes “hand in hand with a total lack of exterior indications of the shape, 

size, function or meaning of a building.”  Even when a facade or portal exists rarely does 

it give “any indication of the inner organization or purpose of the building in question, 

and it is rare that an Islamic building can be understood, or even its principal features 

identified, by its exterior.”  The resulting interior, Grube concludes, “the enclosed space 

defined by walls, arcades, and vaults is the most important element of Islamic 

architecture.”108 

                                                
108 Grube, “What is Islamic Architecture?” in Architecture of the Islamic World, 10, 13.  Grube allows for 
some difference between urban and rural forms, noting that many rural Islamic developments, including 
tombs, were stand-alone structures and thus inherently conspicuous; they could not hide.  Still, he says, 
most largely abided by the “rules” of interiorization.  “What is Islamic Architecture?” in Architecture of the 
Islamic World, 11.  On interiority, see also Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, 335; Sims, “Markets and 
Caravanserais,” 102. 
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 This is clearly true for our intents, both with the bazaar and here with the 

caravanserai.  The combination of the caravanserai’s formal structure—its arcades and 

enclosure and inward direction—together with its functional role as a place for travelers, 

mark it as an early example of  “roadside architecture” and thus a significant structure in 

the mall’s history. 109  Nonetheless, the axis between the caravanserai and the shopping 

mall has often been overlooked by those who have otherwise understood the 

caravanserai as a precedent to the “phenomenon” of 20th-century America roadside 

architecture.  Eleanor Sims, for example, has written that “the Islamic caravanserai has 

often been likened to the American motel, where shelter, water, food and a place for 

one’s vehicle are combined in one structure.”  She argues, however, that  “an even better 

modern equivalent might be the petrol station, occurring at regular intervals—ubiquitous, 

unremarkable and unremarked—along the motor roads of the entire world.”110  The 

comparison Sims offers is a good one, even a “better one” as she says, but of course 

because of its commercial function and interior orientation, the most effective 

comparison might be to the modern shopping mall. 

 It is possible that this appreciation of the caravanserai has been neglected in favor 

of the more accessible, and perhaps more compelling, relationship between the bazaar 

and the mall.  If so, it is an understandable omission.  Still, it is important to recognize 

that many of the features that make the bazaar an attractive point of comparison for the 

mall are present in the caravanserai.  This is obvious in the formal elements, but also in 

                                                
109 The caravanserai was as a fixture in the traveling and trade culture of the Muslim world. As Sims 
explains it the caravanserai was the most conspicuous product of the fact that “for commercial, religious or 
educational reasons much of Islam was constantly on the road.” The caravanserai played an indispensable 
role for the traveler, the place where he could rest and conduct commercial transactions.  Sims, “Markets 
and Caravanserais,” 97; Also see Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, 372-376. 
110 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 98. 
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the caravanserai’s functional role and representation. Moreover, the caravanserai’s 

position as a commercial building along the travel routes of the medieval Muslim world 

makes it a singularly significant construction in carrying our narrative from Athens to 

Edina. 

 The caravanserai does fall slightly short of the bazaar in its impact on our effort, 

though, because the bazaar simply offers more, in both its ties to the classical past and 

the modern future.  There is, as just suggested, overlap with the caravanserai and the 

bazaar.  As with the caravanserai, the bazaar’s careful, at times majestic, architecture—

in particular some of the soaring qaisariyas—testifies to the importance of commercial 

building in Islamic life.  This is important for us because it is part of a tradition of a 

commanding architecture of consumption, seen in the Stoa of Attalos and the Trajan 

markets and more recently in the Gallerias of Milan and Houston. It is important to note, 

too, though, that the bazaar and the caravanserai were often ubiquitous and central 

without being monumental, to wit they were often part of the “quotidian architecture” of 

Islamic life.  That these commercial designs could, over a great time and topography, be 

both spectacle and standardized tells us a great deal about the forms, about their 

consistency and drama, which might prove helpful in understanding more recent 

developments. 

 We might further note the formal elements the caravanserai and bazaar shared—

their vaults and arcades and interior space—but also how their presence helped to inspire 

development and community.  This, too, bears on the shopping mall.  As Sims says, the 

caravanserai often grew to resemble “small villages” with mills, bakeries and tea-
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shops.111  In his work, Robert Hillenbrand refers to “suburban caravanserais” and 

describes the strategic location of others on the outskirts of town; he suggests growth 

around them.112  More generally, we know that the han or khan often became part of 

large-scale multi-use developments.  It is with the bazaar, though, that this generative, or 

catalytic impact, is much more striking and here Cezar’s remark about Turkey might be 

applied to the whole of the Islamic world: “the city grows and develops around the 

bazaar.”113  

Actually, the city grows around the bazaar and mosque, for as Sims has almost 

poetically observed, the “bazaar and mosque grew together, the twin poles of Islamic 

urban life, separate but in harmony.”114  The bazaar-mosque axis is partly understood as 

an inheritance from antique institutions, as Albert Hourani has explained.  “At least in the 

cities of Greek or Roman origin,” he says, “the Muslim conquerors planted themselves in 

the complex of agora, central avenue and temple or church which stood at the heart of 

the Greek city; the mosque replaced or stood near the church or temple, the central 

bazaars and what went with them took over the avenue and agora.”115 

 But the proximity of the bazaar and the mosque, and their collective impact on 

urban life, more profoundly reflects the fact that commerce in Islamic society is literally a 

religious experience.  As A.L. Udovitch has written in an influential essay on the 

“constitution” of the marketplace, “exchange as conceived by Islamic law is not simply 

                                                
111 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 98. 
112 Hillenbrand, Islamic Architecture, 355-56. 
113 Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction 
System, 57. The idea of catalytic growth is described in Peter Muller, Contemporary Suburban America, 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981). 
114 Sims, “Markets and Caravanserais,” 94; Cezar makes this point too, see Typical Commercial Buildings 
of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, 24-25. 
115 Albert Hourani, “The Islamic City in the Light of Recent Research,” in The Islamic City: A Colloquium 
eds. Albert Hourani and S.M. Stern (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1970), 21-22. 
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or narrowly an economic transaction.  One might even go so far as to say that in the eyes 

of shari-ah [Islamic religious law] an exclusively economic exchange is virtually 

inconceivable; every exchange in the marketplace necessarily partakes of a social and 

moral quality.” There was, then, he argues, a strong connection “in the eyes of Islamic 

law between economic interactions and the common weal,” such that “the marketplace 

and the activity that was carried out there were seen as a kind of microcosm of society as 

a whole and of the religious and ethical values by which it was supposed to live.”  Given 

this, it is no surprise that  “in medieval Islamic urban society, the marketplace and the 

mosque were the two principal, recognized loci of extra-familial sociability.”116 

 Thus, though the bazaar functioned in many ways like the agora, as the “city’s 

center of gravity,”117 pulling together the social, political, religious and cultural 

dimensions of urban life, and though it may have actually derived its position from 

antiquity, as Hourani suggests, it did so from a very different understanding of commerce 

and, as Professor Ira Lapidus argues, a different culture of urban integration. These 

differences are obviously important, as they tell us about how and why a society 

generates its monuments.  They should not be overestimated, however.  For example, 

Lapidus has written eloquently of how the bazaar keenly suited the Islamic lifestyle, but, 

for our purposes at least, his efforts deserve scrutiny:  the bazaar may have suited Islam 

in a way similar to the way the agora suited Athens, and the shopping mall suited late-

century America. 

                                                
116 A.L. Udovitch, “The Constitution of the Traditional Islamic Marketplace: Islamic Law and the Social 
Context of Exchange,” in Patterns of Modernity, Volume II: Beyond the West, edited by S.N. Eisenstadt  
(New York: New York University Press, 1986), 163, 164. 
117 Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction 
System, 24. 
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 Lapidus writes that “the shapelessness, the apparently fluid, twisting, and 

amorphous structure of the markets,” 

resulted from the absorption of physical features by the style of social life.  
All institutions, shops, mosques, schools, and administrative offices were 
thoroughly intermingled to accommodate the demand for easy access and 
constant change of activities, from trade to prayer to teaching and so on.  
Only in societies where functions and personnel are more clearly separated 
will there be a consequent differentiation of physical entities to 
accommodate the separate functions.  Cities need boulevards when people 
must travel a great deal for their affairs.  Factories and churches and 
homes and schools will be apart when life itself is more 
compartmentalized.  The Muslim city had the physical form of the bazaar 
because it was appropriate to the fluid pattern of social interchange and of 
daily living.118   

 
Here and elsewhere Lapidus convincingly establishes the relationship between Islamic 

culture and its commercial form.119  But it should not be lost on us that the culture he 

describes is very similar to 5th-century Greece, and there is indeed remarkable constancy 

in the respective forms, the agora and bazaar, given the millennium between them.  Even 

when there was more specialization in late Hellenism and the Empire, there was still a 

remarkably fluid exchange between the commercial, social and political functions of the 

city.  We might recall that Trajan’s market was only across the street from the Forum 

(there may even have been a passageway between them), a distance as physically—if not 

as ideologically—close as between many a mosque and bazaar. 

 More important for us, though, is how Lapidus’ remarks seek to differentiate 

modern urban diffusion and specialization from the density and intersections of Muslim 

life.  It’s a fair point, but also recognizable in the work of American urban historians who 

dislike the sprawl of suburban America, as compared to the density and intersections of, 

                                                
118 Ira Lapidus, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 
114. 
119 See also, Ira Lapidus, “Traditional Muslim Cities: Structure and Change,” in From Madina to 
Metropolis, Brown, ed., 63. 
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say, New York City life.  Indeed, as John Findlay has recently observed, suburban, and 

principally western American, life only looks compartmentalized and differentiated when 

one is looking for something else.120  This is not to say that there isn’t specialization in 

modern life, and that the shopping mall might not be a conspicuous and attractive 

example of this, only that the mall should be engaged on its own terms, that it too might 

be “appropriate to the fluid pattern of social interchange and of daily living.” 

 All of this to say that though there are, of course, singular features of the bazaar, 

it might also be understood as a precedent to the mall, both in how it reconstitutes the 

ideal of interior commercial space and how it has served as a model for future forms.  We 

would not be first to recognize this common ground.  Besim Hakim has noted the 

similarity.121  Richard Ellinghausen, too, has written on the connection between the 

commercial concentration of the two markets.  Since the Middle Ages, he says, 

the suq or the bazaar, with its aligned buildings, always consisted of many 
units which were occupied by followers of the same trade; the total of 
these many specialized units served the business needs of the town in a 
compact fashion.  This more or less is also the underlying principle which 
nowadays applies to “shopping centers,” in which special care is taken that 
at least two if not more stores selling the same merchandise are close to 
each other and the needs of the whole neighborhood can be fully 
satisfied....the modern forms of concentrated competitive shopping are not 
too different from the system developed in the Middle Ages.  Only the 
secondary aspects--outer appearance and alignment--differ.122 

 
 In his foreword to a recent work on the Persian Bazaar, Oleg Grabar, the dean of 

Islamic architectural historians, raises the fundamental issue.  Despite the fact that it 

appears “a remote and exciting world of its own, unique and changeless,” the Iranian 

bazaar could, in “cold reality and logic,” be seen as something quite familiar: 

                                                
120 See John Findlay, Magic Lands: Western Cityscapes and American Culture After 1940 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1992), particularly the Introduction and Chapter 6. 
121 Hakim, “Islamic Architecture and Urbanism,” 99. 
122 Richard Ettinghausen, “Muslim Cities: Old and New,” in From Madina to Metropolis, 311-312. 
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The bazaars of Iran, it could be argued, are nothing but shopping centers.  
At first glance, they, of course, look different from our neatly 
compartmentalized and homogenized spaces enclosing pedestrian malls 
and surrounded by huge parking lots and delivery roads.  But these 
differences are perhaps secondary and these ancient bazaars may just be 
like old clothes, quaint and perhaps no longer very comfortable, but 
covering the same bodies and the same actions as are part of the 
contemporary scene.  
  

Grabar pursues the point by describing the Isfahan bazaar and concluding that “among 

the striking features of Iranian (and other) bazaars are, nearly everywhere, the vastness, 

the expansiveness, of the spaces they occupy and the consistency of their arrangements, 

as though a basic, even if flexible, prototype had been invented or developed at some 

unknown time and then carried through the centuries.”  

 “So do our modern shopping centers,” he continues, 

give an impression of sameness in their arrangements: in such services as 
eating, drinking, and resting available in them; in the occasional 
appearance of entertainment; in the necessity for people to walk, while 
little carts or vans transport goods.  Even the outlying areas of the spaces 
are comparable, as modern shopping centers have parking of private cars 
and trucks tying them to the daily life beyond....the principle of a sequence 
going from the shopping center to the parking and then to means of access 
to various ways of local living is consistent in new shopping centers as 
they were in the bazaars of old. 

 
Grabar says that  “we are less clear on whether traditional Iranian bazaars served as 

collective and family festive places, as happened outside of Iranian cities for the New 

Year or as transform our centers at Christmas time,” but given the totality of factors, he 

asks: 

Why not simply conclude that traditional Iranian bazaars were but the 
older equivalents of modern shopping centers with differences in life style 
and behavior expressed in multiple ways characteristic of each separate 
culture but without any fundamental alteration of comparable human 
behavior? 
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 Grabar says there are two reasons “not to draw such a conclusion of universal 

sameness, even if one can easily admit that the same desires for material consumption 

and for acquisitiveness dominated both kinds of spatial organizations.”  The first, “simple 

and important” is that “in the modern world, manufacturing has disappeared from the 

shopping center.”  The other difference, he says, is in the “nature and quality of their 

respective architecture.”  The bazaar, he argues, through the material of its construction 

and its light, “was an experience of discovery”: 

It created a mystery in which both men and things played a strange role, 
only partly defined through their specific function of selling and making 
or of buying and waiting to be bought.  By its skillful manipulation of 
light and of built surfaces, this architecture sought to attract and to 
fascinate.  Together with the noises, the smells, and the visual festival of 
colorful items on display, it proclaimed the complexity of life and 
something of its illusory quality.  Everything may be possible and 
available, but perhaps nothing is real.123 

  
 Excepting new fashionable do-it-yourself  kind of shops, which hardly constitute 

a serious sector of retailing, Grabar is certainly right about the manufacturing 

distinction.124  His comments about the achievement of illusion and its implications are 

less convincing, however.  Many malls today, at least insofar as they are captured by their 

critics, rely on illusion and manipulation.  Moreover this kind of fantastic sensory 

experience may simply be a question of taste.  What is lost on Grabar, perhaps, is the 

degree to which the kinds of sentiments he expresses are a matter of cultural perspective.  

How mysterious, how full of intrigue and enchantment, might the King of Prussia mall be 

to the Eastern Pennsylvanian youth? 

 In any case, even if we accept his two distinctions, the questions Grabar asks 

about the common identity of the mall and the bazaar are much more forceful than his 
                                                
123 Oleg Grabar, “Trade, Shopping and Architecture,” Foreword to Khansari, ed., Persian Bazaar, 7-9. 
124 These do-it-yourself shops usually involve ceramics, or other kinds of crafts. 
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responses.  His points about the geography and standardization of the space, are 

obviously compelling additions to what we know about the bazaar’s interior orientation, 

its catalytic impact on development, its social function, and its iconic achievement.  

When the bazaar is further considered together with the caravanserai, we can appreciate 

the very great depth of the Islamic contribution to the development of commercial space, 

both to the next focus of our inquiry, the European constructions of the 19th century, and 

ultimately, of course, to the shopping mall itself.  

 

 

A Passage to America 

 

 The arcade, or passage or galleria as it is variously known, is a nineteenth-century 

European building type defined by its leading scholar, Johann Geist, as “a glass covered 

passageway which connects two busy streets and is lined on both sides with shops.” 125  

The arcade originated in late eighteenth-century Paris, but spread quickly to London, 

across Europe, and around the world.  By the mid-nineteenth century it had become one 

of the great icons of European achievement--an elegant, increasingly majestic 

construction of the industrial and consumer revolutions.  By the early twentieth century, 

however, the arcade, while extant in many places, had faded; replaced at the center of 

retailing by the department store, it was a significantly diminished presence in urban life.   

In the late 20th century the fortunes of the arcade turned yet again.  The form made 

something of a comeback as a model for many glass enclosed public spaces.  Most 

                                                
125 Johann Friedrich Geist, Arcades: The History of a Building Type (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 
4.  It should be said that many, including Geist himself, would add or subtract something from this limited 
definition; Geist lists many of the different, and largely interchangeable terms, for arcade on page 3.   
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notably, the arcade was incorporated into the development of the shopping mall; indeed 

in America, and elsewhere, some old arcades became shopping malls.   

The arcade is an important development in the history of commercial space and a 

particularly significant construction in trying to understand the modern mall.  It drew 

from earlier commercial efforts and directly impacted later ones.  As Margaret MacKeith 

has sweepingly observed, the arcade “owed its origins to the Exchanges of the 16th and 

17th centuries and the arcaded streets of classical Rome and Greece and it in turn has 

influenced builders of the large, modern, twentieth century multi-use shopping centres 

which have pedestrian corridors running through them.”126  The arcade is literally and 

figuratively a passageway between classical and medieval developments and the 

twentieth-century American mall.  

The arcade is worthy of consideration here not only because it maintains this 

continuity of form and function in commercial architecture that runs from Priene to the 

Pruneyard.  The arcade is also important because its experience informs an understanding 

of the mall as an historical entity.  That is, like its forbears in the Mediterranean and the 

middle east, the arcade reveals something about the mall.  Like the mall, the arcade was 

often privately developed, publicly used space.  Like the mall, the arcade was a space 

driven by commerce but became a social and cultural phenomenon.  Like the mall, the 

arcade started off as a utilitarian site for the distribution of burgeoning consumer products 

but increasingly became larger and more elaborate and internally self-referential.  Like 

the mall, the arcade was integrated into transportation networks, yet served as a respite 

from congestion and weather.  Like the mall, the arcade segregated itself from the 

                                                
126 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades (London: Mansell Publishing Limited, 
1986), 1. 
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existing urban pattern.  Like the mall, the arcade raised key questions about the future of 

the city and the orientation of the public sphere The experience of the arcade is a 

historical predicate to understanding the experience of the mall, and Pruneyard.  

 Although the arcade was clearly influenced by classical forms, the most 

immediate influence was in the middle east.  Indeed, at the opening of his classic work 

Arcades, Johann Geist writes that  “all general studies of the arcade refer to the model of 

the Eastern bazaar.”127  Yet the relationship between the arcade and the commercial 

constructions of Islam is a difficult one to assess.  Most historians agree that there was 

considerable influence, but many disagree about the nature of that influence.  Geist, for 

example, obviously acknowledges that the model of the Eastern bazaar is the salient one 

for historians of the arcade.  He argues, however, that the influence was not directly 

“architectonic,” but rather more “literary” in nature.  Geist is joined in this, albeit less 

expansively, by another prominent scholar of the arcade, Margaret MacKeith.  In her 

book, History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, MacKeith writes that “there were 

certainly early forms of shopping arcades in the Middle East, developed in response to 

fierce climatic conditions.”  She says that while there was often a westward migration of 

“ideas and goods,” the eastern “arcade,” “bazaar” or “souk” remained firmly in the 

Middle East.”128 

For both authors, the arcade is a singular construction, deeply indebted to neither 

the bazaar nor any other particular construction. “From antiquity to the eighteenth 

century,” Geist says, 

there were a wide variety of structures seemingly related to 
the arcade.  However one must not conclude that they were 

                                                
127 Geist, Arcades, 4. 
128 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 9 
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its immediate predecessors.  The arcade remains an 
invention which responded to the specific needs and desires 
of a society in a specific era of its cultural and industrial 
development--namely, the need for a public space protected 
from traffic and weather and the search for new means of 
marketing the products of blossoming luxury goods 
industry.  The examples that could be listed in connection 
with the arcade display such variety that no common 
denominator can be found.129 

 
The examples of related forms that he lists include classical colonnades, basillicas, 

medieval market squares, symmetrically constructed Renaissance bridges and London 

exchanges. 

 Geist’s assertion is understandable—many scholars argue for the singularity of 

their subject—but it is particularly unfortunate, even disorienting, in his work because his 

actual analysis reveals compelling intersections between the arcade and other historic and 

contemporary forms, including the bazaar. 130  Through his discussion of the prominent 

                                                
129 Geist, Arcades, 12. Geist says that a number of constructions are part of a “wider context” in which the 
arcade appeared or are “related to the arcade, but do not constitute necessary phases of its development.”  
Rather, he says, “they served as models during the development of this building type.” 
130Geist is intent on showing “why the arcade is not a simple continuation of the tradition of the Eastern 
bazaar” and to this end he outlines certain features and geographic examples of the bazaar that apparently 
prove it.  Among them, the fact that the bazaar “offers the only shopping opportunity to the inhabitants of 
an Islamic city.”   The “most essential difference,” he says, “is that the bazaar makes up a part of the public 
street system and is open not only to people but to animals and carts.” Yet in the course of establishing 
these very limp “essential” differences between the arcade and bazaar, he suggests real ties. To say, as he 
does, that the bazaar is the only opportunity for shopping in an Islamic city is incorrect in either ignoring 
other Islamic commercial institutions and the variations among them or by making “bazaar” so elastic a 
term as to include all these forms.  Neither option is attractive. Nor is his claim that the “most essential 
difference” between the forms is that the “bazaar” is part of the public street system and “allows animals 
and carts.”  The first part seems to confirm a similarity, or then to reveal a very restrictive view of public; 
the second seems, as far as he has explained it, inconsequential--and dubious too.  Yet, between these 
points, he notes, for example, how one result of the late 18th century Great Power interest in the East, was a 
European infatuation with middle Eastern fashion, which included the bazaar.  The name “bazaar,” he says,  
“was commonly used for retail marketplaces, department stores, and world exhibitions.”  Geist reduces the 
significance of this for the arcade by arguing that the  bazaar was “a completely different building type” in 
19th century Europe, particularly England.  It’s true that the European bazaar was different from the arcade, 
but not “completely,” and, in fact, towards the end of the 19th century some structures appeared as both 
arcade and bazaar and department store.  The point is that he does demonstrate how the middle Eastern 
forms were both structurally and linguistically influential in the development of the European forms, but 
concludes much less.  Indeed, it is ironic that whereas other scholars more comfortably assert the 
continuities between earlier and later forms, it is Geist who most amply demonstrates them.  In any case, 
Geist’s discussion of origins, while unique in its scope, is not unique--others have talked about influences.  
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features or characteristics of the arcade, Geist helps to explain both the origination of the 

arcade and its dynamic with other nineteenth-century structures.131  His assertion about 

the manifest difference of the arcade is certainly not disingenuous, but it does seem to 

betray what he so amply demonstrates:  that the arcade is tied to the past, and the future.  

The arcade drew from the bazaar, from the exchanges, from classical forms.  But it did so 

at a propitious historical moment, with the proliferation of modern industrial materials, 

increasingly chaotic traffic (and the absence of sidewalks), and, most importantly, the 

swelling production of consumer goods.  Thus, the arcade was clearly “the result of a 

specific set of economic and social conditions,” as Michael Bednar has confirmed, but it 

was not without precedent and it was not without influence.132  The precedent was in 

Athens and Rome and Istanbul and the influence was in Edina, Minnesota and Houston, 

Texas and San Jose, California.  For, over time, “the 19th century urban arcade was 

transformed into its 20th century counterpart with similar economic and social 

advantages.”133 

 It is generally agreed that the first arcade was the Galeries du Bois, which was 

constructed at the Jardins du Palais Royal in Paris between 1786 and 1788.134  No 

photographs exist of the Galeries, the only arcade of which this is true, but from plans, 

                                                
Geist, Arcades, 4, 5, 11-12; his full discussion of the bazaar can be found 4-12.  For other scholars who 
assert continuities, see MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 11; Kostof, A 
History of Architecture, 203; Pevsner, A History of Building Types, 262-263; Claude Mignot, Architecture 
of the Nineteenth Century in Europe (New York: Rizzoli, 1984), 238; Mumford, The City in History, 207-
208. 
131These features are: access to the interior of a block; as public space on private property; as a symmetrical 
street space; as a skylit space; as a system of access; as a form of organizing retail trade; as a space of 
transition.  He demonstrates, for example, how the arcade succeeded and resembled previous efforts, in 
Vienna and Leipzig and London, to open up the interior of the urban block, and he reveals, along altogether 
different lines, how the arcades were a model of access for 19th century prison design.  Geist, Arcades, 12-
58. 
132 Michael Bednar, Interior Pedestrian Places (NY: Whitney Library of Design, 1989), 10.  
133 Bednar, Interior Pedestrian Places, 10-11. 
134 Claude Mignot argues that there was an earlier arcade in 1770.  See Mignot, Architecture of the 
Nineteenth Century in Europe, 238. 
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etchings and literary sources, historians have determined that the Galeries was a wooden 

structure of two or three rows with shops or stalls, covered by “the first glass roof ever 

built.”135  It was simple, and compared to its progeny, relatively undistinguished.  But it 

was also hugely successful, the vibrant commercial center of the bustling Palais Royal, 

itself an intriguing construction, a kind of arcade writ large, which a modern 

commentator has likened to the Mall of America.136 

 A number of arcades opened in Paris following the success of the Galerie du Bois, 

most notably the Passage du Panoramas in 1800. These early arcades were, as Margaret 

Mackeith has written, “extraordinarily successful, taking over the role of the market place 

as a cultural, social and retail centre under glass, contributing to an air of novelty and 

unreality.” 137  Yet mainly because of Napoleonic conflict and economic stagnation, no 

new arcades were constructed in Paris between 1811 and 1823.  The concept traveled to 

London, however, and in 1815-1817 the first “covered passage with skylights in Britain” 

was built at the Royal Opera Exchange.138  Britain’s most enduring and famous arcade, 

Samuel Ware’s Burlington Arcade, was constructed a year later. 

 In the 1820s, the arcade became a distinguished and contagious construction. 

Between 1823 and 1829, no less than seven major arcades were built in Paris, a number 

of which--the Galerie Colbert, the Galerie Vienne and the Galerie d’Orleans (which 

replaced the Galerie du Bois)--were widely influential across Europe and beyond.  In 

America, arcades appeared in Philadelphia and New York, and most notably in 

Providence, where the famed Weybosset arcade opened in 1829.  England was curiously 

                                                
135 Geist, Arcades, 457. 
136 Geist, Arcades, 458; see Witold Rybczynski, “The New Downtowns,” Atlantic Monthly (May 1993), 
102-104.  
137 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 15 
138 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 15. 
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the exception to this burgeoning growth; although a number opened elsewhere in Britain, 

only two were built in London between 1818 and 1879.  Nonetheless, by 1830 “the 

arcade was complete; all its parts were fully developed.” 139  What remained were the 

increasingly dramatic spaces and the Victorian repetition that characterized the late 

century constructions. 

 By the mid nineteenth century arcades were being built in many areas across 

Europe.  Their development was augmented by two important developments.  The first 

was the rise of the department store.140  The first department store, the Bon Marche 

opened in 1852, although it was not for several more decades that the department store 

achieved the grandeur for which it became famous.141  The department store offered fixed 

                                                
139 Geist, Arcades, 70. 
140 The department store was itself influenced by the bazaar, though not necessarily the Middle Eastern 
variant.  The “European bazaar” opened in London at roughly the same time as the arcade and it influenced 
the entirety of the European commercial architecture of the 19th century.  Johann Geist says that this was a 
completely different form than the arcade, but this is indelicate.  The European bazar may not have been, as 
scholars such as Claude Mignot indicate, a “particular type of arcade,” but Mignot’s contention that they 
were functionally and typologically similar to Galleries, and that “contemporaries inevitably confused 
them” seems right. The bazar was a multi-tiered, open fronted, glass enclosed structure which all scholars 
recognize as the direct forerunner to the department store.  Although towards the end of the century the 
bazaar, department store, and arcade were fused in some developments they have somewhat distinct 
trajectories.  Nonetheless, it is interesting that the two great European constructions which influenced the 
mall--the arcade and the department store--were born at close to the same time.   See, Mignot, Architecture 
of the Nineteenth Century in Europe, 240-241; Pevsner, A History of Building Types, 261-262.  On the 
European bazaar, see Geist, Arcades,  452:  “As early as the end of the 1820s the bazaar building type arose 
parallel to that of the arcade.  It consisted of a series of glass covered courtyards with a large display of 
merchandise spread out over numerous stories connected by freestanding stairways.  The bazaar was the 
immediate predecessor of the department store, which began to sweep across Paris in 1852, replacing the 
arcade as the marketing technique most appropriate to the state of production.  The light wells of the 
department store carried on the tradition of the arcade until the police and fire authorities prohibited them.”  
141 Johann Geist says that there were actually department stores in the 1830s and 1840s, see Geist, Arcades, 
52. See also, Bill Lancaster, The Department Store: A Social History (London: Leicester University Press, 
1995), 3, 7-44; Mumford, City in History, 438.  In addition to Lancaster, on the department store see John 
Benson and Gareth Shaw, The Evolution of Retail Systems 1800-1914 (Leicester: Leicester University 
Press, 1992); Michael B. Miller, The Bon Marche, Bourgeois Culture the Department Store, 1869-1920 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981);  William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, Power and the 
Rise of a New American Culture (New York: Pantheon Books, 1993); Susan Porter Benson, “Palace of 
Consumption and Machine for Selling: The American Department Store, 1880-1940,” Radical History 
Review 21 (Fall 1979): 199-221; Meredith Clausen, “Department Stores,” in Encyclopedia of Architecture, 
Volume 2, eds. Joseph A. Wilkes and Robert Packard (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1988): 204-222; 
Meredith Clausen, “The Department Store--Development of the Type,” Journal of Architectural Education 
39 (Fall 1995): 20-29. 
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prices, abundant luxury goods, democratic access, and the splendor of browsing.  The 

department store was clearly influenced by the arcade, and in turn influenced later 

arcades.  It was a seminal event, and it signaled “the creation of a new shopping 

experience in a new shopping environment, a development as profound as the twentieth-

century shopping mall.”142 

The second mid-century development was what one author has called “utopian 

projects.”143   These utopian projects included William Mosley’s proposals for “Crystal 

Way,” a two-tiered, two mile long enclosed space with shops on each side that would 

contain lodging and a rail system.   Similarly, Sir Joseph Paxton, designer of the famed 

and influential Crystal Palace, proposed a 102-foot high, ten-mile long glass enclosed 

boulevard lined with shops called the Great Victorian Way.  Both designs were submitted 

as evidence to London’s Select Committee on Metropolitan Improvement in 1855. 144   

Both went unrealized.  Nonetheless they were successful in raising the bar of 

monumentality in arcaded structures, and they were motivated by tendencies that resonate 

in future efforts.  The utopian projects offered socio-commercial space protected from 

filth and inclement weather.  They provided ease of access, integrated features, and a 

large-scale plan.  “Arcades,” says MacKeith, “could only get bigger after the publication 

of such ideas.”145   

 They did.  In the years after 1860, “the arcade developed into monumentality, into 

the emancipation of the public building, into a promenade in the manner of Roman baths, 

                                                
142 Lancaster, The Department Store, 17. 
143 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 18. 
144 See MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 18-19; Geist, Arcades, 72-74. As 
Pevsner  notes, the London underground appeared a decade later. Pevsner, A History of Building Types, 
264-265 
145 MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 19. 
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and into the secular counterpart of the cathedral.”146  The hallmark of this movement was 

what has endured as perhaps the most famous of all arcades, the Galleria Vittorio 

Emanuele II, or the Milan Galleria.  The Milan Galleria was most notable for the soaring 

grandeur of its interior architecture--its hundred foot high ceilings, dramatic barrel vaults 

and central dome modeled on St. Peter’s.  Its design was also important because its 

configuration was that of a cross, “even though the traffic pattern did not warrant this 

form.”147  The Galleria, in other words, did not merely function as a utilitarian 

passageway:  it was a dramatic interior oriented space, a destination, a veritable cathedral 

of commerce. 

 The Galleria in Milan was the “zenith” of the arcade form, the “apogee of 

monumentality.”148  Today, it remains the “building that nearly everyone associates with 

the term arcade.” 149  In its time, its influence was felt in arcades across the continent and 

in England, and in America.  Its construction was covered in the English journal The 

Builder and it was famously admired by Mark Twain, who wrote in A Tramp Abroad,   

“I should like to live in it all my life.”150 
 
After Milan, arcades continued to get bigger and more elaborate.  Nowhere was 

this more evident than in Moscow, in the Russian New Trade Halls, which were built 

across Red Square from the Kremlin in 1893.151  With “three parallel arcade spaces” 

                                                
146 Geist, Arcades, 74.  MacKeith offers a good detailed history of the Milan Galleria, The History and 
Conservation of Shopping Arcades, 40-44; Geist, Arcades, 371-401.  See also, Pevsner, A History of 
Building Types, 265. 
147 Geist, Arcades, 74. 
148 Geist, Arcades, 371; Mary-Peale Schofeld, “The Cleveland Arcade,” Journal of the Society of 
Architectural Historians (December 1966), 281. 
149 Geist, Arcades, 74. 
150 Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad, 1880. 
151 Construction on the New Trade Halls actually began in 1890.  The site had historically served as a 
marketplace.  For a good history of the New Trade Halls, see the company’s website, <www.gum.ru>; see 
also, Geist, Arcades, 402-413. 
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providing “access to more than one thousand units on three levels by means of 

continuous galleries, shortcuts over bridges, and opposed stairways,” the New Trade 

Halls “were the largest arcade complex built in the nineteenth century.”152 Twain could 

indeed have lived here his whole life.   

The New Trade Halls bore little resemblance to the small, utilitarian Parisian 

passageways that had opened the 19th century.  In fact, in a critical sense the New Trade 

Halls were very far removed from the traditional notion of the arcade; they defied the 

very logic of the form.  Early arcades were functional routes, albeit well dressed ones, 

between streets.  But the motion within the New Trade Halls was “independent of the 

city’s traffic pattern.”153  The design of the Milan Galleria was not wholly organic to its 

site either, but the New Trade Halls had taken things much further.  Although the Trade 

Halls served as a route between Nikolskaya and Ilyinka streets, the Moscow development 

was essentially unnecessary as a passageway.  Movement within the New Trade Halls 

was the “event” and in this “the arcade broke away from the feature which had defined it 

for a century, namely that it must connect something.”154   

 In his seminal work Arcades, Johann Geist argues that the New Trade Halls 

“suggests most clearly the future of the arcade.”155  This is arguably misleading.  There 

was a future for the form expressed in the New Trade Halls, but it really was not an 

arcade--or at least to so consider it would be to deprive “arcade” of any conceptual 

integrity.  The future that the New Trade Halls suggests was the shopping mall.   

                                                
152 Geist, Arcades, 79. 
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Indeed, perhaps more than any other single development, the Russian New Trade 

Halls capture the trajectory of 19th century European commercial space and thereby link 

the modern mall to its ancestral past.  The New Trade Halls were clearly indebted to the 

Islamic bazaar, which, of course, itself was linked to early antique developments.  The 

great architectural historian Nikolas Pevsner calls the New Trade Halls the “bazaar of 

Moscow.”  It is the “nearest thing in the Western World” to the Grand Bazaar of Istanbul, 

he says.156  Christine Ruane has also compellingly argued that “many westerners and 

Russians alike identified Russia’s markets and retailing practices with the bazaars of the 

middle east and Asia.”157  

The New Trade Halls were also clearly dependent on the achievements of the 

French and Italian arcades of the 19th century.  In particular, the New Trade Halls owed 

much to the grand arcades of the latter half of the century.  The long, elaborate corridors 

and massive roofs of glass and iron were clearly suggestive of successful designs from 

Naples to Milan to Brussels.  The Trade Halls also drew on the century’s other 

developments.  Its enormity seemed to reflect the influence of the utopian projects which 

had swirled throughout the continent.  It also unmistakably bore the imprint of the rise of 

the great department stores.  For example, the Trade Halls used fixed prices and 

emphasized customer service, both hallmarks of the revolution in merchandising which 

the department store introduced.158  In fact, under the Soviets, the Trade Halls became 

Gosudarstvenniy Universalniy Magazin, or GUM, the State Universal Store.   

                                                
156 Pevsner, A History of Building Types, 261; Geist himself acknowledges this in his reference to the 
Trade Halls as a “gigantic bazaar.” Claude Mignot, too, says that it was “neither a gallery in the true sense 
nor a real department store, but rather a modern version of the oriental bazaar, with small shops fronting on 
covered streets.” Mignot, Architecture of the Nineteenth Century in Europe, 244. 
157 Christine Ruane, “Clothes Developments in Imperial Russia: The Development of A Consumer 
Culture,” Journal of Social History (Summer 1995), 765-782, 767. 
158 <www.gum.ru>. 
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The New Trade Halls stood at the turn of the 20th-century as a testament to the 

continuities and intersections in the history of socio-commercial form: ancient market, 

bazaar, arcade, department store--and shopping mall.159  Today, by its own account, it is 

precisely that: “Russia’s leading shopping mall.”160  After several renovations, the Trade 

Halls look and feel like a modern shopping mall.  Press accounts, travel books, the 

government and the industry acknowledge the New Trade Halls as a shopping mall, and 

indeed as one of the toniest malls in Moscow.161  In fact, for a time, GUM was one of the 

most exclusive shopping sites in the world.162   

 The Russian New Trade Halls are perhaps the most arresting single example of 

the continuities and influences in commercial construction from antiquity through the 

American shopping mall.  However, a number of American arcades also effectively 

testify to the historicity of the shopping mall.  Like their European counterparts, 

                                                
159 As Claude Mignot wrote in the early 1980s, “[it] combines several galleries like an oriental bazaar.  
Access is given by balconies and gangways, as in French bazaars, but on a scale that recalls the arcades of 
Italy.  These bazaars, which were a combination of a number of shops, were similar to the arcades of our 
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Mignot, Architecture of the 19th Century in Europe, 244 (italics added).  “GUM,” says Geist, appears as “a 
three-story shopping center.” Geist, Arcades, 403. 
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the Manezh Mall is perhaps the most elaborate in the country:  three stories underground, outfitted in white 
marble and brass and replete with modern amenities. To some it signaled the introduction of capitalist, and 
specifically American capitalist, form and function to Russia.  Yet in an important sense, Manezh owed as 
much to Russia as to America, as much to GUM as to Garden City Plaza. 
162 In 1998, GUM was the 5th most expensive retail location in the world. See Richard Peterson, “Central 
Attraction,” Retail Week (November 12, 1999).   
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American arcades were derived from classicism and marked the influence of Islamic 

bazaars.  But the resonance of the American arcade in the life of the mall is perhaps even 

greater because it is in America that the modern mall was purportedly born, after the 

Second World War, in the suburbs.  The 19th century American arcade may be the best 

evidence--or perhaps the most proximate evidence--that the postwar American mall was 

an evolution, not a revolution.   

Arcades first appeared in the United States in the mid 1820s, in big cities like 

New York and Philadelphia, but also in less well developed towns.  Although maybe a 

dozen were built, very few remain.  Of those that do, the arcades of Providence and 

Cleveland are clearly the most illustrious, and illustrative.  Once inspired, they were 

neglected for long stretches of the 20th century.  In the last several decades, however, 

both were remodeled in the spirit of developer James Rouse’s historical restorations of 

Faneuil Hall and Quincy Market in Boston.  Like Faneuil Hall, the restorations in 

Providence and Cleveland emphasized “high quality building refurbishment and interior 

design, with an emphasis on ‘fast’ food, luxury goods and a relaxed atmosphere for 

sitting or meeting friends.”163 

The Providence arcade, or Weybosset Arcade, opened in 1829, as an alternative to 

the existing commercial district of Providence known as Cheap Side.164  It was designed 

by Russell Warren, and in addition to its commercial importance, it is famous for having 

introduced Greek Revival architecture to Rhode Island.  Besides clear antique referents, 

when it opened it was presented as a direct descendent of the commercial constructions of 

the Middle East:  “This truly splendid Bazaar, said to be the most elegant and costly 
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building of its kind in the United States, is now ready, completely finished and ready for 

the reception of tenants.”165 

The Weybosset was a relatively squat three stories and contained about seventy-

eight shops.  It actually appears as a rather dark and formidable space from the outside, 

its entrances essentially “disguised” by the classical facade.  But inside, the gallery is 

positively airy and light.166  Indeed, the contrast between outdoor and indoor reveals the 

true interior orientation of the structure, a “shopping center in the guise of a Greek 

Temple.”167  The Weybosset did serve as a passage, but this was of “secondary 

importance.” 168  Unlike other arcades, particularly in Europe, the Weybosset was not 

located in a dense urban environment, nestled between existing structures.  Rather, as one 

of its historians has noted, “not a building stood near the arcade.”169  Moreover, the 

Weybosset was dedicated solely to retail; it was, as Geist reminds us, “the first building 

type in America to serve retail trade exclusively.”170 

The Weybosset was popular in the 19th century, but in the 20th it was often 

neglected.  It was set to be demolished in 1944.171  In 1979, however, it was refurbished 

by a development group to become “a mini Quincy Market.”172  Part of this process was 

“the installation of glass curtain walls at the ends of the corridors to control the 
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temperature,” a “carefully controlled tenant mix policy” and an increase in rent.173  The 

essence of the arcade remains.  A recent commentator observes that  “this historic arcade 

continues to serve as a thriving urban shopping center, thus illustrating the contemporary 

viability of this building type.”174 

The arcade in Providence is a distinguished construction and obviously an 

important one in the history of the shopping mall.  Even more impressive, and perhaps 

more important, is the Cleveland Arcade, which Nikolas Pevsner says was “the finest 

arcade of America.”175  Opened in 1891, the Cleveland arcade was the largest and most 

elaborate arcade built in America, and a worthy counterpart to the distinguished 

constructions of Milan and Moscow.176  Indeed, like its counterpart on Red Square, which 

it predated by only two years, the Cleveland Arcade seemed to encapsulate the history of 

commercial architecture:  fronted by Romanesque facades, deeply influenced by the 

“oriental bazaar,” reminiscent of grand arcades and department stores, and suggestive of 

the shopping mall--which it, like the New Trade Halls, has now become.177 

The Cleveland Arcade was 290 feet long, 60 feet wide, and over a hundred feet--

and three stories--high.  It was surrounded by office buildings on each side.178  Despite its 

great size, it effectively was still a passageway, albeit a dramatic one.  As Mary-Peale 

Schoefield has written, “the sweep of the grand stairway at the Euclid Avenue end, the 

lines of the balconies, the slight swell and rounding of the rotundas which prevent any 
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abrupt termination, all convey that this interior is a passage.”179  And yet if it is clear that 

the Cleveland Arcade did serve as a means of transit between Euclid and Superior 

Avenues, that the interior is a passage, it is also clear that the interior is a destination.  As 

was true in Providence and later at the New Trade Halls, the exterior was something of a 

disguise:  the interior is where the action was.  As Margaret MacKeith has observed, the 

“dark, cavernous entrances heighten the dramatic impact of the glorious open space 

within.  The element of surprise, of visual shock, is achieved by the eye readjusting from 

massive masonry to skeletal construction.”180  The arcade of Cleveland was tied to its 

surroundings, but it was in essence a self-contained construction. 

Though long popular, “fashion progressed” and “the fickle shopper searched 

elsewhere for novelty.  The arcade lost tenants and ceased to be busy.”181  In the 1950s 

and 1960s shoppers fled to the suburban shopping malls.  In 1975, the arcade was studied 

and proposals submitted calling “for public ownership, air conditioning, replacement of 

staircases by escalators, public seating, restaurants and the encouragement of subsidized 

arts and crafts.  Boston’s Quincy Market was cited as an excellent example of restoration 

of a ‘building in crisis.’”182 The proposals did not fly, but the structure was renovated and 

redeveloped as something very similar to an urban shopping mall.183  In the late 1990s the 

Arcade was restored yet again.  The first floors were maintained as a “food court and 

shopping mall” and the upper floors and adjoining office space redeveloped as a hotel.184 
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 The arcades in Providence and Cleveland were distinct developments, separated 

by nearly 7 decades, situated in very different cities, and with very different aspirations.  

Yet they both share a claim to being the first shopping mall in the United States.  This 

may come as a surprise to myriad observers who have long understood the shopping mall 

to have been born in the American suburbs after the Second World War. 185  Nonetheless, 

the evidence is striking.  For its part, the Weybosset lays claim in the fact that is a free 

standing, exclusively retail structure, with a distinct interior orientation, developed, 

managed and operated as a unified whole.  The Cleveland Arcade shared many of the 

same features.  It was, however, both more grand, and also more tied to its urban setting. 

Both arcades are claimed by their respective host cities as the first shopping mall in 

America.  In its promotional literature, for example, the City of Cleveland says simply 

that “the arcade, built in 1890 and located in downtown Cleveland, was the first indoor 

shopping mall in the United States.”186  

A year before the first modern enclosed shopping mall opened in the United 

States, in Minnesota, in 1956, Architectural Forum noted that the arcade was making a 

comeback, as “designers of shopping centers have realized better than other architects the 

opportunities which lie in arcading.”187  Indeed.  The form was reinvented.  In fact, so 
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strong are the ties that bind the arcade to the shopping mall it is difficult to see the 

objection.  But objections persist.  The distinguished architectural historian Meredith 

Clausen, for example, has written, “The critical difference between these older forms of 

concentrated retailing [arcades] and the modern shopping center, apart from their 

downtown locale, is that in the latter everything is planned, controlled, and coordinated 

by a single organizing body, so that nothing--selection of tenants, their location in the 

center, access, operating hours, signage, parking facilities--is left to chance.”188  In her 

work on shopping arcades, Margaret MacKeith finds the purported link between arcades 

and modern shopping centres almost repulsive.  She says modern malls are “simple,” 

“plain,” “ugly,” “unsophisticated,” that shoppers find them “claustrophobic, hot, tiring 

and sometimes confusing,” and that “it is quite possible to forget which town one is in 

once inside these dream retail factories.”  MacKeith offers that the issue may be “sheer 

size, or the lack of relationship with the outside world, or the awful sameness of these 

buildings.”  In any case, she tellingly asks of one British shopping mall: “Can anyone 

seriously imagine that it compares with the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II?”189 

Probably not.  But MacKeith has set the bar high.  It is clear that the thrust of 

MacKeith’s criticism is distinctively qualitative.  She cannot ignore the obvious overlap 

between the structures.  What she emphasizes is that the modern mall is insufficiently 

attractive to claim the mantle from the arcade as the orienting retail structure of its age.  It 

is certainly debatable whether the mall is a worthy successor to the arcade, but there is no 

way to deny that it is in fact a successor.   
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MacKeith does raise one point of distinction aside from aesthetics.  The mall, she 

says, is open “only during trading hours” and “turns its back on the surrounding district.”  

Arcades, however, have a function--they are passageways--and moreover even when 

closed at night or on weekends, “glimpses of the interior can be seen through ornamental 

gates.”  It is questionable how significant a glimpse through a gate at night is, but the 

general point seems to be that the arcade is integrated into the community in a way that 

the mall is not.  Indeed when one considers what Johann Geist says about the arcade this 

seems to be the principal distinction between arcades and the mall. “The arcade,” he says, 

“is the organizing force of retail trade.  It offers public space on private property as well 

as an easing of traffic congestion, a short cut, protection from the weather, and an area 

accessible only to pedestrians.”190 

The distinction has some merit, but it certainly risks overemphasis.  In the first 

place, and as MacKeith’s own work on occasion makes clear, the arcade itself was often 

quite segregated from its surrounding area.  This was increasingly true as the 19th 

century progressed.  By the time of GUM and Cleveland, the arcade bore virtually no 

relationship to is surrounding area in off hours.  To experience the arcade was to be 

inside it--as is true with the mall.  To peer through the window into GUM would reveal 

virtually nothing at all, nothing more than to stare into the locked glass doors of any 

typical regional shopping mall. 

But, in fact, modern shopping malls have not always been closed during off-

hours.  Southdale Shopping Center in Minneapolis, for example, was open to the public 

on Sundays, when the stores were closed.  And the public came.  In the early years of the 

shopping mall in America, this was not altogether unusual. 
                                                
190 Geist, Arcades, 4. 
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Finally, the issue of accessibility must be understood in context.  The arcade was 

built in an age of pedestrians; the mall in an age of automobiles.  For the most part, one 

drives to the shopping mall.  MacKeith argues the fact that the mall isn’t integrated into a 

pedestrian lifestyle--and so it is not.  The mall is integrated into a network of roads.  It is 

fair enough to criticize the mall as a much broader phenomenon of suburban diffusion 

and the rise of the automobile culture.  But surely the mall alone can’t be blamed for this.  

Nor can it be fairly judged by a standard which applies to a different context. 

The distinctions between the mall and the arcade articulated by Meredith Clausen 

are slightly different from MacKeith’s but they, too, are wanting.  Clausen emphasizes 

the difference in control.  The mall, she says, is controlled, planned, such that nothing is 

left to “chance.”191  The argument suffers at both ends.  In the first place it is not at all 

clear how this distinguishes the mall.  Arcades were often uniform constructions  with 

uniform signage.  Arcades had general operating hours.  Arcades selected tenants.  Some 

arcades were more efficient and exacting than others, but in virtually all the arenas in 

which Clausen says the mall was distinctively disciplined: so too the arcade. 

On the other side, it is not clear what this notion of  “chance” represents.  It seems 

to suggest that malls order things.  This may be true, and more or less true with arcades as 

well.  But that still leaves much chance in the mall and arcade.  What is left to chance in 

both cases is how people will use the space, what its reputation will be, whether it will be 

an enduring success.192  These are simply things that neither the shopping mall nor the 

arcade can completely control, despite Clausen’s suggestions to the contrary.  Use has a 
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life beyond design, and though malls and arcades may try and design out “chance,” there 

is a decided limit to how effectively this can ever be done. 

The 20th-century shopping mall is not simply an arcade, anymore than it is simply 

an agora, or bazaar.  It has many features which do distinguish it.  It is usually, though 

certainly not always, suburban.  It is usually, though not always, built for the automobile.  

It uses modern building materials and technologies.  It is part of an entirely different 

economic apparatus.  It is a singular achievement of its time.   

Nonetheless, it is clear that the arcade and modern mall are part of a continuum 

and that they share much in common. Like the mall, the arcade was a form oriented 

around commerce, designed to attractively promote and efficiently sell consumer goods.  

But, like the mall, the arcade was also a demonstrably social space, a place to meet and to 

stroll and to browse.   Like the mall, the arcade was an essentially standardized form, and 

an exported one.  Like the mall, the arcade was usually a publicly used but privately 

owned development.  Like the mall, the arcade was often, but not always, locked in off 

hours.  Like the mall, the arcade consciously insulated consumers from the city, 

providing “spectacle and display, free from the vagaries of weather, the dangers of traffic 

and the dirt of the unmade and foul streets.”193  Like the mall, the arcade offered “an 

atmosphere of completeness and isolation.”  Like the mall, the arcade was part of a 

reconsideration of the urban pattern. 

So similar are the two, in so many essential ways, that they have even been 

likened by way of contempt.  The great urban critic Lewis Mumford, for example, 

denigrated both the arcade and the mall for what he considered their static nature.  In his 

City in History, he wrote:   
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Commercial enterprise produced only one form during the nineteenth 
century that did not answer to its great criterion of convertibility and 
continued speculative increase; and this form, one notes without surprise, 
proved to be an abortive one, and for long ceased to be copied or 
improved.  This was the glass-covered shopping arcade: an attempt to find 
a new structure, utilizing the new achievements in iron frames and glass 
walls that modern technology offered...These new structures had the 
special merit of taking shopping off the crowded street, with its confusion 
of vehicles and noise: an admirable example of functional 
planning...Though most of these shopping arcades are still prosperously in 
existence, they have not been widely imitated; or rather, it is only with the 
creation of anti-urban shopping centers, built for the accommodation of 
motor traffic, that this conception has been brought back in a modified 
form.  The real weakness of the shopping arcade, from the standpoint of 
commercial practice, was its functional exactitude: it was good for only its 
original purpose, and was, from its very nature, unconvertible.  That 
violated the first canon of design for the commercial city.”194 
 

Mumford notwithstanding, the arcade rarely seemed to inspire the intellectual 

fulminations that the shopping mall has induced.  Yet here, too, there are parallels.  Some 

have seen that the fortunes of the arcade--its dizzying success, its rapid, almost 

ignominious obsolescence--mirror that of the shopping mall.  Once the archetype of 

modernity, it became a wasteland of outdated architecture and outmoded fashion.  The 

shopping mall has suffered this chronicle at the hands of critics who see in it the 

transience and artifice of consumption.  The arcade was sometimes similarly perceived 

by contemporaries, most notably Walter Benjamin, who used the arcade as the central 

artifact of nineteenth century delusion.  Where Benjamin had the advantage over his 

successors (he had it most places, actually) was that he took the arcade seriously.  The 

shopping mall has not similarly benefited. 

 

 

The Modern Mall? 
                                                
194 Mumford, City in History, 438-439. 
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 When Fred Sahadi developed the Pruneyard shopping center in Campbell, 

California in the late 1960s he had no conscious intent to replicate the Agora of Assos, or 

Trajan’s Market, or the Kapali Carsi.  Sahadi was not building a stoa, or macellum, or 

colonnade or caravanserai.  Sahadi was building a shopping mall, and a distinctly modern 

one at that.  What historical reference there was in the Pruneyard was to a kind of 

timeless ideal of a Spanish plaza.  But Sahadi’s mall was new.  He had taken earth and 

orchard and transformed it into a shopping mall. 

 If Sahadi did not consciously invoke the past, however, others clearly did.  

Shopping mall architect Victor Gruen, for example, deeply appreciated the historic 

predecessors to the mall.  In 1954, Gruen designed what was for many years the world’s 

largest shopping center at Northland, outside of Detroit.  “Northland,” Gruen wrote in his 

1964 book The Heart of Our Cities, “with its parks and rest areas, its sculpture, its 

auditorium for the use of civic groups, is generally regarded as a new or revolutionary 

approach toward shopping centers.  It is that; yet essentially it is not new, but rather a re-

creation of much earlier schemes.  It has its historical antecedents in the Greek agora and 

in both medieval European and early New England towns, where mercantile functions 

were woven into the social and cultural fabric of the time--where the city had a true core 

in which the primacy of the individual was asserted in the form of pedestrian 

reservations.”195  Gruen similarly testified that his design for Southdale Center,  
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the first modern enclosed shopping mall, “was inspired by the covered pedestrian areas of 

the gallerias in Milan and Naples.”196 

Time and again, in books and journals and speeches, Gruen insisted that the 

suburban shopping center was only a new variation on an old theme, “a new agora,” a 

resituated medieval market, a “contemporary expression” of the European arcade and 

Galleria.197  The modern mall, he said, blended the past and present, ancient and modern. 

The new Main Street of late-century America, of which the modern shopping center was 

an essential part, would be rooted in this synthesis, the “Greek agora--but in complete 

tune with today’s and tomorrow’s technological development.”198  

 It wasn’t only Gruen who believed that the suburban shopping center was rooted 

in history.  Gruen’s partner at Northland and Southdale, the architect Edgardo Contini, 

was also clearly convinced of the importance of earlier commercial developments.  In an 

essay published in 1979, Contini powerfully articulated the relationship of the modern 

shopping mall to its forbears: 

As much as we may like to think of the American shopping center as an 
invention of modern times (and, with the automobile and the detached 
suburban home, as one of the symbols of the affluent American way of 
life), in fact our shopping centers have ancient forerunners both in form 
and in function.  The arcades that protect the storefronts at Northland in 
Detroit are very similar in scale and purpose to the colonnades that define 
the Piazza dell Corporazioni in Ostia, Rome’s seaport, where all of the 
trades and businesses concerned with export-import, shopping, ship repair, 
and related activities were represented.  If anything, the mall in Ostia is 
even more advanced since it encompasses a small temple and abuts to an 
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open-air theater, witnessing an interplay of material and spiritual values 
that we have yet to achieve in our time.  And the great new invention of 
the American shopping center, the enclosed, air-conditioned mall, is not so 
new either: the Bazaars of Tehran or Istanbul, sheltered by high multiple 
barrel vaults, are truly “covered malls”; if not quite air-conditioned, they 
are effectively ventilated and cooled by the height and the openings of the 
vaults.  As for scale, we have yet to come near to the forerunners: the 
Bazaar in Istanbul has more than three thousand “tenants”!  In fact the 
shopping center, in its most rudimentary form--the sheltered open-air 
market--is as old as civilization; the trade market has always been a 
powerful determinant of urban form.199 

 
Contemporaries of Gruen and Contini also understood the connection between the 

earlier commercial developments and the suburban mall.  A number of designers, 

developers and projects either relied explicitly on historical constructions in “inventing” 

the new form, or at least took notice of the relationship.  Architect Pietro Belluschi, for 

example, who was in part responsible for the design of Mondawmin Shopping Center in 

Baltimore, said that “the center is simply a ‘continuity’ for embracing everything from 

bazaar to department store.  We were also after the scale you find in the old shopping 

streets of France and Italy--perfectly logical in a pedestrian center.”200  Elsewhere, 

Belluschi noted the mall was in a long tradition of market places running from the Roman 

Forum through eastern Bazaars to the arcades of Milan and Naples.201 In a 1957 forum on 

new designs for Main Street, developer Angus Wynne remarked, “I remember some five 

or six years ago discussing a project for an air-conditioned mall.  We went back to one of 

the galleries in Italy that was projected some hundred years ago exactly what we are 

talking about today.  We can go full circles in our planning.”202 In 1960, the management 
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of Lenox Square in Atlanta ran an ad called “More than a Marketplace,” which featured a 

sketch of a highly romanticized, and caricatured, Eastern Bazaar.  Lenox Square, the ad 

boasted, was “Atlanta’s Arabian Market Place.”203 

  In 1988, A. Alfred Taubman claimed that the retail real estate industry had long 

suffered under the “myth” that the mall was a purely revolutionary concept.  This was 

true to some degree.  But just as often, shopping center designers, developers and 

industry analysts embraced the past.  “There is nothing new about Shopping Centers,” 

said B. Earl Puckett, the chairman of Allied Stores, one of the biggest developers of 

shopping centers in the 1950s.  “They are the same old thing, up-dated, improved and 

made to fit an age of private ownership of transportation.”204  It was a theme repeated 

again and again in the literature on the nascent industry.  Shopping centers were “not 

new.” “As a matter of fact, shopping centers are not really new,” wrote C.V. Coleman in 

the Journal of Property Management in 1957.  “You have read about the ancient market 

places of the world.  The modern shopping center is designed around the age-old 

principles of the market place, with particular attention to the needs of the modern 

American family whose life has been geared to the constant use of the automobile.”205 

Some commentators in the 1950s explicitly compared the new shopping centers to 

ancient markets and noted “the attempts of regional center developers to re-create the 

ancient Greek agora”206  Others cited the relationship to the Eastern bazaar.207  A number 
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commented on the impact of the arcade and the department store.208  Sometimes, more 

than one precedent was invoked. 209  Illustrative of the emphasis on the historical roots of 

the modern mall was a 1953 issue of Architectural Forum noting new projects by 

architects Victor Gruen and Kenneth Welch.  “Both these schemes are examples of an 

entirely new shopping center type:  ‘The Milan Gallery’ with spacious covered courts,” 

the journal said.  Another Welch project, Parker Square in north Texas, was said to 

illustrate “a second brand-new type:  the ‘Oriental Bazaar’ with low, covered streets.”  

Parker Square, the journal continued, was “a tamed and groomed version of the Oriental 

bazaar set down in the dusty oil and cattle country of Texas.”210  The journal included 

pictures of these “forbears of the new shopping centers”:  the Milan Galleria and the 

bazaar in Isfahan.211   
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Centers,” Urban Land 18 (February 1959), 10. (“Probably the ideal shopping center is one that most nearly 
resembles a single large department store composed of entirely of leased departments.”); Gordon H. 
Stedman, “The Rise of Shopping Centers,” Journal of Retailing 31 (Spring 1955), 24. (“The concept of 
shopping centers built under one roof is basically a throwback to the “galleries” of Europe, or a return to 
the scheme used about 1900 in mammoth department store buildings in the United States, such as Marshall 
Field in Chicago and Wanamaker in Philadelphia.  In these, the store has a central court from street floor to 
roof.  From this court, the store’s departments opened out.  In adapting this 50-year-and-older court scheme 
to modern shopping centers, the independent tenants in effect become ‘departments’ in the center.”)  
McKeever, Shopping Centers:  Principles and Policies, 25, quoted this passage, without attribution, almost 
exactly. 
209 McKeever, Shopping Centers Re-Studied: Emerging Patterns and Practical Experiences, 53. Looking to 
the future in 1957, the Urban Land Institute noted the possible trends in vast indoor malls and said it could 
signal “a return to the bazaar” and department store. 
210 “New Thinking on Shopping Centers,” Architectural Forum 98 (March 1953), 140. 
211 “New Thinking on Shopping Centers,” Architectural Forum 98 (March 1953), 124. 
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In the 1960s and 1970s industry watchers continued to emphasize the historical 

antecedents to the modern mall.  “The idea of the modern shopping center is not new,” 

said Edwin Finder in a report on Long Island’s Walt Whitman mall published by the 

Urban Land Institute in 1967.  “Central market places can be traced back to primitive 

societies where they served as both commercial and social institutions.  The central 

market place in the past has served political, civic, judicial, as well as ceremonial and 

festive functions.  The concept of modern shopping centers serving social, cultural, and 

recreational functions, then, is an attempt to inject an element reminiscent of market 

places and fairs of the past which, for many years, has been neglected.”212  In a 1975 

symposium on downtown shopping centers sponsored by the Downtown Research and 

Development Center, one commentator remarked that “in a single new conglomerate 

structure,” the postwar shopping center “recalled the essence of the ancient agora, of the 

medieval town center, of the mid-eastern bazaar.”213  Two years later, a writer in Horizon 

magazine similarly noted that “as the centers expanded and multiplied, they became 

surrogate cities for suburbia, blending commerce and community activities in a unique 

way.  As some observers see it, the mall has gradually come to assume a role similar to 

that once played by the Athenian Agora, the Roman forum, and the medieval cathedral 

                                                
212 Edwin W. Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center: A Case Study of the Walt 
Whitman Shopping Center, Huntington, New York (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1967), 18.  
Some secondary accounts noted the connection too.  See, e.g. Ellen McKelvey Weyrauch, The Enclosed 
Mall Shopping Center, M.B.A. University of California, 1966, 3-4. 
213 Lawrence J. Israel, “Design Concepts for Downtown Centers,” in Laurence Alexander, ed., The 
Downtown Shopping Center: A New Concept (New York:  Downtown Research and Development Center, 
1975), 10. 
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square.”214  Time magazine called James Rouse’s development at Faneuil Hall, “Boston’s 

new agora.”215 

 More recently, a number of critics and historians (though only a few) have noted 

the connections between past and present commercial developments.216  William Severini 

Kowinski, for example, who in 1985 wrote the first--and only--popular book on shopping 

malls, has said that “in some sense the mall is heir to such ancient markets as the Greek 

agora, the 15th-century Great Bazaar of Istanbul, the medieval markets held in Western 

European cathedrals and squares, and the public markets of Colonial America.”  

Moreover, he argued, its internal orientation “borrows liberally from urban arcades (from 

Milan’s Galleria to the Providence, Rhode Island, and Cleveland, Ohio arcades).”217  

Even Kenneth Jackson has remarked that “the shopping center and even the shopping 

mall are not entirely American innovations.”218  The Mall of America has been compared 

to GUM.219 

 There is no doubt something facile and self-serving about some of the “history” 

which purports to bind the ancient and the modern.  The International Council of 

Shopping Centers, for example, has written in a recent history of its concern,  “Shopping 

centers have existed in some form for more than 1,000 years as ancient market squares, 

                                                
214 Edwin Warner, “Suburbia’s Gift to the Cities,” Horizon (September 1977),15. 
215 Gurney Breckenfeld, “Jim Rouse Shows How to Give Downtown Retailing New Life,” Time (April 10, 
1978), 84 
216 The Evolution of Regional Shopping Centers: A Report (Equitable Real Estate Management, Inc., 
1987), 11. 
217 William Severini Kowinski, “Endless Summer at the World’s Biggest Shopping Wonderland,” 
Smithsonian 17 (December 1986), 41. 
218 Jackson, “All the World’s a Mall,” 1111. 
219 Michael Crosbie, “The Vatican of Consumption?  A Close Look at the Mall of America,” Progressive 
Architecture 75 (March 1994), 70. 
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bazaars and seaport commercial districts.”220  Nothing more is said.  Nonetheless, there is 

a powerful connection among these historical forms, which is manifest in two ways.  In 

the first, it is clear that each generation of commercial development influenced the next.  

The agora and the stoa begat the fora of the Roman Empire; the constructions of Islam 

were patterned on the developments of antiquity; the European structures drew heavily on 

the those of the medieval middle east, and America imported from Europe.  Quite 

obviously, each had its own distinctive contribution, but the American shopping mall is 

part of a continuum,  revealed through conscious invocation and unconscious 

appreciation.  Fred Sahadi’s work at the Pruneyard was undeniably indebted to structures 

dating from antiquity, whether he knew so or not.  The debt flowed through the modern 

interpretations of Gruen and Contini and Belluschi but its sources were in Athens and 

Rome, Istanbul and Isfahan, Paris and Moscow, Providence and Cleveland. 

 But it is also true that even without this precise route of influence, it is arguable  

that “commercial buildings possess universal characteristics.”221  As Amos Rapaport 

argued in the 1960s, “shopping lanes,” of which the shopping mall was only the most 

recent manifestation, were deeply rooted in the “vernacular urban design tradition.”222  In 

this sense, the modern shopping American shopping mall is only the latest incarnation of 

a historical form that dates back to antiquity.   The mall is an organic design, an 

archetype, a form of which appears in cultures across time. 

In either case, the modern American mall is clearly a part of history.  For 

inasmuch as the shopping mall was new upon the orchards and cornfields in which it 

                                                
220 International Council of Shopping Centers, A Brief History of Shopping Centers (ICSC, variously 
updated). 
221 Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction 
System, 52. 
222 Amos Rapaport, “A Note On Shopping Lanes,” Landscape (Spring 1965), 28. 
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most often appeared, it was not new in the world.  Nearly every element of its design, its 

development, its reception, its adaptation, its history, was familiar to earlier 

constructions:  the agora, the stoa, the forum, the Aula Traina, the caravanserai, the 

bazaar, the arcade, the department store.  The shopping mall was no more and no less 

than an essential part of this tradition of socio-commercial space.   

It was this point which drove Phil Hammer’s argument in Pruneyard and which 

must inform any understanding of the litigation and the circumstances in which it arose.  

The battle in Pruneyard was over the changing nature of urban and suburban space and 

about the availability and accessibility of “new” public forums.  For Hammer, it was 

critical to recognize that whatever the modern imperative of the mall, it was 

fundamentally “not new.”  As he said in his brief to the California Court of Appeal, “It is 

not contended that shopping centers are the functional equivalent of a municipal 

corporation--they have a uniqueness of their own.  They are a socio-economic 

phenomenon, a product of modern marketing principles that has paralleled the 

development of suburban communities and automobile transportation.  They are the 

lineal descendents of traditional community forums--the American town, the great 

European marketplaces, and the Acropolis of ancient Greece.”223 

 

 

  

   

  

                                                
223 Appellants’ Opening Brief, Robins v. Pruneyard, 1 Civil 40776 11 (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 
4, 1976). 
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Chapter Two 
 
 

The Road to Pruneyard 
 
 
Some day, perhaps, Main Street as we know it today, meandering across the continent, will disappear, and 
its place will be taken by Shopping Centers which will be designed to be just that--places to drive up to, 
park your car without any headaches, shop the various stores leisurely and under cover, with plenty of 
space for children to play, and in general have all those amenities to which the planners of the future look 
forward. 

 
-- Architectural Record, 19451 
 

 
The consumer himself is the final arbiter of the fortunes of the central business district and the suburban 
shopping centers, and he therefore holds the secret of their fate. 

 
-- C.T. Jonassen, The Shopping Center Versus Downtown, 19552 

 
 
 

When the Pruneyard shopping center opened in 1969, shopping centers were 

enjoying dizzying growth across the United States, and the Santa Clara valley was no 

exception.  Indeed, shopping centers were increasingly emerging as a dominant force in 

the county’s retail sales.  In 1958, the year the San Jose Mercury & News first published 

its annual report on the industry, there were 33 centers operating in Santa Clara.  By 

1968, there were 113.  Shopping centers accounted for 48.7% of the net increase in retail 

outlets.  While the Mercury & News did not measure total sales of all centers, it did note 

that whereas the top 30 centers in 1958 accounted for 20.3% of total sales in Santa Clara 

county, the top 30 centers in 1968 accounted for 26.8%.  Given the extraordinary rate of 

                                                
1 “Shopping Terminals and Stores--Forgotten Floors,” Architectural Record (February 1945), 98. 
2 C.T. Jonassen, The Shopping Center Versus Downtown (Columbus, Ohio: Bureau of Business Research, 
The Ohio State University, 1955), 1. 
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total retail outlets that were the result of shopping center growth, the sales in shopping 

centers as a percentage of total county sales would be even higher.3   

 The Mercury & News attributed the “virility” of shopping centers to a number of 

factors, some of which--including the general declension of downtown--were a 

nationwide phenomenon.4  But the paper also highlighted features of the shopping center 

growth “peculiar” to the area.  Most significant was the “unique mobility habits of our 

population.”  “Dispersed commercial, residential, and work locations have so conditioned 

the public to private transportation,” the Guide reported, “that a 1965 survey revealed that 

98% of all weekday trips were made by private automobile.”5  The Mercury & News 

exaggerated in claiming that this mobility was unique, but it was certainly true that the 

Santa Clara valley was auto-dependent. 

Fred Sahadi obviously recognized and capitalized on this feature of the population 

in developing the Pruneyard at the intersection of Bascom and Campbell Avenues.  

Sahadi was not a career shopping center developer--the Pruneyard was the first and the 

only center he ever built--but he understood this essential dynamic of the industry: 

automobile access was absolutely critical to shopping center success.  A customer could 

conceivably walk to the Pruneyard, but the walking was really engineered to take place 

inside the mall, not on the way to it.  Those looking to find a pedestrian public on the 

perimeter of the center--as the Pruneyard’s security officials suggested that Michael 

                                                
3 San Jose Mercury & News, 1969-70 Shopping Center Guide of Santa Clara County: A Complete 
Summary of Shopping Centers in Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose, CA:  San Jose Mercury & News, 1969), 
vii. 
4 San Jose Mercury & News, 1969-70 Shopping Center Guide of Santa Clara County, vii.  Although the 
decline of San Jose is not atypical, it is dramatic and illustrative.  In 1958 downtown San Jose accounted 
for 22.1% of retail sales in Santa Clara county.  By 1971, it generated only 3.4% of the total for the county. 
See San Jose Mercury News, 1983 Shopping Center Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping Centers in 
Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose, CA:  San Jose Mercury News, 1983), v. 
5 San Jose Mercury & News, 1969-70 Shopping Center Guide of Santa Clara County, vii. 
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Robins, Ira Marcus and Roberta Bell-Kligler try to do--would be engaged in a desperate 

exercise.  It was the internal-combustion engine that literally drove the growth of 

shopping centers in America, and it was the internal combustion engine that would drive 

the shoppers to the Pruneyard.   

Sahadi knew this, and on this fundamental point he was in step with the industry.  

Yet the Pruneyard was in many other ways not a typical shopping center.  This began at 

the top, with the developer himself.  Although Sahadi was a successful developer, the fact 

that he was not a shopping center developer was unusual in an industry where almost all 

shopping center developers were shopping center developers.  Indeed, the shopping 

center industry was something of a club, with a handful of colorful and conspicuous 

characters, and a relatively small, and fixed, core of financial heavyweights.  Sahadi was 

not a member of this club, nor did he really ever aspire to be. 

 Sahadi’s remove from the industry was reflected in the distinctive design of the 

center itself.  The original announcement in Chain Store Age indicated that the Pruneyard 

was planned as an enclosed mall, but it was actually built as an open-air facility.  This 

was not entirely unusual--most early malls, including the most successful in the Santa 

Clara valley, the Stanford shopping center, were outdoors--but the trend in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s was clearly towards enclosure, particularly with a mall of any substantial 

size.6  Almost all of the other major shopping malls in the area were enclosed; of the top 

ten, only Stanford and the Pruneyard were outdoors. 

                                                
6 The trend was not only to build new enclosed malls, but to enclose existing open-air ones.  See, e.g., 
“Enclosing the Open Mall,” Chain Store Age (September 1968), E27.  Years later, when the Pruneyard fell 
on hard times, the outdoor aspect of the mall was cited as one of the contributing factors in its decline.  See 
Gary Marsh, “Pruneyard Set for $28 Million Sale,” The Business Journal (January 24, 1994), 1. 
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The Pruneyard also had no “anchors,” no large-scale retailers that had historically 

oriented, even justified, much shopping center development.  These anchors were almost 

invariably major department stores.  The direction in shopping mall design since the 

1950s was to have at least one, but more frequently two, department stores; the typical 

regional mall had a dumbbell shape, with a department store at each end and a mall with 

adjoining shops in between.  Increasingly, by the late 1960s, more and more shopping 

centers had three, four, and sometimes even five anchors.  Although the Pruneyard had a 

supermarket, a movie theater, and a large number of restaurants with which to lure a wide 

customer base, it had no anchors at all.7 

 The Pruneyard also had almost no chain stores, which was arguably even more 

unusual for a shopping center of its size and ambition. The shops in the Pruneyard were 

nearly all independent retailers.  These were high-end retailers, to be sure, and some were 

of regional stature.  But the mall lacked the increasingly ubiquitous presence, and the 

strong promotional pull, of national chains. 

The Pruneyard was clearly a modern shopping center, and like all good modern 

shopping centers it enjoyed a strong site location at a busy intersection, with easy access 

and bountiful parking.  But the Pruneyard was undeniably a different kind of shopping 

center than that which prevailed at the time.  In an era of enclosed malls, it was open.  In 

a retail economy increasingly influenced by the mass of anchors and the strength of 

chains, it had none.  In an industry dominated by large and seasoned developers, it had a 

lone, and relatively inexperienced, patron.  

                                                
7 In the 1980s the promotional director of Pruneyard explained, “We have no major department stores.  
Instead we have seventeen restaurants that cumulatively operate as our ‘major.’  We were the first ones to 
do that.”  William Severini Kowinski, The Malling of America (New York: William Morrow, 1985), 197. 
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No one doubted that the Pruneyard was special. 8  But the magnitude and 

importance of its differences became a critical point of dispute in the Pruneyard 

litigation.  Fred Sahadi believed that forcing access to any private property in the form of 

a shopping center was indefensible, but he believed his mall in particular was the wrong 

target.  As Sahadi’s attorney, Thomas P. O’Donnell, would later argue, the Pruneyard, 

with its relatively small scale, obviously themed Spanish motif, and general lack of big 

mall resources or features, was decidedly unlike a classic regional shopping mall.  He 

didn’t think a classic regional shopping mall should be required to permit picketers and 

petitioners either, but, in any case, the Pruneyard was “particularly ill-suited for 

designation as public space.”  Yet for the plaintiffs, the qualities of the center which 

made the Pruneyard different really only served to reinforce the general point about the 

private takeover of public space.  If a smaller, slightly unusual center such as the 

Pruneyard had effectively monopolized the public fora in this part of Santa Clara county-

-as they believed that it had--the effect of larger malls was only that much greater.  As far 

as speech was concerned, the Pruneyard’s distinctions were without a difference.     

The Pruneyard was special in another way, beyond the elements of its interior 

design and its store selection, in that the Pruneyard was not simply a shopping center.  

                                                
8 Special, literally.  Although it was not so recognized at the time, Sahadi’s mall was what would later 
become known in the industry vernacular as a “specialty center.” Beginning in the late 1940s, shopping 
centers were categorized by type:  regional,  neighborhood, community, etc..  When Pruneyard was 
developed it was listed in the Mercury & News as a community center.  It was a poor fit.  Pruneyard was 
oversized for this type and its trading area was too large.  More intangibly, but no less important, Pruneyard 
had a theme--a Spanish motif--which was uncharacteristic of a traditional community center.   

Although “specialty centers” were virtually unknown at the time of Pruneyard’s development, 
they rapidly became an important part of the industry.  The Mercury & News report had no category for 
specialty center in the report in which Pruneyard first appeared, but the paper subsequently described the 
Specialty Shopping Center as one “with no leading tenant but with a large number of retail specialty stores 
(50 or more).  This type of center requires a trade area as broad as that of a regional shopping center.  It 
may or may not have a supermarket as a tenant.” The definition was suspiciously close to defining the 
Pruneyard itself.  More on definitions appears later in this chapter. 
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The Pruneyard shopping center was, in reality, an inextricable part of the Pruneyard 

Shopping Center and Towers, and later the Pruneyard Inn.  The Pruneyard was not only a 

market in the meadow, it was also an office and hotel.  This, too, had important 

implications for the litigation. 

The Pruneyard was certainly not the first multi-function development.  In fact, a 

fair number of the earliest shopping centers were built as part of larger development 

schemes.  Indeed, for some, this was one of the essential points of the shopping center 

movement:  to order, to plan, the suburban frontier.  Yet, just as most shopping center 

developers were shopping center developers, most shopping centers were in fact just 

shopping centers.  The Pruneyard obviously was not, which was most clearly evident by 

the fact that it adjoined the tallest building in central California.  There was actually 

something slightly odd, even ironic, about this juxtaposition of low-slung shopping center 

and 18-story tower.  The vertical achievement of Sahadi’s office tower seemed to counter 

the whole horizontal trend of suburban development.  Since the 1950s the architecture on 

the metropolitan fringe had been moving not only out, but down.  This was especially 

true in the west, as developers took advantage of the vast quantities of space and spread 

out across the farms, and fields, and deserts.  In some ways, the Pruneyard tower 

appeared almost dated, unrepresentative of the changes that were remaking the 

landscape--particularly alongside its scaled retail neighbor. 

 However true this may have been as a matter of pure design, it was also true that 

the tower signaled that the Pruneyard was actually at the forefront of the next generation 

of urban development.9  Sahadi was literally moving the town out of downtown, hoping 

                                                
9 In his strong dissent in Diamond v. Bland (“Diamond II”), 11 Cal.3d 331, 342 (Cal. 1974), Justice Mosk 
took note of this trend.  After citing general statistics about the degree to which shopping centers were 
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not only to expand retail beyond the traditional urban core, but also to move the offices, 

and later the travelers, out there too.  This was not traditional suburban development at 

all, but rather what has become known as ex-urban or post-suburban growth.  That is, 

Sahadi’s development did not rely on San Jose or any other traditional city, but rather 

sought to create, in effect, a new mini-city, connected to other mini-cities around the area 

by highways and regional thoroughfares.  The Pruneyard was part of a movement away 

from a traditional hierarchy of regional space, which moved out in concentric circles 

from a classic central business district.  The tower may have been awkwardly tall, but the 

idea was visionary. 

 Phil Hammer did not explicitly mention the tower, or post-suburbia, in his court 

filings, but these themes underlay much of his argument in Pruneyard v. Robins.  

Whereas Sahadi saw the case as a simple assault on his private property, Hammer saw the 

Pruneyard as an enormous, and insidious, assault on the idea of the City.  Sahadi 

preferred always to narrow the lens on this conflict to focus on a trespass at a shopping 

center.  Hammer wanted to open the aperture wide, to expose the changes in the land.  

The differences in perspective were severe, they were inside and outside the mall, and 

they persisted throughout the litigation. 

 In whatever way the Pruneyard was unique, it nonetheless shared in the 

resounding success of shopping malls seemingly anywhere and everywhere.  Throughout 

the 1970s the shopping center industry continued to expand dramatically all across 

America, and in Santa Clara County the Pruneyard was especially productive.  Between 

1971 and 1972, taxable sales in the Pruneyard grew from nearly $4.4 million dollars to 

                                                
monopolizing the retail trade, he observed: “Increasingly, such centers are becoming ‘miniature 
downtowns’; some contain major department stores, hotels, apartment houses, office buildings, theatres and 
churches.” 
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$9.7 million, an increase of 122.6%.10  It was the fastest growth in the County by far.11  

Between 1972 and 1973, the Pruneyard grew at an even faster rate compared to its 

competitors.12  By the mid to late 1970s, the Pruneyard was no longer the fastest growing 

center in the County but it was still growing respectably. 13  More impressively, perhaps, 

it was lodged in the top ten by total sales--and it was the only center among the top ten 

which was not a classic regional mall.14 

 

 In the previous chapter I argued that the story of the Pruneyard shopping center 

and the Pruneyard litigation must necessarily be understood in the context of the much 

broader history of socio-commercial space.  Here, I consider in more detail the 

development of the shopping center in America and provide a contemporary context for 

the dispute which was at the core of the Pruneyard litigation:  Had the shopping center 

really become the new American downtown?  Had it done so at the expense of the old 

downtown, and, if so, had it done so intentionally?  Had the public fora of the new 

                                                
10 San Jose Mercury & News, 1973-74 Shopping Center Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping Centers 
in Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose, CA: San Jose Mercury & News, 1973).  These figures appear on a table 
entitled, Taxable Sales of Retail Stores For Selected Shopping Centers in Santa Clara County.  The table 
explains that this includes all centers with taxable sales in excess of $1.5 million annually. 
11 The next fastest was Eastridge Mall, which saw sales grow by 87.3%. 
12 Pruneyard grew by 78.4% in these two years; the next closest, the Sunrise Plaza in San Jose, a 
dramatically smaller center, grew by 41.7%.  See San Jose Mercury & News, 1974-75 Shopping Center 
Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping Centers in Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose, CA: San Jose 
Mercury & News, 1974). These figures appear on a table entitled, Taxable Sales of Retail Stores For 
Selected Shopping Centers in Santa Clara County.  The table explains that this includes all centers with 
taxable sales in excess of $2.0 million annually.  
13 See, San Jose Mercury & News, 1976-77 Shopping Center Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping 
Centers in Metropolitan San Jose (San Jose, CA: San Jose Mercury & News, 1976) and San Jose Mercury 
& News, 1978-79  Shopping Center Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping Centers in Metropolitan 
San Jose (San Jose, CA:  San Jose Mercury & News, 1978). 
14 San Jose Mercury & News, 1976-77 Shopping Center Guide: A Complete Summary of Shopping Centers 
in Metropolitan San Jose; San Jose Mercury & News, 1978-79  Shopping Center Guide: A Complete 
Summary of Shopping Centers in Metropolitan San Jose.  
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American city, urban and suburban, been monopolized by organs of consumption and 

automobility?  Was the mall really, if not yet legally, a real public space? 

I begin by offering a brief history of the mall in the United States, and take note of 

several salient features of the growth of the industry through the end of the 1950s.  I then 

turn to consider the profoundly important role that the automobile played in creating this 

new form.  Although in many fundamental ways the shopping mall was “not new,” what 

was undeniably new was the fact of the automobile.  The automobile, as many attested at 

the time, was the very reason for the suburban shopping center.  I discuss the way in 

which its influence was felt and the impact it had on the distribution of public space. 

Throughout the 1950s, the automobile was widely considered to be the single 

biggest cause of the decline of downtown, as well as of the rise of the suburban shopping 

center.  In the third part of this chapter, I consider the relationship between the shopping 

center and the central business district.  I show how although it was first alleged to be a 

mere adjunct to main street, the suburban shopping center eventually came to be seen as a 

potent rival to downtown.  The degree to which the mall really was a new downtown, and 

the degree to which it sought to be, would come to inform almost every understanding of 

the new American mall--including those articulated on all sides of the Pruneyard 

litigation. 

In the fourth part of this chapter, I consider the extent to which the mall really was 

designed as, and the extent to which it served as, a real social space.  I show how the mall 

was variously promoted by developers as a public place and how it was, in fact, used that 

way in many communities.  I also note, however, how a portion of the industry 

considered the many design elements, and management techniques, which encouraged a 
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social orientation of the mall to be frivolous “amenities.”  This tension--between real and 

fabricated space, between community and amenity--is one on clear display in Pruneyard. 

I conclude the chapter by considering the career of Victor Gruen.  Gruen was a 

pathbreaking architect who was responsible for many of the biggest and most influential 

shopping center designs.  More than any other industry figure, Gruen believed that the 

shopping mall could be a real public place.  He was convinced that the automobile had 

fundamentally, and deleteriously, affected urban growth; the mall would be an antidote to 

the anarchy and scatteration of automobility.  Gruen thought that the mall really could be 

a new agora, the core of a new sub/urban landscape in which malls and main streets 

would harmoniously co-exist.  By the late 1970s, however, Gruen had come to believe 

that the mall had failed to realize its potential.  Gruen’s career captures nearly all of the 

hope and despair of the suburban shopping center.  It was a career of conflict, torn 

between the promise of the new suburban frontier and an abiding concern for main street 

and downtown.  It was a career that dramatically illustrated, in words and deeds, the story 

of public space in postwar America. 
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“Gold Rush” 

 

The modern shopping center was the product of two related, but distinct, 

commercial developments in the first half of the 20th Century.  The first was the broad 

phenomenon of retail decentralization, which was evidenced most notably through the 

opening of suburban branch department stores in the 1920s and 1930s.  The second was 

the development of planned communities with associated shopping facilities.  Together 

these developments established the viability of retailing in outlying areas, as well as the 

benefits of unified, centralized commercial construction.  The planned regional shopping 

center would synthesize these two developments.   

Although various claims can be made as to the first automobile-oriented shopping 

center, the two most important early centers were Country Club Plaza in Kansas City and 

Highland Park Village in Dallas, Texas.15  J.C. Nichols’ Country Club Plaza was built as 

part of the Country Club District, five miles south of Kansas City.  The district itself was 

begun in 1908 and ultimately grew to include over 5,000 acres and 50,000 residents.  The 

shopping center was developed in 1922.  It was the nation’s first “to be situated away 

from a mass transportation transfer or terminal point” and thus “the nation’s first major 

suburban business area planned to cater exclusively to the business trade.”16 Nichols 

intended the commercial Plaza to be “a more profitable, more beautiful, and more 

                                                
15 Other early efforts were in Roland Park in Baltimore, River Oaks in Houston, Shaker Square in 
Cleveland, Market Square in Chicago, Suburban Square in Ardmore, Pennsylvania, and Hampton Village 
in St. Louis.  Of these, Roland Park is often cited as the nation’s first shopping center.  As Samuel Feinberg 
dramatically offered in 1960, “The nation’s shopping-parking centers may be likened to a mighty oak tree 
that grew from the tiny acorn of a Baltimore neighborhood store group in the first decade of the century.” 
Samuel Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick (New York: Fairchild Publications, 1960), 62.  
Roland Park is, incidentally, listed in the Guinness Book of World Records as the first. 
16 Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick, 3;  “A History of the Shopping Center Industry,” Monitor 
(August 1990), 12. 
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convenient type of downtown shopping center.”17  Ample parking space was provided on 

the street and, more importantly, in off-street parking lots and multilevel garages. 

In the 1950s, Country Club Plaza was often recognized as the “the prototype of 

today’s suburban phenomenon--the planned shopping center.”18  Yet Highland Park 

Village, developed by Hugh Prather in 1931, was arguably an even more important 

development.  “Like Country Club Plaza,” the International Council of Shopping Centers 

has written in a quasi-official history of the industry, “its stores were built with a unified 

image and managed under the control of a single owner, but Highland Park occupied a 

single site and was not bisected by public streets.  And its storefronts faced inward, away 

from the streets, a revolutionary design.”19   Highland Park Village was built on 10 acres 

and provided parking spaces for about 600 cars, all of which were relatively close to the 

stores.  Like Country Club Plaza, Highland Park was themed in a Spanish style, and as 

one early analysis noted, “the rigid architectural and sign control which is observed in 

this unified project has made it one of the most distinctive in the country.”20  In addition 

to its other innovations, Highland Park hid service entrances, in an effort to create a more 

pleasant and insulated shopping “environment.”21 

                                                
17 Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro, Shopping Centers: Design and Operation (New York: Reinhold 
Publishing Company, 1951), 83; Nichols own assessment of his development, and of early shopping 
centers, can be found in J.C. Nichols,  Mistakes We Have Made In Developing Shopping Centers, Urban 
Land Institute Technical Bulletin No. 4 (Washington, D.C.:  Urban Land Institute, 1945). 
18 Art Zuckerman, “America’s Shopping Center Revolution,” Dun’s Review and Modern Industry 71 ((May 
1958), 36. 
19 International Council of Shopping Centers, “A Brief History of Shopping Centers” (New York: 
International Council of Shopping Centers, no date, no page numbers in original); A. Alexander Bul and 
Nicholas Ordway, “Shopping Center Innovations: The Past 50 Years,” Urban Land (June 1987): 22-25 
(Highland Park was one of the six most frequently cited centers in a survey of developers and industry 
experts of the most important innovations in shopping center development.  The others were Northgate, 
Southdale, Houston Galleria, Water Tower Place, and Faneuil Hall Marketplace). 
20 Seward H. Mott and Max S. Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, Technical Bulletin No. 11, 
Urban Land Institute (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1949), 26-28. 
21 Baker and Funaro, Shopping Centers, 93. 
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Country Club Plaza and Highland Park Village proved the efficacy of the 

suburban shopping center and generally testified to the importance of prewar suburban 

retailing.  In fact, although retail decentralization is commonly regarded as a post-World 

War II phenomenon, there was considerable attention to commercial dispersion and the 

rise of the shopping center before the postwar period.  “Decentralization of shopping 

centers is a current trend in many large cities,” wrote Chain Store Age in 1939.22  This 

decentralization was evident in the burgeoning branch department stores and community 

shopping centers, and also in the shopping districts of suburban residential housing 

projects.  Earlier in the 1930s, for example, the shopping facilities at the Greenbelt 

housing development in Maryland provided a model for postwar design.  As Geoffrey 

Baker and Bruno Funaro wrote of Greenbelt in their 1951 treatise on the shopping center, 

“the plan of the shopping center is a small and early version of the giant pedestrian malls 

that are currently so popular.”23 

The war itself was instrumental in the further development of the shopping center.  

As one observer explained, “World War II saw the construction of many complete 

housing developments across the nation to house defense workers.  Private capital was 

loath to build store buildings in communities of such uncertain future, so the Federal 

Public Housing Authority provided for the construction of retail facilities that were 

necessary for the ‘health and welfare’ of the residents.”24  Although the impact of the 

                                                
22 See, e.g. “Taking Business out of Traffic,” Chain Store Age 15 (December 1939): 8; Harry E. Martin, 
“Trends in Decentralization of Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age 17 (April 1941), 12, 34; Richard 
Longstreth, “The Diffusion of the Community Shopping Center Concept During the Interwar Decades,” 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 56 (September 1997), 268-293; Richard Longstreth, “The 
Neighborhood Shopping Center in Washington, D.C., 1930-1941,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians (March 1992): 5-34. 
23 Baker and Funaro, Shopping Centers, 233. 
24 Eugene McClintock, The Planned Shopping Center, Masters of Business Administration, University of 
Texas, 1954, 32-34. 
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prewar designs such as Country Club Plaza was obviously profound, some 

contemporaries believed that shopping centers really received their “chief impetus” from 

these wartime constructions.25  Indeed, as Richard Longstreth has recently argued, many 

of these war efforts were absolutely critical to the development of the modern shopping 

mall.26 

 The growth of shopping centers accelerated in the postwar years.  So much so, in 

fact, that in the foreword to its 1949 publication on shopping centers, the Urban Land 

Institute reminded readers that the inestimable J.C. Nichols warned “over-enthusiastic 

developers that they should proceed with caution and only after the most careful 

consideration of the many factors involved.”27  Although the author of the Urban Land 

Institute report, Homer Hoyt, did indeed start to lay the groundwork for a prudent, even 

scientific, approach to site selection and the particulars of the shopping center 

development process, caution was not in abundant display.  “There is a tremendous and 

almost untapped field for the future development of regional shopping centers on the 

periphery of nearly every American city with a population of 50,000 or more,” Hoyt said, 

almost breathlessly.  “The whole movement is in its infancy.  Now is the time to acquire 

good sites, to make market analyses and site plans for their future development, because 

there will be a rush to these new centers in the next upsurge of retail buying.”28 

                                                
25 John E. Mertes, “The Shopping Center--A New Trend in Retailing,” The Journal of Marketing 13 
(January 1949), 376. 
26 Richard Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997), chapter 10. 
27 “Foreword,” to Homer Hoyt, Market Analysis of Shopping Centers, Urban Land Institute, Technical 
Bulletin No. 12 (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1949), 1. 
28 Homer Hoyt, Market Analysis of Shopping Centers, Urban Land Institute, Technical Bulletin No. 12 
(Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1949), 7. 
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So there was.  It was a “Klondike gold rush.”29  Analysts were confident that “the 

justification of the controlled-integrated shopping center is such that the probability of its 

future acceptance by the consumer, the retailer, and the manufacturer seems assured.”30  

Developers proceeded accordingly.  Shopping centers of all sizes and configurations 

sprung up all across America.  But it was the larger “regional” centers that aroused the 

most interest and speculation.  In the late 1940s a number of plans were announced for 

these massive centers.  Most notable were plans for Northshore, a 62-acre development in 

Beverly, Massachusetts, and nearby Shopper’s World, in Framingham, a large, two-story 

development, with a wide grassy mall, and a huge surrounding parking lot.31 

Shopper’s World actually opened in October 1951, as the second planned regional 

shopping center in America.  It was preceded by Northgate shopping center outside of 

Seattle, Washington, which opened in April of the previous year.  Northgate marked the 

birth of a type that, as architectural historian Meredith Clausen has argued, “differed not 

only in size but also in concept from its predecessors.”32  The regional shopping center 

was a one-stop full service development that attempted to replicate the traditional features 

of downtown.   

One of the key distinctions of both Northgate and Shopper’s World was the use of 

a “mall” design--a central pedestrian corridor framed by shops.  It was no coincidence.  

As the developer of Northgate said some years later, “the regional shopping center was 

really born with the development of the mall.”33  The mall allowed for the maximum 

                                                
29 Homer Hoyt, “The Current Trend in New Shopping Centers--Four Different Types,” Urban Land 12 
(April 1953), 1 
30 Mertes, “The Shopping Center--A New Trend in Retailing,” 379. 
31 Clausen, “Shopping Centers,” in Encyclopedia of Architecture: Design, Engineering & Construction. 
Volume 4, eds. Joseph A. Wilkes and Robert Packard (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1988), 413. 
32 Clausen, “Shopping Centers,” 412. 
33 James B. Douglas, “The Future of Regional Shopping Centers,” Stores 40 (January 1958), 13, 14. 
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number of patrons to reach the maximum number of stores most efficiently from the 

parking lot, provided for convenient distribution of supplies through the use of 

underground truck tunnels, and was generally the most effective recentralization of 

suburban commercial facilities--a principal goal of both retailers and consumers. 34  Most 

importantly, however, the mall created “a pleasant shopping atmosphere,” by completely 

separating pedestrians and automobiles.35  

In the early 1950s the “mall” came to be recognized as the preferred type of 

regional shopping center design.  This recognition was part of a concerted effort of those 

within the nascent industry to categorize and define their pursuit.  Although “shopping 

center” had been used for decades to refer to a variety of shopping districts, the Urban 

Land Institute insisted in 1949 that the term had “a very definite meaning.”  It “refers to a 

group of commercial establishments planned, developed, and managed as a unit, and 

related in location, size, and type of shops to the surrounding trade area which it serves, 

generally in the outlying suburban areas.”36  This definition would, more or less, remain 

constant over the years.37  Shopping centers were divided into three general categories--

neighborhood, community, and regional--which were distinguished by square footage, 

overall acreage, and general disposition.  Neighborhood centers, for example, generally 

served a consumer’s daily needs.  The community center did too, but additionally offered 
                                                
34 Douglas, “The Future of Regional Shopping Centers,” 13, 14.  In 1949, the Urban Land Institute noted 
Shopper’s World plan for a “pedestrian mall.”  By the early 1950s, “mall” was a common expression in the 
industry.  Mott and Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, 38; “Chains’ Interest Continues in 
Shopping Center Growth,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (March 1952), 60. 
35 J. Ross McKeever, Shopping Centers:  Principles and Policies, Urban Land Institute, Technical Bulletin 
No. 20 (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1953), 24-25. 
36 Mott and Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, 3. 
37 For example, the 1955 definition offered in Chain Store Age was largely similar, except for the explicit 
reference to parking: “A shopping center is an integrated retailing development, under a single ownership, 
housed in one or more related structures with coordinated and complete shopping facilities and a 
satisfactory amount and kind of related parking space.” “Analyzing the Shopping Center,” Chain Store 
Age, Administrative Edition 31 (May 1955), 22.  For more on definitions see Gordon H. Stedman, “The 
Rise of Shopping Centers,” Journal of Retailing 31 (Spring 1955), 12, 14-15. 
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apparel and hardware and some appliances.  The regional center was, of course, the most 

ambitious of the three--the new suburban downtown. 

All three types experienced the same exponential growth.  In 1949, there were 

approximately 75 shopping centers nationwide.  By 1954, there were close to 1,000, and 

1,800 more either under construction or in planning. 38  The numbers for shopping centers 

are terribly inexact, but it was clear that the new centers were proliferating, abundantly, 

apace.  Shopping centers had quickly “become an accepted part of the overall pattern of 

mass distribution” and had begun to “dominate the retail scene.” 39  “The shopping center 

trend,” wrote Chain Store Age in 1954, “has reached such proportions that a large number 

of chains see their future development as lying exclusively in that direction.”40  

In a sign of the swelling importance of shopping centers, in 1953 Chain Store Age 

began what would become an annual review of the shopping center scene, devoting the 

bulk of its influential pages each May to covering all aspects of shopping center design, 

finance and management.  The Urban Land Institute similarly stepped up coverage in 

Urban Land, as well as increasing the size and frequency of its Technical Bulletins on 

shopping center development.  In 1945, the first Technical Bulletin on shopping centers 

was a slim 14-page volume written by J.C. Nichols; in 1956, Technical Bulletin Number 

30, Shopping Centers Re-Studied, ran 600 pages in 2 volumes.  By the mid 1950s 

shopping centers were covered in detail by architectural journals, retail industry journals 

such as Stores and Printer’s Ink, specialty publication on traffic engineering and real 

                                                
38 S.O. Kaylin, “The Planned Shopping Center,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 30 (May 1954), 
13. 
39 “Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 27 (July 1951), 26; “Review of Store 
Modernization,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (July 1952), 14. 
40 “In Brief: New Centers Follow the Shoppers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 30 (May 1954), 
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estate appraisal, and a variety of consumer and general interest magazines, including 

Women’s Wear Daily, Fortune, Business Week, Time and The New York Times Magazine.  

“During the past five years there have been more articles written on shopping centers 

than any other field of real estate,” said one writer early in 1958.41  

Yet for all of the astonishing success of the suburban shopping mall, many 

remained anxious about the achievement.  Some early developers would later 

dramatically overstate the skepticism with which their designs were greeted, but it was 

nevertheless true that the rise of shopping centers in the late 1940s and early 1950s did 

arouse considerable concern.42  As early as 1949, the Urban Land Institute warned that 

unplanned shopping centers could become “economic Waterloos to the hopeful 

developer.”43  Indeed, the title of the very first Urban Land Institute publication on 

shopping centers evinced what would become a pervasive anxiety:  Mistakes We Have 

Made in Developing Shopping Centers.44  The foreword to the volume observed that 

“many operators with little previous experience in the building of shopping centers are 

now contemplating such enterprises or planning to rebuild centers.  In the past, a large 

percentage of such projects have failed, or have been only partially successful.”45  

As the number of shopping centers accelerated, so did the worries.  One 

representative commentator from the mid 1950s noted that although “the first wave of 

                                                
41 J. Solis-Cohen, “Valuation of Shopping Centers for Mortgage Purposes,” Urban Land 17 (February 
1958), 1. 
42 James B. Douglas, “The Shopping Center Revolution, Evolution and Trends,” Urban Land 18 
(November 1959), 3-7.  Douglas developed Northgate.   
43 Seward H. Mott and Max S. Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, Technical Bulletin No. 11, 
Urban Land Institute (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1949), 3. 
44 Looking back in 1949 on an earlier development, Shaker Heights near Cleveland, the Urban Land 
Institute said that it could have, perhaps should have, been larger, the parking space should have been more 
extensive and more efficient, and the center should not have been split by automobile ways and railroad 
traffic. Mott and Wehrly, eds., Shopping Centers: An Analysis, 40. 
45 Seward Mott, “Foreword,” to J.C. Nichols, Mistakes We Have Made In Developing Shopping Centers, 
Urban Land Institute Technical Bulletin No. 4 (Washington, D.C.:  Urban Land Institute, 1945), 1. 
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informed opinion had it that the downtown districts would go bankrupt” with the rise of 

the new shopping centers, increasingly the concern was that the centers would destroy 

themselves through overbuilding.46  “The greatest danger to shopping centers today is 

over-development,” said a participant at a 1953 national planning conference.47 The 

following year Architectural Forum noted one retail executive who questioned “the need 

for this ever-multiplying number of shopping centers.”  Said another, with less reserve:  

“There is absolutely no question that we have reached an over-development of 

commercial real estate as it relates to shopping centers.”48   

In 1954, the same year Printers Ink trumpeted, “The shopping center age has only 

begun,” Arthur Rubloff, a Chicago developer and president of Evergreen Plaza, asked 

whether shopping centers were “failing.”49  He insisted that many were not well thought 

out and planned.  “We have built without regard to planning or judgment and we are 

over-stored,” Rubloff declared.  “For every one that succeeds, it is conservative to state 

that fifty will fail.”  Rubloff believed that the ever more massive regional shopping 

centers were a particular problem.  “In my opinion there are not fifty cities in America 

that need or can stand a major regional shopping center,” he said.50   

Some retailers attributed the “problem” of shopping centers to the fact that they 

were often built by naive developers.  As the President of Allied Stores, one of the largest 

                                                
46 “Shopping Centers:  How Many are Enough?” Architectural Forum 101 (August 1954), 41. 
47 Remarks of  Foster Winter “Clinic: Shopping Center Districts,” Planning 1953: Proceedings of the 
Annual National Planning Conference (Chicago: American Society of Planning Officials, 1953), 117. 
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1953), 4. 
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and most ambitious of shopping center developers, remarked, “shopping centers must be 

planned and executed by retailers, not real estate prospectors thinking in terms of 

leases.”51 Shopping centers were, in fact, developed by a wide variety of concerns--land 

developers, dedicated shopping center developers, food store chains, individual 

landowners, and, on occasion, universities--and not all were reputable or even solvent.  

Early on, and in reaction to the perceived inadequacies of some of these developers, 

department stores did start to develop their own centers.52  Yet the concerns did not 

subside.  It may have been that the presence of naive and under-funded developers had 

made things worse, but the self-doubt and second-guessing in the shopping center 

industry seemed to have a life of its own. 
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By the mid 1950s, consternation and flagellation over mindless “prospecting” and 

over-building had reached a new intensity, exacerbated by the news that two huge 

shopping centers would be built within a mile of one another outside New York City.53  

“There are some planners who contend that shopping centers have become a mania that 

will destroy everyone connected with them,” said the President of a Chicago department 

store chain, who himself thought this was a total overreaction.  “They claim we’re 

building too many centers, too close together, and that there aren’t enough consumer 

dollars to support them all.  They cry that shopping centers will completely demoralize 

older business sections.”54 Some insisted that  “contrary to public opinion, the modern 

shopping center is not an easy road to easy riches.”  Some centers were said to be “just 

hanging on.” 55  And again and again, the “spectre” of “too many shopping centers” was 

raised.56  In 1955, for example, the executive editor of Chain Store Age wrote an article 

appropriately titled  “Too many shopping centers?”  It was a legitimate question, he said, 
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and one without an easy answer.  But his general inclination was that as long as chain 

stores remained prudent and cautious and wise, as they had generally been, there was 

little risk of too many centers.  “The overall picture is excellent,” he said.57  Indeed, one 

leasing specialist said that “instead of a danger of overbuilding shopping centers we are 

faced with the danger of underbuilding, unless we focus our sights on future needs and 

supply our expanding communities with retail facilities to match their growth.”58   

The fact of the matter was that despite the drumbeat of doom, there seemed to be 

very little actual evidence that the industry was enjoying anything but unqualified 

success.59  As one journal noted as early as 1953, “despite the grim warnings issued 

almost daily about over-expansion of shopping centers, it has been difficult to find many 

duds.  With sales volume holding up throughout the country, even weak, poorly planned 

centers are getting by.”60 “Caution” was heard everywhere, and yet “most of the caution 

seems to be evident in conversation rather than in actions.  And, so far, most shopping 

center decisions seem to have been correct ones, despite warning signs that have been 

strung up by analytical chain-store operators, financiers, developers and brokers.”61  In 
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fact, in 1956, the “shopping center boom” showed no signs of weakening.  “If anything,” 

said one commentator, “it has intensified.”62  Whatever “mistakes” there were seemed to 

have mattered very little:  “In the frenetic atmosphere of the infant and childhood stages 

of shopping-center planning and construction, some centers were made in the wrong 

shapes and sizes, some were located poorly, some were tenanted without much regard for 

proper balance of lines of trade--but the centers got built and the inexorable tide of 

population pushed them into the profit column.”63 

More and more and more ended up in that profit column.  In January 1955 Allied 

Stores announced plans for seven new regional shopping centers at a cost of $237 

million.64  The following year, “giant regional centers erupted all over the landscape.”65  

Between October and November 1956 some 12,000,000 square feet of retail space in 17 

large, regional shopping centers would open in the United States.  It was more than the 

total square footage opened over the previous eight years; indeed, more than was opened 

in the prior history of the regional shopping center.66   

In the aftermath of this frenzy, Business Week surveyed 19 cities to get an 

assessment of the impact.  Few now thought that they had reached the saturation point for 

regional centers.  And there was widespread sentiment that the market would correct any 

over-building.  Developers and their financial backers were getting “wiser” and more 

“cautious” about costs, insisting on minimum rentals in addition to percentages, and 
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nixing developments that weren’t going to make it.  Market analyses were more technical 

and realistic. “No doubt the day will come when this country will have enough shopping 

centers or perhaps too many,” said Godfrey Lebhar in Chain Store Age, “but that day 

would seem to be years away.” 67  The future looked bright.  So bright that Business Week 

said “one developer believes, if population keeps on growing, the next step may well be 

whole planned cities.”68 

In fact, one of the recently opened shopping centers had already turned in that 

direction.  Southdale Center, which had opened in October 1956 outside of Minneapolis, 

was itself a kind of mini city, or at least part of a planned one.  Developed by the Dayton 

family, and designed by Victor Gruen, the Southdale shopping center itself occupied only 

about one tenth of the total development acreage.  Plans were sketched for an entire 

Southdale community, including office space, smaller retail operations, apartment 

complexes, parks and medical facilities.   

But it was another aspect of Southdale that would signal an arguably even more 

important trend in shopping center planning.  Southdale was enclosed.  Indoors.  The idea 

of enclosing the mall had actually been circulating for most of the decade, as retailers 

became more and more sensitive to the disruptions of weather. 69  Indeed, in 1962, James 

Douglas, who developed the first planned regional center at Northgate, said that mall 

                                                
67 Godfrey M. Lebhar, “Shopping Center Realities,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 32 (May 
1956), 122. 
68 “Too Many Shopping Centers?” 144. 
69 Weather received considerable attention in retail journals throughout the decade.  In 1952, for example, 
Stores ran an extended article noting that “weather conditions play a critical part in department store 
planning.”  The journal indicated that “a set of reliable formulas can be worked out to determine within 
very narrow margins just how sales should be planned, ads scheduled and personnel budges determined in 
relations to specific weather forecasts.”  The article set out such a formula in detail, relying on weather data 
from 1940-1948.  A.T. Steele, “Weather and Sales,” Stores 34 (Jan. 1952), 19; see also, e.g,, Genevieve 
Smith, “Shopping Centers: More, Bigger, Better,” Printers Ink 253 (November 25, 1955), 21, 45. 
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would have been enclosed “had building codes permitted.”70   In the early 1950s, 

“weather conditioning” became a more prominent feature of shopping mall planning.71  

Gruen’s Southdale was the first fully enclosed mall to open, and though the form was 

somewhat slow in adoption, by the end of the decade many began to understand the 

powerful appeal of the indoor mall.  “I would not be surprised if in most climates the 

provision of enclosed air-conditioned malls were to become almost as common and as 

necessary as the provision of paved parking areas,” said an author in Urban Land in 

1959.72  The same year, Chain Store Age observed that “a trend to enclosed malls is 

beginning to make itself felt in shopping-center design.”73  It was felt across America.  In  

1966, the president of the International Council of Shopping Centers reported that 

“statistics show that almost three out of every four new regional shopping centers will be 

of the enclosed mall type.  In addition, we can expect hundreds of existing centers 

through the county to convert to the enclosed mall concept.”74 

The “invention” of the indoor mall was welcome news for an industry that had 

also long fretted about complacency and standardization in design.  Although shopping 

center design was actually often wonderfully diverse, the industry was clearly sensitive to 

                                                
70 James B. Douglas, “The Enclosed Mall and Other Development Trends in the Shopping Center 
Business,” Urban Land 21 (September 1962), 3. 
71 For example, the arcades at Shopper’s World in Framingham were seasonally enclosed with giant glass 
storm windows.  Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (February 1952), 58.  In addition to Gruen’s 
plan for Southdale, Pietro Belluschi’s early design for Mondawmin Center in Baltimore featured an 
enclosed mall and “in Texas, a similar treatment is contemplated for shopping comfort because of hot 
weather.” “New Thinking on Shopping Centers,” Architectural Forum 98 (March 1953), 138; “Plan-
itorial,” Urban Land 11 (October 1952), 2.  
72 Bruce Hayden, “A Quick Look at Shopping Centers,” Urban Land 18 (February 1959), 12. 
73 “Sheltered Malls, Some Air-Conditioned, Mean More Comfort for Center Customers,” Chain Store Age, 
Executive Edition 35 (May 1959), E30-E31. After Southdale, more air-conditioned malls were planned, for 
Milwaukee, New Jersey and Chicago, among others.  “More air-conditioned Malls?” Chain Store Age, 
Executive Edition 35 (November 1959), E23. 
74 J.S. McDermott, “Future of Shopping Center Industry,” National Real Estate Investor (April 1966), 65, 
quoted in Ellen McKelvey Weyrauch, The Enclosed Mall Shopping Center, M.B.A., University of 
California, 1966, 9. 
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the fact that even early on shopping centers had developed a reputation for uniformity.75  

It was a “regimented look” that contributed to a “reduction of retail character.”76  “Are 

shopping centers tending to be ‘look-alikes?’” one journal rhetorically inquired, in an 

article tellingly titled, “Standardization?  Not for centers.”  The article showed a number 

of different designs that “refute that criticism.” 77 In any case, however justified the 

complaint, the journal assured retailers--and by proxy, their customers--that “some front-

rank architects are setting the pace with new centers of various sizes, and the results of 

their efforts will probably be reflected in new centers in the future.”78 

The enclosed mall was one such effort and it certainly did help to reduce the 

concern over standardization in the industry.79  But, in fact, it was not so much that 

                                                
75 See, e.g., “Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (August 1952), 46, noting that 
“shopping centers in assorted shapes and sized continue to make store-modernization news in all sections 
of the country.”  Early editions of the Chain Store Age annual analysis of shopping centers evidenced the 
terrific architectural diversity of the new shopping centers. See., e.g, “The Chain Store in the Planned 
Shopping Center,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 29 (May 1953), 23-57; “The Planned Shopping 
Center,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 30 (May 1954), 13-87; “New Ideas in Shopping 
Centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition  30 (June 1954), 39-45.   
76 William T. Snaith, “The Regimented Look,” Stores 40 (April 1958), 13.  Interestingly, in the early years 
of shopping centers, some architectural commentators thought that the shopping center would be a 
welcome departure from the pre-war “unity of design” and “rigid fetish” which subordinated “individuality 
of the various shops to an artificial development.”  See “Markets in the Meadows,” Architectural Forum 90 
(March 1949), 117.  On the standardization and utility of 1950s shopping centers, versus earlier more 
elaborate efforts of Nichols and Prather, see Richard Longstreth, “The Diffusion of the Community 
Shopping Center Concept During the Interwar Decades,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 
56 (September 1997), 288-289. 
77 “Standardization?  Not for centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (June 1955), 51. 
78 “Shopping Center Checklist,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (May 1955), 29;  see also, 
S.O. Kaylin, “The Details Count,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 34 (May 1958), 5.  (“If there’s 
one thing about shopping centers, it is that they will not become standardized.  Despite occasional 
complaints from architects that one shopping center looks pretty much like another, the fact is that they’re 
all different.”  The article noted local variations, including a mall in Lancaster that would include hitching 
posts for Amish farmers.) 
79 Yet, as one journal noted, enclosure sometimes meant a de-emphasis on exterior fronts and more 
strategic entrances to the mall.  See “More Air Conditioned Malls?” Chain Store Age, Executive Edition 35 
(November 1959), E23. Although malls were later criticized for their interior insulation, Gruen did not 
create an insulated mall.  The skylights purposefully exposed patrons to the outdoors.  “People in the court 
will know whether it is day or night, clear or cloudy.  Even though they are protected they must feel they 
are outdoors, because one of the court’s chief functions is to provide psychological and visual contrast and 
relief from indoors shops.”  “New Thinking on Shopping Centers,” Architectural Forum 98 (March 1953), 
127, quoting Gruen; see also, “Enclosed Mall with an Outdoor Feeling,” in James S. Hornbeck, Stores and 
Shopping Centers (New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1962), 165, on Gruen’s design for Cherry Hill.  
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shopping malls were becoming more diverse which allayed fears of uniformity.  Rather, 

developers were becoming more secure in their enterprise and this in turn lessened the 

focus on aesthetics.  The concern over standardization, like the concern over over-

building, was borne from a fundamental insecurity about the shopping mall’s success.  

When it became clear that shopping centers would make money no matter how many 

were built, and no matter where, and no matter what they looked like, many of these 

concerns dissipated.  Thus while the enclosed mall was a welcome relief to some of the 

design monotony, it came at a time when the industry was simply less anxious about its 

viability. 

The success and confidence of the shopping mall was easily, and increasingly, 

apparent.80  In 1957 the International Council of Shopping Centers was formed to 

“promote the shopping center idea, to collect and disseminate information on centers, and 

to promote the financial integrity of centers.”  The first group of about 100 developers 
                                                
Gruen said:  “’The underlying purpose of the enclosed mall is to make people feel that they are outdoors--
to provide psychological as well as visual contrast and relief from indoor shops--yet at the same time they 
are provided with the comfort of air conditioning, the chance to sit down and rest a while, and the visual 
enjoyment of landscaping, fountains, and sculpture.’” 
80 Some doubts persisted.  See, for example, James B. Douglas, “The Future of Regional Shopping 
Centers,” Stores 40 (January 1958), 12. (“The shopping center today is sometimes headed towards success, 
but frequently towards failure--at least for the developer.”)  Similarly, Chain Store Age noted that 
detractors said too many were being built, that downtown was responding vigorously, that ‘tight money’ 
threatened future development.  The journal itself, however, was unconvinced.  “Shopping Centers--Still 
Going Strong,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 33 (May 1957), 23.  Mall growth did remain 
strong.  “In May 1957 there were 36 regional centers in actual operation in the United States, with 400,000 
square feet or more of store area each, and at least one major department store of 150,000 square feet or 
larger, on sites of 40 to 100 acres.”  Homer Hoyt, “Classification and Significant Characteristics of 
Shopping Centers,” Appraisal Journal 26 (April 1958), 216, 217.  Still, unease endured into the early 
1960s.  Despite their solid position and “exhilarating” growth, in 1963 Fortune said that some investors 
“are beset by a concern that they have overdone it.”  The magazine noted that the determination of 
“unsuccessful” in shopping centers was a relative one and often did not mean foreclosure; rather, it was 
earnings at something less then 5 or 6 percent.  The much higher expenses involved in shopping center 
development, particularly land prices, had changed the organization of the industry.  Now, more financial 
heavyweights were involved, including larger developers.  The transactions became more complicated.  
The Walt Whitman mall, for example, involved a developer, real estate brokers and institutional investors.  
In some cases traditional mortgage lenders, like insurance companies, were developing their own malls, as 
in the case of The Prudential and Short Hills.  Essentially the story was one of transition from riskier, more 
independent developers to much more calculated risk-averse investment.  Katharine Hamill, “The Squeeze 
on Shopping Centers,” Fortune (September 1963), 116. 
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met in Chicago in May 1957.81  In later years the ICSC would cast this meeting as 

pioneers assembling on the frontier.  But in many ways the founding of the ICSC was not 

so much a beginning as an end.  “The planned shopping center has passed through its 

adolescent stage and is entering upon healthy young adulthood,” said one journal. “Five 

or six short years ago it was a lusty infant.”82   

Diversity and experimentation was certainly not dead.  In the late 1950s, for 

example, specialty malls began to appear and in succeeding decades the industry would 

nimbly reorient, and even reinvent, itself time and again.83  But while in 1958 it could 

safely be said that “shopping centers are in for accelerated growth,” it was equally true 

that the “era of free-wheeling center development [was] over.”84  The development of 

shopping malls had become an increasingly “professional” and “scientific” exercise.  

Said Chain Store Age at decades end:  “Shopping center development is shifting into high 

gear--but it is leaving behind the a former back-seat passenger, the amateur developer.  

The business of developing shopping centers is now firmly in the hands of the 

professionals--experienced developers, chains, and department stores.”85 

 

In 1956, Homer Hoyt had written “that the peak in the rate of building the new 

type shopping center has been reached for the first post-war decade...the suburban 

                                                
81 “Developers to Meet,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 33 (May 1957), 34; “Shopping Center 
Council Holds First Meeting,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 33 (July 1957), 12. 
82 “Shopping Centers--Still Going Strong,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 33 (May 1957), 23. 
83 In the late 1950s a luxury center was planned for Bal Harbour, Florida.  In late 1959 a “quality” shopping 
center designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and focused on “Fifth Avenue” names was under 
construction in Milburn, New Jersey.  In Santa Ana, California, the Bullock’s Fashion Park was, as one 
admirer described it, “beautifully planned, beautifully constructed and entirely devoted to the high end of 
the merchandising scale.”  Bruce Hayden, “A Quick Look at Shopping Centers,” Urban Land 18 (February 
1959), 12. 
84 S.O. Kaylin, “Accelerated Growth Seen for Centers,” in “Shopping Centers: Chain Store Age’s 6th 
Annual Special Report,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 34 (May 1958), 13. 
85 S.O. Kaylin, “Centers in High Gear,” Chain Store Age, Executive Edition 35 (May 1959), E29. 
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shopping center movement may taper off until the next great suburban surge due in the 

1960s.”86  In only a few short years he had to reassess.  The fall of 1956 remained a 

special marking point, but the growth of the shopping center had continued unabated.  At 

decades end there were nearly 4,000 centers in the United States, accounting for 

approximately 25% of non-automotive retail sales, numbers dramatically higher than 

Hoyt or anyone else had anticipated just years earlier.  In October 1960, there were 95 

centers with over 400,000 square feet of retail space; in October 1950, there had been 

exactly one.  There were now 19 centers in excess of 1,000,000 square feet, and more 

were on the way.87  “Of all changes in the American scene in the past ten years,” Hoyt 

said in 1960, “the modern shopping center is the most striking, in its introduction of new 

merchandising concepts and architectural patterns and its far-reaching effects, which 

have extended into every city in the United States.”88  

What accounted for this dramatic development?  Throughout the 1950s, a familiar 

litany of reasons was offered.  The growth of shopping centers was variously attributed to 

increased population, and in particular the expansion of the suburban population. “The 

story of shopping centers is the story of population,” said the editor of Chain Store Age in 

1959.89  More particularly the story was one of people. “Stores follow people,” said 

Baker and Funaro in their important early volume on shopping centers, “and people have 

                                                
86 Homer Hoyt, “Impact of Suburban Shopping Centers in September 1956,” Urban Land 15 (September 
1956), 4. 
87 Homer Hoyt, “The Status of Shopping Centers in the United States October 1960,” Urban Land 19 
(October 1960), 1, 3-6.  The number of regional centers had nearly doubled between 1958 and 1960. 
Compare figures in Homer Hoyt, A Re-Examination of the Shopping Center Market, Urban Land Institute 
Technical Bulletin No. 33 (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1958), 5. 
88 Homer Hoyt, “The Status of Shopping Centers in the United States October 1960,” Urban Land 19 
(October 1960), 6. 
89 S.O. Kaylin, “Looking Ahead,” Chain Store Age, Executive Edition 35 (May 1959), E2. 
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been on the move.”90  People decided that they wanted to live in the suburbs, and that 

they wanted retail facilities nearby, and that they ultimately favored these proximate 

suburban shopping centers over the old downtown.  “That the changing pattern of 

retailing which has emerged so rapidly in the past few years raises major problems for 

many a Main Street merchant is clear,” said Godfrey Lebhar,  “but the culprit, if one must 

be found, is neither the shopping center nor its tenants.  It is the people who chose to 

move to the suburbs.”91  The shopping center, said another observer, “is merely the retail 

result of the big outward push.”92 

The story of shopping centers was also one of elevated income, which allowed for 

greater consumption of consumer goods; changes in retail economics, including increased 

distribution efficiency; expansion of personal credit, and scientific merchandising 

principles.  One contemporary study said it was the availability of tax depreciation which 

was “perhaps the largest single economic incentive to shopping center development and 

ownership.”93  Homer Hoyt himself, esteemed analyst of shopping centers, attributed the 

rise of shopping centers to the unfettered genius of private enterprise, a conclusion that 

suggested that the irony of the planned shopping center was that it was not planned. 94  

Much was made, too, of the importance of the new suburban lifestyle.  Shopping centers 

                                                
90 Baker and Funaro, Shopping Centers: Design and Operation, 5. 
91 Godfrey M. Lebhar, “The People Chose,” Chain Store Age, Executive Edition 35 (May 1959), E94. 
92 Art Zuckerman, “America’s Shopping Center Revolution,” Dun’s Review and Modern Industry 71 (May 
1958), 99. Victor Gruen also believed that the shopping center followed the customer out of town:  “The 
shopping center boom,” he once said, “followed the exodus to the suburbs.” Gruen, “The Chains’ Stake in 
Planning the Center,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 30 (May 1954), 40, 41. 
93 Thomas Lea Davidson, Samuel C. McMillan & Carl J. Galdfelter, Some Effects of the Growth of 
Planned and Controlled Shopping Centers on Small Retailers (Washington D.C.:  University of 
Connecticut/Small Business Administration, 1960), 45. 
94 Homer Hoyt, “The Status of Shopping Centers in the United States October 1960,” Urban Land 19 
(October 1960), 3.  (“It was not planned by any central or local authority.  These centers emerged 
throughout the country as the result of the combined efforts of land owners, shopping center developers, 
market analysts, architects, real estate brokers, chain and local retail store managers, zoning authorities and 
financial institutions.”) 
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were casual, and open on nights and weekends; most downtown merchants generally 

didn’t stay open in the evenings, and were often closed on Saturdays, as well as 

Sundays.95  The modern mall catered to the modern life. 

 But undoubtedly the single most important factor in the success of the shopping 

center was the automobile. “Shopping centers--Retail Result of the Auto Age,” ran an 

article in Printer’s Ink in 1950.96  The automobile had changed the American landscape; 

it had changed the way Americans worked and played and shopped, indeed how they 

lived.  The modern mall catered to the modern life principally because it catered to the 

automobile.  It was the need for convenient parking that was widely understood as the 

force, which created the need for the shopping center.  It was parking that distinguished 

the shopping mall from downtown.  The eventual war between the shopping mall and the 

central business district was above all else a war over the automobile. 

 
 
 
 
 

“An Island of Merchandising in a Lake of Parking”97 
 

 

Despite the popular associations of suburbs with automobiles, suburbs existed 

long before cars.98  So, too, shopping centers.  Roland Park Shopping Center, for 

                                                
95 On the effect of Saturday closings, see “Open and Shut Question?” Chain Store Age, Administrative 
Edition, 30 (August 1954), 3. 
96 Joseph Reiss, “Shopping Centers--Retail Result of the Auto Age,” Printer’s Ink 231 (June 9, 1950), 23. 
97 “The Big “E” Flies over Stonestown,” Stores 34 (April 1952), 55.  The quote is the colorful description 
of the President of the Emporium department store.   
98 The notion of peripheral development dates back to Roman times.  The modern English suburbs, in 
which Robert Fishman has successfully rooted American suburbanization, first appeared in the late 18th 
century, and were built around carriages; so, too, in America.  The explosion of suburban growth at the turn 
of the century obviously predated the automobile.  Indeed as Fishman has argued in the case of Los 
Angeles, it was the car that spelled the end of the suburbs, as it detached the suburb from the urban, 
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example, built in 1907, is often cited for its innovation of off-street parking, but this 

parking was originally for the carriage, not the automobile.  Eventually, with the 

ascendance of the automobile, the grass lawn and carriage drive that fronted the 

development were paved for a parking lot.99  This “improvisation” was noteworthy, and 

arguably influential, but it at least potentially undermines the notion that the shopping 

center was invented for the automobile; rather, the shopping center adapted to the 

automobile. 

Indeed, the first generation of unified commercial development, called 

“taxpayers” or “taxpayer strips” were designed around another pre-automotive 

transportation system, the streetcar.  As Chester Liebs has explained, these constructions 

were generally a unified series of storefronts built along outlying streetcar lines.  Held in 

anticipation of more intensive future development, developers “generally conceived of 

the structures as interim improvements designed to produce enough revenue to pay the 

taxes and hold the property for the future.  Hence these buildings were referred to as 

‘taxpayers.’  By the turn of the century, miles of taxpayers were going up in cities across 

the country, forming vast linear commercial corridors, or what may be called ‘taxpayer 

strips.’”100  Taxpayer strips played a critical role in moving retail outside of the existing 

urban core and contributed to the rise of the shopping center. 

 While it is important to take notice of the fact that the early development of the 

shopping center in America was not wholly dependent on the automobile, it is 

                                                
generating what we now call ex-urbs.  See Robert Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias (New York: Basic Books, 
1987). 
99 See Chester Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985, 
1995), 30; Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick, 3; Shopping Center Development Handbook 
(Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1985), 12. 
100 Liebs, Main Street to Miracle Mile, 12. 
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nonetheless true that the automobile was the force, which really, literally, drove retail 

decentralization.  As Victor Gruen wrote in his seminal 1960 work on shopping malls, 

Shopping Towns U.S.A., “suburban shopping centers, more than any other building type 

except garages and parking decks, are the direct result of mass transportation by 

automobile.  Without the existence of such mass transportation the planned suburban 

shopping center as we know it would have no reason to exist.”101 

The shopping mall was, in some ways, a conservative reaction to the problem of 

the automobile.  Although designers flirted with drive-through shopping and various 

auto-retail schemes, the mall actually separated cars from people.  It was the re-creation 

of a traditional urban environment within a very modern landscape.  This did not mean, 

however, that the mall rejected the car.  In fact, it was quite the opposite.  The suburban 

shopping center was a means of “blending the best of two previously irreconcilable 

worlds—the pedestrian and the horseless carriage.”102  The success of the suburban 

shopping mall was predicated on this blend, or balance.103  It was also an explicit 

recognition that it would do neither to fight nor capitulate to the new technology.  The 

automobile could not be merely accommodated or tolerated; it had to be engaged. 

                                                
101 Victor Gruen and Larry Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A. (New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 
1960), 121. 
102 Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick, 3. 
103 This had been true since Country Club Plaza.  J.C. Nichols pioneered the shopping center and he did so 
in large part because he understood the problem of the automobile  As Richard Longstreth has argued, at 
Country Club Plaza Nichols created a “modern, efficient machine for selling that catered to the middle 
class at a time when it regarded automobility as an ever more important part of daily life.” More than 
anyone else, Nichols planned for an effective relationship between automobile and pedestrian. Richard 
Longstreth, “J.C. Nichols, the Country Club Plaza, and Notions of Modernity,” Harvard Architectural 
Review (1986), 120; on Nichols, see also Mark H. Rose, “There is Less Smoke in the District”: J.C. 
Nichols, Urban Change and Technological Systems,” Journal of the West (1986): 44-54. 
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Planning for the automobile was thus an absolutely essential element of shopping 

center development. 104  This meant planning for supply distribution; regional, local and 

on-site traffic congestion; and, of course, parking.  To this end, a dedicated traffic 

engineer was almost always a member of the shopping center design team.  The traffic 

engineer would, for example, try “to provide attractive and equitable highway 

transportation services for all road users on the approach roads serving shopping centers,” 

with the understanding that “if access becomes difficult, either because of circuitous 

routing, sustained congestion, or traffic hazards, the center can seriously suffer.”105  

Parking was obviously the paramount concern, and traffic engineers spent many years 

devising and retooling such things as an “optimal parking index,” or the ratio of a parking 

space to each thousand square feet of gross floor area, including selling and storage 

space. 

By the 1960s traffic engineering, and parking in particular, had become 

something of a science--a series of fairly standardized measurements and formulae 

which, if correctly applied, would reasonably address almost any shopping center 

development.  In the early years of the industry, however, it was a much more difficult 

and speculative exercise.  Indeed if it was true, as one analyst famously remarked, that 

“the automobile accounts for Suburbia, and Suburbia accounts for the shopping center,” it 

                                                
104 The concerns over traffic engineering and parking obviously attracted great interest on the part of traffic 
professionals.  See, e.g., Alan M. Voorhees, Shopping Habits and Travel Patterns, Technical Bulletin No. 
24, Urban Land Institute (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1955). In addition to the technical details 
on downtown parking, some commentators urged that the habits of the consumer be studied and analyzed.  
See, Charles G. Nichols, “The Direct Approach to the Downtown Parking Problem,” Stores 36 (December 
1954), 21-24. 
105 “Panel Discussion on Shopping Centers,” Traffic Engineering 26 (October 1955), 17; see also “New 
Commercial Areas,” in Planning 1952, Proceedings of the Annual National Planning Conference (Chicago: 
American Society of Planning Officials, 1952), 34 (“The most urgent and perhaps the most important long-
term consideration from a city-planning point of view, is...the traffic and the distribution of the traffic 
created by a major regional shopping district.”) 
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was also true that “the automobile has created the suburbs and the suburban store but the 

automobile also creates problems.” 106  The shopping center experienced these problems, 

too, most acutely, and ironically, in the area of parking.  “Shopping centers,” wrote Chain 

Store Age as early as 1951, “planned to solve the parking problems encountered by 

downtown sections, are beginning to acquire parking problems of their own.”107  Many 

centers provided too little parking; a few, too much.108 

But whatever difficulties shopping centers had refining ratios, configuring lots 

and angling parking stalls, they were nothing compared to the parking problems of 

downtown.  Although in the late 1940s automobile use was rising dramatically in the 

United States, and although congestion was everywhere severe, some downtowns were 

actually losing parking space.  For example, Russell Holcomb has shown that between 

1937 and 1948, downtown San Francisco actually lost over half of its curbside parking 

spaces, spaces that were not offset by off-street parking.  As a result, Holcomb could say 

                                                
106 J. Ross McKeever, Shopping Centers Re-Studied: Emerging Patterns and Practical Experiences, Urban 
Land Institute--Technical Bulletin No. 30, Part One (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1957), 13; 
“The Parking Problem,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (August 1952), 14. (italics added). 
107 “In Brief,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition, 27 (December 1951), 9; S.O., Kaylin, “Shopping 
Center Boom Continues,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 32 (May 1956), 32.  
108 The main problem was not enough parking.  In his early assessment of the industry, J.C. Nichols noted 
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1953), 9.  An example of inadequate parking can also be seen in Stonestown in San Francisco, which 
originally sought only a 1:1 ratio.  The center actually built at 2:1 but this too was not enough.  Warren R. 
Harris, Shopping Center Development in the San Francisco Bay Area, M.B.A., University of California, 
1952, 93-94; Harry E. Martin, “Parking Points that Make the Difference,” Chain Store Age, Administrative 
Edition 30 (May 1954), 20. Welton Becket, a shopping center architect, also emphasized that the problem 
was not always too little parking, but sometimes the shopping center planned for too much parking, which 
had both an economic and psychological impact, “with every empty parking space advertising the failure of 
the center to attract the anticipated number of customers.”  See Welton Becket, “Parking Poses Perennial 
Problem,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition, 27 (July 1951), 60-62. 
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in the 1950s, without hesitation, and with considerable restraint, that “it is unmistakably 

clear that San Francisco, and especially the central business district, does indeed face a 

traffic and parking problem.”109 

In fact, nearly every city in America did.  In February 1955, Stores magazine 

reported on a survey of the difficulties faced by 200 American cities nationwide.  Not 

surprisingly, inadequate parking facilities were by far the greatest concern.  81.3% of the 

cities surveyed considered parking a problem, the highest percentage of any factor, and it 

was listed as the chief problem for 61 cities.  Behind parking was “traffic congestion,” 

which was the chief problem for 44 cities and a problem for 78.6% of those surveyed.  

No other difficulty registered above 50%, nor was any other listed as a chief problem for 

more than 15 cities.110   

American cities were being absolutely “strangled by lack of parking space.”  It 

was a problem in every major metropolitan area, in every part of the country.  Moreover, 

as Chain Store Age noted in 1952, small towns were beset as well, as “congested down-

town areas in thousands of these towns throughout the country, laid out in the horse-and-

buggy days, have little space available for shoppers’ parking.”111  A fair number of 

downtowns and small towns tried to address the problem.  Despite some valiant efforts, 

however, many contemporaries believed, with Homer Hoyt, that the traffic problems of 

the center cities could “only be ameliorated slightly by all the efforts made to solve it.”  

There were just too many cars and not enough land.112  “It is impossible,” Hoyt said “for 
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central stores to compete on even terms with new suburban stores in the matter of 

parking.”  Some years later, he was even more dire about the prospects for downtown.  

“The best the central retail business district can do is to hold their present volume of sales 

with some slight decline,” he concluded in 1955.  “All the efforts that are made to 

improve parking and mass transportation facilities in the downtown area will only arrest a 

more drastic decline that will otherwise occur.”113 

Hoyt was certainly not alone in his pessimism.  But there were also many who 

believed that there were prescriptions for the ailing downtown.  “It is true that congestion 

in big city centers threatens the flow of commerce--that hardening of the traffic arteries 

creates thrombosis,” said one planner.  “But the remedies are at hand, and the planner and 

engineer are the physicians.  Where the known remedies have been applied skillfully and 

in determined fashion, the patient has responded.”114  In 1955, Chain Store Age 

alternatively argued that “the parking problem can be solved in downtown business 

districts through cooperative community action.”  The journal detailed the recent efforts 

of Quincy, Mass. to generate 14 acres of off-street parking.  Retail sales were $37.5 

million before the parking plan went into effect; afterwards, they were $114 million.  

Quincy was now considered “less vulnerable” to shopping center impact than any city in 

New England.115 

Perhaps so.  But that relative achievement was underwhelming in the general 

scope of things.  It was clear by mid-decade that there were fundamental problems 

working against the ability of downtowns to compete for the retail trade.  The issue of 
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public transportation was particularly revealing in this regard.  Many shopping center 

analysts and architects encouraged greater use of public transportation for the new 

suburban shopping centers and many early centers did include bus service.116  And yet it 

was altogether evident that it was generally a losing proposition.  Even Victor Gruen, a 

great champion of bus service to the new suburban malls, acknowledged that “the typical 

suburban store depends on autoborne customers for its every breath.”117  Shopping malls, 

said Russell Holcomb flatly, “are designed and cater to the automobile user.”118 

The problem of bus service wasn’t only that it couldn’t be sustained for the 

suburban centers, it was that decline in ridership meant less funds for the public transit 

systems, meant less public transportation downtown, meant more congestion downtown, 

meant greater success in the suburbs.  As shopping center architect Welton Becket 

argued, “as more people move to the suburbs the number of automobiles increases, 

aggravating still further the already desperate problem of downtown parking.”  Moreover, 

he said, “as private transportation rises...it becomes less and less economically feasible to 

provide mass transportation to and from the outlying residential districts.”119 It was a 

“vicious circle” in which downtown suffered blow after blow after blow.120 
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In fact, there appeared to be something almost inevitable to the success of the 

suburban shopping centers and the decline of downtown in the automobile age.  It was a 

sentiment reflected in the words of many contemporary observers.  “The regional 

shopping center became a foregone conclusion when the automobile became a reality,” 

said Becket.121  Shopping centers, wrote an author in Printer’s Ink, “are the logical result 

of the motorized age and the congestion in cities, particularly downtown centers.”122  The 

logic was indeed often impeccable.  “‘The automobile,’” said a New York transit official,   

“‘has given the American his fifth freedom--the freedom of movement.’ This freedom 

makes possible the new pattern of urban growth, out in the suburbs.  Suburbia, in turn, 

creates the shopping center.  This new type of market place provides for the car.”123  It 

was that simple. 

In 1949 Homer Hoyt had argued that “the need for a new type of major regional 

shopping center constructed on the rim of urban areas, where there is three to four times 

as much parking area as store area, has been created by the increasing traffic congestion 

in the central districts of practically every major American city.”124  This “need” only 

accelerated over the course of the 1950s.  By 1960 there were approximately 60 million 

automobiles in America.  Three quarters of American families had a least one car.125  

“The automobile is what makes the modern shopping center possible,” said Chain Store 

Age in 1958.126  It was also what seemed to make Main Street obsolete. 
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“Someone Has to Lose”127 
 
 

At the 1952 Annual National Planning Conference, the problems of downtown 

were colorfully illustrated by architect Karl Van Leueven, an associate of Victor Gruen. 

Van Leueven narrated the contemporary experience of “Mrs. Shopper,” whom he 

identified as “the keeper of the purse strings, the purchasing agent for the family.”  Mrs. 

Shopper, he said,  

has a job, a serious and difficult job.  She must manage and provide for the 
needs and requirements of her family and stay within the family income.  
These days this means careful, competitive, selective shopping.  What is 
Mrs. Shopper’s job like?  Let’s find out.  She starts out with a purchase in 
mind--a positive need for her family which must be served.  Where to 
buy?  Downtown, of course.  Is there any other place to go?  Possibly, but 
the best choices are downtown.  So Mrs. Shopper suffers the nervous 
strains of a bumper-to-bumper trip downtown.  Searches patiently for a 
parking place.  Endures the long walk along a crowded street to, at last, 
the store.  Harried by crowds, harassed by noise, Mrs. Shopper performs 
her job under almost impossible working conditions.  Enlightened 
cooperation between labor and management has eliminated the sweat 
shop.  But what have we done about the sweat shopper?”128   
 

The answer, Van Leueven said, was the modern shopping mall:  “It is the planned, 

integrated shopping center to which we must look to correct the working conditions 

which have plagued Mrs. Shopper and have made her job almost unbearable.”129 

 As Van Leueven’s narrative made clear, in the 1950s the shopping center and 

downtown increasingly came to be understood as oppositional poles.  The shopping mall 

was, in fact, the corrective to downtown, the new suburban downtown.  Although neither 

“downtown” nor “shopping center” was a discrete or static category, each would come to 
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be defined by its opposite.  “Downtown,” for example, could range from a small-town 

main street to the central business district of a major metropolis. 130   What downtown 

was not, however--no matter where, or of what size--was functional, planned, new.  

Downtown was not the suburban shopping mall, and the suburban shopping mall was not 

downtown.   

It was the automobile that drove the two apart, but there was also more distance 

between them than mere highway miles.  It was lifestyle and income and culture that 

distinguished the incipient rivals.  The shopping center, argued David Melnicoff, was a 

“new departure” in postwar America.  “The downtown shopping area was oriented to 

public transportation,” he said.  “Today’s large regional centers are oriented towards 

automobile travel.  Downtown is a complex of white-collar industry, recreation and all 

the manifestations of the community’s busy life.  The shopping center is relatively free of 

distraction, single-purpose, a ‘shopper’s world,’ to borrow the name of one of the most 

famous of the new centers.  Downtown was built primarily for daytime shopping by the 

single shopper.  The new shopping center caters to entire family shopping groups and it is 
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prepared for lots of evening and Saturday business.”131  Increasingly, the suburban 

shopping centers and downtown seemed to occupy different cultural and geographic 

landscapes.  And increasingly they clashed. 

 It did not start out this way.  J.C. Nichols, who many credit with having invented 

the modern mall, foresaw no irresolvable tension between the new shopping centers and 

downtown.  “We should recognize that in our large cities we will have the development 

of important commercial subcenters,” he said. “There should be no jealousy or 

antagonism between the downtown sections and these sub-centers in a city’s 

development.  There is room for both, and each should benefit by the total growth of a 

city.”  Nichols thought that it was important to simply recognize that there would be 

some “inevitable decentralizing” in the automobile age.”132  But decentralization did not 

have to mean antagonism. 

 Other notables agreed.  The architect Pietro Belluschi, for example, urged that 

“shopping centers should not necessarily be thought of as rivals to the main downtown 

shopping district.”133  A number of early studies encouraged this assessment.  In 1951,  

T.T. McCrosky, writing in Urban Land, considered the effect of a proposed regional 

shopping center on the town of Mt. Pleasant, New York, in Westchester County.  

McCrosky concluded that the center “will take some existing trade from certain types of 

stores within a 15 mile radius, but it will also generate new traffic which will produce 

new trade in nearby businesses.”  While he acknowledged that “shopping centers of truly 

regional type are too new to have built up any extensive statistical experience of their 
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effect,” there were indications “that the stimulus of competition, and the evident 

advantages to be gained from catering to the new business generated by such Centers, 

may well produce increases in many kinds of retail trade and services in nearby business 

districts.”134 

The analysis of Mt. Pleasant went only to a proposed center.  But what of centers 

already built?  Some early indications here, too, suggested at worst only benign effects.  

At a clinic on shopping centers held at the 1953 Annual National Planning Conference, 

Walker Wallace reported on a recent study undertaken in Framingham, Massachusetts to 

discern the effects of the nearby Shopper’s World.  “One effect,” Wallace said, 

seemed to be that the more aggressive merchants accepted the challenge 
by sprucing up their stores and store fronts, increasing the off-street 
parking, and engaging for the first time in joint promotional activities.  A 
few of the less aggressive merchants fell by the wayside.  The cumulative 
effect has been a decided improvement in the looks and convenience of 
downtown Framingham, and the fact that Shopper’s World is the biggest 
single taxpayer in Framingham hasn’t hurt the feelings of many of the 
downtown merchants.”135 
 
This generally encouraging response extended not only to smaller communities, 

but to big cities as well.  In Chicago, for example, one executive of the illustrious 

department store Marshall Field expressed little concern about the new centers.  “While 

the suburban shopping center meets an expanding need in retail services to the modern 

community--it is still much too soon to count the urban center out of the picture,” he said.  

“Our own experience over nearly a quarter-century indicates beyond any doubt that there 

remains now and for the predictable future a great retailing opportunity in the familiar 

downtown, densely populated center.”  So said another speaker appearing at the same 
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function:  it was not clear what the “meaning” of the new centers was for urban and 

suburban America.  But, he insisted, “the answer to the question of suburban vs. 

downtown seems to lie in the proposition that the ever-widening metropolitan areas offer 

plenty of market for both the downtown merchants and the regional shopping centers, and 

that there are at least somewhat separate markets for each to exploit.”136 

Thus it was that in 1953 the Urban Land Institute could safely conclude that “to 

date, the new suburban centers have had little adverse effect on downtown business.”137 

Many believed that the two could continue to exist cooperatively and not competitively.  

As Sheldon Robinson offered in a 1952 study of suburban branch stores, “branches 

represent an addition to the parent’s business and not a shift in business from the 

downtown areas.”138  Phillip Talbott, the President of the National Retail Dry Goods 

Association, likewise explained that shopping centers were “additional business and 

represent a perfectly natural development as a growing population expands to suburban 

areas.”  This was “not competition.”  Indeed, “the success of perimeter shopping projects 

depends entirely on the continuing success of a healthy downtown.”139  Yet another 

contemporary agreed:  “There can be no successful suburban development if the 

downtowns suffer because the suburban centers will complement and supplement them.”  

The success of the suburban branch store, architect Welton Becket said, “does not mean 

that these customers henceforth desert the parent store.  On the contrary, the suburban 

branch creates further good will and more new customers, and many large concerns that 
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open outlets of this kind find that not only are their total sales increased but sales in the 

downtown store are eventually helped as well.”140 

Or so it was hoped.  By the mid 1950s, however, it was becoming increasingly 

evident--through a number of prominent studies, but also through everyday experience-- 

that the fortunes of downtown and the suburban shopping center were actually headed in 

opposite directions.  There was, in fact, competition.  Fierce competition.  And whatever 

the isolated incidents of endurance and even progress, main street and downtown were 

obviously taking a thunderous hit.   

Between the late 1940s and early 1950s center cities became dramatically less 

dominant, both in terms of population and retail sales.  In the San Francisco Bay Area, 

for example, the city of San Francisco’s percentage of the total six county Bay Area 

population declined between 1900 and 1950 from 63.13% to 34.6%.  Retail sales tracked 

this decline.  Between 1948 and 1954, the city’s share of metropolitan sales fell from 

44.5% to 39 percent, but the drop in the San Francisco downtown was even more 

pronounced, falling from 17.7% to 13.9%.  Put another way, retail sales in the central 

business district actually increased by less than one percent at the same time that retail 

sales for the city as a whole increased 13 percent and sales outside the city increased by 

41 percent.141  Similarly, on the other side of the country, between 1946 and 1954 

department store volume in downtown Manhattan and Brooklyn dropped 5% while 

suburban sales escalated from 12% of total metropolitan volume to 27%.142 
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In fact, all across America center cities were experiencing severe declines in the 

percentage of metropolitan retail sales.  According to a mid-decade United States Census 

Bureau report, in 45 of the largest 48 American cities, “retail sales rose 32.3 percent 

between 1948 and 1954, but sales in the central business districts increased by only 1.6 

percent” and “in no case did the central district keep pace with the metropolitan area of 

which it was a part.”143  These numbers were widely reported in trade journals and were 

understood to offer clear evidence that the suburban shopping centers were having an 

enormous and demonstrable effect on American downtowns. 

The Census figures did not actually measure the relationship between shopping 

centers and downtowns; rather, this relationship had to be inferred from the relative 

growth downtown and out-of-town.  But even if it was true, as one commentator 

suggested, that the impact of shopping centers on the central business district could never 

be subjected to “precise statistical measurement,” it was nonetheless clear that downtown 

was “feeling the impact.”144 As Gordon Stedman noted in a three-part series on shopping 

centers published in the Journal of Retailing in the mid 1950s, “downtown retailers need 

no detailed analysis or scientifically conducted research to apprise them of the fact that 

suburban regional shopping centers mean competition for the shopping dollar.”145  In 

fact, so self-evident was this competition that many department stores just ceased 

operations.   “Never before in American history,” said one analyst in 1957, “have such 

giant urban department stores closed.”146  Only years earlier many observers had been 
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convinced that the suburban retail business was “additional” business.  Now most 

accepted Business Week’s understanding that “for the most part, shopping centers don’t 

create plus business--they merely switch it.”147  Retail sales now appeared as a fixed pot, 

for which shopping centers and central business districts would have to vie.  And, 

increasingly, downtown appeared to be losing. 

 

 Reactions to the evidence of downtown’s decline were as varied as the reasons for 

the decline itself.  The most common response was a simple awareness that there was 

indeed a problem.148  Beyond this, however, there was little consensus as to how to 

proceed.  In journals, in speeches, at conventions and conferences, participants and 

observers from all angles of the “downtown problem” weighed in with a surfeit of 

analyses and recommendations.149  The air, and pages, were thick with exhortations for 
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more parking, modernization programs, private-public cooperation and coordination, and 

improved public transportation.150 

 Some took a more modest approach, insisting that the “decline” be kept in proper 

perspective.  Downtown and main street remained critical and relevant.  As the editor of 

Chain Store Age noted in 1955, despite their recent rapid proliferation, shopping centers 

still only accounted for about 6% of total retail sales.151  An economist writing in Urban 

Land remained convinced that “overall the ‘downtowns’ are holding up surprisingly well 

in the face of an unprecedented boom in shopping center construction.”152  Others 

reminded those losing confidence that many “retailers have a strong stake in 

downtown.”153  “Downtown locations,” said Stores magazine, “in addition to their 

sentimental appeal and their place in the traditions and personality of the store, represent 

heavy financial investments.”  Stores acknowledged that this created a “vexing situation” 

and a “genuine conflict of interest” because “retailers must protect their downtown 

investments and at the same time go where the business is by expanding their suburban 

facilities.”154  Nonetheless, many were sure that the fortunes of downtown would only be 

allowed to fall so far. 

 Optimists on this score pointed to the case of Allied Stores.  Allied was the 

nation’s largest developer of regional shopping centers and in 1955 had announced plans 

for the biggest suburban retail expansion in history.  Yet the President of Allied insisted 
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that the company remained deeply invested in downtown.  He foresaw retail expansion in 

both suburbia and downtown.155  “Allied is not abandoning its 72 downtown stores,” he 

said.  The company planned to continue to pump money into these existing investments, 

even if, as Tide magazine speculated, “it’s pretty obvious that the company standard 

bearers will be the new centers once they get going.”156 

Another response to the mounting evidence of downtown’s decline was to argue 

not what downtown would do, but what it should do.  For example, one participant in a 

panel discussion reported on by Stores wondered “whether it is to the best interests of the 

retailer or his city to encourage expansion into outlying areas” and said that “it may be 

best to follow the European idea of rebuilding at the center of the city instead of fostering 

further decentralization.”157  To another contemporary, suburban growth was “logical and 

healthy” but it just should not come at the total expense of the central business district.  

“The suburban area should supplement the downtown area: this should not be a case of 

the tail wagging the dog.”  An appeal was naturally made to those who had investments 

in downtown, but also to those who should simply recognize that this was the natural 

order of things.  Downtown “is to the whole metropolitan area what the heart is to the 

human individual.”158 

 A similar, but more concentrated response to the “downtown dilemma,” was to 

challenge the emerging orthodoxy on the importance of parking.  A number of authors 

had recently concluded that adequate parking was an absolute impossibility for 
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downtown.  For example, Mabel Walker, writing in Public Management, insisted that 

downtowns simply could not compete for the automobile trade.  “A little pencil and paper 

would should soon demonstrate the physical impossibility of providing driving and 

parking space for the shoppers necessary to maintain, let alone increase, the sales volume 

in the large downtown stores in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, and 

many others,” she said. “The city can never compete with the open periphery in appealing 

to the motorist.”159  

 The implications of this conclusion were obviously profound, as it was commonly 

understood that a lack of adequate parking was the most serious problem afflicting 

downtown. 160  If, as Walker argued, downtowns “simply could not compete,” then the 

downtown slide would continue unabated; downtown, in other words, would inevitably 

decline.  A number of studies, however, appeared to demonstrate that the actual effects of 

inadequate parking were difficult to measure.  In a major study of the competition 

between the central business district and suburban shopping centers, C.T. Jonassen of 

Ohio State University investigated precisely how “congestion of automobiles and the 

resulting parking problem discourage the use of downtown facilities for buying goods 

and services.”161  While difficulty parking was cited as the number one disadvantage to 

downtown shopping by consumers, Jonassen found that this problem was not 

determinative of actual shopping habits.  The research showed, Jonassen said, “that 

though parking is the greatest disadvantage of the central business district, and though 
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traffic conditions of the downtown area in the cities of the study [Columbus, Houston and 

Seattle] are troublesome to people when they want to procure shopping goods, these 

disadvantages apparently are not troublesome enough to determine or greatly affect their 

shopping orientation, and therefore...the number and weight of downtown advantages 

seem to minimize the disadvantages of parking and traffic difficulties.”162  Parking was a 

problem, Jonassen agreed, and should be addressed, but it “should be kept in its proper 

perspective.”163   

A similar conclusion was reached in a comprehensive study of the tension 

between suburban shopping centers and downtown Boston.  In 1953, John P. Alevizos 

and Allen Beckwith, two researchers from Boston University, surveyed 4,688 women 

shoppers in Boston and in cities and towns in a 35-mile radius of the urban core.164 The 

study indicated that 46% of suburbanites shopped downtown less frequently than they 

used to.  “Transportation” was the reason most often cited and provisions for the 

automobile (or lack thereof) was obviously the key factor.  According to Alevizos and 

Beckwith, “46% of car-owning families, representing 35% of the total suburban market, 

say they would increase their downtown shopping if adequate parking facilities were 

available.”  Yet despite the suburban withdrawal, the study found that downtown 

continued to draw a large percentage of the “captive” urban population; that is, those who 

lived downtown did not reject the downtown in favor of the suburban shopping center.  
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Thus, Alevizos and Beckwith concluded that “the automobile is not so much a menace to 

the future of downtown shopping as it is a possible means to swing the tide of shopping 

back downtown.”165  The automobile was a concern, but it did not alone decide 

downtown’s fate. 

Finally, those hopeful for a spirited downtown resistance to the suburban threat 

could point to the research of  J.T. Stegmaier reported in Urban Land in 1956.  

Stegmaier, a project engineer with the Bureau of Public Roads, argued that downtown 

had not suffered merely from a lack of parking.  He noted that there were a number of 

cities in which adequate parking had been provided but in which retail sales had 

nevertheless declined; the opposite was also true.  “The effect of parking,” he said, “is not 

readily adaptable to a mathematical analysis.”  Stegmaier believed that it was really 

expanded population which accounted for suburban retail growth, not parking.166  In any 

case, Stegmaier made a strong case that “the importance of parking varies a great 

deal.”167  Other authors similarly concluded that, as one put it, “off-street parking will not 

save a dying shopping area.”168 

The studies of Stegamier and Jonassen and Alevizos and Beckwith emboldened 

those who believed that the failure of downtown was not in any way pre-ordained, that 

the fate of downtown could not be divined upon a raw calculation of available, or 

unavailable, parking space.  Most now understood that the central business district was at 

war with the suburban shopping center; they did not believe that the victor had been 
                                                
165 Alevizos and Beckwith, “What Every Retailer Should Know about the Downtown Dilemma,” 113. 
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decided.  Downtown could decide its own fate.  “Don’t write off the downtown shopping 

center,” said Alevizos and Beckwith in a kind of charge to the troops.  “It has been 

battered in the battle with the suburbs, but it has not been knocked out.  In fact, it is 

showing some amazing and unexpected reserves of strength.”  But the conclusion came 

with a caveat:  “The battle is not over yet, and, without some shrewd maneuvering and 

aggressive action, the victory could still go to the suburban rivals.”169 

More and more, the industry championed some of this “shrewd maneuvering” and 

“aggressive action.”  In its May 1955 review of the shopping center industry, Chain Store 

Age allocated eight articles over eight pages to showcase different strategies of downtown 

to compete with the new suburban shopping centers.  A month later, Tide magazine 

reported on strategies adopted by eleven different municipalities in the United States and 

Canada to meet the suburban challenge.   

The results were not always encouraging.  Chain Store Age noted some success in 

Chicago and Denver, but then added, almost plaintively, that “whatever the final answer 

may be, it is clear that Chicago is pulling out all the stops to maintain and expand its 

retail trade.  Chicago’s ills are those of cities throughout the country--magnified several 

fold.  It may be that there is no cure, but Chicago is not giving up without an all-out battle 

to make the patient well again.”170  Tide was outright skeptical of the resolve of New 

York, whose retailers, despite having been affected by the suburban exodus “to a greater 

extent than those of any other city,” thought of “nothing more potent than a Summer 
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Festival to bolster lagging downtown sales.”  “Retailing, in New York City,” the 

magazine ruefully noted, “is meeting suburbia’s challenge by moving to suburbia.”171 

Most of the time, however, the journals were entirely enthusiastic with the efforts 

of downtown.  Indeed, again and again, executives and analysts suggested that 

revitalization was just around the corner, that downtown was nobly “fighting back” with 

redevelopment plans.172  “The sleeping giant that is Main Street is showing signs of 

stirring.”173  “Downtown is Stirring.”174  The journals spoke of the “renaissance” in 

Pittsburgh, and Los Angeles, the “downtown renascence in Newark,” the “spectacular 

signs of revitalization” in Kansas City.175  Sometimes the results did indeed seem 

promising.  In Pittsburgh, for example, the redevelopment of the Golden Triangle area 

meant more people working downtown, and more people spending money; department 

store sales continued to rise.  Looking back at bleak statistics of downtown versus the 

suburban shopping center, the editor of Chain Store Age insisted that so much had been 

done and “so much more is already under way or will be done in the years which lie 

ahead that a complete reversal of what has been happening may reasonably be 

expected.”176  One group of retailing executives who had undertaken a multi-city tour of 
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middle America to assess main street’s difficulties, “saw vitality, optimism and 

determination in every Midwestern city they visited.”177 

Exuberance abounded.  In 1955, a writer in Stores declared that  “sometime in the 

future I think we may all remember 1955 as the year in which hundreds of American 

municipalities took positive steps to halt the decline of their central city business 

areas.”178  Only two years later, the journal reported that “the Downtown Development 

Committee of the National Retail Dry Goods Association recognizes that the high water 

mark of downtown has been reached and is convinced that downtown is about to make 

the most spectacular comeback in the history of merchandising.” 179 

It was not forthcoming.  Downtown did not come back.  1955 is not now 

remembered as the year in which cities halted the decline of their central business 

districts; 1955 was yet another year to witness the relentless march of the shopping 

center.     

No one delivered the bad news with more insight or tenacity than Baltimore 

developer James Rouse.  In an article in Urban Land, Rouse launched a frontal assault on 

the insipid boosterism that had come to characterize much of the response to downtown’s 

sagging fortunes.  “The hope that downtown may have turned the corner in the battle with 

its problems and that its future looks better than its immediate past is a fervent but not 

realistic anticipation,” said Rouse.  “I believe that downtown has not yet begun to feel the 

real impact of the forces working against it; that so far, the battle for downtown has been 

waged against the symptoms not the sources of its troubles; that we have not yet come to 
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grips, in most American cities, with the problems besetting the future of downtown.”  

Rouse readily dismissed many of the efforts undertaken to date.  “The fight for 

downtown has been a panicky, piecemeal defense consisting largely of tricks, gimmicks, 

and promotion ideas plus a few parking garages and one-way streets.”  Rouse believed in 

downtown--its advantages were “enormous,” he said--but he also believed that in the 

current conditions, “downtown is obsolete.”  There was, he said, a “cycle of decay,” in 

which for a number of reasons, people left the central city, the central city’s fate 

worsened, more persons and businesses and commerce departed, and the city suffered yet 

again.  There had to be an effort, beyond promotional “dollar days” and more parking 

garages, to “reverse the cycle and make the city fit for modern living, working, 

shopping.” 

 Rouse identified three causes of the downtown’s trouble, beginning with an 

enormous increase in population.  The growth in automobiles was another salient factor 

and it was one that had had “devastating results” for American cities.  Indeed, he said, 

automobiles had made “the physical structure of our cities obsolete.”  Moreover, the rise 

of automobile use corresponded with a sharp, but predictable, decrease in the use of 

public transportation.  Rouse urged that this be clearly understood.   

No matter how convenient it is made, it will never be as simple as 
stepping into one’s own automobile in one’s own covered garage and 
driving to work, to shop or to play.  Industry, offices, and shopping 
facilities of our times will adapt themselves to the automobile rather than 
plan around it and people will seek out facilities that are so planned.  Thus 
the automobile has created the need and the opportunity for a completely 
new retailing situation--the planned regional shopping center.  At the same 
time, it has undermined downtown’s closest market areas, jammed its 
streets and thus accelerated its obsolesce and created its competitive 
disadvantages. 
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Finally, Rouse pointed to the impact of what he called a new “way of life.”  It 

was, he admitted, a “vague and all embracing phrase” to capture “a chain of phenomena 

of our times.”  This “way of life” was defined by rising income, shorter work hours and 

increased desire for goods and services.  It was manifest in more causal attire, more 

interest in recreation, more focus on family and nighttime activities.  These changes, he 

said, were a “fundamental part of the problem of the central city, for they reflect one of 

the most fundamental conflicts between the atmosphere of the central city and the 

aspirations of the people.”  Indeed, he said that it was here that “downtown finds it most 

difficult to compete with the well planned regional shopping center.”  “Take a look at 

Northland,” Rouse said, “Cross Country, Southdale, Old Orchard, and look at the 

difference in the people there than when you see them downtown.  Their faces are 

relaxed; there are families together; they are having fun.” 

 Rouse offered no easy solutions to the problems which downtown faced.  He said 

that there must be solid and thoughtful and visionary planning, with bold and active 

leadership.  He indicated that people must “work with the automobile.”  The automobile 

“must be accepted as a fact and not regarded as an unwelcome and unanticipated 

intruder.”  He said that there must be an effort to understand downtown’s function within 

the larger metropolitan arena.  “The problem of downtown,” he said, “is to make itself 

what it ought to be instead of trying to make people like it as it is.  Instead of resisting the 

revolution in urban living, downtown must become a dynamic part of metropolitan life--

redeveloping itself as the useful, convenient, beautiful focal point in a fast growing 

metropolitan area.”180 
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 Rouse was arguably downtown’s most incisive critic, but others similarly 

recognized the shortcomings of the efforts undertaken to date to save main street.  

Economist Larry Smith, who often worked with architect Victor Gruen, also emphasized 

the need for downtown to vigorously respond to the challenge of the suburbs.  Smith 

believed that suburban commercial development was a “natural” function of the growth 

of the city.  The rapid deterioration of some central business districts, however, was not. 

“The slow approach to the improvement of the central business district,” he said, “is very 

largely due to the apathy of property owners.”181  

Apathy was certainly on display in Terre Haute, Indiana, where many community 

leaders expressed frustration with the lack of inspiration and coordination in responding 

to the shopping center threat.  “The attitude of our downtown merchants is a major 

problem here,” one said.  Said another:  “The merchants here and in other cities our size 

need to wake up.”  Chain Store Age reported that until the first shopping center was built, 

“downtown merchants never considered the need for organization into a cooperative 

group” and even later they didn’t “regard too seriously the advent of the shopping 

center.”  There was an insufficient recognition of the “need to draw battle lines.”182   

It was a problem in small towns and big cities all over America:  complacency, 

lethargy, myopia.  “If Main Street dies, it will be a case of suicide, not murder,” the 

president of the International Council of Shopping Centers, told merchants in Peekskill, 

NY in March, 1959.  “Across this continent today, with few exceptions there are 

thousands of communities where businessmen and public officials, with their heads in the 
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sand, are standing by watching Main Street deteriorate with neither a plan to revise it nor 

a program to prevent its becoming a honky-tonk or slum.”183 

It was a harsh, and by some marks unfair, assessment.  Many downtowns had 

undertaken serious, if not always successful efforts, to revive main street.  By the late 

1950s the mantra of reform was resoundingly familiar:  “Stores must be modernized; 

parking must be increased; traffic flow must be regulated; downtown must be 

promoted.”184 Many communities did, in fact, heed the advice.  In its 1958 annual review 

of Main Street, Chain Store Age offered 45 dense pages on plans all across the country to 

modernize stores, to handle congestion, to establish public parking districts, to increase 

promotions. 

But the battle was not easy and cities did grow weary.  “Shopping centers,” said 

one journal, in an atypically blunt assessment, “are giving Dayton, Ohio, a headache.”185  

Some in the shopping center industry clearly believed main street was alone responsible 

for all its woes.  But the self-inflicted wounds were really only so deep.  If it was true, as 

Rouse and others contended, that downtown had not done well in either understanding or 

responding to the challenge of suburban retailing, it was also undoubtedly true that it was 

a lot for any community to absorb.  Moreover, the uniformity and magnitude of the 

devastation clearly suggested that the problem wasn’t simply a matter of local inertia.  
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Not every community, in every part of the country, under every type of leadership, could 

be doing precisely the same thing wrong.  Yet all were beaten down.  “Downtown areas 

have suffered a drubbing from the existence and vitality of suburban shopping centers,” 

said R.E. Weekes in the Appraisal Journal.  There were any number of reasons that 

downtown might not have fared well; the “villain,” however, was the “suburban shopping 

center.”186 

The numbers bore it out.187  In 1961, the United States Census Bureau released 

statistics on downtown and planned shopping centers.  The figures were from 1958 and, 

as Homer Hoyt argued, they “strikingly” demonstrated the decline of the central business 

district as a result of the new centers.  In 1958, in 94 metropolitan areas, including all the 

major cities of the United States, “sales of general merchandise outside the central 

business districts were 19 percent greater than such sales inside those same districts.”  

Even more dramatically, the census showed that “in all the metropolitan areas of every 

size, the sales of general merchandise stores outside the Central Business Districts 
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increased 54 percent from 1954 to 1958 while the central stores gained only 3.5 percent n 

dollar volume.”188  It was no surprise that downtowns felt beleaguered.  They were.   

 As the 1950s drew to a close, the prospects for downtown looked poor.  

Moreover, there was no agreement at all on how best to resolve its difficulties.  

Confusion reigned.  Some community leaders and some retailers thought that with 

enough perseverance, downtown could successfully compete.  Most did not.  “I don’t 

think downtown can be saved as it now is,” said one retail executive.  “No downtown is 

going to maintain its present position.  Common horse sense tells you they can’t shop in 

both places.”189  Among those that believed downtown could not maintain its position, 

opinions varied widely as to what new form it could, or should, take.  Downtown 

wouldn’t “evaporate,” said one analyst, but “it will take on a lot different complexion.  

When downtown is through it will probably be something like a cluster of stores.”190  

Some insisted that downtown must be reoriented towards the captive community of urban 

residents and focused on distinctive merchandise.191  One researcher speculated that 

“downtown stores may evolve into specialty goods stores or the central district may 
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become a financial and recreational area only, surrounded by a ring of suburban retailing 

concerns.”192  Many believed that downtown should adopt the ways of its rival, even 

going so far as to enclose and air-condition itself.193 

Not a few were intent to just start over.  “Kansas City Creates a New Downtown,” 

declared one journal article, wistfully.194  Total redevelopment was often heard.  So 

counseled Leonard Farber, president of the International Council of Shopping Centers:   

“All of the programs short of complete redevelopment in the downtown districts are a 

waste of money and expensive eye wash.”  Here, too, though, there was hardly 

consensus. The editor of Chain Store Age, S.O. Kaylin, rejected Farber’s counsel.  It is 

possible, Kaylin said, “to reach a destination by more than one route.”195  True enough, 

but the problem was, no one even agreed on the destination, never mind the route.   

At the end of the 1950s shopping centers were expanding as rapidly as ever, 

executed with more and more “scientific” discipline.  It was a dramatic departure from 

the early “pioneer days” at the turn of the last decade.  Just as dramatic, however, was the 

near precipitous collapse of main streets and downtowns across America.  Shopping 

center development was becoming more refined and more profitable; downtown was 

becoming more depopulated and more desperate.  “Shopping center problems are 

becoming fewer,” said one prominent developer at the end of the 1950s.  “Downtown 

problems are increasing.”196 
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 It was not just the central business district that was affected by the growth of the 

suburban shopping center.  Indeed, as a 1960 report funded by the Small Business 

Administration (SBA) indicated, “evidence suggests that small retailers may be more 

affected by the growth of suburban shopping centers than chain stores or other large-scale 

merchants.”197  Downtown merchants of the central business district were often regional 

or national retailers; neighborhood shopping areas were traditionally the province of 

independent retailers.  Because these latter neighborhood areas “do not have the central 

location nor the attraction of the downtown area, they are more apt to compete directly, 

especially in convenience goods, with the new centers.”  Moreover, the report said, “the 

local businessmen located in these subsidiary locations are least able to continue 

profitable operation when their volume of trade is reduced slightly, or to finance the 

renovations and promotion required to compete with the planned shopping centers.”  The 

SBA report was directed to ascertaining the effect of shopping centers on these small 

retailers and to try and account for any possible discrimination against these retailers 

locating in the new shopping centers.  “Caught between downtown and the suburban 

center,” the report said, “ it is these merchants who most need the opportunity to move to 

the new locations.”198 
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 A year earlier, in 1959, the United States Senate engaged this problem of the 

small retailer and in particular his apparent difficulty securing a place in the new 

suburban centers.  In two days of hearings, a Subcommittee of the Select Committee on 

Small Business heard testimony on “Alleged Discrimination Practices against Small-

Business Concerns in Suburban Shopping Centers.”199  The alleged discrimination took 

two related forms.  Local small business owners complained that they were denied access 

to the suburban shopping center.  In the event that they were in fact signed on as tenants, 

they were discriminated against with higher rents.  The committee heard from a number 

of prominent executives in the shopping center industry, a variety of small business 

owners, and mortgage bankers.  No one actually disagreed about the underlying issue.  

Mortgage lenders, which were primarily insurance companies, would not lend money to a 

shopping center developer unless between 65 and 80 percent of the center’s tenants had a 

Triple A credit rating.200  Because local merchants could not get a Triple A credit rating, 

shopping center developers simply could not afford to lease to them, or could do so only 

in exceedingly small numbers.  Moreover, when a developer did lease to a non-AAA 

retailer, he often had to do so at higher rates in order to make up for the fact that he had 

secured unfavorable terms from the powerful department stores and national chains.  

Department stores and chains invariably negotiated their leases first and they did so with 
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the robust confidence, and leverage, that the development would not proceed without 

their involvement.201 

Not surprisingly, no one took responsibility for this state of affairs.  Local 

merchants largely blamed shopping center developers.  Shopping center developers, in 

turn, indicated that they would love to rent to local merchants--many believed that this 

was what made for a successful center-- but that they simply could not do it unless the 

mortgage lenders were willing to relax their credit policies. The insurance companies 

indicated no desire to do so, explaining that the speculation and inflexibility of a 

commercial venture of this kind warranted a strict adherence to the well-established 

leasing formula.  Some developers blamed the chains themselves for insisting on 

unreasonable terms; the chains naturally defended themselves as reasonably negotiating 

from a position of strength.   

This “dilemma” of the small retailer and shopping center was well articulated in 

the Senate testimony of Sol Atlas, a prominent shopping center developer from New 

York.  If the developer accepted a local, non-Triple A merchant, Atlas said, “he gets no 

credit for that lease whatsoever or a negligible amount” with the mortgage lenders.202  

Therefore, the developer “is compelled to make deals and sometimes deals that are 

extremely inequitable to him with the larger stores, chainstores, and then place the burden 

of the difference on the individual tenants who come there.”  “It isn’t that he doesn’t want 

these individual tenants,” Atlas explained.  “He not only wants them, but it is necessary 

for him really to have them, because they represent the basis of a personal liaison 

                                                
201 This formula, indeed science of development, happened over time.  As Sol Atlas testified, when he 
developed the Cross Country Shopping Center in 1951, he had no leases signed until he had five buildings 
already in constructions.  Testimony of Sol Atlas, Shopping Centers--1959, United States Senate, 13. 
202 Testimony of Sol Atlas, Shopping Centers--1959, United States Senate, 3. 
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between the public and themselves, which the chainstores do not.”  Shopping center 

developers “do not discriminate” against these merchants, he declared.  “We are 

discriminating, however, in that we must charge him a higher rent than we do the 

chainstore.”203  They must charge a higher rent because the chain stores, knowing that 

they are the key to the mortgage financing, are able to negotiate great terms.  Thus it was 

that the national chains, with their strong credit and powerful financial base, were the 

most rewarded, and the small local merchants could either not secure the space in the 

center or suffered disproportionately high rates.  It was an irony not lost on Senator 

Hubert Humphrey, who questioned Atlas about the apparent unfairness in the system. 

Senator Humphrey. In other words, you are saying to this committee that 
those who can afford to pay the most... 
Mr. Atlas.  Pay the least. 
Senator Humphrey.  Are by their power able to drive a bargain to pay the 
least. 
Mr. Atlas.  They do so. 
Senator Humphrey.  And they get prime locations. 
Mr. Atlas.  They do, sir. 
Senator Humphrey.  Those who, at least on the surface, would appear to 
be able to pay the least, are compelled by necessity to pay the most for 
secondary locations. 
Mr. Atlas.  That is correct, sir. 
Senator Humphrey.  Is that is a fair statement? 
Mr. Atlas.  That is an accurate statement. 
Senator Humphrey.  This is a deplorable situation.204 

 The “deplorable situation” to which Senator Humphrey referred was dramatized 

by the testimony of a number of local retailers who had had trouble getting into shopping 

centers.  Harold M. Godfeder, for example, a registered pharmacist in Washington D.C. 

and the owner of ten drugstores in the Washington metropolitan area detailed to the 

Senate subcommittee his total inability to secure space in any of the new shopping 
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centers in the area.  Indeed, he said, despite numerous developments, “not one 

independent drug retailers has obtained a lease in a shopping center in the Washington 

metropolitan area during the last 2 years.”205  Similarly, Tag Kimberling, a grocer from 

Oklahoma City testified about his difficulties securing choice sites in shopping centers.  

His experiences led him to conclude that “many times, no matter how successful a local 

businessman is and regardless of how good his local credit is or how much he can make a 

success of the center, he is excluded from many of the larger, finer shopping centers.”206 

 Not all shopping center developers were sympathetic to Atlas’s assessment, or to 

the wails of local retailers.  The president of the International Council of Shopping 

Centers, Leonard Farber, insisted that the “problem” was not the modern shopping center, 

but rather the nature of retailing and the importance of credit.  “If an individual 

independent retailer feels that he is being discriminated against in a shopping center,” 

Farber said, “he is experiencing no greater difficulty than he always has in downtown 

business district where the landlord is likewise vitally interested in a potential tenant’s 

credit rating.”207  There was a distinct and defensible economic rationale for the position 

of the insurance companies, the developers, the chains, and indeed the local merchants, 

who, he said, were actually happy to pay more to be in a successful and secure retail 

environment.  

Similarly, James Rouse argued that the fundamental issue was the structure of the 

modern retailing world, not discrimination.  The “phenomena” being addressed by the 

Senate committee, he said, “is not the phenomena of the shopping center but of financing 

real estate, of whatever kind it is, wherever it is, and, also, of business growth in 
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merchandising and of the other elements that go into business locations and business and 

industrial growth.”208  In any case, the market was working and smaller, local retailers 

were in no way worse off then they had been in the old downtown.  Moreover, 

negotiations were based on fair and sound economic principles.  “There has been some 

emphasis in some of the testimony I have heard that would indicate that some dangerous, 

sinister advantage is being given chainstores by preferred leasing over independents,” 

Rouse said.  “This is nonsense.  The lease negotiation between a knowledgeable 

developer and a knowledgeable tenant takes into account whatever the circumstances 

are.”209  The vice-president of The Prudential Insurance Company naturally concurred.  

“The problem is one of economics,” he said, “rather than discrimination.”210 

 The 1960 Small Business Administration report, undertaken by researchers at the 

University of Connecticut, drew upon the Senate hearings in addition to a wealth of other 

data.  The researchers considered 81 shopping centers up and down the Eastern seaboard, 

interviewed 70 shopping center owners representing 305 individual centers, executives of 

financial institutions, real estate professionals, shopping center merchants, local 

merchants, and retail and trade associations.  The study sought to determine whether 

Triple A merchants paid their “proportionate share of the total income produced by the 

                                                
208 Testimony of James Rouse, Shopping Centers--1959, United States Senate, 54. 
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center” and whether the small retailer was “required to pay a higher rent than a AAA 

merchant in the same line of business.”211 

 The findings were mixed.  The report noted, in the first instance, that there were a 

number of definitional problems that often confused some of the discussions about the 

status of the small retailers in planned shopping centers.  For example, when local 

retailers complained of having to pay “higher rent” in the shopping center, they did not 

necessarily mean “higher” relative to chain merchants in the center, but rather, relative to 

the rents that they paid downtown.  Moreover, the report noted that even when rents were 

reduced to dollars per square foot, it was not always easy to compare retailers.  Some 

locations in centers warranted higher, or lower rents, than others, because of proximity to 

department stores, or parking lots, or access roads. Finally, the report said that it was 

difficult to use baseline rents as the means to determine discrimination.  If a chain retailer 

increased traffic to the shopping center, because it expended more on local advertising 

and promotions, than even if he is paying a lower rent, the actual income to the center 

might be equal to a retailer who brought in less traffic but paid a higher rent. 

 The study did find that based on a detailed analysis of nine centers, national and 

regional chains occupied space in excess of their financial contribution to the centers.  

But after breaking down the chains and local merchants into subcategories, the report 

concluded that “it becomes evident that the rent paid depends more upon size of store, 

expected sales volume, and kind of merchandise than on the type of ownership of the 

retail operation.  In every case the variances among different types of stores within any 

single merchandise category were larger than the variances among types of ownership.  
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While this sample is generally too small to allow projection to the regional or national 

scene, it at least indicates that rent discrimination is neither universal nor frequent.”212 

The report also found that, despite the attention of the Senate hearings, access to 

shopping centers was not a great concern.  It was, in fact, a “striking observation” of the 

study that “with the exception of a few merchandise categories the question of 

availability of space in shopping centers is not a major issue.”  In fact, interviews with 

local merchants revealed that many “did not know of any local retailers who had tried to 

acquire a shopping center location and could not, but...they knew of merchants who had 

refused a developer’s offer to locate in a center.” 213  The report thus challenged the 

widely held belief that local merchants were clamoring to get into the new centers.  Some 

were.  But many were not.  Indeed, echoing the testimony of a number of developers at 

the Senate hearings, the report said that developers sometimes struggled to get local 

merchants in a center.  They would not come for multiple reasons, including a “general 

inertia” born from long success downtown, advantageous leases in present locations, and 

lack of expertise or assets to support multiple locations.214 

 The report concluded that the problem of discrimination, in access and rents, was 

really confined to certain kinds of centers in certain areas of merchandise, “notably drug, 

food, variety and shoe.”215  The problem was real, but it was not of the scope often 

portrayed.  The report finally assessed a number of possible solutions to the problem.  

The most prominent was some sort of federal guarantee for the leases of non-Triple A 
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merchants, comparable to the Federal Housing Administration.216  The Small Business 

Administration took no position on the proposal, but only noted that “new legislation to 

guarantee the payment of rent for tenants is not likely in the immediate future.”217 

 So it wasn’t.  There was no new legislation, and in fact very little attention was 

again paid to the problem of potential discrimination against local retailers, despite its 

arguably enormous impact on American retail economics.  After the Senate hearings, 

Chain Store Age flatly noted, “the hearing was held, no villain could be found, no one 

was sure who was doing what to whom, and everybody left Washington feeling 

something had been accomplished, but not quite sure what it was.”218   

Chain stores were obviously an interested party to the Senate hearings.  But they 

were surely more concerned with their deteriorating relationship with developers, which 

the hearings had rawly exposed, than they were about federal government interference.  

Tensions between chain stores and developers had in fact been evident throughout the 

1950s. 219   By 1958, the editor of Chain Store Age said the “time has come for both 

chains and shopping-center developers to take a fresh look at their relationship.”  It was 

clearly not a healthy one.  At the second annual meeting of the International Council of 

Shopping Centers, speakers “tore into” the chains because of the immense leverage they 
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seemed to have with financial institutions.  The chains tore back, in a condescending 

editorial, calling their contretemps at the convention “embarrassing.”  “A convention is a 

good place to release pent-up emotions and one can sympathize with harried developers 

who may have lost their perspective through many, many hours of negotiation,” said the 

editor of Chain Store Age.  But, he continued, “realistically, no tenant can get a favorable 

lease unless he deserves it.”  The chains apparently deserved it and the developers had 

better learn to live with it.220 

The Senate hearings, the report of the Small Business Administration, and the 

evident tensions between the chains and developers all revealed the fractures caused by 

the success of the suburban shopping center beyond its quite obvious impact on the 

central business district.  In the course of only a decade, the new suburban centers had 

dramatically reshaped not only the relationship between urban core and periphery, but 

between a whole host of powerful economic entities.  They were related concerns.  The 

American landscape--geographic and economic--had changed as a result of the new 

markets in the meadows.  Small retailers, big department stores, local merchants, regional 

chains--all had been repositioned.  It was, as Fortune magazine said in 1963, “hard to 

believe that shopping centers have been important to retail trade in the U.S. for only a 

decade or so.”221   
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For many downtowns and main streets it was hard to believe indeed.  And it was 

hard to fathom another decade of assault.  In fact, as James Rouse had warned in 1956, 

the real impact had only just begun.  The 1960s were in many ways the glory years of the 

shopping center industry--and among the darkest years for downtown.   

More and more research detailed the impact.  A study of the tri-county region of 

Medina, Summit and Portage, Ohio, which included the city of Akron, is illustrative.  

Between 1954 and 1958 the region saw an increase of 530,176 square feet of floor space 

in planned shopping centers.  At the same time, retail sales in the Akron central business 

district declined 1.6%.  Between 1958 and 1963, 2,000,000 square feet of retail floor 

space was added in shopping centers, an increase of 270% from the years prior.  During 

the same period, sales in the Akron CBD declined 16.2% or nearly 10 times as the 

previous period.  “It may be concluded,” the Tri County Planning Commission said in a 

1965 report on the effects of shopping centers, “that the decline in CBD retail sales is 

significantly related to the growth of planned centers in the Region.”222 

The Tri County commission found that the experience of Akron was not at all 

unusual.  National statistics illustrated the “changing status of CBD’s in relation to 

retailing increases in the outlying areas which are usually attributed to the development 

of planned shopping center facilities.  The trend is clear for the CBD’s--they are rapidly 

losing ground throughout the nation.”  In Chicago, for example, the central city business 

district accounted for 14% of the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area’s retail sales in 

1948; in 1963 the figure was down to 7.6%.  In Indianapolis the number fell from 44.8% 

to 17.4%.  In Akron, 27.4% to 12.3%.  Akron was not only losing in percentages; stores 
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were closing.  Between 1954 and 1963 the central business district of Akron lost 89 

stores.  At the same time, shopping centers were opening throughout the area.223 

 If all this news wasn’t discouraging enough, the study concluded that further 

travails awaited the central business district.  “Shopping centers,” said the planning 

commission, “are, in many respects, changing in their attractiveness in that many centers 

are starting to become the focal points for the development of other commercial 

activities.  Any shopping centers which have surrounding land suited for expansion may 

well form the nuclei for larger commercial complexes.  There are a few indications that 

this trend is developing in the Region with the location of individual stores and discount 

houses near shopping centers along major access highways.  As this trend increases 

toward the development of nonretailing facilities, such as restaurants, theaters, motels, 

etc., the centers will become even more of a threat to the CBD areas.”  The report 

suggested that perhaps the CBD could do more to meet the challenge.  But it seemed 

almost inevitable that in the retail arena the CBD would suffer; “these trends toward 

shopping center shopping are becoming more a way of life.”  The central cities were 

more than just stores and they could maintain important roles in the Region, but they 

would surely be “less dominant retailing roles than they have been in the past.”224 

 “Less dominant” would certainly characterize what became of the Boston 

suburban communities of Lynn and Salem in the 1960s.  In 1953, when Alevizos and 

Beckwith prepared their study on metropolitan Boston shopping habits, Lynn and Salem 

were prospering.  In both communities, shoppers tended to shop locally, either in their 
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hometown or in surrounding communities.  In 1958, however, the Northshore shopping 

center opened 3.5 miles away from Salem and 6 miles from Lynn.  The results were 

devastating.  In a 1968 study of the two towns, John Louis George concluded that “the 

Northshore Shopping center’s impact upon the retail character of Salem and Lynn’s 

CBDs was immediate and precipitated changes that transformed these two important 

shopping districts into the deteriorated second order business districts of today.”225  Both 

cities lost 15% of their retail sales in the first year of Northshore’s operation and the 

effects spiraled out of control.  In the nine years after Northshore’s opening the vacancies 

in Salem’s CBD increased 874%; in Lynn, 1,266%.226 

In Sacramento, California the effect of suburban shopping centers was similarly 

pronounced.  In 1958, the CBD had 342 shopping goods stores; by 1965, this number had 

fallen to 290.  The CBD experienced an actual decrease in the number of people coming 

to shop between 1960 and 1965 and the district’s percentage of county retail sales 

plummeted from 75.6% in 1954 to 19.6% in 1965.227  At the same time, the region’s 

shopping centers continued to prosper. In 1966, Sacramento had five regional shopping 

centers, which opened throughout the 1950s and were expanded in the early 1960s.228  

 In Sacramento, as in many places the role of the automobile was paramount.  

According to a 1958 survey, “the overwhelming importance of the automobile in 
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shopping for all goods and services is indicated by the fact that ninety-eight percent of all 

shopping in the Sacramento area is done by automobile.”  People wanted to shop close to 

home.229  By the mid 1960s, according to Hansel Cope, traffic congestion in the center 

city “had reached levels approaching intolerability.”230  Downtown suffered accordingly--

and dramatically. 

 

 As the fortunes of downtown continued to plummet, more and more were 

convinced that the best, and perhaps, only solution would be to learn from the centers 

themselves.  The idea had been circulating for some time.  In the early 1950s, some had 

counseled that downtowns should adopt some of the promotional and management 

techniques of the new suburban centers.  They did.  Shopping centers, for example, 

frequently advertised that that mall “has everything.”  “Hillsdale has Everything,” ran an 

advertisement for the Hillsdale shopping center in San Mateo, California.  Downtown 

soon followed suit.  “Downtown Sacramento has everything.”  “Downtown Patterson Has 

Everything.”  Kansas City went even further: “Downtown, your only complete shopping 

center.”231 

But the efforts of downtown to replicate the suburban success went beyond 

merely borrowing ad copy.  Many insisted that downtown needed bigger, more radical 

plans, including making over “huge hunks of their downtown areas into the very image of 
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shopping centers.”232  Again, downtown responded.  In 1958, Chain Store Age announced 

the “big thing to watch in the next five years is the mall.”233  The pedestrian mall.  

Downtown.234  Plans were underway for pedestrian malls in Pomona, California; Tulsa, 

Oklahoma; and St. Paul, Minnesota.  Temporary malls had recently been tried in 

Springfield, Oregon; Toledo, Ohio; and in Flint, Holland and Grand Haven, Michigan.  In 

Oxnard, California, the city experimented with a pedestrian mall for one week, over a 

four-block area in the heart of downtown.  The city blocked off the streets, removed 

parking meters, restricted stores on the mall to uniform signage, did some minor 

landscaping, constructed play areas for kids, installed benches for adults, and undertook a 

series of promotions for “Week of the Mall.””  The response was mixed.  Many were 

enthusiastic, but also concerned because the city had done virtually nothing to provide for 

additional parking. 235    

 The reaction was not uncommon.  Chain stores were often ambivalent at the 

prospect of downtown pedestrian malls, for the very reason that without adequate 

provisions for parking, the efforts would be difficult.236  When, in 1959, Miami Beach 
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released its pedestrian mall plan, with plenty of parking and public-private cooperation, it 

was hailed as “practical.”237  Many were not. 

 The first permanent, and practical, downtown pedestrian mall in the United States 

was built in Kalamazoo, Michigan.  Burdick Mall was 60 feet wide and 924 feet long.  It 

took in two downtown blocks.  It was designed, appropriately enough, by Victor Gruen, 

who had pioneered the enclosed suburban shopping mall three years earlier. Gruen 

emphasized that the pedestrian mall concept “is part of an indivisible whole and can be 

effective only if all its components are present.”238  The creation of a “new downtown 

environment cannot be effected only by a subtraction--the elimination of automobile 

traffic.”239  A city could not simply block off main street, plant some flowers, and hope 

for the best.  The mall had to be a part of a comprehensive plan, an order, which would 

make the downtown work.  “Of course downtown should be beautiful,” said Gruen, “but 

it must also be functional.”240 

The Burdick mall opened on August 19, 1959, as the first part of a larger plan 

called “Kalamazoo 1980,” which Gruen had initially proposed in 1957 and which had 

been discussed and reworked in public-private cooperation for years.  The early reactions 

were generally positive, although Chain Store Age noted that “whether Kalamazoo’s 

Burdick Street Mall will set the pattern for future revitalization of downtowns in other 
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American cities is anybody’s guess...just as the measure of success of the Kalamazoo 

mall is anybody’s guess.”  But the mall undoubtedly stirred the municipal imagination.241 

In the wake of Kalamazoo, many communities opened downtown pedestrian 

malls.  “By the late 1970s,” reports Professor Kent Robertson, “over two hundred 

American downtowns possessed pedestrian malls, the majority in small- and medium- 

sized cities.”242  The success of these efforts has been often and hotly debated; the general 

consensus seems to be that they have largely failed.  In a review of six pedestrian malls 

undertaken in the late 1980s, Professor Robertson argued that it was only those malls that 

had converted to some form of limited access, either by automobile or public transit 

systems, that seemed the most promising. 243 The problems of the pedestrian malls were 

varied, but they included a lack of design control--blocks were often interrupted by large 

dead spaces--poor management, insufficient funds, and exposure to inclement weather.244  

Writing in 1960, Chain Store Age had said that “the fact that the downtown mall idea is 

being tried, or investigated, in towns across the country provides, at very least, evidence 

of the need to rehabilitate downtown and of the desire to do something to improve 

downtown’s retail position.”245  That was certainly true.  But the story of pedestrian malls 

revealed that good-faith effort was not enough. 
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American downtowns tried to emulate the success of the suburban mall not 

simply in borrowing its ideas, as with the pedestrian mall, but in actually importing the 

suburban mall downtown.  The first substantial downtown mall was Lloyd Center, which 

opened in Portland, Oregon in 1960.  Lloyd was the a “complete urban center” with 100 

stores on 70 acres, parking for 8,000 cars, an office building, hotel, skating rink, 

auditorium, and other facilities.246  Two years later, Midtown Plaza opened in Rochester, 

New York.  Designed by Victor Gruen, Midtown included a fully enclosed shopping 

mall, anchored by two department stores.  In addition to its retail facilities, Midtown 

Plaza included a high-rise office building, hotel and auditorium.  As in Gruen’s other 

projects, much emphasis was placed on the mall as a cultural and social space.  Midtown 

featured fine landscaping, and sculpture, and peaceful sitting areas, and like its 

predecessors in the Gruen oeuvre, it hosted a number of social activities, including a 

formal dance, the “Ball in the Mall.”247   

 By the late 1960s, the downtown shopping center had become a salient element of 

urban redevelopment.  As the Oakland Tribune explained in the fall of 1966, “attractive 

shopping centers in the suburbs--with their weatherproofed malls, beautiful landscaping 

and plenty of parking space--have grabbed the shoppers away from the downtown streets, 

leaving them empty, listless, and wounded.  Today some of these cities are swiping that 

business back again.  They’re building supersized, super-glamorous shopping centers of 
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their own, right in the middle of town.”  Projects were being considered for New Haven, 

Green Bay, Buffalo and Greenwich.248  

It wasn’t until the 1970s, however, that downtown shopping centers began to 

really take hold.  Moreover, rather than simply replicating suburban malls, downtown 

malls were increasingly becoming a distinctive type.  Or at least many argued they should 

be.  In a mid 1970s report on downtown shopping centers sponsored by the Downtown 

Research and Development Center, participants emphasized that downtown shopping 

centers required new ways of thinking about the shopping center, and indeed, as one 

remarked, “new downtown centers today look unlike suburban centers.” 249  They were 

considerably more efficient, more compact, and more mixed in use.  In a paper entitled 

“How to Fit a Shopping Center into Downtown,” John Heller said that the “key words of 

the topic are FIT and INTO.”  Suburban centers were “large, enclosed, self-contained 

boxes surrounded by parking,” built out in the “corn patch,” the “boondocks.”  Heller 

said that this kind of construction would be terribly injurious to downtown if left 

unamended--too dominant, too self-contained, too sealed off, physically and 

psychologically, from the urban context.  “The shopping center as we know it is a 

rural/suburban form,” he said.  “Downtown is urban in nature.  Let’s not impose a form 

on downtown that is foreign to it.  Rather, let us build upon and improve the form of 

downtown with related facilities and structures.”250 
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 In 1974, there were 39 downtown shopping centers in the United States and 

Canada.  Seven more were under construction, and fourteen more planned.251 “The once-

lonesome frontier of downtown retailing was getting crowded,” said one historian, years 

later.  Over a hundred downtown malls opened for business between 1970 and 1988.252 

The new mall, said one observer in 1977, was emerging “from its suburban breeding 

ground” to settle in urban areas across America, including Atlanta, Boston, Houston, 

Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, Detroit and Los Angeles.  Moreover, “the shift was 

not deliberately planned; it just happened.  The public, in effect, has voted with its 

feet.”253  Allured by a new downtown downtown, customers flocked to the new centers. 

“It is like stepping into another world,” one journalist wrote of the downtown mall, “a 

city within a city from which heat and cold, rain and snow, smog and fumes, crime and 

squalor have been forever banned.  Gardens bloom all year, fountains soar, children 

romp, giant mobiles sway in vast spaces, and the walls are lined with massive paintings.  

All this and shopping, too.”254   Many of the downtown centers included entertainment 

facilities, including ice-rinks, theaters, and performance spaces.  

Not all downtown malls were successful.  Some “ambitious projects” in 

Bridgeport, Connecticut, for example, and St. Paul had had trouble.  But the pioneering 

projects--Embarcadero Center in San Francisco, Water Tower Place in Chicago and 

Faneuil Hall--were all wildly successful, or would soon be.255  James Rouse’s 

development at Faneuil Hall was the most widely heralded.  When the mall opened in 
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April 1976 it was an immediate and enormous success.  100,000 people turned out for the 

opening and in the next two years, it drew 10 million visitors a year--figures comparable 

to Disneyland.256  Rouse’s efforts in Boston were followed by his developments in 

Baltimore, Philadelphia and later Southstreet Seaport in New York.257  “Rouse,” said 

Time magazine in 1978, “has confounded conventional wisdom and demonstrated that it 

is possible to build immensely successful retail magnets in rundown parts of old central 

cities.”258  

James Rouse was an extraordinarily sensitive shopping mall developer and he had 

little illusion about the efficacy of these downtown malls for every community.  These 

new urban malls would probably fail, he said, where “downtown has been obliterated by 

suburban development” or in western areas which had experienced exponential growth.  

“The circumstances differ in every city,” he told Time. “But the essential condition is, as 

we hoped and suspected against all conventional wisdom:  there’s a yearning for life at 

the heart of the city--a yearning for active places with personality and human scale.  It’s 

not a fad; it’s very real.”259 

 For some, however, these new constructions were entirely unreal.  The 

distinguished planning historian Peter Hall, for example, deplored the “Rousification” of 

American cities.  “Like theater it resembles real life,” he has written, “but it is not urban 

life as it ever actually was:  the model is the Main Street America exhibit which greets 

entering visitors at the California Disneyland, sanitized for your protection (as the phrase 
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goes), wholesome, undangerous, and seven-eighths real size.”260  Others, while critical, 

were more measured.  Architectural historian Spiro Kostof noted that the spontaneity of 

Rouse’s work was “deceptive” and engineered.  He also thought it clearly worked.  In 

any case, it was certainly preferable to actually bringing suburban malls wholesale into 

the downtown.  “The sealed, isolated nature of most of these malls,” Kostof said, “with 

their shopfronts turned inward to face planned courts, does not suit the casual interaction 

characteristic of downtown street activity.”261  Indeed, when Trump Tower opened in 

New York City in the early 1980s, at the same time other urban mall projects were being 

developed in the City, The New York Times noted that a number of urban planners 

considered these developments “as antithetical to the street life of New York as the 

horizontal suburban malls that siphoned off customers from urban retailers in the first 

place.”262  One architect complained that the new vertical malls and atria were a “kind of 

hermetic, homogenous, controlled environment that is very anti-urban.”263 

 Rouse’s projects were generally well received.  The critical reaction to most 

downtown malls, however, was often quite harsh.  Writing of Trump Plaza and the spate 

of private, vertical malls in New York in the 1980s, Ross Miller said, “It is one thing to 

take a rocky potato field on Long Island or an abandoned dirigible base in New Jersey to 

build a ‘shopping center’ and quite another to decimate systematically life at the city’s 

core by moving the streets inside so they are no longer communal property but are 

sponsored like art exhibitions or shows on PBS by AT&T, IBM and Mr. Trump.”264  As 
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Ross’s comments made clear, many who lambasted the downtown malls, disliked the 

suburban progenitor as well.  But they were outright distraught with the mall’s 

appearance downtown. 

The intense criticism of the downtown centers obviously raised the question about 

the measurable effects of these constructions.  Did they, could they, save downtown?  

Early on, at least some seemed to yield positive results.  Gruen’s Midtown Plaza in 

Rochester, for example, which was built in 1962, apparently inspired considerable 

surrounding growth.  Indeed, said one author, a decade after it opened, “Midtown Plaza, 

as many other downtown centers, has become, in a sense, the public square.  It is a 

magnet which attracts people for a wide-range of activities, all located conveniently close 

together and focusing on shopping.  It is a success for its owners, its tenants, its city and 

the citizens of the community.”265 

In fact, there is very little hard data on the effects of downtown malls.  One 

noteworthy study of the Keskus mall in downtown Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada 

addressed two salient critiques of the downtown mall:  the fortress effect and the 

distance-decay effect.  Authors Brian Lorch and Mark Smith explained that the fortress 

effect “refers to the likelihood of a downtown mall becoming an island of activity 

segregated from the rest of the central shopping area.”  The distance-decay effect 

“recognizes the possibility of spillover but suggests that such benefits are distributed 

unevenly.”  That is, the benefits appear in those businesses most proximate to the mall.  

Lorch and Smith confirmed the existence of both effects and concluded that the research 

results “point to a rather low level of spillover benefits for outside stores and businesses 
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from consumer traffic generated by the mall.”266  Yet the study also established that the 

business environment outside the mall was actually healthy.  They concluded two 

possibilities:  1) although the percentage of customers drawn to the mall who frequented 

other central business district businesses was small, the total number drawn to the area 

was still increased by the mall; 2) the mall and the surrounding area served two different, 

even mutually exclusive markets.267  In either case, Lorch and Smith concluded that 

although malls were often poorly integrated into the downtown and induced little 

spillover, “outdoor shopping streets will not necessarily decline following the opening of 

an indoor mall.”268 

 The most comprehensive work on downtown malls argues that they did much to 

improve the lot of the central business district in the 1970s and 1980s.  “They made a 

start at bringing people back to the city and helped attract tourists, conventioneers, and 

business visitors,” write Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn in Downtown, Inc.  

“They made in-town living more attractive.  By changing the development signals, they 

stimulated at least some other construction and possibly a great deal.  They gave the cities 

new and interesting places to visit, plus some unusual shopping opportunities.  To ask for 

much more is to have very high expectations indeed.  And to expect definitive evidence 

of the results is like asking for scientific proof of what the Eiffel Tower has done for 
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Paris.”269  Yet it was also true that however inspiring the downtown malls were, 

downtown continued to suffer.  As Frieden and Sagalyn note, “between 1977 and 1982 

the central business district of almost every major city recorded absolute losses in retail 

sales, after current dollars were adjusted for inflation.”  Downtown revitalization was 

real, and in some places moderately successful.  Yet, “for all the innovation and 

excitement that the downtown malls offer, people still shop mostly in the suburbs.”270 

Indeed, while the issue of shopping malls downtown was an important one, at the 

end of the 1970s as at the end of the 1950s, the critical issue was the effect of the 

suburban mall on downtown, not the suburban mall in downtown.  Although some 

continued to contest the effect of the suburban shopping centers, the evidence was 

relatively clear.271  So much so that in 1975, the International Council of Shopping 

Centers sponsored a report alerting developers to the need to respond to the concerns 

about shopping center development.  In particular, the report noted that among the 

technical studies performed for the development, “more and more developers are turning 

to an additional and relatively new type of study--a fiscal impact analysis.”  In a 

relatively remarkable admission, the ICSC wrote that a shopping center, of any size,  

is a highly controversial and usually misunderstood type of land use.  Its 
potential impact on a local community, whether positive or negative, is 
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both real and significant.  It may result in additional growth pressures that 
will affect existing retail businesses and traffic patterns.  Environmental 
concerns also come into play.  As a result, our society has become ‘impact 
conscious.’  This type of analysis adds a vital dimension to the evaluation 
process and, along with other impact analyses on traffic and environment, 
permits a community to view a proposed shopping center from the 
broadest possible base.” 272 
 
Although “not an exact science,” a fiscal impact analysis attempted to measure 

the impact of the shopping center by such marks as the pressures exerted on municipal 

finances and the cost of local service improvements. 273  The analysis was necessarily 

locally tailored.  Sales tax, for example, differed from state to state.  In some states-- 

Illinois and Oklahoma were two--a percentage of sales tax was returned to the local 

municipality in which it was generated.  In Florida, however, sales tax went undivided to 

the state.  This would obviously make an enormous difference in how a community 

viewed the potential of a shopping center.  Property tax policies also differed, as did 

effects on existing commercial facilities.  The fiscal impact analysis would allow a 

developer to best tailor his shopping center for the community in which it was to be 

situated, and to allow that community to evaluate the project.  

The ICSC’s promotion of the fiscal impact analysis was a gesture of self-

monitoring by an industry that clearly had begun to feel the sting of community 

opposition.  America was indeed becoming “impact conscious.”  Even while 

acknowledging this, the ICSC continued to assert that “the question of the impact of a 

new shopping center on an existing downtown remains unanswered.”274  Not true to 
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many who had felt the impact.  The answer was clear:  the mall had wrought unparalleled 

destruction.  And downtowns really were now fighting back. 

  In late 1979, the Carter Administration announced plans for an Urban 

Conservation Policy which would permit local authorities concerned about the effect of a 

planned regional shopping center to request an “‘urban impact analysis’ of probable 

federal actions--such as federally financed interstate roads, beltways, highway 

interchanges, and sewer construction and permits to cross federal lands--to accommodate 

the center.  If the federal review concludes that the downtown business district would 

suffer, the appropriate agency is supposed to modify its plans or withhold the funds.”275  

The initiative was announced in response to a series of hotly contested battles over 

proposed regional shopping centers near medium sized cities in Virginia, Vermont, New 

York and Minnesota.  Local authorities in various communities complained that the 

shopping centers would destroy small and medium sized central business districts--as 

they had in other locations, for years.  The cities complained that regional centers 

threatened the city tax base, contributed to sprawl, encouraged wasteful consumption of 

gasoline, and took away retail jobs from the less affluent, who depended on public 

transportation.  Not surprisingly, the industry opposed the initiative as federal control of 

what should be local land use concerns; the initiative, said the ICSC, failed to address the 

core problems of downtown, which were not caused by the shopping centers.  For the 

shopping center industry, the proposed federal impact analysis threatened to impact the 

wrong party. 
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 As the National Journal reported at the time, “by taking on the shopping center 

issue, Carter’s aides have placed themselves in the middle of one of the most sensitive 

debates in America’s postwar development.”  Carter’s Urban Conservation Policy was 

really concerned with the effect of shopping centers on small and medium sized cities, 

either because, as some suggested, big cities were already devastated, or because this 

truly was the heart of the problem. 276  Certainly some believed that the latter was true, 

most notably James Rouse himself.  “No metropolitan area smaller than 300,000 should 

have regional shopping centers,” said Rouse.  “They create scattered sprawl and the 

tearing apart of older cities.”  But Rouse also believed that downtowns had to do their 

part.  In language strikingly similar to that which he had employed two decades earlier, 

Rouse said  “the city and the business community have to take the steps necessary to 

make downtown the convenient, lively, beautiful, human place it ought to be.  But it isn’t 

happening very often in America.  We are letting our downtowns bleed away by 

default.”277 

 

 In the nearly three decades since regional shopping centers first appeared in 

America, main streets and downtowns had suffered an almost unending series of defeats.  

It was certainly true that these years were punctuated by moments of hope and pockets of 

resistance.  But it was nevertheless clear that downtowns large and small had not fared 

well against their suburban rival. 
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 In fact, so precipitous was the decline, so steady, and so seemingly uncontestable, 

that some came to believe that it could not be understood as a decline at all.  Nor, they 

believed, was it useful to characterize the relationship between downtown and the 

suburban shopping center as singularly competitive or rivalrous.  Rather, the relationship 

was better understood as one tension among a whole host of tensions in a new and rapidly 

changing landscape.  It was not merely the suburban shopping center versus downtown, 

then, but regional shopping center versus regional shopping center, downtown versus 

branch store, branch store versus community shopping center, neighborhood suburban 

retailing district versus neighborhood shopping center.  Because of huge population 

increases, new transportation technologies, economic efficiencies, elevated incomes, and 

profound social and cultural transformations, the city was being reshaped and 

reassembled.  Downtown was “declining” only in that it--with everything else--was 

changing. 

 A number of commentators had early protested the notion of “urban decline” or 

“decentralization.”  In 1953, the executive director of the Urban Land Institute, Max S. 

Wehrly delivered a paper reprinted in Urban Land, in which he said that urban growth 

had been “mislabeled” as urban decentralization.  This urban growth was, in fact, simply 

growth “freed from limitations of location and distance dictated by the street car line, the 

horse-drawn carriage, and the physical endurance of human legs.”  Wehrly would 

“discard the term ‘decentralization’ as inaccurate and misleading, and think instead of 

urban growth which today is taking advantage of a new and much more flexible set of 

limitations, and is creating a somewhat different pattern of city, characterized by more 

openness and irregularity.  This pattern is being built into the new industrial, commercial, 
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and residential areas of cities.” What Wehrly saw was a less concentrated urban growth, 

based on new transportation systems, which would create new fora for commerce and 

industry.  It was not a battle between old downtown and new suburb but one continuous, 

expanding organism.278 

 Many others also emphasized that what America was experiencing was not 

decentralization at all, but rather what J.T. Stegmeier called “peripheral urbanization.”279 

“Growth in shopping is not ‘decentralization’ or ‘a flight to the suburbs,’” said Ross 

McKeever.  “When a downtown store opens a unit in a suburban area, while still 

retaining its old location, it has not moved out.  It has merely expanded in a new location 

to take advantage of new growth to be close to new customers.”  The new American city 

was an expanding city of new opportunities, not one of mere decline.  Downtown was a 

critical part of the new city, but now a different part.  “Downtown is a shopping district,” 

said McKeever.  It needed to make physical changes and undertake promotional efforts to 

reestablish its identity.  Downtown had a “function” as the “focal point of community 

life.”280   

 Some analysts urged people to see the new relative weakness of downtown as a 

part of a natural process of growth.  Instead of trying to recapture a bygone era there must 

be an effort to find “new uses for those parts of downtown which are dying or withering.”  

“Too many are trying to reincarnate the patterns of a half or a quarter of a century ago,” 

said Robert Armstrong in 1957, “when, instead, a revitalization will come only if 

[downtown] can be attuned to and be in consonance with the demands and requirements 
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of present-day living.”281  In 1956, Gordon Stedman had warned that  “Downtown 

obsolescence is a very real threat.”  For many, it wasn’t a threat, it was a reality.  And it 

wasn’t necessarily a bad thing. 

 Indeed, some saw that the success of the suburban shopping center and the 

resultant “decline” of downtown raised new opportunities.  Developer Kenneth Welch 

looked forward to a new metropolis of collaborative suburb and city.  Welch anticipated a 

“planned, constructive decentralization,” which would take advantage of the new 

shopping center but also “preserve a healthy central business district.”  “Each center,” he 

said, “would have a cumulative pull approaching in effect, if not in scope, of the central 

district.  A series of such centers could be considered branches of the concentrated 

downtown retail area.  Together with the central district, they would serve an entire 

metropolitan sprawl.  The outlying stores would sell to a segment of the region.  The 

central district would operate more efficiently and partially serve the entire area, plus a 

larger area served by regional transportation.  In such a relationship, the regional centers 

would complement, rather than compete with the downtown stores.”282 

No one more dramatically, or effectively, illustrated the change and opportunity 

than architect Morris Ketchum in 1953.  “The downtown district has become blighted,” 

he said.   

Its gridiron street system won’t carry automobile traffic, it lacks adequate 
off-street parking and loading facilities.  The majority of its buildings are 
obsolete.  Commerce, industry and retail trade must all carry the burden of 
inflated real estate values, high taxes and diminishing returns.  It is getting 
harder and harder to carry on business in the heart of a traffic jam.  By 
contrast, relatively undeveloped suburbs offer an opportunity to plan and 
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build for today instead of for yesterday.  Land is cheaper and larger sites 
are available.  Up-to-date buildings, adequate parking and loading areas, 
well-routed traffic systems, can all be combined into a single package--
whether that package be designed for housing, industry, business, public 
service or retail trade.  This is the opportunity that has made it possible to 
build today’s shopping centers.283   

 
The opportunity was not limited to suburbia. 
 

The full development of suburban neighborhood, district and regional 
centers will, in time create broader opportunities for the redevelopment of 
our obsolete downtown shopping districts.  Downtown and suburban real 
estate values will then become more equalized.  With lowered downtown 
values, it will become more practical to rebuild blighted urban shopping 
areas, to equip them with better traffic systems, more adequate off-street 
parking, better pedestrian walkways--in short, to make them fit for trade 
and commerce in the twentieth century.”284 

 
 In recasting the narrative of suburban growth and downtown decline from one of 

despair to hope, these authors in effect released the suburban centers from responsibility, 

or at least liability, for the “downtown problem.”  Some did so explicitly.  “It is not the 

regional shopping center per se that spreads the seeds of retailing competition for the 

downtown district,” said Gordon Stedman, “but the larger suburban movement of which 

it is but one manifestation.  Shopping centers are, at the same time, both a cause and an 

effect of suburban growth.  It has been said:  ‘If shopping centers didn’t exist, they would 

now have to be invented.’”285  Stedman stressed that the regional shopping center was 

“but one component” of a much broader--he used the term--decentralization.  “If 
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Kenneth Welch, “Location and Design of Shopping Centers,” in American Planning and Civic Annual 
1951, ed. Harlean James (American Planning and Civic Association, 1951), 133-134, 138. 
285 Gordon H. Stedman, “Impact of Shopping Centers Locally and Downtown,” Journal of Retailing 32 
(Spring 1956), 35-36. 
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correctly viewed in this perspective, the nonsense will be apparent of using regional 

shopping centers as whipping boys for the downtown dilemma.”286 

 But the real effort was not to understand it as a dilemma at all.  It was change; it 

was an opportunity.  For city and suburb.  In 1967, in a forward looking study of the Walt 

Whitman mall on Long Island, Edwin Finder argued that the shopping mall was part of 

the phenomenon of “suburbia, or exurbia, or interubia” which he characterized as 

“sprawling residential and commercial development emanating in all directions from 

central cities.”287  The regional shopping mall was an essential element in the reordering 

of the American landscape; it was, he said, a “catalytic force” playing a key role in the 

development of new “metropolitan form.”288  

In this role, the mall did not merely serve the consumer needs of the suburbanite.  

Rather, “what it actually does is bring familiar fragments of city life, ‘the fair,’ to 

suburban areas where there exists a rather sharp deficiency of social and cultural outlets.  

The shopping center is a place where the suburbanite goes to satisfy, in addition to her 

shopping needs, her desire for the traditional excitement of the central market place or the 

CBD.”289  The evidence on Long Island was perfectly clear, Finder said, as “many 

suburbanites travel to shopping centers as a leisure-time activity with no particular 

purchase desire in mind--possibly because they have nothing better to do.  On Saturday 

afternoons, or on weekday evenings when retail stores at centers like Roosevelt Field in 

Garden City or Walt Whitman in Huntington remain open until 9:30 p.m., there is 

evidence of large numbers of people traversing the malls, enjoying the window displays, 

                                                
286 Stedman, “Impact of Shopping Centers Locally and Downtown,” 38. 
287 Edwin W. Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center: A Case Study of the Walt 
Whitman Shopping Center, Huntington, New York (Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1967), 1. 
288 Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center, 7, 3. 
289 Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center, 2. 
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purchasing cotton candy for the children, or a hot dog, an then possibly seeing a first run 

motion picture at an ultra-modern showcase located either on the center grounds (as in 

the case at both Whitman and Roosevelt Field) or nearby.”290  The new suburban 

shopping center was “more than a retail center,” Finder said, noting the scope of civic, 

cultural, and entertainment activities in malls all around the New York area.  It was the 

anchor of the multi-functional suburban downtown.291   

 
 

                                                
290 Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center, 14. 
291 Finder, Indices of the Impact of a Regional Shopping Center, 18-19. 
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“Planned Excitement” or “Real Community”? 292 
 

 
 
 Shopping malls had long been social and civic meeting points as well as 

instruments of commerce.  As Richard Longstreth has argued, the modern American 

regional shopping mall was in part born from an architecture of social purpose – the 

construction of commercial facilities for wartime housing projects.293  These proto-malls 

served as the town centers for the planned communities in which they were situated.  

From its earliest days, in fact, the mall has served as a surrogate or satellite downtown.  

As Donald Curtiss said in his widely circulated 1961 guide to shopping center 

management, “a shopping center should be more than just stores.”294  It could be, and 

should be, the new Main Street. 

Developers and architects had articulated this desire since the mall’s inception.  In 

1948, architect Morris Ketchum argued that in the nascent shopping malls, “what the 

architectural team today is after is a new kind of Main Street with advantages the old 

Main Street has not had.”  This meant, for example, strategic, even scientific, store siting.  

Most importantly, of course, it meant no cars.  “In the modern drive-in shopping center,” 

Ketchum said, “the interior mall becomes Main Street minus auto traffic.”295   

 Several years later, developer Kenneth Welch offered a bold vision for the 

shopping mall as a new suburban downtown.  Welch believed that the new “Suburban 

Regional Center” could be a force of re-centralization in suburban life, one that could 

                                                
292 “Planned Excitement: Key to Center Promotions,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (October 
1955), 24; James Rouse quoted in Gruen and Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A., 258. 
293 See, Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, chapters 9-11. 
294 Donald L. Curtiss, Operation Shopping Centers: Guidebook to Effective Management & Promotion 
(Washington D.C.: Urban Land Institute, 1961), 29. 
295 Morris Ketchum, “What to Look for in Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 24 
(June 1948), 23, 58. 
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concentrate, and fulfill, the “social and cultural needs of our current urban sprawl.”  “An 

ideally planned center,” he said, “can fill the place in our modern complex society that 

the old market place did when the human pace was not as accelerated, and when the 

transportation problems were quite simple.”  The shopping center “must be designed 

primarily for the suburbanite, private automobile user.  It must include all of the assets of 

existing centers, including the downtown retail district, but eliminate the liabilities and 

inconveniences.”  The management must be “enlightened” and must be “community-

merchandise-minded first, and real estate, promotionally-minded second.”296 

 An early example of the shopping center-as-downtown appeared with the opening 

of the vast Lakewood shopping center outside of Los Angeles.  The Lakewood center, 

built by the May Co., presented the “phenomenon of a department store around which a 

complete city administration and business center will grow.”  Stores magazine noted that 

“when the whole project is completed, the May Co. will be surrounded by a collection of 

other stores; a medical center; an office building, bank, two super-markets, hospital, 

theatres, recreation center, post office and a county administration building.”  The May 

Co. wasn’t simply building a collection of stores; it was “build[ing] a city.”  Lakewood, 

said Tom May, was “in line with the new approach to branching--start with your 

community, build your community, service your community.’”297 

Lakewood was certainly not an isolated development; a number of the earliest 

shopping malls attempted to build that “community,” to go “beyond the commercial.”298  

                                                
296 Kenneth Welch, “Location and Design of Shopping Centers,” in American Planning and Civic Annual 
1951, ed. Harlean James (American Planning and Civic Association, 1951),132-133, 136-137. 
297 Stores 34 (March 1952), no page. 
298 “New Commercial Areas,” in Planning 1952, Proceedings of the Annual National Planning Conference 
(Chicago: American Society of Planning Officials, 1952), 33. The idea of making the shopping center a 
place as more than a place to shop was not entirely a function of the postwar period.  See, e.g., David Hull 
Horn, A Moving Picture Theatre and Shopping Center, M.Arch., UC Berkeley, 1930. 
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Northgate, the nation’s first regional shopping center, had a widely promoted 

“kiddieland” to draw families.299  Stonestown, in San Francisco, was built with a fully 

equipped 300-seat auditorium and adjacent roof-garden deck to “permit the type of public 

service and community events, in addition to store promotions and entertainment 

features, which have made The Emporium the shopping center in the heart of the city.”300  

More and more, said architect Morris Ketchum in 1953, “business, institutional, 

educational, cultural, religious and public buildings are being added to shopping center 

programs.  These additional elements are located sometimes within the shopping center 

itself or else placed in one or more similarly organized centers adjacent to the shopping 

center.”  The result, he said, was “the making of a city core geared to the automobile and 

to modern living.”301 

The range of community activities and facilities offered in the new shopping 

centers was truly impressive.  Auditoria, children’s playgrounds, nurseries, cooking 

schools, civic clubs, community organizations, art exhibits, concerts, outdoor movies, 

model home promotions, flower shows, car shows, fashion shows, holiday festivals, 

farmers markets, dances, diving exhibitions, civil defense displays.  The Baltimore 

Symphony played regularly to thousands at the Mondawmin Center; the Minneapolis 

Symphony to similar crowds in Southdale.  In the summer of 1957, the newly opened 

Roosevelt Field Shopping Center in Garden City, Long Island, sponsored an outdoor 

exhibition of the Sculptors Guild.302  The developers of Roosevelt Field, reported 

                                                
299 “Shopping Centers that Offer New Ideas,” Urban Land 11 (December 1951), 3. 
300 “Big “E” Flies over Stonestown,” Stores 34 (April 1952), 79. 
301 Ketchum, “Clinic: Shopping Center Districts,” 114. 
302 For details see, Sculpture 1957, Outdoor Exhibition at Roosevelt Field, 1957.  A number of malls 
promoted art.  See, e.g., Louis G. Redstone, “Festive Atmosphere Helps Sales,” in James S. Hornbeck, ed., 
Stores and Shopping Centers (New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1962), 119. 
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Printer’s Ink, “envision this project as the real center of Nassau County, and are making 

plans accordingly.”  The mall featured an auditorium and a promotion plaza, which 

would “be used for all sorts of promotion events and public gatherings.”303 

Much of what the shopping centers did was called “promotion,” and it had an 

obvious intended economic impact:  to bring more customers to the shopping centers.  

But it was also often part of a longer-term strategy to position the mall at the center of 

community life.  “The upshot of all promotions, special events, and community relations 

is that you are trying to communicate a good impression of the shopping center,” 

explained Donald Curtiss, “both from the merchandising standpoint and from the 

standpoint of good citizenship.  This may seem like a luxury, but it is not.  A sound 

program builds character for your center as an important asset in your community.  This 

is invaluable for good community relations.  It will also attract the interest of the most 

public spirited people in your trading area.  Your interest and leadership in community 

affairs is reflected in their attitude toward your center and its merchants.”304 

Developer James Rouse put it even more directly.  “Special events,” he said, “are 

designed to establish and continually strengthen the shopping center’s position as a real 

community center.” 305 Sometimes, he noted, these events happened outside of shopping 

hours; they contributed to the center’s success, nonetheless, because they integrated the 

                                                
303 Genevieve Smith, “Regional Shopping Grows Fast,” Printers Ink 247 (May 14, 1954), 39. 
304 Curtiss, Operation Shopping Centers, 18. For more on promotions see Robert K. Otterbourg, “Sales 
Promotion in Shopping Centers,” Journal of Retailing 31 (Winter 1955-56): 183-189, 200; “Planned 
Excitement: Key to Center Promotions,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (October 1955), 24; 
“Competition Steps us Centerwide Promotions,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (May 1955), 
34-37; Louis Karney, “Who Will Promote the Center...and What Will it Cost?” Chain Store Age, 
Administrative Edition 30 (May 1954), 28-33. Promotions for shopping centers were often elaborate affairs.  
The opening of the Elmwood shopping center in East Patterson, NJ, for example, was a “seven-day opening 
spree”  which was advertised as “the greatest shopping show on earth.”  The promotion featured celebrity 
appearances, a carnival, merry go round, tents offering free giveaways, and extensive media advertisement.  
See “Circus Promotion Packs ‘Em In,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 28 (June 1952), 44. 
305 Rouse quoted in Gruen and Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A., 258.   
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shopping center into the life of the community.  Indeed, the after-hours use of the 

shopping centers was often extensive.  Some centers required merchants to keep lights on 

until 10 or 11 p.m., to allow for after-hours window-shopping.  On Sundays and holidays, 

when stores were closed, thousands of cars appeared in the parking lots of major 

shopping centers all across America; people came simply to stroll and browse. 

By the mid 1950s, as the old downtowns were stumbling, developers, architects 

and analysts became more and more insistent that the new suburban shopping centers 

“should be like another ‘downtown.’”306  Only better.  The “objective” of the 

Mondawmin shopping center, said one of its developers, “is to create a downtown 

shopping area with a variety of stores, out from the heart of the city.”307 The President of 

Allied Stores, developers of the first regional shopping center, said that the regional 

center is “a practical duplicate or at least a reasonable facsimile of the main downtown 

shopping district of a city of from 100,000 to 500,000 population, but geared to privately 

owned transportation and, therefore, with adequate parking.”308 A shopping center, said 

another contemporary, “must be a reproduction of the downtown ‘Main Street’ with 

parking facilities.”309   “The regional shopping center is attempting to duplicate the 

downtown business district,” wrote Paul Smith in his 1956 work on shopping center 

planning and management,  “with all of the downtown problems and old buildings 

removed.”310  “Duplication of the shopping facilities of the downtown area is now the 

aim of the large regional centers,” said a writer in Printer’s Ink.  “Provision for civic and 
                                                
306 Design for Modern Merchandising: Stores, Shopping Centers, Showrooms (New York: F.W. Dodge 
Corporation, 1954), 155. 
307 “What’s New in the Center Story?” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (September 1955), 61. 
308 B. Earl Puckett, “Planned Growth for Retailing,” Stores 38 (January 1956), 11. 
309 “Surveying, Financing and Leasing Shopping-Center Locations,” Chain Store Age, Administrative 
Edition 32 (February 1956), 50. 
310 Paul Smith, Shopping Centers:  Planning and Management (New York: The National Retail Merchants 
Association, 1956), 13. 
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cultural activities is another new trend in regional centers.... The shopping center of the 

future will be more than a commercial center.  It will also be a civic and cultural center 

with additional facilities for entertainment, recreation, and dining.”311 

In many places, it already was.  “All the advantages of downtown plus the 

convenience of the suburbs,” ran an advertisement for the Swifton Shopping Center, 

outside of Cincinnati, Ohio.312  So much so, in fact, some thought that it was the civic, 

social and cultural aspect of the mall that actually accounted for its dramatic success.  As 

one relatively hard-headed retail and banking analyst concluded, “the raison d’être for 

shopping center success may not be found entirely in design, layout, malls, or even 

covered walks and plenty of parking; it is possible that it may be found to be in algebraic 

proportion to the acceptance of shopping centers as a social entity in the lives of the 

people living in their trading areas.”  People, he said, had more leisure time, more money, 

more daylight because of daylight savings, were more mobile, more casual, more family 

oriented, more impulsive.313  The shopping center satisfied their suburban wants and 

needs.  “The shopping center,” wrote Godfrey Lebhar in Chain Store Age, “is to the 

suburbs what Main Street has always been to the village and town.”314 

 

One prominent way in which shopping malls embedded themselves within the 

suburban community was through the use of the “community hall.”  Community halls 

dated from the early years of shopping centers.  Edmondson Village, for example, a 

                                                
311 Genevieve Smith, “Regional Shopping Grows Fast,” Printers Ink 247 (May 14, 1954), 37-38. 
312 Advertisement for Swifton Center outside of Cincinnati, Ohio., reprinted in “Shopping Centers turn to 
Professional Management,” Journal of Property Management (December 1957), 91. 
313 Robert H. Armstrong, “Changing Downtown Patterns,” Urban Land 16 (June 1957), 1. 
314 Godfrey M. Lebhar, “Shopping Center Realities,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 32 (May 
1956), 122. 
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postwar development near Baltimore, had a town hall, “which was made available 

without charge for all sorts of civic and community meetings from the first.”315  

Throughout the 1950s and well into the 1960s, community halls were a conspicuous part 

of shopping center planning and promotion, particularly in the larger regional centers.316   

The role of the community hall in the life of the shopping mall is perhaps best 

illustrated in a 1962 article published in the ICSC’s Shopping Center Report.  Shopping 

malls, said the author, J.H. Pearlstone, needed to “be more than a commercial enterprise.  

We believe that if a center is a by-word, it will also be a buy word!  We believe that the 

ultimate achievement for a center’s public relations is to have the neighborhood revolve 

around the center, socially as well as economically.”  This had been recently 

accomplished, he said,  “largely through the effective use of Community Halls.”317  The 

community halls Pearlstone described accommodated on average 100 to 500 persons, 

hosted 900 groups a year, with monthly attendance at between 4,000 to 10,000 persons.  

These halls hosted baby care classes, bridge parties, square dances, church groups, kennel 

clubs, chess clubs, veterans groups, wedding receptions, and art shows, among many 

other activities. 318   The halls cost on average $5,000 a year to operate and the fees were 

paid by the shopping center merchants’ associations. 319 

                                                
315 Joseph Reiss, “Shopping Centers--Their Influence on Advertising,” Printer’s Ink 231 (June 16, 1950), 
31. 
316 In the mid 1960s, one analyst said that there was “great enthusiasm for them.” Weyrauch, The Enclosed 
Mall Shopping Center, 53-54.  See also, Gruen and Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A., 158. 
317 J.H. Pearlstone, Jr., “Shopping Center Community Halls,” Shopping Center Report (1962): 1. 
318 Neither this range of hosted activities, nor the popularity of the facilities, was at all unusual.  Another 
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There were restrictions.  Users of the hall were not charged rent, but did have to 

agree to some specific conditions of use.  There were operating hours, of course, and 

rules--for example, no “odorous cooking.”  Most noteworthy, many centers, though 

certainly not all, provided that there could be no “political meetings or rallies” in the 

halls.320  The community hall often had in mind a certain kind of community:  an 

unoffensive one, either by smell of cuisine or scent of politics. 

 In fact, although the modern shopping center generally held itself out as a 

community center, this did not mean that communities were allowed unlimited use of the 

centers, either in the community halls or out on the mall itself.  In his manual on 

shopping center management, for example, Donald Curtiss noted approvingly the policy 

of Westgate Shopping Center in Cleveland to devote a day, one day, each year to 

community fundraising.  Called “Fair for All,” charities from all over were invited to set 

up booths on the mall and to solicit, to hold bake sales or just to pass the hat.  “Every 

qualified charity in the city is represented,” said Curtiss.  “At no other time in the year 

may they raise funds in the shopping center.  The ‘Fair for All’ is their day.”321 

                                                
owner himself would contribute 25% or so to the operation of the association.  A constitution and by-laws 
were drawn up, weekly meetings were held, newsletters were distributed, committees were formed and 
tasked with solving various problems of the center.  The merchants association in many ways defined the 
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Shopping Centers,” in “Shopping Centers turn to Professional Management,” Journal of Property 
Management (December 1957), 98; C.V. Coleman, “The Alert Manager:  Mainspring of a Shopping 
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320 Pearlstone, “Shopping Center,” 3. 
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 Curtiss noted that despite his admonition, “a great many shopping centers permit 

various kinds of money-raising activity to go on all through the year.”  He resisted 

nonetheless.   “We question the wisdom of this,” he said, “because too much of it can 

become an annoyance to your customers.  Sponsored car raffles, poppy-pin-button sales, 

hat passing in its many forms, all have their place in our society.  But the burden of the 

investigation is on you...and you had better take it seriously.  You are a commercial 

enterprise; you have to sell convenience, and good values, and not become the patsy for 

every firemen’s ball.”322  “Promotion,” Chain Store Age warned, “is not the same as 

public service.”  Like Curtiss, the journal recommended that stores take a firm stand with 

regard to handing out money or space to charities, lest the center be besieged.323 

 These recommended restrictions on access to the shopping center, and the concern 

over the extent to which “public service” might disrupt the “commercial enterprise” of 

the mall, revealed potentially deep tensions in the new mall’s identity.  Did the effort to 

create a new downtown mean that the mall should absorb all of the duties and 

responsibilities of the old downtown?  Was the “New Main Street” a public street?  What 

was the essential function of the mall, and should it try and appeal to the community to 

the extent that it often did?   

Some obviously thought not.  Some disparaged the “gimmicks and tricks” of mall 

promotion. 324  Some considered the things that gave the mall its civic and social 

resonance--the community hall and auditoria, for example, and the sculpture and 
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concerts--to be mere “features” or “amenities.” 325  Moreover, some developers urged that 

the industry scale back on these “amenities.”  “We must learn how to take some of the 

frosting off the cake,” said developer James Douglas in late 1959, “because the amount of 

volume we can put through a shopping center today will not justify some of the costs that 

are going into some of the centers being built in America.”326 

Douglas had company.  “The department store should take a hand in the planning 

of shopping centers,” urged Paul Smith in 1956.  “It knows how to merchandise and a 

shopping center is a merchandising idea, nothing more and nothing less.  It is designed to 

sell goods, not furnish free entertainment, not to provide club women with free space, and 

not to serve as a public park paid for out of the sweat and blood of the merchants or with 

a higher price paid for merchandise by its customers.”  Could a shopping center pay for 

community services and “expect to make a profit?”  Smith said it was necessary that 

“every developer examine every expenditure under the unmerciful light of this 

question.”327 

One of the most significant potential concerns about the mall’s community 

orientation was, of course, politics.  Community halls frequently disallowed political 

functions, as Pearlstone attested.  In his 1960 collection on shopping centers, What 

Makes Shopping Centers Tick, Samuel Feinberg similarly noted that sometimes shopping 

centers rejected politics as well as any other potentially “offensive” activities. “The 
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parking lot or community hall are not places for political rallies,” one industry participant 

said.  “Candidates for office are not appropriate guests at merchant association 

meetings...As a center and as an association, politics are out.  Avoid the honky-tonk, the 

questionable, the activity in bad taste.  This may seem prim and straightlaced, but it is 

nevertheless 24 carat advice...Babes in bikinis belong on beaches...Shopping centers are 

for families and for children.  Smart public relations dictate that you should never be the 

one to offend.”328 

It may have been 24-carat advice, but it was not always heeded.  In fact, there was 

absolutely no consensus on the issue of politics.  As Donald Curtiss observed, there was 

actually a wide difference of opinion on the question:   

 At Shoppers’ World they go all the way.  Both major political parties 
utilize quarters provided by the center for their headquarters.  Political 
candidates are permitted for speaking engagements and a great deal of 
traffic is brought to the center over a period of several weeks and months.  
A great deal of newspaper, radio and television publicity originates at the 
center.  This the management are elated about.  On the other side of the 
country, Gladstone and Company, owners of a number of shopping centers 
in California, believe politics in shopping centers are ‘dynamite.’  They 
are against rallies, campaigning, sign posting anywhere in their centers.  
So, there are two specific points of view; that is what makes horse 
racing.329 

 
Despite some warning signs of later conflict, politics was simply not a major issue 

in the early life of the American shopping mall.  Some malls allowed political activity.  

Some did not.  So it was for other issues with the ability to offend, be it charitable 

solicitation or social demonstration.  The fact was that exclusion of these pursuits was 

neither the premise for the mall’s existence, nor the focus of management concern.  The 
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question of the legal right to access was itself almost totally non-existent.330  By the time 

of Pruneyard, of course, the mall’s status as a real public space was a hotly--and 

explicitly--contested one.  Not so for at least the first decade of the mall’s life.   

Nonetheless, the industry did continue to grapple with the broad question as to 

how far the mall should extend itself to the community--the question which would serve 

as the basis for much of the future contest over the mall’s legitimacy as a social space.  

According to Chain Store Age in 1958, at least some felt that an area in which shopping 

centers were “falling short” was in “their failure to assume civic and community 

responsibilities.”  The journal quoted one executive who said that “this lack of civic 

community responsibility is a major weakness of shopping centers.  They are not, as they 

should be, a part of the community.”331  Many did try.  In 1960, Lenox Square ran ads in 

local Atlanta newspapers called “More than a Market Place.”  Lenox Square, the ad said, 

“offers you even more than merchandise--it offers a Market Place for civic and cultural 

ideas as well.”  The advertisement thanked a wide range of civic, cultural, educational 

and recreational organizations for their work at the shopping center and even looked 

forward to more shows, exhibits, and even a “meet your local candidates” event.332 
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Those covering the industry counseled that it was good to be more than a 

marketplace. “A properly planned regional center becomes more than a group of 

commercial establishments and should develop into a civic, cultural, and social center 

which, over a long period of time, will help attract more people and hold them longer 

than an exclusively commercial center,” said Richard Grant Thompson.  “The end result 

will be a greater sales volume over a longer period of time.”333  In 1963, Fortune 

magazine concurred.  As the competition among malls intensified, malls used their social 

functions in order to effectively differentiate themselves.  Fortune noted the movie 

theatres, community halls, elephant rides, fashion shows, dog obedience classes, 

fireworks, and concerts, including one for 20,000 by Ella Fitzgerald at the Lloyd Center 

in Portland.  “Shopping centers may represent a very hard dollar for their developers 

these days,” Fortune said, “but as a social institution they are plainly still flourishing.”334   

Lloyd Center was, in fact, a singular example of the efforts undertaken to 

establish the mall as the new downtown.  Lloyd Center, of course, was downtown, close 

to the heart of Portland.  But even still the center was positioned as more than a retail 

adjunct; it was itself to be the new center of the community.  In 1962, the manager of 

Lloyd Center emphasized in a symposium with other developers on shopping center 

trends, that the shopping mall had to be “more than a place to buy” and “more than a 

place to shop.” At Lloyd Center, they had built an ice rink, not for profit, but “to bring 

people.”  It was extremely popular with young kinds, the manager said.  “Lloyd Center is 

their downtown.”  In addition to the ice rink the mall had a theater, an art gallery, and a 

550-seat community auditorium, which was used by over 50,000 people in 1961.  The 
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mall regularly hosted the Portland Symphony, as well as the aforementioned concert by 

Ella Fitzgerald.  “I think these things have made Lloyd Center more than a shopping 

center,” he said.335 

 
Six years after the manager delivered his vision for the new mall as “more than a 

place to shop,” Donald Tanner and four of his friends were asked to leave Lloyd Center for 

distributing invitations to a meeting of the "Resistance Community," an organization 

opposed to American involvement in the Vietnam War.  Citing Lloyd Corporation policy 

against the distribution of handbills – regardless of their content – security at the mall told 

Tanner that if he did not leave he would be arrested for trespassing on private property.  

Tanner quickly departed and soon after filed suit in federal court, seeking declaratory and 

injunctive relief.  Nearly four years later, the United States Supreme Court held in Lloyd v. 

Tanner that there was no right to access shopping center property for First Amendment 

expression.  The shopping mall was “only a collection of stores,” said Justice Byron White, 

and the public was invited only “to do business.”  It was only a place to shop.  Nothing 

more. 336   

 The apparent metamorphosis of Lloyd Center from self-promoting new 

downtown to private litigant limiting public access certainly had the effect of calling into 

question the sincerity of the shopping mall’s position as a real civic, cultural, and social 

space.  For over two decades, many in the shopping center industry had proudly claimed 

that the mall was the new Main Street, the suburban downtown, the locus of a new 
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American life.  But, although there had been some skirmishes over labor access to 

shopping malls in the late1950s and 1960s, it was the Vietnam War that finally 

challenged the mall’s pretensions.  War protestors, said Bernard Frieden and Lynne 

Sagalyn, put mall developers “to the test” in their claims to be a real community place by 

attempting to stage rallies and demonstrations.  Protestors insisted that inasmuch as the 

mall wanted to be a new downtown it actually had to function like one.  It had to tolerate 

– as a corresponding public space might – speech and dissent.  In addition to the conflicts 

at Lloyd Center there were protests against the War at Northland shopping center in 

Detroit, which resulted in considerable property damage.337 

 Although public space in America was itself hardly without difficulties in the late 

1960s – or maybe because of this fact – many came to view the issue of public access as 

a defining one for the modern shopping center.  In any case, the ascension of the question 

of the right to access certainly demonstrated how important the mall had become in 

American life.  Though it succeeded dramatically in the 1950s, it really wasn’t until the 

mid 1960s that the full import of the mall’s effect was widely acknowledged.  By the 

1970s it was altogether clear that in many communities large and small the shopping mall 

was, in fact, the functional Main Street.  And many were now concerned that it was only 

as real and public as the Main Street of Anaheim, California, which ran straight through 

the center of Disneyland. 

Not surprisingly, the industry itself was not nearly so concerned.  Doubts 

persisted in some segments about the wisdom of promoting the mall as a community 
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space.  But many continued nonetheless. 338  Most notably, in 1977, on the twentieth 

anniversary of its founding, the International Council of Shopping Centers took out a 60 

page advertising supplement to The New York Times heralding shopping malls as “more 

than just pleasant places to shop.”  “American consumers,” the ICSC said, “turn to 

shopping centers not only as a place to purchase goods, but also as the social, cultural and 

even educational focal point of their communities.”  The Council cited numerous 

developers who emphasized that the shopping center was, and ought to be, a real 

community center.  It was a goal, said one executive, to make “the mall as part of the 

person’s life by sponsoring various kinds of activities which draw people for other than 

shopping.”  The Council listed a wide range of facilities and functions available at the 

modern mall, including recreation, educational institutions, libraries, civic services, voter 

registration, political rallies, health clinics, concerts, art shows, professional services, 

museum exhibits, charity drives, consumer education programs, dance performances, and 

religious services.  The ICSC appeared to embrace them all.   

 Most remarkably, perhaps, the ICSC even embraced the two social groups that 

most commonly and effectively used the shopping center as “more than a place to shop”:  

senior citizens and teenagers.  The Council noted that “older citizens find companionship 

in shopping centers,” and that some malls opened up early to accommodate senior 

walkers.  “Teen-agers,” they said, “‘hang out’ in shopping centers, finding them a safe 

and pleasant place to shop, meet friends and pass the time.  For them, shopping centers 

often fill a void, particularly in communities where there are few or no planned activities 
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for youth.”  After nearly a decade of litigating the right to access, and defending the 

private property of the mall, nine years after Justice White declared that the shopping 

center existed only to “do business,” the shopping center industry appeared to claim the 

mantle of a real social space.339   

 In fact, it was an uncertain resolution.  Many malls did remain comfortable 

promoting themselves as real community centers and, more so, often taking this to its 

logical end.  In the aftermath of Lloyd, for example, and before Pruneyard, many malls 

did allow access for speech and political activity even though they were by no means 

required to.  Yet the mall also never surrendered sovereignty.  Its identity was to be 

created on its own terms.  The mall industry steadfastly maintained that whatever 

decision was made about access, it was ultimately the decision of the mall to make.  This 

was private property, after all.  Publicly used, surely, but private, nonetheless. 

 

In its 20th-anniversary promotional materials, the ICSC declared that “within the 

span of a single generation shopping centers have revolutionized retailing more 

profoundly than any other development in all the centuries of man.”340  It was a typically 

immodest declaration from an industry that had probably surprised no one more than 

itself with its astonishing success.  In fact, however, the shopping mall had revolutionized 

retailing--and profoundly so.  It had also revolutionized the way in which many 

Americans enjoyed their public lives.  By the 1970s the mall had become the new 

American downtown, both in the suburban environs of its origins and in downtown itself.   
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It had led, by many marks, a charmed life.  Yet the life of the mall was also one 

beset by conflict and contradiction, evident in the very locution “suburban downtown.”  

By the time of Pruneyard, the mall was a ubiquitous but also ineffable development, a 

construction of contrasts:  a force of centralization in a landscape it had helped to 

decentralize; an urban form in a suburban setting; a suburban form in an urban setting; a 

strikingly modern but fundamentally traditional development; an admirer and rival to the 

central business district; a space deeply dedicated to both the automobile and the 

pedestrian; a public private space.   

No one captured, indeed embodied, the tensions of the shopping mall more than 

the architect Victor Gruen.  An early and fervent proponent of the mall, Gruen was 

responsible for some of the industry’s most ambitious and successful designs.  He 

engaged the problem of the automobile; he understood the relationship of the mall to 

downtown.  He was an intellectual, a visionary, but also a man of practice and 

practicality.  He enjoyed the great success of the mall in the 1950s, and despaired over 

the fate of the mall in the 1970s.  His career, more than any other, sums up the experience 

of the modern American shopping mall, and makes clear that the road to Pruneyard was a 

twisted one--a journey of promise and peril. 

 

 

“The Sad Story of Shopping Centers?”341 
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Victor Gruen became interested in the shopping center in the early 1940s, not 

long after he had emigrated from Austria. 342   He was dissatisfied with what he saw.  The 

term shopping center, he insisted, was a “misnomer.” Most often these were simply a 

“congregation of outlying stores.”  He believed shopping centers needed to be more well 

defined “market places that are also centers of community and cultural activity.” The new 

“real” shopping center would emphasize “completeness,” would be “more pleasant, safer 

and easier to park,” would induce “the shopper to spend more time there than in the 

ordinary areas,” and would generally create “a place of relaxation.” 343  Gruen thought 

that the typical modern shopping area, even with ample parking, “does not take into 

consideration the question of safety for shoppers and their children, and the big problem 

of relieving the intense nervous strain under which we all live.”  His intent was “to 

separate traffic, automobile parking, delivery truck lanes, and foot traffic completely 

from one another,” in order “to create psychological comfort.”344 

 Gruen’s vision for the shopping center included a vast array of activities and 

community-oriented features.  He recommended kiosks, rest benches, drinking fountains, 

“information and announcement boards for matters of public interest,” a nursery, a 

wading pool, a medical first aid station, a “small civic sub-station for city authorities,” a 
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theatre for theatrical performances and concerts, an outdoor auditorium with music shell, 

an exhibit hall.  “It is the aim of our scheme,” he said “to impress the center’s facilities 

deeply into the minds of the people living in a wide surrounding area.  The center shall 

become to them more than just a place where one may shop--it shall be related in their 

minds with all activities of cultural enrichment and relaxation.”345   

 Gruen wrote in 1948, before the development of a single regional shopping center 

in America.  More than any architect or critic, developer or planner, Gruen articulated a 

bold program for the new suburban centers that would place them at the center of 

suburban life.  Moreover, he did so as one who could, and would, realize the vision.  In 

the early 1950s, as Gruen continued to promote the mall as a community space, he was 

actually working on huge and innovative new malls in Detroit and Minneapolis. “The 

well planned, coordinated regional shopping center,” he told Stores in an interview in 

1951, “can give to our suburbs what has been so sorely lacking, an economic and cultural 

core for a large community.”346  That was underway. 

Inasmuch as Gruen was concerned with providing culture and focus to suburbia, 

he was also deeply invested in the future of downtown.  In fact, Gruen fundamentally 

believed that the problems of the suburban frontier and the urban interior were shared.  

Each had a distinct set of concerns, but both were commonly afflicted by the tendencies 

of modern life, in particular the automobile.  Moreover, he believed that they would 

ultimately share a common fate of success or failure. 

So he suggested in a 1953 address to the Western Savings and Mortgage 

Conference of the American Bankers Association in Los Angeles.  Gruen was slated to 
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speak on the technical issue of financing shopping centers.  He demurred, calling himself 

“ill-equipped” to discuss these issues with bankers.347  Rather, he proposed to provide a 

“sociological background” of the new suburban shopping centers in order to assist the 

real estate professionals with their decisions about how and in what manner to invest.348   

 The planned shopping center, Gruen said, “is the most dramatic manifestation of 

the commercial flight to the suburbs.  It illuminates with the cold sharpness of a 

searchlight the problems which our cities face.”  Indeed, he said, at the same time 

newspapers and journals were replete with concern, or at least speculation, over the fate 

of the nation’s cities, there also existed a kind of “Shopping Center Fever” in America.  It 

was, in fact, an appropriate designation.  “If there is a fever,” Gruen said, “there is 

usually a disease, and we don’t have to search for it very long.  The seat of the disease is 

obvious.  Our cities are sick.”349  Gruen diagnosed the ailment as “heart trouble and 

hardening of the arteries.”  The core of the cities, the heart, simply did not function 

properly anymore, and the arteries “which are hardened, are the roads and highways 

leading to the hearts of our cities.”  The arteries had been hardened, Gruen said, because 

of increased automobile use, thick congestion, and rampant, anarchic development.350   

                                                
347 Gruen was also concerned with the technical details of making a good shopping center.  In 1954 he 
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Gruen believed that the shopping center could help restore the city to health.  It 

could be a “psychological shock treatment,” to arouse the concern of those who would 

return the city to the role it was “destined to play--to be truly the centers of our civic 

administration and of our cultural, social, recreational business and financial life.”  Gruen 

was not clear on whether it was simply the fact of the competition from the shopping 

center which would inspire downtown, or whether it was the actual ideas of the planned 

shopping center, imported downtown, which would do the trick.  It was perhaps a little of 

both.  Downtown needed to fight, he said, but it also needed to be armed with the tools of 

modern shopping center design.351 

 In any case, the changing nature of the American landscape and the severe illness 

of the cities meant that new suburban shopping centers were themselves to play an 

important role in modern America.  The choice, he told the bankers, “is not whether we 

should or should not have suburban shopping facilities.  Our choice is whether we should 

have poor, anarchistically-growing, unplanned suburban shopping facilities, which are 

nothing else but a continuation of the evil from which they are running away, or whether 

we should have well-planned integrated shopping centers.  It is not a question of building 

more shopping facilities; it is a question of building better ones.  It is not a question of 

quantity, but of quality.”352  He emphasized rational and safe traffic design and parking 

schemes, the importance of well planned contextual growth, the need for a great diversity 

of tenants--not only the “so called Triple A tenants”--and of course “opportunities for the 

development of social and civic life and for recreation.”  The development of these latter 

facilities, he made clear, was not simply charity, for they “will attract people to the center 
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more often, will encourage them to stay longer, and will thus make the cash registers ring 

more often, and over longer periods.”353 

 The following year, in an article in the Harvard Business Review, Gruen 

continued his urban diagnosis, and he continued to insist--even more explicitly--that the 

fate of the central business district and the suburban shopping center was one.  The city 

was sick, he said, but so too suburbia.  Quarrels between “decentralizers” and 

“downtowners,” between those that believed solely in the development of suburban 

shopping and those that believed solely in the restoration of downtown, missed the fact 

that “the health of our entire retail establishment is at stake.”354  The problems existed in 

both environments and the problems needed to be collectively addressed.   

 The common culprit was the automobile.  Downtown in particular was suffering 

its effects largely because it was not planned for it.  “The tyranny of the automobile in 

urban areas must be regarded as the main (though of course not the only) factor in 

downtown’s increasing difficulties,” he said.  “Designed to serve us, the automobile has 

instead been terrorizing us.”355  The suburbs, on the other hand, did not suffer because 

they were not planned for the automobile; rather, they suffered because they were not 

planned at all.  Suburbs and their commercial development grew organically and 

haphazardly.  Although they purportedly catered to the automobile, they were in many 

ways no more equipped than their urban counterparts to handle the problem of the 

automobile.  One was archaic; the other anarchic.  Neither worked. 
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 “What is the answer, then,” Gruen asked, “if the city is sick and suburbs show all 

evidence of contracting the disease?”  The salient project, he said, was the “unscrambling 

of pedestrian, truck and auto traffic.”356  It was the principal task of both suburban 

shopping centers and downtown rehabilitation.  Gruen emphasized it again and again and 

again:  automobile traffic and pedestrian traffic must be separated.  He detailed projects 

across America, in suburbs and downtowns alike, in which this functional segregation 

was being effected and he clearly believed that it held the potential to create viable 

downtowns--in both suburban and urban settings.   

In addition to this fundamental concern, Gruen offered particular prescriptions to 

the suburbs and the central business districts.  To the former, he preached the importance 

of creating a real civic, social and cultural space, and the need for disciplined and 

effective regional planning.357  To the latter, he implored that urban leaders address their 

problems with gravity and purpose.  Like James Rouse, he mocked the half-hearted 

efforts of city boosters to restore vitality on main street by engaging in anxious 

“gimmicks” like sales promotions, shopping days and free bus rides and parades.358  He 

repeated a now familiar refrain of the rigorous requirements of urban redevelopment:  

slum clearance, green areas, improved parking, decongestion of traffic arteries, and 

“enrichment” of social, cultural and civil life.359  
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Gruen’s work on the city and suburb, and in particular his belief in the promise of 

the planned regional shopping center, coalesced in a 1954 exhibit he and his associates 

prepared called Shopping Centers of Tomorrow.  The exhibit was sponsored by some of 

Gruen’s clients – including leading department stores J.L. Hudson, The Dayton 

Company, Macy’s and Carson Pirie Scott – and was circulated by the American 

Federation of the Arts to at least 6 museums across the country.  It was a manifesto of 

ideas, but also a program of action.  As Foster Winter, a trustee of the Urban Land 

Institute and treasurer of J.L. Hudson, offered in his foreword to the exhibition program, 

it “shows dramatically how modern, responsible merchants have taken the lead in 

developing shopping towns containing not only shops and stores but, beyond that, 

offering places for meetings, for recreation and entertainment, thus making them focal 

points for community life in the suburban areas.”360 

Shopping Centers of Tomorrow was a robust articulation of the vision for the new 

shopping centers.  Gruen emphasized the critical importance of “human scale” which he 

said had been the feature of markets throughout history, but which had been lost in the 

aftermath of the industrial revolution and, in particular, the rise of the automobile.  Cities 

were paralyzed by the new technology, but the suburbs also suffered.  “The suburbs the 

automobile created,” Gruen said, “are really communities without hearts with no 

convergent point of community activity.”  The Shopping Center of Tomorrow could 

remedy this.  “The Shopping Center of Tomorrow,” Gruen famously intoned, “will be 
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more than its name implies...a center for shopping.  The shopping center of tomorrow 

will, besides performing its commercial function, fill the vacuum created by the absence 

of social, cultural and civic crystallization points in our vast suburban areas.”361 

The exhibit naturally promoted the ease of traffic and parking in the new 

suburban centers.  It also emphasized what Gruen called “environment.”  The shopping 

center was an antidote to “danger, disorder, disintegration” which were “appalling 

features of our commercial slums.”  The shopping center provided “a pleasant 

atmosphere, free of traffic hazards, where the air is clear, clean of fumes and free of 

noise.”  The consumer was relieved “of unpleasant sights and smells.”  It was an 

atmosphere of “safety.”  It was safety not only from man-made conditions but, in the 

indoor mall, from weather itself.362  The Shopping Center of Tomorrow was planned, and 

it was planned for:  complete, ordered, disciplined. 

 As the 1950s progressed, Gruen became ever more obsessed with the importance 

of order, for the shopping center of tomorrow, surely, but for city and suburb today.  

“Architecture’s most urgent mission today is to convert chaos into order,” he told an 

International Design conference in June 1955.  “Our task today is to bring order on a 

steadily widening scale.  We have to unscramble the melee of flesh and machines, 

pedestrians and automobiles, junk yards and homes.”363  The charge became more and 

more intense.  “In past centuries,” he said two years later, on a panel at the American 

Planning and Civic Association,  

large cities were in danger of disintegration because their inhabitants died 
like flies from diseases caused by open sewage and poisoned drinking 
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water.  They were then not saved by new single structures with a 
handsome facade here and there.  They were saved by underground 
sewage systems and new water works.  Today’s cities are beset by another 
evil.  Today’s planning pattern endangers the existence of the urbanites, 
threatening their physical and mental health by daily exposure to the 
insane arrangement by which hordes of mechanical monsters fight for 
every square inch of space with others of their own kind and with human 
beings of foot.  We are killing and maiming one person every six minutes 
in street traffic.  We are undermining the nervous systems of a nation.  We 
are wasting millions of hours and billions of dollars in the fruitless activity 
of fighting for mobility in our urban centers.  Thus the call of the hour is 
the call to order and sanity--a call for sanitation--an end to the mis-use of 
mobility in traffic.364   
 
Gruen’s dissatisfaction with the automobile had become a barely concealed rage. 

He complained constantly of the noise and fumes and danger of the “mechanical 

monsters.”  He said that the structures of the existing metropolis and the automobile were 

in a “hot war” and that “if we wish to bring about peaceful coexistence, we shall have to 

separate the warring forces.”  Later, he called it a “cold war between the automobile and 

man” and that it had to end “if both are to be given a chance for fullest development.”365  

He spoke repeatedly of an anticipated “liberation” of the city from the noise and smell of 

the automobile, an act which he said “will introduce a feeling of relief similar to that 

which the old farmer experienced when he finally decided to build a stable and throw the 

goats and pigs out of the living room.”366  In his most arresting rhetoric, Gruen, a refugee 

from Nazism after the Anschluss, said that provisions must be made for the automobile 

because “only if we have given the mechanical monsters their ‘lebensraum’ can we go 
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about the task of reestablishing the natural habitat for human beings and their 

buildings.”367 

 In the early 1960s, Gruen flatly denied being hostile to the automobile.  “Though I 

have often been accused of being an enemy of the automobile,” he said, “and have even 

been violently attacked on that score, I should like to take this occasion to state 

categorically that I have nothing but admiration for the automobile itself as an 

ingeniously conceived means of individualized transportation.  I am convinced, however, 

that our present attitude towards it is fundamentally wrong.”368  He said complaints that 

he was anti-auto were “utter nonsense,” no more defensible than saying one is anti-

aviation if one disfavors turning main street into a landing strip.369  It was an entirely 

implausible denial.  Not only did it not square with what he had so often written, but it 

meant very little to appreciate the car as a piece of ingeniously conceived technology.  

Gruen may have enjoyed the idea of the automobile, but he certainly didn’t like it as a 

means of individual transportation, which is fundamentally what it was. 

Gruen was also increasingly hostile to suburban development.  In an address to a 

group of architects in New Orleans in 1956, Gruen complained that architects and 

planners were detached from the ills around them.  He said that just miles from the “truly 

urban environment” of the French Quarter, were “avenues of horror, stretching for 

endless miles through the suburban areas, flanked by the greatest collection of vulgarity--

billboards, motels, gas stations, shanties, car lots, miscellaneous industrial equipment, hot 
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368 Gruen, The Heart of Our Cities (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1964), 209. 
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dog stands, wayside stores--ever collected by mankind.”  It was evident all across 

America, an “endless desert of suburbia, with its rows and rows of stupid, identical little 

houses, standing there lined up like soldiers on parade.”  He described a “hellish 

conglomeration of garbage and rubbish, into which the terror regime of industrialization 

and mechanization has converted our city cores and side stretches of urban and suburban 

areas and of our landscape.”370 

Gruen’s mounting frustration with the automobile and suburbia was no less for 

downtown itself.  Appearing at a 1957 panel discussion on what Main Street might look 

in 1969, Gruen answered:  Not much.  “It is my opinion that the future of commercial 

districts--indeed, the future of our towns, of our cities, of our entire urban scene--depends 

on the recognition of one fact...This fact is that Main Street in the sense in which we have 

understood it to apply to our American towns and cities, has become an absurdity, an 

anachronism, and that it has no sound basis for existence today and much less in 

1969.”371  Gruen again mocked all of the piecemeal strategies to make downtowns more 

accommodating to the automobile and isolated rural freeways.  “In an era in which a 

technological revolution of unheard of and unprecedented intensity and furor has taken 

place,” he said, “we have done nothing to adapt the pattern of our urban scene to the new 

technological developments.  During the last forty years, a period in which new words 

have become part of our vocabulary and new tools part of our daily experience--radio, 

television, electronics, atomic power, automation, mass production, mass consumption--

we have held on to a pattern of our cities and towns which is basically identical to the one 
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we had 200 years ago.”372  Not surprisingly, he insisted that “what we need is a long 

overdue adjustment of the urban pattern to the facts of modern technology.”373  This 

meant, above all else, segregation of automobile and pedestrian.    

Despite his despair at the current condition in town and out of town, Gruen 

remained hopeful because of the planned, integrated shopping center.  “The importance 

of this event for 20th Century architecture can, in my opinion, hardly be exaggerated.”374 

The shopping mall, he said, was “the only new architectural and planning concept created 

in our time and of our time.”375  It was, most importantly, geared to the automobile and to 

the economics of modern life.  It was a cultural and social locus.  It was about “self 

imposed restraint and discipline.”376 

The importance of the mall not only extended out to the suburbs, but into the very 

core of downtown.377  In considering whether downtown could be “saved” – Gruen felt 

that it must--he looked to “the experience which we have gained in planning, 

implementing and operating the large regional shopping centers.  They can become the 

pilot plants, the experimental workshops for the replanning of our city cores.”378  Gruen 

made explicit the somewhat paradoxical nature of this relationship.  “For the planning of 

regional shopping centers, we learned many lessons from carefully watching and 

analyzing downtown activities,” he acknowledged.  “Now that large regional shopping 
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centers have been planned, constructed and successfully operated, they are ready to pay 

back part of the debt owed to the old downtown district by serving as testing and proving 

grounds of ideas for the renewal of our city cores.”379 

In fact, Gruen saw the mall as a critical element in the transformation of the entire 

landscape.  By the end of the 1950s, Gruen proposed larger and broader-scale schemes to 

try and solve the problems with which he had been obsessed for nearly a decade.  

Solutions to the difficulties of the cities and the suburbs were “possible only if we attack 

the problem of the entire fabric of urban organization.”380  The problems were in the 

“entire manmade environment which to an ever-increasing degree becomes urban.”381  

Gruen proposed a series of ever expanding “clusters” all ultimately focused on the 

individual “module,” the human being.  Instead of development that ran out from the city, 

along a “string,” which was either railroad tracks or automobile highways, the clusters 

emanated from people and their needs.  Individuals and their communities would dictate 

the urban pattern, not modes of transportation.  The shopping center, a place substantially 

more ambitious than a place only for shopping, formed the nucleus of the community 

cluster.  A constellation of these shopping centers, clustered around a more expansive 

central city-type area, would form something of a town; a galaxy of these towns would 

now define the metropolitan arena.382 
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 Gruen had proposed what in some senses would become known as post-suburbia, 

a radically decentralized landscape of interlocking nodes.  These nodes were often 

formed around shopping centers, but over time included residential developments, office 

parks, recreational and entertainment facilities.  The post-suburban landscape did not 

mimic Gruen’s proposal; it was not largely planned on a regional basis, although in 

certain areas, in Southern California, for example, and in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

this did in fact happen.  Gruen’s ideas were motivated by the over-arching desire to 

separate the automobile from the pedestrian.  Although post-suburbia created pedestrian 

zones, it did not delimit the access of the automobile in the way that Gruen had 

intended.383 

 Gruen’s work on clusters and landscape planning was widely circulated and, in 

the case of his 1956 plan for Forth Worth, Texas, much discussed. 384  It was also highly 

theoretical and implausible. “These plans are practical,” Gruen insisted, “because they are 

firmly founded on our existing economic system.”385  That may have been true, but they 

were not founded on a realistic engagement with the automobile.  Instead of planning for 

it, he was, in effect, planning around it.  In Gruen’s schemes, the automobile became 

more and more undifferentiated from a train or some other form of fixed spoke 

transportation with which a person would simply navigate between two urban areas.  The 
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automobile was to be routed into a specific purpose.  It lacked the flexibility and 

autonomy that had made it so popular.  Gruen did not believe that this flexibility was 

compatible with an orderly environment, and so perhaps it wasn’t.  But his plan was not 

so much an accommodation of the technology as a refutation of it. 

But not all of Gruen’s plans were pie in the sky theorizing.  Gruen after all had 

built the largest and most successful shopping centers in the world.  He had certainly 

effectively engaged the automobile on these occasions.  He had an enviable track record 

of suburban success.  At both Northland in Detroit and Southdale in Minneapolis, Gruen 

had built large-scale, planned, integrated communities.  His grand plans for Forth Worth 

and elsewhere may have exceeded possibility.  But at Northland and Southdale, he had 

realized his vision. 

 

Northland, the world’s largest shopping center, was the first Gruen ever built.  He 

got the job, the story goes, when after a visit to Detroit in 1949, he simply mailed a letter 

to a Hudson department store executive explaining why Hudson’s ought to build an 

outlying branch store and shopping center.  He was eventually called and ultimately 

signed on to build three centers around the city.   

Northland was projected to serve an area of Detroit which had experienced a 

population growth of 75% in the last ten years.386  It was a vast center, both in size and 

ambition.  More than any other shopping center of its time, Northland was “a regional 

shopping center that transplants downtown to the suburbs.”387 In Northland, said Stores 

upon its opening in 1954, “construction has caught up with the rapidly evolving theories 
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of what the regional shopping center should be.  Hudson’s, and Northland’s architects, 

Victor Gruen Associates, say it fulfills the concept of the market place as a community 

meeting ground.”388  It was instantly hailed as a “classic,” in how it utilized a 

sophisticated “urban ‘market town’ plan.”389  

The executives of Hudson who developed Northland were not at all concerned 

with the effect of their new operation on downtown Detroit.  They believed that the new 

center would simply give them a share of the city’s burgeoning growth.390  So it did, but 

Northland’s extraordinary financial success--the mall was the most lucrative in America 

by far--also took a toll. 391  According to one study, residents of the Detroit metropolitan 

area indicated that they “shop much less downtown as a result of going to Northland.”392  

Nonetheless, for many years the two appeared to peacefully coexist.  For Gruen, 

Northland was precisely what the mall could be:  a planned, integrated shopping town. 

Northland was Gruen’s greatest success; Southdale was his masterpiece.  

Planning for the Southdale shopping center began in 1950, although the project was not 

formally announced until the summer of 1952. 393  As originally proposed, Southdale was 
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a ten million dollar development on nearly 500 acres; only 84 were for the mall itself.  

The remaining parcels were to be used to create a larger Southdale “community” in three 

“zones” of development.  At the core, of course, was the mall.  The second, or 

“transitional zone” of 170 acres was for office and professional buildings, apartments, 

and additional parking.  The third zone of another 170 acres was for residential units and 

attendant amenities.394  The entire development was to be built on the old Day-Roberts 

farm between 66 and 69th streets and Xerxes and France avenues in Edina, Minnesota, an 

overwhelmingly white and affluent suburb of Minneapolis, with a widely recognized 

reputation for exclusivity and prestige.395   

Edina also had a reputation for disciplined planning and tight land use controls, 

which further endeared the community to both the Dayton Company and Gruen.396  But it 

was the location of the village in the fast-growing southwest area of the Minneapolis 

metropolitan area that ultimately accounted for the decision to build the mall there.  

Indeed, the choice seems entirely self-evident in looking at population statistics for the 

Twin Cities area in the 1940s and 1950s.  According to a report prepared by the Federal 

Reserve Bank of Minneapolis in 1955, between 1940 and 1954, St. Paul and Minneapolis 

grew at an average rate of 1% a year; the suburbs averaged over 12% a year.  In the four 

years between 1950 and 1954, 34,000 people were added to the Twin Cities area every 

year, the bulk of them to the suburbs.  “The relation of this growth to shopping center 

development is apparent,” the report said.  “Thirty-Four thousand people can support a 
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lot of retail facilities, and that number of people introduced each year in localities distant 

from established shopping districts set the stage for the current suburban retail 

development.”  The village of Edina enjoyed particularly spectacular growth.  Between 

1950 and 1954, the population grew by 95%; the surrounding southwest area grew faster 

than any other region of the Twin Cities Area.397 

And there were no shopping centers.  At the time of the Federal Reserve Study, 

the bulk of area’s shopping centers were still under construction.  Moreover, Southdale 

was the only regional center in development.  When the Federal Reserve revised its study 

two years later, after Southdale had opened, the Bank said that because of the population 

increases in the suburbs, “the peak in shopping center construction still lies ahead of us.”  

In fact, while the urban areas of St. Paul and Minneapolis continued to grow at only 1% a 

year, the rate of growth in the suburbs increased to 15% between 1954 and 1956.  The 

entire Southwest region had more than doubled its population in the six years between 

1950 and 1956.398 

It was no surprise, given these numbers, that the Dayton Company launched a 

vast suburban initiative to ring Minneapolis with shopping centers.  “This is the first 

step,” company President Donald Dayton said in announcing Southdale, “in a long range 

program to give the Minneapolis metropolitan area several integrated shopping areas 

such as this.”399  Dayton saw Southdale and its companion center as natural outgrowths 

of urban growth, different only in kind from traditional urban development.  In a 
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promotional brochure the developer made the connection between its store in downtown 

Minneapolis and its store in suburban Southdale explicitly clear:  “Fifty years ago--in 

1902--The Dayton Company built modern shopping facilities ‘at the edge of the city’--on 

Seventh and Nicollett--to accommodate the needs of its growing community.  Today the 

Dayton Company is again building modern shopping facilities ‘at the edge of the city’--

on 66th and France--to accommodate the needs of its growing community.”400  Dayton 

also made clear, however, that the latter was not intended to replace the former.  “We 

don’t expect we or anybody else will lose any business downtown because of the 

suburban move,” Donald Dayton said, “The loop isn’t going to disintegrate.  It hasn’t in 

any other city.  We are moving out to the perimeter of the community to accommodate 

the normal growth of the city and to make shopping and parking more convenient for 

families in the suburbs.”401   

Nevertheless, it was abundantly clear that Southdale was an ambitious project and 

one with aspirations to a kind of new suburban downtown.  It was a fact made clearer still 

as the plans for the project continued to expand.  In 1953, Dayton’s rival department 

store, Donaldson’s, which was itself planning a shopping center nearby, decided to join 

the Southdale mall.402  The addition of Donaldson’s greatly increased the size and profile 

of the project. 
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Southdale was becoming something of a mini-city, an “integrated development 

providing regional shopping facilities, pleasant traffic-free residential areas, parks, lakes, 

playgrounds, schools, medical and other office space:  A COMPLETE LIVING 

ENVIRONMENT.”403  It was billed as a full service downtown offering prospective 

customers a whole day at the mall.  Advertising emphasized the fact that only 126 “ideal 

weather shopping days” existed in Minnesota, which left 249, at least, for Southdale.  

Asked by a local reporter whether shopping centers like Southdale will be more than a 

collection of stores, Gruen responded, “We need a better term than ‘shopping center.’  A 

satellite downtown, like Southdale, besides performing its business function, will fill the 

vacuum created by the absence of social, cultural, and civic crystallization points in our 

vast suburban areas.  Now our high schools are the only centers for these activities.  

Humans want to mingle with other humans.  At a center like Southdale they will be able 

to attend fashion shows, concerts and exhibits of everything from new cars to paintings.  

This will be possible because we have recreated an old architectural form--the square or 

plaza.  These people may relax--not just shop.”404  

The prospect of shopping and relaxing, indoors, in the long night of a Minnesota 

winter, was undoubtedly an enticing one.  For this reason, among others, one historian 

has said that Southdale was welcomed by all concerned, including the “City of Edina 

(naturally).”405  This was generally true, although there were concerns.406  In an editorial 
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published the day before the mall broke ground in October 1954, the Edina Morningside 

Courier complained that although the project was initially met with enthusiasm, “in two 

years the project has antagonized many, scared others and just plain bored a few.”  The 

editorial faulted the developers for being out of touch with the community. “The 

development of Southdale is the biggest thing ever to happen to Edina,” the paper said.  

“It seems that its planning could have been handled a little more tactfully and with 

greater regard for the people who live in this village.”407 

In fact, the Dayton Company was more open and solicitous than most developers.  

The plans for Southdale were widely publicized and details were made available to 

residents of the surrounding areas.  “If you don’t want us, tell us now,” Donald Dayton 

told some 250 residents at an Edina Village Council meeting weeks after the project was 

announced. 408  Despite some later misgivings, they wanted it.   

Southdale opened its doors to the public for the first time on October 7, 1956.  

The opening was well covered by special editions of local papers, and features in the 

national press.409  More than perhaps any other mall, Southdale was heralded as a new 
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downtown.  “Two level Southdale is more like downtown than downtown itself,” said 

Architectural Record, in 1956.  It was not a “copying of downtown.”   

Rather, it is an imaginative distillation of what makes downtown 
magnetic; the variety, the individuality, the lights, the color, even the 
crowds--for Southdale’s pedestrian scale spaces insure a busyness and a 
bustle.  Added to this essence of existing downtowns are all kinds of 
things that ought to be there if downtown only weren’t so noisy and dirty 
and chaotic--sidewalk cafes, art, islands of planting, pretty paving.  Other 
shopping centers, however pleasant, seem provincial in contrast with the 
real thing--the city downtown.  But in Minneapolis, it is the downtown 
that appears pokey and provincial in contrast with Southdale’s 
metropolitan atmosphere.410 
 

At Southdale, said Chester Liebs many years later, “free of vehicles, protected from the 

weather, with a department store instead of a church or courthouse as central focus, Main 

Street had been successfully condensed, repackaged, and transported to the Miracle 

Mile.”411 

Over 6,000,000 people visited Southdale in its first year.  In succeeding years, the 

mall hosted the Minneapolis Symphony, a taping of Truth or Consequences, had a trout 

fishing pond, held classes from local schools for American Education Week, displayed 

student art exhibits, and in February 1961 gave space to Mrs. Edna King’s traveling 

miniature exhibit called Main Street U.S.A.412 The garden court’s sidewalk cafe was open 

on Sundays, and was frequented by persons who came just to window shop and eat.413 

Looking back on the history of Southdale at its 40-year anniversary, one local historian 

remembered being left at the Birdcage in the mall while her mom went off to shop.  
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“And, of course, in those sweet days mothers could--and did--leave their young children 

comfortably alone in public places such as the Southdale Garden Court, knowing the kids 

would be safe and well-entertained.”  She remembered “hanging out” at the mall as a 

teen, and later as an adult.  “We were five years old, twenty-five, fifty-five, retired.  We 

all grew up with Southdale.”414  Over time, Southdale did in fact seem to spawn a 

community.415 

 

With the astounding success of Northland and the innovations at Southdale, 

Gruen Associates was the top shopping center design firm in the country.  Indeed, as 

Fortune Magazine said in the early 1960s, “its impact on U.S. architecture is so great that 

Victor Gruen Associates can be called one of the most influential elements in urban and 

suburban architecture.”416  Gruen’s influence was magnified by his 1960 publication 

Shopping Towns U.S.A., a comprehensive manual on the development, financing, 

design, and management of the regional shopping mall.  Shopping Towns U.S.A. was a 

largely practical work, but Gruen had certainly not abandoned his higher thinking about 

what he called the “emerging urban pattern.” 417  Gruen emphasized the need for an 

ordered and planned environment, an environment that would establish the mall at the 

center of community life.  Order and planning, he said, “protects” life, liberty and the 

pursuit of happiness.   
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The basic need of the suburban shopper is for a conveniently accessible, 
amply stocked shopping area with plentiful and free parking.  This is the 
purely practical need for which the shopping center was originally 
conceived and which many centers most adequately fulfill.  Good 
planning, however, will create additional attractions for shoppers by 
meeting other needs which are inherent in the psychological climate 
peculiar to suburbia.  By affording opportunities for social life and 
recreation in a protected pedestrian environment, by incorporating civic 
and educational facilities, shopping centers can fill an existing void.  They 
can provide the needed place and opportunity for participation in modern 
community life that the ancient Greek Agora, the Medieval Market Place 
and our own Town Squares provided in the past.”418   
 
Gruen’s most full-flowered, and impassioned, analysis of the devastation of city 

and suburb and the salvation of the mall appeared in his 1964 book The Heart of Our 

Cities. The regional shopping center, he wrote, “has proved that it is able to play the role 

not merely of a commercial center but of a social, cultural and recreational crystallization 

point for the up-to-then amorphous, sprawling, suburban region.”419  He then added what 

was surely his most remarkable and powerful testimony to the new shopping center in 

American life: 

I set out to prove that in separating mechanical, utilitarian functions from 
the human ones, new opportunities for an intimate melding of human 
functions of different types were created.  As planning and development 
concepts of regional shopping centers matured, they began to include an 
ever-growing number of varying activities, and to date they have fallen 
short in only one respect.  That is the failure to include residences.  
Otherwise, they have furnished proof that the separation and 
compartmentalization of various human activities is unnecessary if 
utilitarian functions are separated; moreover, they are proof that the 
melding results in significant economic advantages.  It has been 
demonstrated that professional and general offices, civic facilities like post 
offices, public libraries, police stations, educational institutions, legitimate 
theatres and movie houses, hotels, bars, restaurants and of course stores of 
all types can peacefully coexist once the prerequisites of urban order have 
been created. 

                                                
418 Victor Gruen and Larry Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A. (New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 
1960), 23-24. 
419 Gruen, The Heart of Our Cities, 191. 
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 But--more important, and beyond all this--an unexpected 
phenomenon has been observed.  The participation of the inhabitants of 
the region in the newly created environment has proved to be of an 
intensity and expressed itself in forms which even the most optimistic of 
us did not quite foresee.  I remember the surprised faces of my clients 
when we drove out to a shopping center on a Sunday and found the 
parking area full.  The courts and malls, the lanes and promenades were 
filled with milling crowds dressed in their Sunday best, engaging in an 
activity that was believed to be long forgotten:  family groups strolling 
leisurely, their young ones in go-carts and dogs on the leash; relaxed and 
admiring the flowers and trees, sculptures and murals, fountains and pons, 
and, incidentally, using the opportunity for window shopping.  To the joy 
of the merchants, this last resulted in strong business activity on the 
following weekdays. 
 The public auditoriums and the meeting rooms, the promotion of 
which had cost management a lot of headaches, were within weeks booked 
up for a whole year by civic clubs, church meetings, lectures, chamber 
music concerts, amateur theatrical performances, folk dancing groups, and 
so on.  Garden clubs asked for permission to hold their flower shows 
within the landscaped areas.  Camera clubs arranged photo competitions 
and exhibits.  Groups of artists arranged for art exhibits.  National 
minority groups arranged for special musical and folk dancing evenings.  
The United States Army displayed its new planes; home builders erected 
model houses for display on the huge terrace in front of the department 
store. 
 The quiet, protected pedestrian areas proved to be the fulfillment 
of pent-up demands and desires for which no opportunity had previously 
existed in the suburban environment.  The shopping center became the 
place where friends met, where new friendships were started, where 
gatherings of all sorts were held, where ladies met for luncheons and 
families met for dinner.  Inactive civic, cultural and art organizations 
became active, and many new ones were started because they finally had a 
place in which to meet.  The theater in Northland, at least during the 
summer months, is the only one in all of Detroit which shows legitimate 
plays, and the vast public areas are the ideal setting for popular concerts, 
Forth of July celebrations, and political gatherings around election time. 
 Thus it can be safely stated that in those regional shopping centers 
where the separation of utilitarian functions from human activities has 
been forthrightly carried out, where the sins of omission have been 
avoided, integration of manifold human activities has been made possible; 
and wherever the provision of these prerequisites of order was 
accompanied by the achievement of high environmental quality, decisive 
successes, economic and human, have resulted.420 

 
  
                                                
420 Gruen, The Heart of Our Cities, 202-204. 
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In the winter of 1953, S.O. Kaylin, the editor of Administration Edition of Chain 

Store Age, the leading organ of the chain store industry, issued an extensive report on 

shopping centers.  He argued that how the “emphasis” within the phrase “community 

shopping center” was allocated was an important distinction between architects and 

planners and retailers.  “If you deal with the community shopping center--accent on 

community--you are talking the language of the architect and the civic planner.  If you 

deal with the community shopping center--accent on shopping--you are talking the 

language of the merchant.  There is a big difference.”  As evidence of the former, Kaylin 

then quoted, anonymously, “an architect who is currently designing some of our biggest 

and most impressive centers.”  The paragraphs Kaylin cited were sweeping and 

ambitious, insisting that “the regional shopping center must--besides performing its 

commercial function--fill the vacuum created by the absence of social, cultural, and civic 

crystallization points...in our vast suburban areas.”  He quoted the architect’s laundry list 

of different features that the new shopping center should have to meet its social and 

cultural mandate.   

 Kaylin was intensely skeptical.  “If the stress is on the community, a project will 

include--or at least the plans for a project will include--auditoriums, club rooms, exhibit 

galleries, children’s nurseries and similar enterprises conducted for the welfare of the 

community.  (And, in passing, the plans will include retail stores.)  Well, that’s fine for 

civic planners and community developers, and I’m sure that, as citizens, we are all eager 

to see projects of this kind develop.  There is the ugly question, however, of who pays for 

it.  If the retail merchants in a center have to pay the freight--directly or indirectly-- they 

obviously will want to take a long, loving look at what some hard-headed, perhaps 
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obstinate people might call ‘the frills.’”  Kaylin’s own look was neither long nor loving; 

he did not particularly like what he saw.421 

 Some months later, in a letter to the editor, Victor Gruen revealed himself as the 

planner quoted in Kaylin’s article.  “Your article makes it appear,” Gruen wrote “that 

there is a wide, unbreachable gap between the dreaming, idealistic architect (in this case, 

me) and the ‘hard-headed, perhaps obstinate merchant.’  Let me assure you that you have 

been overly pessimistic.  This gap is only an imaginary one, and it can easily be bridged 

if a little hard-headed thinking is applied.”  Gruen went on to finish the quotes that 

Kaylin had excerpted wherein he noted that the social and cultural emphasis in the new 

regional shopping center was thoroughly “practical” in that “a shopping center which is a 

civic, cultural, and social center will develop magnetic powers to attract more people and 

hold them for a longer time than if it were only a commercial center.  More people--for 

more hours--mean cash registers ringing more often and for longer periods.”422 

 Gruen’s protestation notwithstanding, the gap between Gruen and Kaylin was 

wider than Gruen either recognized or acknowledged at the time.  By the time of The 

Heart of Our Cities, it was indeed unbreachable, though Gruen still failed to see it.  As 

the 1960s progressed, however, Gruen increasingly became frustrated at the turn in the 

shopping center.  He had never lack for vitriol at the avarice and stupidity of the industry, 

but he also had never lacked for hope.  More and more he did.  Shopping malls were 

being built inefficiently and ruthlessly.  Gruen had long worked with the benevolent 

patrons of the industry, old-line established department store owners, like Hudson’s and 

                                                
421 S.O. Kaylin, “Report on Shopping Centers,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 29 (January 1953), 
20. 
422 “Letter to the Editor: Is there a Gap between Architect and Merchant?” Chain Store Age, Administrative 
Edition 29 (May 1953), 66, 70. 
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Dayton’s, who believed in a long-term purpose for the mall.  They believed, as Gruen 

believed that “it is deeply significant that the term is ‘shopping center,’ not ‘selling 

center.’  This indicates clearly that the wishes and desires of the shopper take priority 

over those of the seller.”423  They believed, as Gruen believed, that the development of 

the shopping mall should be done in concert with the surrounding community, that the 

planners and the developers should meet with community members to describe the 

project, to explain its advantages, and, hopefully, to distinguish it from “inferior 

commercial development.”  Gruen recommended printed brochures, as were used at 

Southdale, and lectures at civic organizations and above all, presence at public hearings, 

at which the developer should make his case in a “clear and friendly manner.”424 

 Development was different now, and by the end of the 1960s and early 1970s, 

Gruen could see it.  In 1967, he returned to Austria.  He became more and more vocal 

with his acute disappointment about shopping centers.  Then, in 1978, two years before 

his death, Gruen offered a stinging repudiation of the shopping center industry.425  

Looking back over the twenty odd years since his work at Southdale, Gruen said “there 

has been a tremendous increase in numbers, spreading the shopping centre concept all 

over the world, but at the same time a tragic down-grading of quality, for several reasons.  

The environmental and humane ideas underlying, though not perfectly expressed, in the 

original centres were not only not improved upon--they were completely forgotten.  Only 

those features which had proved profitable were copied.”  “Motives changed,” he said.  

                                                
423 Gruen and Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A., 23. 
424 Gruen and Smith, Shopping Towns U.S.A., 50. 
425 Gruen repeated his criticism in several different fora.  On PBS, for example, he said “the original idea, 
the ideal of the suburban shopping center as a renaissance of the community, has been perverted by the fast 
buck promoters and speculators.  It is a far cry from my dream.” Gruen on PBS, “All Things Considered,” 
as quoted in Judith Ann Coady, The Concrete Dream, (Ph.D., Boston University, 1987), 601. 
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No longer the province of department stores and retailers with luminous reputations, 

shopping centers were now developed by “anonymous real estate entrepreneurs” who 

were looking for “fast buck” profits.  “The idea of serving the needs of an established 

neighborhood was supplanted by the belief that if one could only build a shopping 

machine large and powerful enough it could be located almost anywhere, on the cheapest 

land available, and because of its gigantic scale people would flock to it even if they were 

forced to travel dozens of miles.  It became an accepted practice to deliver the death blow 

to the already suffering city centres by dragging the last remaining activities out of 

them.”426 

 Gruen said that the modern shopping center was one of the “many disastrous 

expressions of mono-function.” Inspired by the work and ideas of the great Swiss 

architect Le Corbusier, the shopping center was an extreme “example of substituting an 

artificial and therefore sterile order for naturally developed blends of urban form.”  But 

there were others:  business centers, cultural institutions, educational centers, all pocketed 

and discrete, existing in “splendid isolation” from one another, across the landscape.  

“Within the last five years,” Gruen said, “the public has woken to the dangers which all 

huge mono-function concentrations bring, especially the shopping centres.  Among the 

reasons for the growing concern are increasing air pollution, loss of landscape quality, 

loss of small local shops--and the rising costs of car ownership.  The number of shopping 

centres which are planned but not built, and built but economic failures, is growing at an 

alarming rate.  It is my personal view that the shopping centre in its conventional 

                                                
426 Victor Gruen, “The Sad Story of Shopping Centres,” Town and Country Planning 46 (July/August 
1978), 351. 
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meaning has no future at all.  I feel that unmistakable signs of its downfall are already 

recognizable and will express themselves increasingly with every year that passes.”427 

 

Victor Gruen died in 1980, the same year the United States Supreme Court 

handed down its decision in Pruneyard v. Robins.  Ironically, perhaps, it was a decision 

with which Gruen might not have agreed.  Gruen had entirely ceased to believe in the 

shopping center.  It was to him a sad and abject failure.  To the degree that the decision in 

Pruneyard was predicated on an understanding of the mall as a new downtown, it would 

be to Gruen’s mind a faulty one.  He saw the shopping mall not as the new downtown, 

but as rather an inhumane, parasitic collection of stores. 

It was, in fact, an evolving paradox of the question of the right to access that those 

who most strongly railed against the modern mall found themselves aligned-- logically, 

anyhow--with the conservative judges and justices who would disallow access.  With his 

critique of the mall’s “mono-function,” Gruen effectively concurred with Justice White’s 

assessment that the mall existed only to “do business.”  On the other side, liberal justices 

like Thurgood Marshall found themselves engaged by the ICSC’s rhetoric about the mall 

as the new downtown; both believed that the mall was more than a place to shop.   

These were strange alliances and they served yet again to reveal the rich 

complexity in the story of the mall.  “Looking back on our own recent history,” wrote 

                                                
427 Victor Gruen, “The Sad Story of Shopping Centres,” 352. Some of Gruen’s colleagues agreed with his 
disparaging assessment. William Severini Kowinski, The Malling of America (New York: William 
Morrow, 1985), 122-123, for remarks of Gruen associates Edgardo Contini and Cesar Pelli.  See also, 
Edgardo Contini, “Evolution of the American Shopping Center,” L.A. Architect (January 1979). Contini 
said that the architect lost his role in the center.  “The developer and the leasing agent became, in fact, the 
designers of the later centers,” he said.  “The typical suburban regional center--institutionalized as an island 
for shopping in the middle of a sea of parking--has failed to function as a catalyst for the growth of rich and 
diverse suburban activity cores combining retail facilities with cultural, educational, recreational, and civic 
components that had been envisioned by its early designers.” 
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James Sanders in 1985, “one can see than an early blurring of the lines between city and 

suburb, public and private, occurred around 1956.” 428   Sanders’ reference point, 1956, 

was the year Gruen’s Southdale Center opened in Edina.  Southdale and its cohort had in 

fact blurred many lines--even twisted and rearranged them.  The mall was left with a 

difficult history. 

All of the parties to Pruneyard confronted this history, knowingly and 

unknowingly, explicitly and reservedly.  It was there in owner Fred Sahadi’s work on the 

Pruneyard shopping center, in his site selection and design, in his efforts to create a mini-

downtown out of town.  It was in the briefs of Philip Hammer, in how he argued that the 

downtown had lost in its mortal combat with the shopping mall, and in how the mall not 

only prevailed but prevailed with the dishonest intention to be real public place.  It was in 

the opinions of the courts, in how they considered the changing American landscape and 

balanced the rights of private property against the continued availability of quality public 

space.  This history of the mall shaped and informed the conflict at Pruneyard, as it did 

the Pruneyard itself. 

 
 

                                                
428 James Sanders, “Toward a Return of the Public Place: An American Survey,” Architectural Record 
(April 1985): 87-95. 
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Chapter Three   
 
 

The Idea of the Shopping Mall  
 
 

Most design critics harped on the standardization of shopping malls, citing the repetition of chain stores, 
the imitative fixtures, and the absence of diverse street activity.  Few credited the mall with producing an 
important public environment, and even fewer saw any potential in it for following the tradition of other 
notable architectural forms linked to commerce: the downtown movie palaces and great railroad stations.  
Intellectuals who wrote about cities had strong biases.  They overlooked the community function of 
shopping malls because they failed to understand suburbia and the people who like living there. 

 
-- Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown, Inc.:  How America 
Rebuilds Cities, 19891   

 
 
 
 

In the history of the shopping mall, the year surrounding the appearance of Victor 

Gruen’s Southdale in October of 1956 is singularly important, and revealing.  Southdale 

was an achievement both for its design innovation and its emphasis on contextual growth.  

It was the apotheosis of the civic-minded mall, the planned fusion of culture and 

commerce and community.  It was visionary. 

It was a vision, however, not shared by all.  By the 1970s, of course, Gruen 

himself came to rue his creation, refusing, as he once colorfully remarked, “to pay 

alimony for those bastard developments.”2  For others, the verdict came much sooner.  In 

November of 1956, just weeks after it opened, Southdale was visited by the avatar of 

visionary American architecture, Frank Lloyd Wright, and he was not impressed.  Then 

                                                
1 Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown, Inc.:  How America Rebuilds Cities, (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1989), 72-73. 
2 Peg Meier, “The Shopping Center that Spawned a Community,” Mpls.St.Paul (August 1981), 131. 
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nearly ninety, Wright had for years worked on his own sprawling decentralized vision of 

America, Broadacre City, which featured something akin to a shopping center.  He found 

Gruen’s mall demonstrably unappealing, nonetheless.  “The very sight of the place repels 

me,” he said.3  Upon entering, he quickly asked to leave. 

The following autumn, another keen and influential observer of the American 

landscape, John Brinckerhoff Jackson, directed his attention to Gruen’s mall.  He too 

found it wanting.   The editor of Landscape magazine, Jackson advocated—and 

practiced—a kind of receptive and sensitive reading of the commercial landscape which, 

though ignored or rejected by many contemporaries, helped legitimize serious 

consideration of commercial architecture.  In the winter of 1956, in fact, only months 

after Southdale opened, Jackson had counseled for a more intelligent consideration of 

America’s roadside architecture—and even offered the shopping center as a model for 

planners and architects seeking to understand and contribute to this emerging landscape.4  

Yet, he was discouraged by Gruen’s work, finding it exclusive and hermetic, a 

“bloodless” rejection of the possibilities and contingencies of the urban experience.5   

 In March of 1956, William Whyte, an associate editor at Fortune magazine, 

published his landmark treatise, The Organization Man.   Perhaps more than any other 

work, The Organization Man effectively dissected the numbing conformity (though he 

generally foreswore the term) of suburban America.  Together with David Reisman and 

C. Wright Mills, Whyte made the “social psychology and politics  of middle-class 

professionals a major preoccupation of a generation of critics, novelists, and 

                                                
3 “Wright ‘Condemns’ Mill City Structures,” St. Paul Pioneer Press, (November 28, 1956). 
4 J.B. Jackson, “Other-Directed Houses,” Landscape (Winter 1956-57), reprinted in Landscapes, ed. by 
Ervin H. Zube (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1970), 55-72, 71. 
5 J.B. Jackson, “The Stranger’s Path,” Landscape (Autumn 1957), reprinted in Landscapes, ed. Zube, 104. 
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researchers.”6 But it was Whyte who connected social psychology to design and in future 

years he would emerge as a leading critic of the suburban landscape, and urban attempts 

at emulation.  The shopping mall was a key subject, directly and indirectly, of Whyte’s 

work and his vast influence.  The Organization Man was the opening shot.  

The estimations of Gruen, Wright, Whyte and Jackson that appeared in and 

around the opening of Southdale in 1956 capture in its infancy, in critical part, the 

intellectual engagement with the American shopping mall.  Most saliently they portend 

the general hostility the mall would face during the years of its commercial  hegemony, 

between the late 1950s and the late 1980s.  Yet as much as the shopping mall was 

intensely disliked by cultural elites, the trajectory and texture of this enmity defies any 

simple characterization, as the distinctions between the opinions of these estimable men 

make clear.  The intellectual disposition toward the shopping mall has been neither 

uniform nor static, nor particularly consistent. 

Nor wholly negative.  Intellectuals, after all, helped create the mall, or at least the 

conditions that helped create the mall—so much so, in fact, that it is possible to find a 

certain perfidy in the rebuke.  Even after intellectuals coalesced around a pointed 

discontent, some high minds continued to actually defend the mall, sometimes even 

explicitly.  Thus, while animus covers the majority opinion toward the mall, it does not 

nearly cover it all; certainly it fails to tell the entire story. 

This chapter, too, certainly fails to tell the entire story, but it does attempt to 

relate, on a broad scale, the history of the shopping mall in the American mind.  In this, it 

seeks to account for the multiplicity of ideas with which the mall has been associated and 

                                                
6 David A. Hollinger, The American Intellectual Tradition. Volume II (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993), 293. 
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confronted.  It does so, moreover, from the proposition that these ideas are constituents of 

its history, and that these ideas, then, matter.  It proceeds, that is, from a belief that the 

mall has always existed as an idea, that it has been generated, developed, promoted, 

manipulated, embraced and abandoned as an idea, as much as a physical construction, 

and that the perceptions and aspirations and frustrations of those who have considered the 

mall helped to write its history, literally and across the landscape. 

Understanding these ideas is essential to understanding Pruneyard.  More than 

any other single person, it was Gruen who promoted the shopping mall as a real public 

place.  In his work throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Gruen emphasized that the mall 

could serve as a social and cultural crystallization point for suburban America.  This 

work was manifest in the bricks and mortar of Northland and Southdale, and Cherry Hill 

and Valley Fair, but also in innumerable journals and speeches and books.  Gruen was an 

intellectual and his ideas about the mall, no less than his malls themselves, contributed to 

the reception and perception of the mall in postwar America. 

In the last chapter these ideas were considered in some detail, in a discussion of 

the relationship of the mall to the automobile and downtown, and in evaluating the mall’s 

success as a real social space.  Here I consider in much more detail the contemporary 

intellectual engagement with the mall, but really to the same end:  to understand, and to 

contextualize, the Pruneyard litigation.  The previous chapter made clear the conditions, 

physical and social, with which Pruneyard was engaged; here, I do the same for ideas. 

It should be said that while concerned with intellectuals, this does not constitute 

an intellectual history, inasmuch as it tries to account for the ideas of a general 

consuming public as well.  These ideas, manifested principally in patterns of use, have 
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proven vital to the mall’s development and growth and, in many instances, have served as 

a great foil to the cultured critique.  It is tempting to segregate these ideas, this use, as 

analytically distinct from the work of those who plan, write and observe, but the 

distinction is, in many ways, a distraction; it defines the existence of the idea by its 

accessibility.  It may be difficult to account for the popular conception of the mall—more 

difficult, anyway, than reading an essay—but that should not mean that consumers had 

no ideas.  They did. 

This chapter commences with an extended discussion of the role both 

antiurbanism and anti-antiurbanism have played in the shopping mall’s history.  It first 

considers the general tendencies of antiurbanist thought in America and distinguishes 

between romantic antiurbanism and anti-romantic antiurbanism, and the broad impact of 

each on the history of the shopping mall.  It then considers in much more detail how a 

discontent with modern urban life inspired a range of antiromantic antiurbanist thinkers 

to offer an antidote to the city, and how these efforts impacted both the development and 

understanding of the mall.  Specifically, the discussion which follows addresses the work 

of Ebenezer Howard, Clarence Stein, Le Corbusier and Frank Lloyd Wright. 

The chapter then proceeds to address the critique of antiurbanism that emerged in 

the late 1950s, through the work of William Whyte, Jane Jacobs, and Richard Sennett.  It 

explores how the refutation of modern urban planning subjected the shopping mall to an 

increasingly hostile intellectual reception, just as it was emerging as an important 

commercial and social institution.  It shows how much of the late-century disfavor in 

which the mall has been held is rooted in the influential criticisms of these authors, whom 

I understand as anti-antiurbanists. 
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The shopping mall has been the product and target of both anti-urbanism and anti-

antiurbanism.  This is obviously an awkward position; the very fact that the mall could 

assume it raises questions about the integrity of the categories themselves.  These are 

serious and useful questions but they should not diminish the fact that there is some 

common ideological ground beneath those who have attacked the city, as there is 

underfoot those who attacked suburbia—and that from each of these positions the mall 

has been both inspired and despised. How this is has had important implications for the 

mall’s history, most notably in denying it a coherent and reliable intellectual 

constituency.  

 Anti-urbanism, says Spiro Kostof, is “never absent from the American mind.”7  It 

has long been an abiding conviction of an immense and influential assortment of 

American intellectuals.  Yet, as J.B. Jackson has quietly reminded us, “anti-urban 

sentiment had many different sources” and so to speak, then, of “anti-urbanism” is to risk 

conflating very different ideas, or at least motivations.  Jackson followed Morton White 

in narrowing the range to two general divisions, between those who found the city 

“wanting as either too civilized or not civilized enough.”  White famously called them 

primitivists and sophisticates, respectively, and the American city, he said, has been 

caught in their “crossfire.”8  

                                                
7 Spiro Kostof, A History of Architecture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 708. 
8 J.B. Jackson, “Jefferson, Thoreau & After” in Landscapes ed. Zube, 2, 1-9; Morton White, “Two Stages 
in the Critique of the American City,” in Oscar Handlin and John Burchard, eds. The Historian and the City 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1963), 84-94; See also Morton and Lucia White, The Intellectual and the City: 
From Thomas Jefferson to Frank Lloyd Wright (Cambridge: Harvard University Press and MIT Press, 
1962); Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow Updated Edition (London: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), in particular 
Chapter Two. 
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 “Crossfire” is a little misleading, however, in that it suggests a contemporary 

exchange between these two “powerful antagonists.”   In fact, White argued that they 

appeared successively.  Primitivist, or romantic, anti-urbanism, the antiurbanism of 

Emerson and Thoreau and Hawthorne, was ascendant up through the Civil War.  

Romantic antiurbanism considered the city “inferior to the wilderness,” and argued 

“nature’s virtues as against those of civilization.”9  It was succeeded in the late 19th 

century by a primarily urban-based antiurbanism which lashed out at the City for its 

failure of “science, sophistication, and order.”  This anti-romantic antiurbanism, the 

antiurbanism of the sophisticates, of Adams and James and Dewey, bemoaned the city’s 

inability to live up to “its possibilities and its promises.”10 It was, above all, disappointed 

with what the City had achieved. 

 White’s divisions are somewhat stiff, or “overdrawn” as one prominent historian 

has wisely remarked,  but they do serve to differentiate, however imperfectly, among a 

large and unwieldy intellectual tendency.11  In this regard, they can help clarify the 

impact of antiurbanist thought on the shopping mall.  For their part, Romantic 

antiurbanists played a key role in the development of suburbia.  As Robert Fishman has 

shown, suburbia predated the emergence of Romantic antiurbanism in America, but it 

was the work of a number of thinkers, from Thoreau to Olmstead, who gave the 

American suburb its distinctively ‘natural’ quality, who sought to merge the city and 

nature. The resultant Romantic suburb helped define a movement which would in the 20th 

                                                
9 White, “Two Stages in the Critique of the American City,” 87, 89.  See also Kenneth Jackson on idealized 
nature, Crabgrass Frontier (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 57. 
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antiurbanism in the late 19th century see John Stilgoe, Borderland (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
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century have a transformative effect on the American landscape. 12  No small part of this 

effect would manifest in the shopping mall. 

It’s important, however, not to overemphasize the role of intellectuals in the 

development of suburbia, particularly in the 20th century. In his history of suburbia, 

Robert Fishman persuasively argues that while suburbia cannot be understood as a 

historical inevitability, as a function of historical forces, neither should it be viewed  as a 

“single vision,” as the work of “an individual genius developing his ideas in isolation.”  

Suburbia, he says, is a suburbia of ideas, but diffused and common ideas, the “collective 

creation of the Anglo-American middle class.”13  Thus, though romantic antiurbanism 

was an intellectual engagement and early romantic suburbs were the planned realizations 

of particular visionaries, suburbia was ultimately a mass movement. 

By the close of the 19th century, the intellectual contribution of the primitivist 

antiurbanism, which had help to establish the singularly natural quality of the Romantic 

suburb, had clearly diminished, as had Romantic antiurbanism itself.  In the 20th century, 

suburbia prospered, the beneficiary of federal legislation, technological change, and the 

ideological conviction of the middle class.  Its intellectual foundation, however, faded 

further and further into the past.  Indeed, the intellectual engagement with suburbia in this 

century has been almost totally aligned against it.  Suburbia was an ideological 

movement, surely, but at least by the 20th century it was not an intellectual one. 

                                                
12 Robert Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias (New York: Basic Books, 1987), chapter one.  Fishman resists the 
notion of an organic American suburban ideal: “It did not…emerge from an indigenous Jeffersonian 
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9, on Thoreau; K. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier, 68-72, 86, 288, on Thoreau and Emerson, et al.  Both 
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13 Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias, 9, x. 
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The effect of the Romantic antiurbanists on the development of the shopping mall 

is then both critical and curious. The romantic antiurbanists played a key role in helping 

to create an intellectual climate hostile to the modern metropolis and desirous of a return 

to nature; they promoted and designed the suburban ideal.  But they scarcely figured in 

the realization of suburbia itself—those who did, Olmstead for example, were only 

marginally antiurban—and they played no direct role in developing the mall.  Their role 

in our story was in unleashing forces which would result in locating the mall outside of 

the urban core.14  

If the principal contribution of the romantic antiurbanists to the history of the 

shopping mall was in the development of the suburban ideal, the principal contribution of 

the antiromantic antiurbanists to this history was in Planning.  It is at first (even second) 

blush, a crude distinction.  As recent scholarship has show, the origins of planning extend 

far into the 19th century and include persons and ideas common to romantic 

antiurbanism.15  And, in fact, what they share in common is arguably fundamental—a 

contemporaneous  attraction and hostility to the city.  Robert Fishman’s observation that 

“every true suburb is the outcome of two opposing forces, an attraction towards the 

opportunities of the great city and a simultaneous repulsion against urban life” applies to 

modern planning as well, at least in its origins.16  Indeed, the similarity of much modern 

planning literature to the realities of suburban growth, in part accounts for the fact that 

                                                
14 The romantic antiurbanists agenda survives, to some degree, in contemporaries who criticize the 
American landscape for its modernist discipline. 
15 For a recent review of planning history, see Mary Corbin Sies and Christopher Silver, “The History of 
Planning History,” in Planning the Twentieth Century American City, eds. Mary Corbin Sies and 
Christopher Silver (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 1-34.  See also, Michael Neuman, 
“Does Planning need the Plan?” Journal of the American Planning Association  64 (March 1998), 208. 
16 Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias, 26. 
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later critics often lumped the two phenomena.  It is not difficult, by extension, to 

collectively implicate both in the history of the mall. 

Fairly so, perhaps, but there are important distinctions between the intentions and 

aspirations of planning and the sprawl of suburbia.  Most importantly, most planners—

certainly the prominent ones, the visionaries—loathed suburbia.  The fact that late 20th 

century observers can rightly find that both city planning and suburbanization had a 

ruinous impact on the American landscape does not mean they were necessarily complicit 

in this effect.  It is at least important to recognize that many influential planners were as 

repulsed by the suburban ideal as they were by urban realities.  Thus while planning and 

suburbanization may ultimately have affected the development of the shopping mall in 

similar ways—as they arguably did with the landscape writ large—their origins and 

dynamic are somewhat distinct. 

Another related distinction between romantic and antiromantic antiurbanists, 

between (again, broadly and crudely construed) suburbanization and planning, concerns 

power and control.  “Planning” is now increasingly understood to incorporate a vast 

range of contributions, of entities, beyond the visionaries to which much hagiography has 

been directed.  But is nonetheless true that planning, almost by design, is a field of ideas, 

of individual achievement in a way that suburbanization is not.  Simply said, in the 20th 

century, suburbia has had many profiteers but very few prophets.  Not so, planning, 

which valorizes a sequence of particular men and women.  The nomenclature is itself 

revealing: planners and suburbanites.  When city and regional planning was attacked in 

the late 1950s and early 1960s the attack was directed to individual persons, to planners; 
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when suburbia was attacked the attack was much more broadly directed at the American 

people. 

In trying to understand the mall as an idea, specifically one contemplated by 

antiurban intellectuals, it is to the planners, then, that we must turn.  In so doing, though, 

we should not lose sight of the relationship between the two movements and the 

sometimes artificial distinctions between them.  We should bear in mind, too, that 

although suburbia succeeded as a mass movement rather than as the instrumentality of a 

particular person or idea, this does not mean that suburbia lacks an ideological impulse.  

Rather, it is simply more difficult to capture.  

 

To a number of influential observers, critics and admirers alike, Ebenezer Howard 

is the central figure, the “most important single character,” in modern planning.17  He 

wrote only one book, Garden Cities of Tomorrow18, but of it Lewis Mumford said that it 

“has done more than any other single book to guide the modern town planning movement 

and to alter its objectives.”19  It was important for the shopping mall, too.  

The sources of Howard’s ideas were wide and varied, ranging from Olmstead’s 

Riverside to anarchist Peter Kropotkin.20 He was deeply influenced by Edward Bellamy’s 

1888 science-fiction novel Looking Backward, although as a London Radical he 

mistrusted its authoritarian implications.  Howard, Robert Fishman says, not only 

doubted “ the practicality of extreme centralization, but he also denied its desirability 

                                                
17 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 87. 
18 The book was published in 1898 as Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform and re-issued with slight 
revisions in 1902 under the title Garden Cities of Tomorrow.   
19 Lewis Mumford, “The Garden City Idea and Modern Planning,” introductory essay to Garden Cities of 
Tomorrow (London: Faber and Faber, 1945), 29. 
20 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 88-91. 
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even if it could work.” The ‘fundamental principle’ of the Garden City, says Fishman, is 

that “radical hopes for a cooperative civilization could be fulfilled in small communities 

embedded in a decentralized society.”21  The ideas of spatial decentralization and 

democratization of wealth and power predate Howard’s work, and the “idea of 

community planning was everywhere in the air.”22 Howard borrowed heavily, but his 

Garden City was a “unique combination of proposals.”23  

The Garden City was a “town-country magnet,” a 6000-acre “greenbelt” 

development, at the core of which was a relatively compact 1000-acre urban center.  

Howard designed the center with a full range of amenities and necessities, as a fully 

functional residential, industrial, cultural and commercial community.  Around its 

periphery, sprawling across 5000 acres, were farms and parks and philanthropic 

institutions.  The Garden City was planned for 32,000 residents, 30,000 in the center, and 

2,000 on the agricultural land.  Howard allowed for growth not within each Garden City 

itself but across the landscape, as a “cluster of cities,” a “vast planned agglomeration 

extending almost without limit.”24  

Consumption was a critical part of the Garden City.  Encircling the central park in 

the town center was “a wide glass arcade called the Crystal Palace, opening on to the 

park.” This building, Howard envisioned, 

is in wet weather one of the favourite resorts of the people, 
whilst the knowledge that its bright shelter is ever close at 
hand tempts people into Central Park, even in the most 
doubtful of weathers.  Here manufactured goods are 
exposed for sale, and here most of that class of shopping 

                                                
21 Robert Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century (1977; Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982), 35, 37. 
22 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 28; see also Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 91. 
23 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, chapter ten, 118-127. 
24 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 48, 50-57; Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 93; Fishman, Urban Utopias 
of the Twentieth Century, 40. 
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which requires the joy of deliberation and selection is done.  
The space enclosed by the Crystal Palace is, however, a 
good deal larger than is required for these purposes, and a 
considerable part of it used as a Winter Garden—the whole 
forming a permanent exhibition of a most attractive 
character, whilst its circular form brings it near to every 
dweller in town—the furthest removed inhabitant being 
within 600 yards.25 
 

The Crystal Palace of the Garden City was, Howard says, a “great shopping centre.”26 

Howard’s is a remarkable document, far beyond the possible semantic innovation 

of the term “shopping centre.”27  Howard sought a compromise between Bellamy’s 

centralized department store and his own interest in individual, decentralized power.  

Howard’s depiction of the operation and value of the shopping centre was strikingly 

prescient.  He offered that “so called public markets”  which were “among the most 

reliable sources of revenue possessed by many of our existing municipalities” were, in 

fact, “semi-municipal enterprises.”  Markets, he said, “were by no means public in the 

same full sense as our public parks, libraries, water undertakings, or those numerous 

other branches of municipal work which are carried on upon public property, by public 

officials, at the public expense, and solely with a view to the public advantage.”  Rather, 

he argued, the “public markets” were largely “carried on by private individuals…who are 

not, except on a few points, controlled by the municipality, and whose profits are 

personally enjoyed by the various dealers.”28   

Howard’s design for the Crystal Palace was a continuation of the semi-municipal 

public market and it had important implications for the modern mall.  Howard argued that 
                                                
25 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 57. 
26 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 96, 98. 
27 Howard’s use of the term “shopping centre” may have been the first.  Merriam-Webster’s 10th Collegiate 
edition lists the date 1898 for the term, the year the first edition of Howard’s work appeared.  See, 
“Shopping Center,” in Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed. (Springfield, MA: Merriam-
Webster, 1994). 
28 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 96. 
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there were unique considerations in the case of a business opening in the Garden City, 

which were not necessarily applicable to other places.  A store to open “would be most 

anxious to know what, if any, arrangements were to be made for limiting the number of 

his competitors, for he would depend almost entirely on the trade of the town or 

neighborhood.”  In order to induce the retailer to open at a Garden City and to offer 

merchandise at a fair price, Howard argued for applying “the principle of local option.”   

To explain: Garden City is the sole landlord, and it can 
grant to a proposed tenant…a long lease of a certain 
amount of space in the Grand Arcade (Crystal Palace), at a 
certain annual rate-rent; and it can say, in effect, to its 
tenant, ‘That site is the only space in that ward which we 
for the present intend to let to any tenant engaged in your 
trade.  The Arcade is, however, designed to be not only the 
great shopping centre of the town and district, and the 
permanent exhibition in which the manufacturers of the 
town display their wares, but a summer and winter garden.  
The space this Arcade covers will, therefore, be 
considerably greater than is actually required for the 
purposes of shops or stores, if these are kept within 
reasonable limits.  Now, so long as you give satisfaction to 
the people of the town, none of the space devoted to these 
recreative purposes will be let to anyone engaged in your 
calling.  It is necessary, however, to guard against 
monopoly.  If, therefore, the people become dissatisfied 
with your methods of trading, and desire that the force of 
competition shall be actively brought against you, then, on 
the requisition of a certain number, the necessary space in 
the Arcade will be allotted by the municipality to some one 
desirous of starting an opposition store.”29 
 

Under Howard’s system of “local option” the local tradesmen would become, “if not 

strictly or technically so, yet in a very real sense, municipal servants.”30  

 If the differences with the modern shopping mall are stark—clearly the mall 

developer was not creating municipal servants in the sense that Howard envisioned it—

                                                
29 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 98. 
30 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, 100. 
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the similarities are striking.  Indeed, in the mid 1960s Victor Gruen himself left a reading 

of Garden Cities of Tomorrow impressed that Howard had “proposed and foresaw not 

only the regional shopping center, but its latest version, the shopping center with 

completely enclosed pedestrian areas.”31  Howard offered a unified, controlled 

commercial development, in which tenant selection was carefully calibrated to consumer 

desire, where direct competition was managed in the interest of mutual profit.  This, in an 

enclosed arcade, a “great shopping centre,” which was by design both a site of social 

interaction and consumption.  Moreover, Howard recognized the semi-municipal quality 

of the market, the conflict between public use and private gain, between public and 

private space.   

Although consumption was not at the heart of Garden Cities of Tomorrow—it 

comprised a mere four pages—it was a fundamental consideration and it clearly had 

Howard’s attention beyond his manifesto.  Indeed, as Fishman has reported, Howard’s 

principal criticism of the first Garden City, designed by the architectural team of Parker 

and Unwin at Letchworth, was the “needless duplication of inefficient shops.”32  At the 

second Garden City, Welwyn, as at Letchworth, Howard left the details of management 

to others but “he did devote considerable attention to the arrangements for shopping.”  

His main contribution was a single department store, which he believed could provide 

goods “more cheaply and efficiently than many small ones could.”33  It was arguably a 

step back from his original vision, but it confirmed the importance of consumption. 

 

                                                
31 Victor Gruen, The Heart of Our Cities (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1964), 195. 
32 At Letchworth, Parker and Unwin, the two architects on the project, actually replaced the arcade with “a 
gently curving street of shops.” See Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 68. 
33 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 79. 
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Howard died in 1928.  His legacy, as Peter Hall and others have argued, was both 

immense and vexing.  In his intellectual history of planning, Cities of Tomorrow, Hall 

attempted to restore Howard and distance him from the efforts undertaken in—or at least 

associated with—his name.34  It is a legitimate effort, to be sure, and by some marks a 

successful one.  In the aftermath of Hall’s work it is probably fair to say that the kind of 

attack leveled against Howard by Jane Jacobs in her 1961 classic The Death and Life of 

Great American Cities would seem today disproportionate and misplaced.35  But Hall is 

good enough not to ignore the links between Howard’s work and his successors.  

Particularly important for our concern is the person of Clarence Stein. 

Clarence Stein was a charter member of the Regional Planning Association of 

America (RPAA), which despite its small membership and limited years (1923-33), 

exercised a lasting impact on American planning.36  He was deeply influenced by 

Howard, a self-confessed “disciple,” who made his mark designing, with Henry Wright, 

the “Garden City” of Radburn, New Jersey.37  Two other “Radburn” Cities followed, at 

Chatham Village, Pittsburgh and Baldwin Hills Village in Los Angeles.  Stein consulted 

on both.38 

                                                
34 For a brief discussion of Hall’s role in resuscitating Howard, see Sies and Silver, “The History of 
Planning History,” 20-21. 
35 See Jane Jacobs, Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Random House, 1961; Vintage 
Books Edition, 1992), 17, 25, 289. 
36 See, Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1938), chapters 
5-7; M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 190-196; Hall, 
Cities of Tomorrow, 148-156.  For more on the RPAA see K.C. Parsons, “Collaborative Genius: The 
Regional Planning Association of America,” 60 Journal of the American Planning Association (1994), 462. 
37 Clarence S. Stein, Toward New Towns for America (New York: Reinhold Publishing Co., 1957), 19.  
Although Stein repeatedly acknowledged his debt to Howard, he neither strictly followed his vision (see 
text below) nor approved of the constructions at Letchworth.  See, e.g., Letter, Writings of Clarence S. 
Stein, ed. K.C. Parsons (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 551-552.  
38 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 127-128. 
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Peter Hall says the “Stein-Wright Radburn cities are unquestionably the most 

important American contributions to the garden-city tradition.”39  This, though they 

weren’t really garden cities at all, but garden suburbs.  Indeed, time and again Stein 

himself indicated that despite his intellectual debt to Howard, Radburn was not a Garden 

City.  “Two of the basic Garden City ideas, greenbelt and industry, were eliminated” he 

said.  “Radburn had to accept the role of a suburb.”40    By this Stein clearly intended to 

communicate that these developments had no aspirations to the self-sustenance and 

insulation of the garden city.  They were part of a broader urban scheme.  Still, his work 

was the most “significant advance in design” beyond that of Unwin and Parker and it 

descended directly from Howard.41 

Like Howard, Stein emphasized the importance of commercial development to 

the viability and vitality of his communities and his achievements fairly reflect—and 

advance—the Garden City ideals.  At Radburn, built between 1928 and the early 1930s, 

the shopping center was an integral part of the plan.  He initially proposed that the “main 

commercial center might…serve as a regional market” located close to the state highway 

and therefore easily accessible by automobile.42  Although Stein’s thinking about the 

location of the center was progressive—in that it foretold the regional orientation of 

future shopping malls—he ultimately rejected it, emphasizing, in reflection, the need for 

community-oriented commerce.  Writing in 1934, with Catherine Bauer, another leading 

RPAA member, Stein argued that the “neighborhood community is the basic unit of city 

building.  The economic success of a neighborhood community and the well-being of its 

                                                
39 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 128. 
40 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 41; see also n. 7, 19, 37, 67. 
41 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 128-129. 
42 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 51. 
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inhabitants depend to a great extent on the planning of the neighborhood shopping 

center.”  This center, he said, “depends purely on local trade.  It gets little if any 

patronage from outside.”43   

It is possible, given Stein’s later promotion of the regional mall, to find irony, or 

at least a peculiar misstep, in the fact that he abandoned his plan for the regional market 

at Radburn.  But to so find would be to miss a fundamental orientation of Stein’s thinking 

and indeed that of a host of early shopping mall planners.  Stein and his cohort sought to 

integrate the mall into the community.  In fact, as Richard Longstreth has argued, it was 

precisely this concentration on the community which helped to generate and sustain the 

mall as an optimal retail configuration.  Longstreth may be excessive in his attribution of 

the mall to a coterie of wartime planners, including Stein.  But he is surely right that the 

mall was part of a community perspective.44  In this sense, then, Stein’s later advocacy of 

the planned regional mall was a sensible elaboration of his community orientation.   

The most important immediate achievement of Radburn, however, was the 

separation of the automobile and the pedestrian.  Howard did not contend with the 

automobile.  He made no mention of it in Garden Cities of Tomorrow.45  But it was a 

central concern of Stein’s.  So much so, in fact, that Stein offered the rationale for 

Radburn as the “disrupting menace” of the automobile.46  Yet while Stein’s consideration 

of the automobile was often hostile, it is significant that Radburn did not attempt, nor 

pretend, to ignore what was increasingly an unavoidable feature of modern life.  Rather, 

                                                
43 Clarence S. Stein and Catherine Bauer, “Store Buildings and Neighborhood Shopping Centers,” The 
Architectural Record 75 (February 1934), 175. 
44 See Richard Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall: Architecture, the Automobile, and Retailing in 
Los Angeles, 1920-1950 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997), 286-295. 
45 Howard, Garden Cities of Tomorrow, preface by J. Osborn, 15. 
46 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 41. 
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Stein intended to successfully integrate--or better yet, segregate--the car and the 

community.  At Radburn, he said, the “complete separation of Pedestrian and 

automobile” was elemental in “a town for the motor age.”47  

These two ideas—the need for community-focused shopping centers and the 

division of automobiles and people—were fused in Stein’s work for the Greenbelt 

program.  Greenbelts were the brainchild of Rexford Guy Tugwell in the Resettlement 

Administration of President Franklin Roosevelt.48 Tugwell, like Stein, was a strong 

devotee of Howard’s, who believed “in planning as a device to implement a broader 

social and economic restructuring of society.”49  Yet, like Stein, his version of the Garden 

City departed in some important respects from Howard’s; indeed, it is conceptually more 

proximate to Radburn than Letchworth.50  Of many planned, only three Greenbelts were 

actually built, including Greenhills in Ohio and Greendale outside Milwaukee.  It has 

been the largest, Greenbelt in Maryland, that has long attracted the most attention.  

Although the Greenbelt program is “frequently cited as the high point of 

comprehensive planning in the United States,” it was only of limited success.  Certainly it 

did not  reorient American urban development and it “failed to launch a serious regional 

planning movement in the United States.”51   As an experience in government sponsored 

community development it was, perhaps not surprisingly, ill fated.52  Kenneth Jackson’s 

                                                
47 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 41, 44. 
48 For a recent discussion of the Greenbelt program, see Cathy Knepper, “Greenbelt, Maryland: A Legacy 
of FDR’s New Deal,” in Byron W. Daynes, William D. Pederson and Michael P. Riccards, eds., The New 
Deal and Public Policy (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998). 
49 Tony Schuman and Elliott Sclar, “The Impact of Ideology on American Town Planning,” in Sies and 
Silver, eds., Planning the Twentieth Century American City, 437. 
50 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 130-136; Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 129-132; K. Jackson, 
Crabgrass Frontier, 195. 
51 Schuman and Sclar, “The Impact of Ideology on American Town Planning,” 437; K. Jackson, Crabgrass 
Frontier, 195; Mumford, The Culture of Cities, 400; Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 289. 
52 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 132. 
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estimation that the Greenbelt garden communities “never served as models for future 

metropolitan development” is largely true.  But it also true that the Greenbelt played an 

important role in the development of the shopping mall, which in turn would have a 

transformative effect on the American landscape.  Greenbelt, then, did not have direct 

success, was not a strict model, but it did achieve a serious impact through the mall.   

The evidence is too indeterminate to say for certain but Richard Longstreth credits 

Stein with introducing the mall to the Greenbelt design.  It’s certainly true, in any case, 

that in his evaluation of Greenbelt, Stein strongly emphasizes the fundamentally 

important step of the “creation of the shopping center and related community center.”  

Here, he said, “the modern market square was integrated into the plan for complete 

separation of walkers and motors.”   

Even more than in the characteristic European medieval marketplace  
there is a definite exclusion of active flow of traffic from the areas for 
peaceful shopping.  Around the quiet square are grouped the varied 
functions of one of the finest small town centers of these days.53 

 
Functionally, too, the shopping center reflected Howard’s vision of community 

ownership, as residents invested in Greenbelt Consumer Services, Inc., which operated 

the mall. 

The Greenbelt shopping center was a revelation.  Writing in 1951, Geoffrey Baker 

and Bruno Funaro, in their leading treatise on the shopping center, asserted that “the plan 

of the [Greenbelt] shopping center is a small and early version of the giant pedestrian 

malls that are currently so popular.”  It was arguably the first use of the mall form in an 

automobile-oriented market.  Baker and Funaro even referred to it as a “shopping mall,” 

                                                
53 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 149-150. 
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one of the early uses of the term.54  Moreover, it represented a systematic planning 

approach to the shopping center, as evidenced in a Resettlement Administration Report, 

which laid out the conditions and aspirations of the project.55  It undeniably fused 

commerce and community.   

For Stein, however, the operative word was really cooperation.  Contrasted with 

“roadside sprawl,” which was indicative of “obsolete, unnecessarily wasteful and ugly” 

development methods, the “dominant spirit of Greenbelt is that of doing things 

together—of cooperation.”  The marketplace best embodied this spirit—it was, he said, 

“the heart of Greenbelt.”56   

As was true with Howard, Stein’s commerce had a prevailing social ethic.  “The 

objective of New Towns,” he wrote, “is fundamentally social rather than commercial.”  

This did not mean that the commercial constructions were a by-product of social 

planning; indeed they were, as he carefully explained, the essence, the “heart,” of the 

community.  Rather, the distinction was between “building for people or building for 

profit.”57   

Stein was certainly not alone in emphasizing “building for people.”  Indeed, as 

Longstreth argues, the mall emerged at a time “when no demand existed for it in the 

marketplace.”  Longstreth, in fact, suggests that it was a kind of depression-era benign 

neglect which even allowed the form to emerge.  As a central thesis of his work on the 

shopping center, City Center to Regional Mall, Longstreth offers that “federal 

                                                
54 Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro, Shopping Centers: Design and Operation (New York: Reinhold 
Publishing Corporation, 1951), 233-235. 
55 The Resettlement Report on shopping centers is reprinted in Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 
162-163. 
56 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 176. 
57 Stein, Toward New Towns for America, 219. 
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sponsorship, the chaotic conditions wrought by exigency, and the idealism of…designers 

[including Stein] combined to propagate the shopping mall in a nation that might never 

have accepted it otherwise.”58  

Longstreth’s contention is an intriguing one, but it does suffer from the fact that it 

is terribly difficult to support.  It categorically ignores the long and vigorous history of 

the mall form.  Indeed, given its historical resonance, and its trans-cultural appeal, it is 

much more plausible that the shopping mall would inevitably emerge as the preferred 

commercial design.  Moreover, it could be propelled by Victor Gruen’s logic, distinct 

from Stein’s, that building for profit meant building for people.  The choice that Stein and 

his colleagues offered was, in other words, by no means a necessary or legitimate one.   

Nonetheless, Stein’s work played an undeniable role in the development of the 

mall.  To disagree with Longstreth’s argument about the vitality of Stein’s contribution, 

should not be misunderstood as disagreement with the argument that Stein’s work was 

important.  It clearly was.  Stein was a critical figure in the transition, or translation, of 

the Garden City, and particularly the commercial architecture of the shopping center, to 

America.  He did not invent the shopping mall, but both practically, and even more 

ideologically, he helped legitimize the form in the United States. 

 

Howard’s influence had very specific effect and consequence in the work of 

Clarence Stein.  His influence was somewhat more diffused, but no less pronounced, in 

the work of the century’s two greatest architects and urban planners, Le Corbusier and 

Frank Lloyd Wright.  Both men played an instrumental role in reconfiguring the 20th 

century urban ideal, albeit towards substantially different ends.  Both may loosely, and 
                                                
58 Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall, 295. 
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cautiously, be considered with Stein as antiromantic antiurbanists.  Both figured 

critically, if sometimes enigmatically and indirectly, in the development of the shopping 

mall.   

The Swiss-born Parisian Le Corbusier worked at far remove from the United 

States.  He completed only a single commission in America.  While often respectful of, 

and even inspired by, the nation’s potential, he seemed ill at ease with its traditions and 

architecture.  He did not hesitate to criticize.59  The effect of his celebrated visit in 

1935—wherein he derided the shortness of New York skyscrapers and bemoaned the 

sprawl of suburbia—was that “Le Corbusier and America failed to make lasting 

contact.”60 

Yet, although Le Corbusier’s architectural experience in the United States is 

facially unremarkable, his presence can only foolishly be ignored—if for no other reason 

than, as William Curtis has pointedly noted, “it is impossible to understand architecture 

in the twentieth century without first coming to terms with Le Corbusier.”61  Le 

Corbusier wrote and worked extensively on city-planning.62  Even one of his fiercest late-

                                                
59 See, e.g., Le Corbusier, The City of To-Morrow and Its Planning (New York: Dover Publications, 1987 
[1929]), 76, 96, 184, 240, 288.  A particularly vivid example of Le Corbusier’s ambivalence can be found 
in a single sentence on page 242, in his discussion on the importance of civic pride: “And do you suppose 
that Americans have no pride—even though a little questionably—in the sight of the gigantic Manhattan 
sky-scrapers as they stand up from the sea.”   
 A word or two should be said about the publication of The City of Tomorrow.  The Dover edition 
cited herein is translated from the 8th French edition of Urbanisme with an introduction by Frederick 
Etchells.  The original publication date of this edition was 1929; the first edition of Urbanisme was 
published in 1925.  
60 William J.R. Curtis, Le Corbusier: Ideas and Forms (London: Phaidon Press, 1986), 126; see also, 
William J.R. Curtis, Modern Architecture Since 1900, 2nd edition (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 
1987), 151; Stanislaus von Moos, Le Corbusier: Elements of a Synthesis (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
1979), 207-209; Stanislaus von Moos, “Urbanism and Transcultural Exchanges, 1910-1935: A Survey,” in 
Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, ed. H. Allen Brooks (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1987), 229-
231. 
61 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 7. 
62 Le Corbusier’s major works on planning are Urbanisme (1925), and La Ville Radieuse (1935), or The 
Radiant City.  Le Corbusier’s defining work, and the most influential architectural publication of the 
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century critics, Peter Hall, (grudgingly) acknowledges that his impact on planning “has 

been almost incalculably great.”63  Though he never designed a discrete shopping mall, 

both his macro urban configurations and the particularities of his design had a 

tremendous influence on those who did.  The precepts and conditions and ideology that 

are embedded within the American re-invention of the shopping mall are likewise 

embedded within the work of Le Corbusier. 

Le Corbusier generated three major urban plans, which he unveiled from the early 

1920s through the mid-1930s.  The first was the Ville Contemporaine, or “The 

Contemporary City for Three Million Inhabitants,” a rigidly geometric construction 

exhibited at the Salon d’Automne in Paris in November of 1922.  The object of the plan, 

he said some years later, was “to arrive at the fundamental principles of modern town 

planning.”  The principles at which he did arrive were to become his mantra:  

decongestion of the city center, increased density, improved circulation, and open space.  

Accordingly, the Ville Contemporaine featured towering high-density glass skyscrapers 

and medium height apartment complexes in vast fields of “pleasant verdure.”64   

“Commerce and circulation,” says William Curtis, “were the most visible 

elements” of the plan.65  They were related concerns.  Similar to what Stein would later 

do at Radburn, Le Corbusier in the Ville Contemporaine confined the automobile to a 

network of high-speed freeways that passed around and under the city.  The Ville 

Contemporaine was developed, then, both for and against the automobile.  Residential, 

recreational, cultural, and most notably, commercial facilities, were lifted up and away 

                                                
century, is Vers une Architecture (1922), commonly translated as Towards a New Architecture; Curtis, a 
leading Corbusier scholar, prefers the translation Towards an Architecture. 
63 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 110. 
64 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, 164, 170, 79.  See generally, 163-247. 
65 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 61. 
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from the traditional street.  Indeed, the traditional street was (depending on one’s view) 

either entirely relocated, or “demolished.”66 

Le Corbusier followed the Ville Contemporaine with the Plan Voisin, exhibited at 

the exposition des Arts Decoratifs in 1925 in the Pavillion d’Espirit Noveau.  Although, 

as Stanislaus von Moos has argued, the Ville Contemporaine was actually oriented 

toward Paris despite its universal pretensions, the Plan Voisin was directly, explicitly 

aimed at the reconstitution of the French capital.67  It was, in effect, “a heavy-handed 

intrusion of the pieces of the Ville Contemporaine into an actual urban and historical 

setting.”68  The plan called for the near wholesale razing of the Right Bank, from the 

Seine to Montmarte, to be replaced with huge cruciform skyscrapers and high-density 

residences set amidst sprawling open areas.  Like its predecessor, the Plan Voisin was 

focused on management of traffic, and it adapted the Ville Contemporaine’s 

superhighways to the site north of the Seine.  The name of the plan is itself telling, in this 

regard:  the plan was sponsored by the automobile (and airplane) manufacturer, Voisin.69  

The same year he exhibited the Plan Voisin, Le Corbusier’s published Urbanisme, 

or City of Tomorrow, which sought to lay out the details and the ideological 

underpinnings of his urban vision.  He recounts in the book how the Ville Contemporaine 

was submitted with no notes or explanation and it was consequently received, he says, 

“with a sort of stupor”—a stupor which Urbanisme intended to redress.70    This was 

unlikely.  The book, which was repeatedly revised and reissued into the late 1920s, is a 
                                                
66 These views are covered respectively in Kostof, A History of Architecture, 707 and Curtis, Modern 
Architecture, 165. For more on Ville Contemporaine, see Curtis, Le Corbusier, 61-64.  Von Moos argues 
that Le Corbusier’s separation of pedestrians and automobiles had origins in earlier plans, see von Moos, 
“Urbanism and Transcultural Exchanges,” 224. 
67 von Moos, Le Corbusier, 188-189.  See also, von Moos, “Urbanism and Transcultural Exchanges,” 221. 
68 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 64. 
69 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, 277-278; von Moos, Le Corbusier, 190. 
70 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, 163. 
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dense, aphoristic, deeply polemical work, which at least some readers consider part of Le 

Corbusier’s unreadable oeuvre.71  Nonetheless, it provides, in part, a moderately 

accessible explication of both the Ville Contemporaine and the Plan Voisin, and it helps 

us better understand Le Corbusier’s contribution to antiurbanism and the development of 

the shopping mall. 

The salient points in Urbanisme for the shopping mall are these:  that the great 

city is a “kind of cataclysm,” an “old” and “crumbling” “menacing disaster”; that the 

principal affliction of the great city is the automobile and the traditional corridor-street; 

that the cure to this affliction cannot be found in piecemeal redevelopment, in “timid 

remedies,” but must come through wholesale reconstruction; and that this reconstruction 

must value and articulate geometry, order, control, efficiency, and speed.  What Le 

Corbusier repeatedly emphasizes in Urbanisme is that the City of Tomorrow is a bold and 

dramatic response to the chaos and snarl of modern urban life.  In it stead is The Plan.72   

It is difficult to overemphasize the centrality of the automobile to Le Corbusier’s 

design, both as inspiration and salvation.  In the Foreword to Urbanisme, he sketches a 

scene of the quiet of a Parisian summer broken by the autumnal invasion of automobiles.  

“It was,” he said,  

as though the world had suddenly gone mad.  After the emptiness of 
summer, the traffic was more furious than ever.  Day by day the fury of 
traffic grew.  To leave your house meant that once you had crossed your 
threshold you were a possible sacrifice to death in the shape of 
innumerable motors.  I think back twenty years, when I was a student; the 
road belonged to us then; we sang in it and argued in it, while the horse-
bus swept calmly along.73 
 

                                                
71 See, e.g., Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 204. 
72 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, xxiv, 25. 
73 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, xxiii. 
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Yet, he was entranced by the automobile as well.  He could look at the same scene, at the 

“motors in all directions, going at all speeds,” and feel “overwhelmed” with an 

“enthusiastic rapture,” the “rapture of power.”  It was, he said, “the simple and ingenious 

pleasure of being in the centre of so much power, so much speed.”  As much as he 

loathed the automobile—considered it “dynamite flung at hazard into the street, killing 

pedestrians”—he believed in its redemptive power for the modern age.  “The motor has 

killed the great city,” he wrote to automobile manufacturers in soliciting their support for 

what became the Plan Voisin. “The motor must save the city.”74 

In the early 1930s, Le Corbusier offered his last large-scale urban scheme, the 

Ville Radieuse, or Radiant City.  Although he made modifications to his earlier plans, and 

though his political disposition was now starkly changed, these were, as Peter Hall has 

artfully suggested, only “theological variations” on his now settled urban religion.75  The 

commercial inventions remained intact.  Again, the “traditional ‘corridor-street’ was 

completely destroyed.”76 

Le Corbusier’s final great urban achievement, for our concern, appeared years 

later in the L’Unite d’Habitation in Marseilles.77  Built between 1947 and 1953, L’Unite 

was a 12 story residential, commercial, recreational community—or “reinforced concrete 

                                                
74 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, xxiii, 277. 
75 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 210.  Mumford, however, says that the Radiant City is a “marked ideological 
improvement over his earlier work.”  See Mumford, The Culture of Cities, 414.  Le Corbusier did continue 
to work on large-scale urban issues.  See, Norma Evenson, “Yesterday’s City of Tomorrow Today,” in Le 
Corbusier: The Garland Essays, 241-255. 
76 Curtis, Modern Architecture, 207; see Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 226-234. 
77 Le Corbusier was to construct an actual city at Chandigarh, India in the 1950s, but the commercial 
constructions there are unrevealing. 
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cage” as one critic has opined.78  Its dominant commercial feature is an interior street, 

halfway up, with restaurants and a hotel and a “broad shopping arcade.”79   

L’Unite retained the essential elements of Le Corbusier’s grand planning, namely 

the removal of the automobile from pedestrian life.80  In placing the rue interiore above 

the ground, Le Corbusier continued his advocacy of the destruction, or at least radical 

relocation, of the traditional street.  Indeed, as Stanislaus von Moos argues, the interior 

shopping street, or ‘street in the air’ “suggests an ideal ‘Ville Radieuse.’”81  It was a 

planned, manufactured, public corridor, removed both physically and ideologically from 

the organic streetscape on the ground. 

L’Unite was only a “fragmentary realization” of Le Corbusier’s great urban plans, 

but like its predecessors it wielded enormous influence over postwar design.  It was, 

together with the Miesian skyscraper, “among the seminal images of the fifties.”82  The 

impact of L’Unite is most visible in future efforts at collective housing and it is perhaps 

easy to miss its influence on commerce.83  But it should not be missed.  L’Unite 

perpetuated the ideas that were transforming the commercial landscape: central planning, 

pedestrian orientation, interior corridors.  It was, moreover, imbued with a social ethic 

that had influenced the work of both Ebenezer Howard and Clarence Stein and which 

had, in turn, promoted the mall form.   

                                                
78 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 722. 
79 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 723; See also Curtis, Modern Architecture, 284. 
80 Andre Wogenscky, “The Unite d’Habitation, at Marseilles,” in Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, 122, 
and generally 117-125. 
81 Von Moos, Le Corbusier, 159.  See, 157-163 generally. 
82 Curtis, Modern Architecture, 271-272. 
83 For a discussion of some of the influence of L’Unite on housing, see Curtis, Modern Architecture, 284-
295; Kostof, A History of Architecture, 723-724; Reyner Banham, “La Maison des hommes and La Misere 
des villes: Le Corbusier and the Architecture of Mass Housing,” in Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, 107-
116. 
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Given its authoritarian implications, it is easy to lose sight of the, or any, social 

ethic in Le Corbusier’s urban design, and even easier to miss the connection to the 

Garden City.  But Le Corbusier’s clearly drew on the Garden City ideal.84  In Urbanisme 

he explicitly refers to the housing outside the core area of the Ville Contemporaine as 

Garden Cities.  With the Garden City movement, he was deeply committed to the notion 

that urban life must be reformed through contact with nature.85  L’Unite, in particular, is 

understood as a vertical Garden City.86   

What separates Le Corbusier from the Garden City ideology is simply that he 

embraced the centralization that it rejected.  This is evident not just in the manipulation of 

space, in the extreme density of his urban plans, but in the kind of local control and 

agency that he allows.  In the Radiant City, the individual has great liberty in private life, 

but none over the system.87  How different from the consumer-based democracy of 

Howard’s Crystal Palace, or Stein’s Greenbelt.  Yet even if one is to see the differences 

as differences of scale, i.e. that Le Corbusier’s Villes might be understood as Garden 

Cities writ large, the difference is of significant concern.  Scale matters.  For Le 

Corbusier, scale is a matter of vista and size, not of adaptability or accessibility.  He finds 

human scale when the average-height citizen can see so far across the landscape—but not 

when that same citizen might play some role in the shape and texture of the community.  

In other words, scale for Le Corbusier is almost purely physical or sensory, not political 

or social.  No one would accuse Howard or Stein of being organic theorists in the sense 
                                                
84 Although, as Robert Fishman argues, it was probably less Howard than Parker and Unwin that inspired 
the architect.  Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 178. Fishman does believe that Le 
Corbusier drew on Howard’s ideas about collective housing. See also, Curtis, Modern Architecture, 112, 
165; Banham, “La Maison des hommes,” 108; Manfredo Tafuri, “Machine et memoire”: The City in the 
Work of Le Corbusier,” in Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, 206. 
85 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 63; von Moos, Le Corbusier, 191. 
86 Kostof, A History of Architecture, 723; Curtis, Le Corbusier, 169. 
87 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 238. 
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that they deferred to practice over plan, but next to Le Corbusier they did allow for some 

degree of citizen negotiation and interpretation and participation, particularly in the 

commercial realm.  In this sense, their communities were more fundamentally scaled to 

humans than were Le Corbusier’s.88   

No one has been more reviled for his urban planning than Le Corbusier.89  The 

Ville Contemporaine was met with considerable rage.  The Plan Voisin was vigorously 

attacked on exhibition as barbaric.  Moreover Fishman says it “still arouses the same 

horror it did at its original showing.”90  It “hangs around his neck like an albatross,” says 

William Curtis.91  Peter Hall, in particular, has lashed out at Le Corbusier for his 

“mindless arrogance” and “simple minded egomania.”  He laments, in the extreme, the 

“catastrophic” effects of the Corbusian ideals on city planning.  “The evil that Le 

Corbusier did,” writes Hall, “lives after him.”92    

Not surprisingly, a number of authors have made strong efforts to distinguish, or 

to disassociate, Le Corbusier from the work done in his name—efforts, ironically, not 

wholly dissimilar to Hall’s efforts on behalf of Ebenezer Howard.  Curtis, for example, 

while easily conceding that Le Corbusier’s “urban model contained basic flaws” offers 

that “it would be a little too easy to blame him for every banal modern downtown full of 

crude high-rises surrounded by wildernesses of parking lots.”  The parade of horribles, 

Curtis says—including “centralization, real estate profiteering by means of tall buildings, 

                                                
88 For Le Corbusier’s discussion of scale see, Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, 237-240. 
89 See Norma Evenson, “Yesterday’s City of Tomorrow Today,” 246-249, for a good review of the 
criticisms of Le Corbusier’s urbanism. 
90 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 207; Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 207. 
91 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 224. 
92 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 212, 240, 204, but see Chapter 7, 204-240 generally.  See also, Vincent Scully, 
“Le Corbusier, 1922-1965,” in Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, 47, 49. Norma Evenson makes some 
perceptive points about the realization of Corbusian ideas in Paris.  See, Evenson, “Yesterday’s City of 
Tomorrow Today,” 244-245. 
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dumb urban renewal, massive traffic schemes cutting through old fabric,”—would 

certainly have happened without him.93     

Similarly, von Moos, writing in the late 1970s, argued that “to lay the 

shortcomings and failures of recent urban renewal and other large-scale developments at  

Le Corbusier’s doorstep would be both presumptuous and naïve.” For von Moos, 

however, the issue was not so much the intention of the architect, or the subsequent 

bastardization of his ideas, but his practical influence, even responsibility.  “Planning 

policies,” he says, “are not determined by the influence of one single architect ‘great’ as 

he may be, but by socioeconomic forces and interests, institutional patterns and ideology.  

Although Le Corbusier created an imagery for such forces at an early date, he obviously 

did not bring them to life.”  This argument seems not to relieve Le Corbusier of the 

culpability for his vision, but for its implementation.94     

The most incisive and important “defense” of Le Corbusier comes from Robert 

Fishman.  Fishman says that it was Le Corbusier’s attempt to destroy the street which 

“lies at the heart” of his critics’ wrath.  But Fishman encourages a distinction between Le 

Corbusier’s work and that which subsequently, and only superficially, resembles it.  Le 

Corbusier, he says, “wanted to destroy the street—but only to save it.”95 

Fishman’s insight is this: Le Corbusier valued the urban experience, and the 

centrality of the street’s role, but he believed “that the traditional ‘corridor street’ had 

become an impossible setting for the urban drama.”96  Choked with traffic, sunk between 

skyscrapers, the street had become “a ‘dead organ’ incapable of fulfilling its function.”  

                                                
93 Curtis, Le Corbusier, 66; see also his discussion of L’Unites, 173. 
94 Von Moos, Le Corbusier, 187. 
95 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 208. 
96 Interestingly, Fishman disagrees with Curtis on this point.  See, Curtis, Le Corbusier, 65. 
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Le Corbusier addressed the problem by breaking the corridor street into component parts, 

“transportation and sociability, and created two new urban forms to deal with them.”  The 

automobile was relegated to the high-speed freeways.  The pedestrian would relocate to 

“elevated pedestrian malls, ‘streets of repose’ wholly separate from automobile traffic, 

‘tucked in among the foliage of the trees.’”  These ‘streets of repose’ writes Fishman, 

have three levels.  The first is a broad mall punctuated by 
fountains and sidewalk cafes; gently sloping ramps lead to 
two upper promenades which are lined with an array of 
shops, clubs, and restaurants.  At the top level, as Le 
Corbusier enthusiastically pictured the scene, ‘one is almost 
on top of the greenery: one sees a sea of trees; and here and 
there are those majestic crystals, pure prisms, limpid and 
gigantic [the skyscrapers]. Majesty, serenity joy.’ These 
‘gardens of Semiarmis’ in the middle of Paris would 
become the most attractive district for shopping and 
strolling.97 

 
If Le Corbusier did indeed wish to save the street, it was not so much that he 

needed to destroy it, but rather that he believed it had already been destroyed.  So, too, 

the City.  What Le Corbusier articulated in response, in great relief, was planning, order, 

classification, a landscape of discipline.  The Corbusian vision would have a tremendous 

impact on postwar urban and suburban life, and its implications for the development of 

the shopping mall are obvious:  he implored that the existing city centre “must come 

down”; that the traditional corridor street must be abandoned; that the automobile must 

be separated from the pedestrian; that a new kind of geometric, planned and concentrated 

development must be constructed in open space.  On each point, it is arguable that he was 

subsequently misunderstood.  Nonetheless, fairly or not, his counsel and admonitions 

would be heard.  And they would appear in the suburban shopping mall. 

 
                                                
97 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 208-209. 
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In 1935, the same year Le Corbusier published La Ville Radieuse—and the same 

year Le Corbusier first journeyed to the United States—America’s  greatest architect 

revealed his own grand urban vision.  Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City, unveiled in 

model at an exhibition in New York’s Rockefeller Center, was a stark contrast to the 

work of the Swiss master.98  Whereas Le Corbusier had vigorously centralized urban life, 

Wright decentralized in the extreme.  He offered a kind of steroidal Garden City, 

dispersing the components of modern life—residence, industry, commerce, culture—

widely across the landscape. “Ruralism,” said Wright, “not Urbanisme.”99   

For all of the differences, however, the urban design of Wright and Le Corbusier 

was often commonly motivated and expressed.  It is clearly too much, or too misleading, 

to conclude with one of Wright’s principal biographer’s, Meryle Secrest, that Broadacre 

was a “concept derived from entirely different models” than the work of Le Corbusier.100  

In particular, Wright shared with Le Corbusier some key ideas which would mark his 

contribution to the history of the shopping mall.  Like Le Corbusier, and like Ebenezer 

Howard, Wright was intensely uncomfortable with the modern city.  While it is certainly 

possible to see in the organic ruralism of Broadacre a kind of romantic antiurbanism—

and, indeed, there is a distinctive Jeffersonian, and even Emersonian, ethos to his ideal101 

—Wright was not proposing a return to pastoral life.  In fact, as Fishman makes clear, 

Broadacre City “represents Wright’s vision of the true form for the machine age.”102  

                                                
98 For background on Broadacre, see Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 91, 122, 145. 
99 As quoted in Neil Levine, The Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1996). 
100 Meryle Secrest, Frank Lloyd Wright (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 447. 
101 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 287. 
102 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 92. 
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Wright, says Morton White, was a real sophisticate:  he “opposed citification in the name 

of civilization.”103   

Like Le Corbusier, Wright was influenced by the Garden City movement—and 

like Le Corbusier, he departed from it.104  He shared with Howard, and the Regional 

Planning Association of America, a general hostility to the modern city and a strong 

belief in the redemptive power of nature.  He was a strong, and lifelong, advocate of 

decentralization.  But he went further, beyond Howard’s marriage of town and country, 

pushing decentralization to “the point at which the urban/rural distinction no longer 

exists.”105  Yet, at the same time, almost paradoxically, Wright was more deeply 

enamored with technology—much closer to Le Corbusier than to Howard in his 

subscription to the creed of modernism.  

This is particularly true with the automobile, where he shared Le Corbusier’s 

passion and at least some of his ambivalence.  He certainly believed that it was a 

revolutionary technology, invested with great potential as a “liberating force.”106  But he 

not above offering criticism.  Some years after Broadacre appeared, he declared in a 

speech that the automobile was “ a selfish, immobile thing.”107  Like Le Corbusier, then, 

it was essentially the use to which the automobile was put that would decide its value.   

He was wildly optimistic about this potential in his own work.  Appropriately, 

Broadacres called for widespread automobile ownership, superhighways, and low-density 

                                                
103 White, “Two Stages in the Critique of the American City,” 91. 
104 On the influence of the Garden City, note Secrest’s remark that Broadacre was “inspired, perhaps, by the 
early garden cities of Morris and Sidney Webb, as interpreted by the famous English firm of Parker & 
Unwin.” Secrest, Frank Lloyd Wright, 447. Of course, Le Corbusier was influenced by Parker & Unwin, 
too, which seems to undermine Secrest’s contention about “entirely different models.” 
105 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 92, 127-128; see also, Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 
287. 
106 Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 93, 123; K. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier, 175. 
107 “Wright Describes Minneapolis as ‘Frantic Jungle of Incongruity,’” Minneapolis Morning Tribune, 28 
November 1956. 
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development.  Wright found a new alternative intimacy based on the highway and  the 

car.  The urban dweller would negotiate this new city in a new and fundamentally 

different way.108  

Broadacre City, Peter Hall has written, was a “distillation of almost everything 

that [Wright] felt and had expressed about the theory of built form...[and] it managed in a 

rather extraordinary way to weave together almost every significant strain of American 

urban—more precisely, anti-urban—thinking.”109  It brought together, even fused, 

Morton White’s antiurban “antagonists,” the primitivists and sophisticates, though in a 

not altogether sensible or coherent manner.  Both romantic and modern, both fueled by 

and enchanted with the new engines of technology, yet rooted in an agrarian 

conservatism, both horizontal and vertical, both natural and planned, it was the 

embodiment of American antiurbanism.   

 It was like this both in its logic and its effect.  As was true with Le Corbusier, 

Wright’s urban vision was not well received.  “No one liked it,” says Hall.110  In fact, it 

was not only poorly received, it was ignored.  Unlike the Plan Voisin, it inspires little 

indignation, much less horror.  More than the Garden City or the Greenbelt, Broadacre 

failed to directly impact the course and growth of American urban development.  No 

Broadacre was ever built.111   

                                                
108 On Broadacre see, “Broadacre City: A New Community Plan,”  Architectural Record 77 (April 1935): 
243-254; Frank Lloyd Wright, When Democracy Builds (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1945); 
Frank Lloyd Wright, The Living City (New York: Horizon Press, 1958); Frank Lloyd Wright, The 
Disappearing City (New York: William Farquhar Payson, 1932); Frank Lloyd Wright: The Phoenix Papers. 
Volume 1: Broadacre City (Tucson, Arizona: University of Arizona Press, 1995). 
109 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 285. 
110 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 289. 
111 Fishman notes how a working model was developed for a mini-Broadacre outside of Detroit in 1940, but 
no work was ever done on the project.  See, Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 147-148. 
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 Yet, like its visionary brethren, Wright’s Broadacre City has also been immensely 

influential—or at least prophetic.  Robert Fishman argues that “something like the 

transformation…Wright foresaw has taken place in the United States.”  Similarly, Peter 

Hall argues that something “perilously like” Wright’s “low density marriage of suburb 

and countryside….happened all over the U.S. in the 1950s.”112 

 Significantly, however, both Fishman and Hall assert that what appeared as the 

manifestation of Wright’s ideal is commonly misunderstood, or misnamed, and here 

again the experience of the antiurbanist visionaries, including Howard and Le Corbusier, 

should seem familiar.  For his part, Hall argues that the “perilously” similar form came 

“stripped of its social and economic message.”  Fishman argues, along different lines, 

that the postwar landscape did indeed reflect Wright’s vision, but it wasn’t a suburban 

vision.  What emerged in the 1950s was postsuburbia, a decentered, multinucleated 

metropolis, not at all dissimilar to Wright’s Broadacre.  Though it has been widely 

accepted as “universal suburbanization,” Wright’s vision was actually the “exact opposite 

of the suburbia he despised.”  Suburbia, Fishman says, “represented the essential 

extension of the city into the countryside, whereas Broadacres represented the 

disappearance of all previously existing cities.”113  

The confusion that Broadacre generates is perhaps nowhere more clearly apparent 

than with regards to the shopping mall.  In Broadacre, the commercial facilities appeared 

at the intersection of two broad highways.  These were, as Fishman reports, “natural sites 

                                                
112 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 287; see also Arthur C. Nelson, “The Planning of Exurban America: Lessons 
from Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City,” Journal of Architectural and Planning Research 12 (Winter 
1995): 337-356. 
113 Hall sees this somewhat differently.  Citing Herbert Muschamp, he argues that there was a inherent 
tension in the clash of ideology and structure in Wright’s design, that the life and look of the Broadacres 
was supposed to be controlled by the architect.  And he nods at the incredulity of Muschamp recalling 
Wright proudly driving Alvar Aalto around Boston’s suburbs.  See, Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 289-290. 
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of what he called the roadside market, a remarkable anticipation of the shopping center: 

‘great spacious roadside pleasure places these markets, rising high and handsome like 

some flexible form of pavilion--designed as places of cooperative exchange, not only of 

commodities but of cultural facilities.”114 

But if Wright anticipated the shopping center with enthusiasm, this was 

considerably dampened when he saw the real thing.  In November 1956, just over a 

month after it opened, Wright visited Southdale.  He was not pleased.  Gruen’s mall was 

a “barracks,” he said.  In a speech before the Citizens League of Minneapolis and 

Hennepin County on the City of Tomorrow, Wright stung the new development.  “Your 

flight from Egypt...liberated from congestion (of downtown) but planned just the way it is 

downtown. [sic]  Is that moral?  I don’t think it is.”115 

If, as Hall says, Broadacre weaves together various strands of American 

antiurbanism, then in a parallel sense, Wright’s rebuke of Southdale effectively 

articulated the awkward position of the shopping mall.  Though it had been clearly 

influenced by their efforts, the antiurbanists would fail to embrace the new form.   That 

was not true of Clarence Stein, who advocated the design in the late 1940s—though it’s 

not unlikely that he would have assumed Gruen’s later ambivalence.  But for both 

romantic and antiromantic antiurbanists, for both the primitivists and the sophisticates, 

the shopping mall would rank as an undesirable construction. 

                                                
114 Fishman, Bourgeois Utopias, 188, 189; the Wright quote comes from Wright, The Living City, 11; see 
also, Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century, 133-134. 
115 “Wright ‘Condemns’ Mill City Structures,” St. Paul Pioneer Press (November 28, 1956); “Wright 
Describes Minneapolis as ‘Frantic Jungle of Incongruity,’” Minneapolis Morning Tribune, (November 28,  
1956); see also, Des Moines Register (November 29, 1956); Rapid City South Dakota Journal (November 
29, 1956). 
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The reasons for this are multiple.  Principal among them is that the shopping mall 

failed to satisfy the concerns of either antiurban constituency.  It was, in the first instance, 

too urban.  For Wright, for example, the mall failed to take decentralization seriously; it 

replicated, to his mind, the “congestion” and chaos of downtown.  For romantic 

antiurbanists, generally, the urban concentration was hardly what the rejection of the city 

was intended to achieve.   

Even more importantly, perhaps, the mall was too suburban.  Whatever else their 

differences, the common thread that ran between antiromantic antiurbanists was an 

intense hostility to suburban development.  Ebenezer Howard despised it; so did Clarence 

Stein, though he admitted that his Radburn was, in effect, a Garden Suburb.  Le 

Corbusier attacked the suburban ideal explicitly, and he took shots at some of its 

hallowed features, like the winding road.116  Wright, too, lashed out at suburbia.  Indeed 

as Fishman has said of Howard, Le Corbusier, and Wright, “they disagreed vehemently 

about the form of the ideal twentieth century city, but they agreed on one crucial point: 

the ideal city would have no place for suburbia.”117 

Fairly or not, by the late 1950s the shopping mall was increasingly identified with 

suburbanization.  It became, in fact, the ultimate icon of sprawl and, as such, would hold 

no favor with the antiurbanists, romantic or not.  The shopping mall either too effectively 

reconstituted the ills of urban life (which romantics obviously sought to avoid), or it 

hopelessly abandoned the idea of urbanity altogether (which is not what antiromantics 

had in mind at all).  In either case, it was unwanted.  When Gruen, himself an antiurbanist 

of the antiromantic sort, offered his memorable refusal “to pay alimony for those bastard 
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developments” he may well have spoken for the whole lot of antiurbanists.  In their ideal 

search for a new urban vision, in their negotiations with the automobile, their commercial 

concentration, their pedestrian disposition, antiurbanists helped invent the shopping 

mall—but they would not defend its realization. 

 

 And by the late 1950s the shopping mall was in need of defense—at least an 

intellectual one.  A cadre of anti-suburbanists, or more accurately anti-antiurbanists, 

emerged at mid-century and began to vigorously attack the pillars and tenets of American 

antiurbanism.   The attack was multipronged, but it broadly included within its reach 

suburban development and the “renewal” of urban America.  To these men and women, 

the fine distinctions between the antiurbanists—the presence or absence of a romantic 

hue, the degree of their empirically verifiable culpability in the rise of the tenement or 

swath of the superhighway—hardly mattered.  What was at stake was the soul of the 

American city, the texture of the American landscape.  Antiurbanism had had a 

deleterious impact on both.  The idols of antiurbanism—Ebenezer Howard, Frank Lloyd 

Wright, Clarence Stein, Le Corbusier, Lewis Mumford—were unceremoniously 

shattered.   

The shopping mall was not the central concern of the anti-antiurbanist cohort, but 

it did figure prominently as both evidence and augur; it was seen as one of the key 

manifestations of a radical, city-destroying ethos which had come to dominate American 

urban planning.  In the late 1950s and early 1960s, this belief was more conceptual and 

episodic, as the shopping mall was a relatively new form.  By the 1970s, however, as the 

mall came to dominate American retailing and as it assumed its elevated position in 
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popular culture, the attention became more focused.  “We are raising a whole generation 

of architects whose idea of a design is based almost entirely on a suburban shopping 

center,” said a leading anti-antiurbanist in the early 1980s, with obvious concern.118  

Increasingly, the shopping mall emerged as one of the important targets of the anti-

antiurbanist critique. 

Yet, while the antipathy they felt towards the conditions that allowed for the 

expansion of the shopping mall was quite real, and the contempt they expressed for the 

banality and uniformity of its design was quite heartfelt, the criticism was not unyielding.  

A number of anti-antiurbanists found things to appreciate in the form.  If it is too much to 

say that they ever helped promote it, they at least responded to some of the efforts by 

some developers to achieve certain things. 

William Whyte is perhaps the signal figure in this regard.  As an assistant editor 

of Fortune magazine in the late 1950s, Whyte helped spearhead a popular, and resonant, 

rebuke to the planning movement and the tendencies of American (re)development.  

Later, he would focus on the particularities of design and the interplay between space and 

social life.  In this, he had no fixed position on the shopping mall.  He even appreciated 

some of its attributes.  But his general approach was largely hostile to the work of the 

antiurbanists and he was generally discouraged by the mall.    

As it happened, Whyte published his landmark treatise, The Organization Man, 

the same year Southdale opened.  Although Whyte’s study of the suburban community of 

Park Forest, Illinois was (and is) generally understood as an assault on conformity and, in 
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particular, the standardized ideology and wares of 1950s suburbia,119 he said pointedly 

that he was not addressing himself “to the surface uniformities of U.S. life,” and would 

include no “strictures” against “mass man” or “ranch wagons, or television sets, or gray 

flannel suits.”  “They are irrelevant to the main problem,” Whyte argued, “and, 

furthermore, there’s no harm in them.”  The main problem, he said, was the “Social 

Ethic,” which is “not conformity,” but rather a “utopian faith” which makes “morally 

legitimate the pressures of society against the individual.”  The material effects of the 

social ethic, then, the canon of 1950s icons, were interesting only insofar as they 

demonstrated how this pressure manifested itself. By themselves they revealed virtually 

nothing.  “The man who drives a Buick Special and lives in a ranch-type house just like 

hundreds of other ranch-type houses can assert himself as effectively and courageously 

against his particular society as the bohemian against society,” Whyte insisted.  “We 

must not let the outward forms deceive us.” 120   

 It was a strange, and largely unbelievable, disclaimer to a work—and a career—

which was intensely interested in the dynamic between forms and feelings.  In The 

Organization Man, Whyte was certainly concerned with how it was that physical space, 

the “surface uniformities,” affected behavior.  Indeed, one of the macro points he 

convincingly makes in his discussion of Park Forest is that while residents are often 

motivated to move to packaged suburban communities out of pure economic necessity, 

the “environment” changes them.  This environment is not simply the culture, but the 

                                                
119 Jackson Lears, for example, calls The Organization Man the “locus classicus of the 1950s critique of 
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120 William Whyte, The Organization Man (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956), 10, 11, 394, 13. 
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actual design, the layout of the community, and it in turn influences the culture.121  He 

was, as he said years later, “fascinated by the impact of design.”122  Discussing the “web 

of friendship” in suburbia, Whyte repeatedly referred to the effect of the physical 

environment on behavior, how in the difference between “blocks” and “courts,” for 

instance, “the tremendous importance of physical design becomes apparent.”123  

Despite his contention that the “surface uniformities” of American suburban life 

were neither relevant nor injurious, Whyte seriously believed that the construction of 

physical space in the suburbs as they were then designed had a profound, and 

increasingly negative, impact on American life.  Indeed, his belief was stronger than 

most.  While it was true, as Jackson Lears has argued, that “across the political spectrum, 

celebrants and doubters alike accepted the same basic assumption that postwar America 

was a homogenous mass-consumption society” and that material effects, aesthetics, were 

at the core, it was Whyte who most rigorously attached the social psychology of the 

suburban life to its physical design.124  While it is difficult to know from The 

Organization Man the original causality at work, it is clear that the two became mutually 

reinforcing; it’s certainly true that he did not really believe these physical manifestations 

of the social ethic to be either irrelevant or without harm.125 

Whyte made only passing references to the shopping center in The Organization 

Man, but the implications for the mall would soon become clear.  Whyte established in 

The Organization Man that there was something terribly wrong with the direction of 
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American suburban culture and that there was a distinctly spatial element to this wrong.  

“Surface uniformities” in part reflected, but in part shaped, the socio-cultural numbness 

of American life.  To the degree that the shopping mall would become more ubiquitous 

and more uniform—it did both—it would emerge as an important figure in Whyte’s 

analysis. 

The Organization Man is Whyte’s most famous work, and most popularly 

influential, but it may not be his most enduring.  As Nathan Glazer perceptively noted a 

short time after Whyte’s death in 1999, The Organization Man was out of print, while 

several of his contributions to urban planning remained available.126   Most notable 

perhaps was The Exploding Metropolis a collection of essays that Whyte edited and to 

which he contributed several entries.  Expanding on the themes of design that he 

articulated in his earlier work, Whyte cobbled together a “manifesto” which Sam Bass 

Warner Jr. has called “the unexamined foundation of critical American urban writing.”127  

As the subtitle candidly announced, The Exploding Metropolis took direct aim at 

American antiurbanists: “a study of the assault on urbanism and how our cities can resist 

it.”  “This is a book by people who like cities,” Whyte proclaimed on the book’s opening 

line and he immediately made clear whom, and what, this did not include: 

Everybody, it would seem, is for the rebuilding of our cities, and with a 
unity of approach that is remarkable, architects and planners have been 
drafting a striking series of towers and malls for the city of the future.  But 
this is not the same thing as liking cities. It is the contention of this book 
that most of the rebuilding under way and in prospect is being designed by 
people who don’t like cities.  They do not merely dislike the noise and the 
dirt and the congestion.  They dislike the city’s variety and concentration, 
its tension, its hustle and bustle.  The new redevelopment projects will be 
physically in the city, but in spirit they deny it—and the values that since 
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the beginning of civilization have always been at the heart of great 
cities.128 
 

Howard and his Garden City, Le Corbusier and his Radiant one, were singled out for 

designs which weren’t cities at all, but which exercised great influence over the ego of 

planners and architects.  Both were implicated in the twin evils of suburban sprawl and 

urban renewal. 

 In his Introduction and two essays, “Are Cities Un-American” and “Urban 

Sprawl,” Whyte studiously rejected all of the assumptions and aspirations of the 

antiurbanist agenda.  He bristled at the all-encompassing grand Plan—its awesome scale, 

its rigidity, its geometry.  He bemoaned the Plan’s lack of sensitivity to local conditions 

and its exclusivity, its emphasis on order and cleanliness.  One choice passage serves to 

illustrate:  “If you’ve seen one redevelopment project, you’ve almost seen them 

all….They consist of a series of high-rise tower apartments set in geometric patterns on 

an abstract green space carefully preserved against human encroachment.  No hint of 

regional tradition, nothing native in the architecture is allowed to interrupt their vast 

redundancy.”129   

Whyte praised, in return, the gritty street and the functional integration of the city.  

He counseled density, but not Corbusian density, not fixed and stratified pockets.  He 

advocated organic growth, but not Wright's planned rural organism.  Like the 

antiurbanists, Whyte believed the city needed to be saved—only he believed it need to be 

saved from the antiurbanists. 

 Whyte was joined in The Exploding Metropolis by the then-unknown author Jane 

Jacobs.  Whyte had recruited Jacobs from her job writing captions for Architectural 
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Forum.  Her more important qualification was her experience dueling with New York 

Planning Czar Robert Moses over the Manhattan Expressway Project.  Jacob’s 

appointment to The Exploding Metropolis met with considerable resistance, and she 

satisfied her skeptics with a blistering essay that  dug at the roots of American 

planning.130 

 Jacobs followed Whyte in repudiating antiurbanist discipline and order.  Like 

Whyte, she chastised planners for their arrogance, for their remove—intellectual, 

physical, spiritual—from the city they purported to plan.  She emphasized the 

decontextualization of modern planning: “where is this place?” she asked, rhetorically.  

Most importantly, Jacobs passionately argued for an understanding of the willful, and 

creative, expression of people in the construction of the city.  “The customer is always 

right,” she said: so listen.  The essay was called “Downtown is for People,” but she may 

have said “Downtown is by People.”131 

 With a few exceptions, no one in The Exploding Metropolis made much of the 

shopping mall. Louisville Courier Journal real estate editor Grady Clay, in an extended 

sidebar on the attributes of a “good square,” praised the dramatic fountain at Victor 

Gruen’s Northland shopping center outside Detroit for its ability to attract passers-by.  

Here, he said, “lies the promise of the future: in the application of humor, inventiveness, 

and ingenuity to enliven display and entertainment.  The great challenge to downtown is 

that such inventiveness has appeared most notably in several suburban shopping centers.”  
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“Is there any reason,” he asked,  “we can’t have it in downtown too?”132  Jacobs noted the 

lack of merchandise diversity in shopping centers.  Whyte mocked the staleness of 

suburban shopping centers—presumably of the strip type—and disparaged nascent urban 

emulation.  He included several other relatively oblique references to the mall.133   

Despite the absence of significant direct discussion of the shopping mall, 

however, the underlying repercussions of their arguments for the mall were immense.  As 

Sam Bass Warner argued in his Foreword to the 1993 reprint edition of The Exploding 

Metropolis, the remedy for the urban affliction that Whyte and Jacobs prescribed was 

actually taken by a “peculiar source”: the shopping mall.  The mall, he said, had 

“intervened” in their treatment.  “Their recipes for the construction of pleasant active 

sidewalk and pedestrian spaces were applied with much success, but in the perverted 

form of the private retail shopping mall instead of the public suburban Main Street and 

the refashioned urban block.”134  

 Warner’s analysis has its bias (“perverted”), but he makes the important point that 

the absence of transportation planning was the “fatal weakness” of Whyte and Jacob’s 

reasoning.135  In their probing dissection of sprawl and renewal, the anti-antiurbanists 

somewhat inexplicably failed to account for the fundamental importance of the 

automobile, or traffic, or parking, or the intersection.  Yet, it wasn’t so much that they 

missed the point, but misunderstood it.  Both Jacobs and Whyte, for example, lavished 

praise on Gruen’s pedestrian plan for Fort Worth, Texas, in no small part because they 

believed it successfully engaged the problem of the automobile.  They didn’t appear to 
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register the remarks of fellow Exploding Metropolis contributor, Francis Bello, who 

showed that Gruen’s Plan really required a substantial investment in mass transit to work, 

that it “seems to be predicated on an enormous reversal of the nationwide trend in travel 

habits.”136  The Fort Worth plan, in other words, wasn’t really a successful engagement 

with the problem of the automobile at all.   

Nonetheless, Jacobs and Whyte understood it that way, and, in fact, Jacob’s 

defense of the plan underscores the extent to which she seemed to misapprehend the 

problem of the automobile altogether.  Jacobs argued that Gruen’s plan—which she 

considered the “notable exception” to the miasma of modern planning—was in fact really 

important because its “main purpose is to enliven the streets with variety and detail.”  

“There is no magic in simply removing cars from downtown,” she said.  But of course 

there was.  Indeed, while Gruen’s Fort Worth plan quickly receded into the forgotten 

planning past, his enduring contribution to the landscape, Southdale, flourished.  

Southdale was a successful engagement with the automobile.  And Southdale did 

magically remove the cars from downtown.  And the people. 

 The failure of the principal authors of The Exploding Metropolis to fully 

appreciate the problem of the automobile, and to explicitly ignore its resolution in the 

emerging shopping mall, carried important repercussions.  It signified that while the anti-

antiurbanists had an incisive understanding of much of the ideology of antiurbanism, and 

how it played out in the attempted reconstruction of urban America, they missed one of 

its principal motivations.  To various ends, and with varying success, Le Corbusier and 

Stein and Wright integrated the automobile into their work:  they planned with and for 
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and around it.  And they did so conspicuously.  The town for the motor age, the city built 

for speed: these reflected the centrality of the private automobile to modern life. 

 Whyte and Jacobs only dimly understood this, or perhaps so strongly resisted it 

that they only appeared to misunderstand it.  In any case, they attributed the existence of 

the automotive focus to the ego of the plan, or more precisely of the planners, and they 

offered, in retort, the consumer.  Unfortunately, however, the consumer wanted some 

transportation planning, too—wanted some reform, even transformation, of the 

landscape.  As Warner indicated, at least part of the reason that the Fort Worth plan was 

never realized was that “voters of Fort Worth were happy with their new suburban houses 

and shopping centers.”137  Jacobs offered that the “customer was always right” as a 

response to the authoritarian tendencies of the Plan, but it cut both ways: it meant, if 

believed, that the customers who drove their cars out to the suburban shopping mall were 

right, too. 

 There was a strange irony to this: that the anti-antiurbanists, who invoked the 

power of the people against the tyranny of the Plan, seemed to contest what it was the 

people were deciding.  What was even more curious was that neither Jacobs nor Whyte 

appeared to be aware of this irony.  There was no talk on their part about false 

consciousness, nor any discussion of commodity fetishism.  Nor was there really 

anything along the lines of an argument which would account for the popularity of the 

suburban shopping mall by suggesting a kind of insidious capitalist co-optation of urban 

“reality.”  Whyte could write that “clearly the norm of American aspiration is now in 

suburbia” and only paragraphs later that “many of the people who are redesigning the city 

seem to have much the same frame of mind,” and yet he appeared unwilling to concede 
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that perhaps this was the direction in which the power flowed--from the people to 

planners.  Rather, these facts appeared in The Exploding Metropolis bereft of 

reconciliation: people shape the city; planners should respond to people; people are 

aspiring to suburbia; planners should reject the tendencies of suburbanization.   

 Yet the absence of reconciliation, or explanation, should not be taken to mean that 

The Exploding Metropolis is without politics.  Indeed, as Warner says, the book is most 

rewardingly read as a “manifesto” of “cultural politics.” The essays, he believes, 

constitute a conservative reaction against postwar tendencies in mass culture.  “Against 

the triumph of uniform product design, social stratification, and geographical 

segregation,” he says, “ they summoned up the deeply felt tradition of the American 

individualist making a life in the small community setting.” 138   

Whyte and Jacobs can certainly be understood as conservative, but it is really 

questionable whether they appealed to a tradition of “life in a small community.” These 

were, after all, as Whyte once wrote, “people who like cities.”  Nonetheless, in a subtle, 

yet revealing, conclusion to his foreword, Warner presses his point.  The emergence and 

dominance of the shopping mall, in suburbia and downtown, was not, he says,  

a modernization of the city along the path of a new civic culture that the 
Fortune editors [i.e. Whyte and Jacobs] hoped for, but an enlargement and 
elaboration of the old center city department store’s offering of public 
luxuries placed within retail fantasy settings.  The American metropolis 
did indeed explode, but in that explosion its familiar prejudices and 
institutions changed but little.  Mostly they just landed in a new 
geography.139 
 

Warner intimates, then, that the anti-antiurbanist repudiation of the emerging American 

landscape was itself rooted in a desire for a profound transformation of urban life.  After 
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all, if the new American landscape was only a geographical transformation of the 

prejudices and institutions of the old metropolis, and if the Fortune editors were 

profoundly dissatisfied with the new geography, then it follows that they were 

dissatisfied with the old one, as well—that their fire was directed at the old prejudices 

and institutions of the old city. 

 But this has it precisely backwards.  Beyond the fact that this interpretation 

doesn’t seem to square with the anti-antiurbanist defense of older urban forms, it assumes 

that Whyte and Jacobs understood the geographical transformation as such, rather than as 

the expression of a more fundamental revaluation of urban values.  But given their failure 

to appreciate the salience of transportation planning, of the fundamental importance of 

the automobile in the reconstruction of the landscape, it seems like an odd assumption to 

make.  Indeed, it is much more likely that Whyte and Jacobs mistook the new landscape, 

the new geography, for a fundamental revaluation. 

 The result of this conceptualization had profound implications for the anti-

antiurbanist understanding of the shopping mall, and indeed for its postwar reception.  

Rather than see the mall as an “enlargement and elaboration” of existing urban forms, 

they understood it as a new, and ideological, phenomenon.  Whyte and Jacobs had cast 

modern planning in almost exclusively ideological terms, rather than practical or 

geographic ones.  They focused on exclusivity and sterility and segregation, where they 

might also have considered congestion and frustration.  Rather than see a new geography 

of old values, they saw a new geography of new values.  In this, they had effectively 

articulated what would appear in successive decades as a withering critique of the mall:  

the rejection of the city, the catering to an exclusive clientele, the isolation and the 
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segregation, the restrictions on access.  The failure, or unwillingness, to see the 

transformation of the landscape as born at least in part of new technological changes, 

rather than as something more severe and more sinister, would result in the shopping 

mall’s endless denigration. 

  

In 1961 Jacob’s essay “Downtown is for People,” was expanded into what is 

widely regarded as the most important, and influential, work in modern planning, The 

Death and Life of Great American Cities.  It was an undeniably brilliant book, a 

revelation, really:  humanizing and accessible—and unrelenting.  Whereas Whyte had 

opened The Exploding Metropolis by proclaiming that this was “a book by people who 

like cities,” Jacobs opened in a decidedly more confrontational tone.  “This book,” she 

said, “is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding.”  In The Death and Life of 

Great American Cities, the death came first.140 

She began with Ebenezer Howard, who, she said, “set spinning powerful and city 

destroying ideas” from which “virtually all modern city-planning has been adapted.”  His 

failures proved to be many, and they included his conception of commerce “in terms of 

routine, standardized supply of goods, and as serving a self-limited market.”  She ripped 

Stein and the Regional Planning Association of America (for whom she preferred the 

appellation “decentrists”) for, among other things, turning away from the street, 

segregating commerce from “residences and greens,” and believing that a 

“neighborhood’s demand for goods should be calculated ‘scientifically’ and this much 

and no more goods should be allocated.”  And she lacerated Le Corbusier for planning 

the city like a “wonderful, mechanical toy.”  His dream, she said, had had an “immense 
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impact on our cities,” and it was not a good one: she emphasized his attempts to make 

“planning for the automobile an integral part of his scheme,” and how he “kept the 

pedestrians off the streets and in the parks.”141   

In a mere 25 pages of her Introduction, Jacobs had devastated the corpus of 

modern planning.  There were errors, and excesses, of course—she said, for example, that 

the decentrists followed Howard in insisting that the plan “must resist future changes and 

that every significant detail must be controlled by the planners from the start and then 

stuck to,” which clearly misrepresented the public ownership of the Crystal Arcade and 

the Greenbelt shopping center—but hers was an edgy, polemical critique, and it was 

inspiring.  She helped shape the contemporary understanding of planning, synthesizing 

the work of disparate individuals and organizations into a seamless assault on the city.  

Her derision of the ideal of American planning as the “Radiant Garden City Beautiful” 

was more than a memorable turn of phrase: it represented her strong belief that planning 

had morphed into an “intellectual dish of mush.”142 

Against the antiurbanist legacy of the Plan, of the separation of pedestrians and 

automobiles, of vast decongested open spaces, of total reconstruction, Jacobs emphasized 

density, functional integration, locality, proportion.  She highlighted the importance of 

safety and the way in which it was most successfully, and perhaps counter-intuitively, 

achieved through close, and repeated, intersections with strangers, and not from isolation.  

She stressed the importance of “casual, public contact,” and the singular role of the 

sidewalk in this regard.  She noted how its absence lead to a retreat to more private life, 

and a diminution of  public culture.  What social success there was in planned suburbia, 
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she said, was self-selected, and therefore diminished.  She also considered—albeit 

briefly—the effect of planned social interaction on racial discrimination.  Segregation, 

she suggested, wasn’t just about the automobile and the pedestrian, or commerce and 

housing.143  Jacobs further stressed the vitality and stimulation of the public urban 

sidewalk for the American youth and, in so doing, directly addressed one of the principal 

motivations for the flight to suburbia.  Against the strictures and the deadness of the 

cordoned enclave, she offered the diversity and challenge of city streets.  The “yearning 

for the Organization Child,” she countered, was desperate and counterproductive.144 

Jacobs’ initial observations built upon her work in The Exploding Metropolis and 

marked an important, if still quite subtle, contribution to a nascent understanding of the 

shopping mall.  Obviously, by her account, the casual public contact, the intersection 

with strangers, would be absent in the self-selected environs of the mall, which was itself 

derived from the self-selection of suburbia.  Indeed, the mall should be seen not as 

another public space at all, but the extension of private life into an only relatively more 

public realm.  The shopping mall was, in this sense, private space, both literally and 

figuratively.  It was a space of withdrawal. 

Jacobs’ estimation of the shopping mall became more apparent in her 

consideration of urban diversity, a subject which was arguably the crux of her work.  The 

most ubiquitous point and principle of the Death and Life, she said early on, “is the need 

of cities for a most intricate and close grained diversity of uses.”  She loathed the 

segregation and isolation of modern planning, what she called the “decontamination” of 
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particularized use, and she memorably invoked theologian Paul Tillich to attest to its 

repercussions. 145  “By its nature,” he said, 

the metropolis provides what otherwise could be given only by traveling; 
namely, the strange.  Since the strange leads to questions and undermines 
familiar tradition, it serves to elevate reason to ultimate 
significance…There is no better proof of this fact than the attempts of all 
totalitarian authorities to keep the strange from their subjects…The big 
city is sliced into pieces, each of which is observed, purged and equalized.  
The mystery of the strange and the critical rationality of men are both 
removed from the city.146 

 
For Jacobs, diversity of commerce was “immensely important” to the texture of the city.  

It is no coincidence, she argued, that “wherever we find a city district with an exuberant 

variety and plenty in its commerce, we are apt to find that it contains a good many other 

kinds of diversity also, including variety of cultural opportunities, variety of scenes, and a 

great variety in its population and other users,” because “the same physical and economic 

conditions that generate diverse commerce are intimately related to the production, or the 

presence, of other kinds of city variety.”147 

According to Jacobs, diversity required four conditions.  The shopping mall failed 

on each.  The first was mixed primary uses, by which Jacobs meant that a district needed 

to draw people for  more than one purpose.  Here, she distinguished between primary 

uses, or anchorages, like factories or offices or residences which bring people to a 

specific place, and secondary uses, which serve the people that primary uses draw.  The 

shopping mall, she said, was a secondary use—it drew on the primary residential use—

and it was a bad one.  She quoted a shopping center executive who said “you could shoot 

a cannon down the mall of any shopping center at midday and not hit a soul.”  The 
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“innate inefficiency” of shopping malls, the inability to serve more than a single base, 

was, she argued, one reason--among others--that they were unable “to support any but 

standardized, high turnover enterprises.”148 

The second condition for diversity was the need for short blocks, rather than the 

super-blocks of the Garden City.  But, of course, what was the shopping mall but the 

internalized super-block?149  Nor did the shopping mall satisfy the third of Jacobs’ 

criteria, the “need for aged buildings.”  These were especially important in the 

commercial realm.  New buildings, Jacobs argued, required higher costs and these higher 

costs could only be borne by businesses that could afford them, which meant large and 

standardized operations.  There could be no risk, no chance, no experimentation in new 

buildings.  “Old ideas can sometimes use new buildings,” she said. “New ideas must use 

old buildings.”  The shopping mall was, of course, the newest of the new.150  Finally, 

Jacobs argued that diversity required concentration.   Here she made little allusion to the 

shopping mall.  Yet it seems clear that she would consider the mall as part of the new 

multinucleated landscape, which was neither strictly suburban, nor metropolitan.  Rather, 

it was an undesirable “in-between” density.151 

These were the elements of a critical “flourishing city diversity.”  All were 

required; the mall had none.  It’s worth remembering, of course, that Jacobs’ interest in 

diversity was on a macro-level, addressed to the larger metropolis and not to any one 

particular development.  In this regard it is arguably unfair to suggest that the shopping 

mall came up short by her measure; it was not the level of her concern.  Yet it was also 
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true that the shopping mall was increasingly considered as the challenging force to big 

and small town America, to downtown and main street alike, and to the extent that 

Jacob’s critique would be digested by those concerned with amendments to the existing 

urban fabric and the construction of altogether new ones—and it would—her critique 

would apply, and resonate.   

Moreover, this was probably a fact about which Jacobs was not unaware.  Though 

she disclaimed the application of her ideas to anything but the larger metropolis, the 

aggregate effect of her critique on the constituent elements of the new, and the old, 

American landscape was profound.  In the case of the shopping mall, its failure of 

diversity was clearly problematic.  This was only reinforced, or exacerbated, when Jacobs 

considered the challenges to achieving the requisite diversity.  For example, in a chapter 

on the myths of diversity, she challenged the idea that diversity was ugly.  Rather, she 

said, it was the unrelieved sameness and monotony of discrete uses in modern planning 

that failed the landscape.  This sameness and monotony did not always appear so—

indeed it was often covered with pretensions to distinction—but “because inherent 

differences—those that come from genuine differing uses—are lacking, among the 

buildings and their settings, the contrivances represent the desire merely to appear 

different.”  Thus the flourishes of difference that were increasingly evident in the 

roadside strip, were just exhibitionist; they were no less homogenous or standardized—

they did not represent diversity.  She cited Columbia University architecture professor 

Eugene Raskin who exposed the mere facial variety of the shopping center.  Variety, he 

said, does not come from colors or textures, or forms. 

A visit to one of the larger shopping centers (the Cross Country Shopping 
Center in New York’s Westchester County comes to mind, but pick your 
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own) will make the point: though slabs, towers, circles and flying stairs 
bound and abound all over the lot, the result has the appalling sameness of 
the tortures of hell.  They may poke you with different instruments, but 
it’s all pain.”152 
 
Chapters later, Jacobs said that so-called “border vacuums” were one of the 

impediments to diversity.  Border vacuums were the sharp divisions of space that 

punctuated the city and created dead-zones, or “discontinuities of use.”  She counseled 

seams over borders, places of penetration that break down the line between functions.  It 

requires no imagination to understand that the completely introverted shopping mall--

dislocated from surrounding use, impenetrable to the eye, stark not fluid--was the 

ultimate “border vacuum.”153   

The most revealing section of The Death and Life of Great American Cities for 

the shopping mall concerned the automobile.  Jacobs said that “today everyone who 

values cities is disturbed by automobiles.”  The reason for the consternation was clear, 

and she eloquently (she knew no other way) summarized it: 

Traffic arteries, along with parking lots, gas stations and drive-ins, are 
powerful and insistent instruments of city destruction.  To accommodate 
them, city streets are broken down into loose sprawls, incoherent and 
vacuous for anyone afoot.  Downtowns and other neighborhoods that are 
marvels of close-grained intricacy and compact mutual support are 
casually disemboweled.  Landmarks are crumbled or are so sundered from 
their contexts in city life as to become irrelevant trivialities.  City 
character is blurred until every place becomes more like every other place, 
all adding up to Noplace.  And in the areas most defeated, uses that cannot 
stand functionally alone—shopping malls, or residences, or places of 
public assembly, or centers of work—are severed from one another.   
 
Jacobs argued, however, that the automobile is blamed “too much” for this horror; 

indeed, she believed that the catalogue of ills which she enumerated could not fairly be 

ascribed to the automobile at all.  The automobile, she said, is “often conveniently tagged 
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as the villain responsible for the ills of cities and the disappointments and futilities of city 

planning,” when in fact, “the destructive effects of automobiles are much less a cause 

than a symptom of our incompetence at city building.”  The real cause was an egregious 

misunderstanding of the urban dynamic.  Nonetheless, planners had become 

preternaturally obsessed with the car, believing that “if they can only solve the problems 

of traffic, they will thereby have solved the major problems of cities.”  She had no means 

really to account for this misunderstanding; she suggested a kind of myopia, or 

professional intransigence or inertia.  In any case, she could account for its legitimacy, 

and she openly questioned how much of  “the destruction wrought by automobiles is 

really a response to transportation and traffic needs, and how much of it is owing to sheer 

disrespect for other city needs, uses and functions.” 

Jacobs’ skepticism about the legitimacy of attacking the automobile extended 

back to the early antiurbanists, and to Le Corbusier in particular.  With his “park, 

skyscraper and automobile freeway version of Howard’s Garden City,” she said, he 

“flattered himself that he was designing for a new age and, along with it, for a new 

system of traffic.  He was not.”  Rather, his understanding of the new age was simply a 

shallow retool of old ideas, and his new system of traffic was, similarly, a shallow, and 

woefully inadequate, “embroidery” of the automobile onto his plan.  Le Corbusier, 

Jacobs said, wasn’t really planning for the automobile at all; more precisely, the form of 

his ideal city bore no inevitable relationship to the existence of the automobile, as he 

thought it did.   

This, then, was the essence of Jacobs’s insight:   

The present relationship between cities and automobiles represents, in 
short, one of those jokes that history sometimes plays on progress.  The 
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interval of the automobile’s development as everyday transportation has 
corresponded precisely with the interval during which the ideal of the 
suburbanized anti-city was developed architecturally, sociologically, 
legislatively, and financially. 
 

The observation is something of an enigma, as she never actually uses the term 

coincidence.  But certainly it suggests the fantastic:  that the ideal of antiurbanism bore 

no necessary connection to the appearance of the automobile, that the two appeared 

coincidentally and that the focus on the automobile as the root or just cause of 

antiurbanist planning is simply misplaced.  Jacobs had a point.  Howard, after all, did not 

design for the automobile.  To the extent that his Garden City did carry an enormous 

influence—a fact to which both his admirers and detractors alike attest—it is not at all 

implausible to argue that the successive incarnations of the Garden City were not really 

motivated or dependent on the car.  More generally, she was quite right that both 

romantic and antiromantic antiurbanists, both suburbanization and planning, predated the 

automobile. 

Yet for all of the rhetorical force of Jacobs’s argument it ultimately appeared 

more clever and convenient than convincing.  It required, in the first instance, that the 

reader flatly disbelieve the stated intentions of the planners to whom she referred, 

whether Clarence Stein or Le Corbusier, when they said they were planning for the 

automobile—and she provided no real reason to do so.  Nearly all of the antiurbanist 

planners after Howard understood the automobile as a central fact of modern life and they 

all explicitly planned for and around and against it.  Why should the fact that these 

planners were influenced by Howard, or another, override the fact that they also 

independently generated their own ideas and responded to the conditions of the cities as 

they saw them?  The influence of Howard was strong, surely, but was it really so strong 
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that it would overwhelm such powerful minds as Wright and Le Corbusier to the extent 

that they were totally delusional about their own motivations?  It seems unlikely. 

Jacobs offered an alternate path to exposing the false link between antiurbanism 

and the automobile, in suggesting that because Le Corbusier’s Radiant City wasn’t a 

realistic plan for the car, it wasn’t really a plan for the car.  But this, too, hardly seemed 

compelling—or fair.  Writing with nearly 30 years hindsight during which time the whole 

science of traffic management, and in particular the necessary allocation of parking 

spaces to consumers was generated, and during which time, in fact, the explosion of 

automobile ownership and use really occurred, Jacobs was in effect arguing that because 

Le Corbusier did not have these ratios and projections mastered, he was not serious about 

the importance of the automobile to his plans.  His plan, she said, either through 

ignorance or incompetence, was “wishful frivolity.”   

Yet, were efficacy the criterion, Jacobs could hardly have done worse than to 

single out for praise Victor Gruen’s plan for Fort Worth, as she did in The Exploding 

Metropolis and again in the Death and Life.  Gruen’s plan managed, in fact, a difficult 

trifecta of impracticability: it required a decrease in private automobile use, an increase in 

public transportation, both as part of a grand plan for the restoration of a beleaguered 

downtown.  The plan for Fort Worth was as unlikely, and unrealistic, as they come, and 

yet it was from here that Jacobs launched her assault against Le Corbusier and others who 

purported to plan for the automobile.   

Jacobs defended Gruen’s plan and its “presuppositions” by arguing that were it to 

be otherwise, were it really to try and accommodate the private automobile, the 

“practicality of a concentrated, intense district, readily used on foot, would have been 
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defeated.  The plan would have no point.”  But it was Jacobs who appeared to miss the 

point.  The point of much modern planning was reconciliation with the automobile.  It 

was true with Le Corbusier, with Stein and Wright and it was true with Gruen.  This did 

not mean that they necessarily liked the automobile; indeed almost all of them were 

ambivalent about it.  Nor did it mean that they were always successful in this regard, that 

their plans were aesthetic or functional triumphs.  Many of them were not.  Many were in 

fact pocks, real or imagined, on the landscape.  But they did engage the automobile. 

Jacobs argued that  the needs of the automobile are “simple” and “more easily 

understood and satisfied than the complex needs of cities,” and if planners would only 

learn to understand a city, its “intricate economic and social concerns,” then they would 

be better able to accommodate the automobile.154  But what Jacobs failed to 

acknowledge, here as earlier, was that these needs weren’t so simple at all.  If they were, 

then Gruen’s plan should have been a stirring success; as it was, it was a rather 

immemorable failure, by some marks even more unsuccessful in mitigating the 

automobile’s burdens, and exploiting its promise, than those she reviled.   

Jacobs argued that the planners mistakenly focused on the automobile rather than 

the city, but this was no mistake at all.  Jacobs assumed that the goal was an almost 

beneficent accommodation of the automobile, but it was increasingly the other way 

around: the question, that is, was not how the car might be woven into the existing fabric, 

but how the city might be constructed anew, sometimes out of whole cloth, around the 

automobile.  This was the point of the Plan. 

It was the point being made by the high priests of modern planning, but maybe 

even more emphatically by persons on rungs lower than those to which Jacobs addressed 
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her argument.  In the first place, the attention to the automobile, to the dry logistics of 

parking and intersections, of supply routes and pedestrian walkways, was undertaken by 

legions of commercial architects and store planners and the like.  This was a massive and 

diffused effort that consumed the attention of multitudes for the first half of the twentieth 

century.  To argue that all of this work was actually rooted in an ideological interest 

removed from the automobile itself seems far overblown. 

Most importantly, it misses the point that was being made by the people who were 

increasingly attracted to the automobile and who demanded its accommodation.  These 

were the people who refused to come downtown because they could not find a place to 

park.  The number one disadvantage of downtown shopping that residents cited again and 

again and again, in study after study:  parking.  And behind that:  traffic.    

It might be with the people that it is best to begin to take stock of Jacobs’s 

contribution to the intellectual history of the shopping mall.  As in “Downtown is for 

People,” in The Death and Life Jacobs cherished the people who shaped the city, who in 

little, often incidental ways, gave life to the metropolis.  As a number of scholars have 

suggested, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was essentially a “neo-

conservative tract” in its admiration for small business and its abhorrence of regulation 

and centralization.  Jacobs strongly believed in local initiative, freedom of choice, the 

productive force of the free market.  Of course, as these same scholars are quick to point 

out, her repudiation of regulation and centralization was almost always directed at the 

explicit acts of the government, and rarely at the often more insidious exercise of 
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corporate power.  Nonetheless, she was a tireless advocate for the people, and their 

creative expression in the city.155 

Apparently, what she could not digest, however, is that people were choosing 

suburbia.  People were choosing to shop at chain stores in the shopping mall.  She looked 

increasingly to planners to account for this, and in so doing helped define a kind of dual 

vision which would afflict a generation or two of urban observers:  Planners were 

responsible for the death of the city; people, common people, were responsible for  

resuscitating it.  People made the City great; planners made suburbia.  People supported 

the scale and aesthetic of the local store; planners created the shopping mall.  Downtown 

is by people, Jacobs argued, but suburbia is by planners—and the shopping mall is by 

developers.   

As in the essay from which it was born, and the collection in which that essay first 

appeared, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was not focused on the shopping 

mall.  It is certainly true that the barbs at the shopping center were more frequent, and 

more pointed, than before.  She criticized, for example, the downtown “commercial 

centers that are lackluster imitations of standardized suburban chain store shopping,” 

though it was difficult to find where she found the luster.156  She referred to 

“monopolistic shopping centers.”157  But the real heart of the criticism was not in the 

direct references, but in the context—in the sum of its parts. 

 Jacobs delineated the critical features of the vibrant, diverse city and the shopping 

mall was wanting on all counts.  The shopping mall was all new, brand new, a 
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decontaminated single function development, in a huge interior block, in a moderately 

concentrated landscape.  It offered no casual public contact.  It was a destination.  It 

offered no intimacy with strangers, only the same people with whom one lived.  It offered 

no challenge or stimulation to children because in its sterility and safety, it offered no 

challenge or stimulation.  And, paradoxically perhaps, it was unsafe, for all of the 

aforementioned, because of its lack of density and flexibility and chance.   

 The shopping mall was ugly: repetitive and stultifying, part of the “monotonous, 

unourishing gruel” of the new American landscape.  Even worse, it contrived to be 

different, but it was just more and more of the same.  It was oppressive in its sameness.  

The “difference” in the mall, the assorted signage and colors of paint, was smirking and 

shallow; the ugliness, deep.  It was impenetrable, isolated, self-contained, indifferent to 

its context.  It was cut off from whatever might surround it (if in fact anything surrounded 

it).  It formed the most resolute of borders, the most complete vacuum. 

 And perhaps most of all, the shopping mall was concrete testament to just how 

deferential, or craven, American planning had become with regard to the automobile.  

Rather than try and understand the city, rather than working to see how it is that the city 

works, instead of exposing the false choice between urban diversity and the automobile, 

planners ripped and paved their way through the city and across the countryside, all in the 

name of necessity, of accommodation and integration of the automobile.  The shopping 

mall, the market in the asphalt meadow, was the extreme capitulation to a radical 

misunderstanding both of the city which it abandoned, and the vehicle of its 

abandonment.   
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 The Death and Life of Great American Cities was a hugely influential attack on 

city planning and rebuilding.  It must also be understood as a signal event in the life of 

the shopping mall, for it was an attack on it as well.  In succeeding decades, nearly all of 

the themes in Jacobs’s work which either directly or contextually touched on the mall 

would appear in the work of others, and in the popular canon: the shopping mall was 

bland, repetitive, it was everywhere and nowhere, it was false, it was manipulative, it was 

unsafe, it was uniform, it was exclusive even segregated, it was imposed from above, it 

was cultural and social and architectural and economic death.   

 Jacobs’s ideas would circulate widely, and deeply.  They would perhaps find their 

most conspicuous roots in the writings of Richard Sennett, a professor of sociology at 

New York University, who, beginning in the early 1970s, published a number of books 

that would have a notable impact on contemporary understanding of urban America.  

Sennett, as Robert Fishman indicates, was a leftist, an anarchist of sorts, and in this he 

was far afield from the petit bourgeois conservatism of Jacobs.  His critique demonstrated 

the degree to which a political agenda did not dictate the core quality of anti-

antiurbanism, which included the rejection of the shopping mall.158 

 In The Uses of Disorder, published in 1970, Sennett identified the “urban 

crisis”—to which so much attention, and consternation, was directed in the 1960s—not as 

an explosion of city growth, but as something “dying out in city life at the present time.”  

This death, he indicated, could be found in the stultifying myths of a “purified 

community,” in the “gradual simplification of social interactions and forums for social 

exchange, underlying an ever-increasing elaboration of technological and bureaucratic 

system.”  This was, he said, a central paradox of modern urban life: how it was that in an 
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era of breathtaking technological and bureaucratic complexity, social life could become 

more primitive, how it could desire, and at least facially achieve, simplicity and order.159   

Sennett located this paradox in the appropriation of public space by the private 

family, and he developed a clean and sophisticated thesis to account for this:  the family, 

he said, had become increasingly “intense,” by which he meant both that the family 

increasingly understood itself as a “microcosm” of society, and that the family 

increasingly aspired to equality among its members.  The result of this new intensity was 

a strong belief in the need for order and peace, and a de-emphasis on difference and 

diversity.   “The belief,” he said, “that the family circle is a microcosm of the world, the 

belief that family members must be equals to be able to respect one another, and the 

terrible guilt over family conflict are specific expressions of men searching for the myth 

of solidarity in their lives, a solidarity born out of an inability to accept ambiguities and 

the painful unknown.”160  It reflected, in other words, a kind of arrested adolescence. 

The ramifications of this new family intensity for the life of the city were 

profound.  Whereas urban life had previously been characterized by what he called a 

“multiplicity of contact points,” in which “the daily life of an individual was a journey 

between various kinds of group life, each one different in its functions and character from 

the others,” the new family turned inwards and away.  The growth of the affluent suburb 

was the most obvious sign, or effect, of this process.161  

For Sennett, then, the tremendous growth of suburbia could not be explained by 

the traditional hard explanations, not in federal housing programs, nor in the exigencies 
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of global conflict, nor in the searing motivations of race; the explosive propulsion of 

modern transportation is not accounted for.  Rather, to a degree arguably even greater 

than Jacobs, Sennett emphasized the ideological, or more precisely the psycho-social, 

underpinnings of the geographic transformation of modern life.  “The historical 

circumstances of depression, war, land value, and racial fear all have played a role,” he 

said, “but they are all offshoots of a more central change in the last decades that has led 

to the strength of suburban life.  This deeper, more hidden element is a new attitude about 

the conduct of family life within and without the city.”162   

What the suburb offered, how it satisfied this “new attitude,” could be found in its 

“simplification of the social environment” which was the “logical end in the decline of 

diverse communities.”  The simplification was evident in how, in the suburb, “physical 

space becomes rigidly divided into functional areas: there are wide swatches of housing, 

separated from swatches of commercial development concentrated in that unique 

suburban institution, the shopping center or shopping strip.”  The shopping center—and 

Sennett probably really alludes here to the regional shopping center—is a salient 

manifestation of what he says is the “crux of the matter,” namely the “desire of people 

beyond the line of economic scarcity...to live in a functionally separated, internally 

homogenous environment.”163   

While Sennett clearly believes this occurrence to be devastating—he 

disparagingly calls it the construction of a “society of fear,” a “society willing to be dull 

and sterile in order that it not be confused or overwhelmed”—it is important that he says 

that it is the desire of the people which accounts for this.   In the controlled communities 
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of suburbia, he writes, “the scope of human variety and freedom of expression is 

drastically reduced,” but it is “voluntarily reduced.”  He says again: “the withdrawal has 

been voluntary.”  In a recognition that seemed to elude earlier anti-antiurbanists, Sennett 

offered explicitly that the “suburban condition, which is now guiding as well the 

rebuilding of inner city areas…is a social creation, a social act.”164   

 Yet for all of Sennett’s apparent candor about the culpability of ordinary people in 

the development of the new sub/urban landscape, he was actually quite ambivalent about 

the process.  On occasion, he assumed the bifurcated vision of Jacobs, who saw dastardly 

developers and pious planners warring against a benign, and often noble, public.  For 

example, in bemoaning the destruction of many of the key social contact points in 

sub/urban America, Sennett suggests that it is corporate consolidation and 

homogenization—the replacement of local inns and taverns with Howard Johnson’s and 

“MacDonald’s” [sic]—which is to blame.  He explains the replacement of these more 

distinctive and intimate entities with “standardized giants” in purely economic terms, 

arguing that the former cannot “compete in volume economies and the like,” with the 

latter.  The “social effect,” he says, of this transformation is that middle-class persons 

now “conceive of social spaces that have a distinctive character to be intimate and small 

places, the most powerful being their own homes.”165  This in turn reinforces the intensity 

of the family and contributes to a declension in public culture.  

Sennett’s consideration of the “social effect” of corporate consolidation and 

homogenization appeared to reverse the power-dynamic that he had earlier articulated.  

Before he insisted that it was the constructive power of the people which had created the 
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landscape, that the suburban frontier was a “social act,” that the shopping mall was 

concrete tribute to the desire of people to live in a functionally separated, homogenous 

environment.  Here, however, he makes clear that macro forces of centralization and 

standardization, economies of scale, had replaced local business and this in turn had 

forced the suburbanite indoors.  In this latter analysis, the public is no longer responsible 

for the contour of the community; the people are less active than reactive.  There is still a 

withdrawal, to be sure, but it appears considerably less voluntary.   

 The shift in responsibility away from the people was made more explicit when 

Sennett generally discussed the unfortunate tendencies of the new metropolis, and the 

possibilities for its reform.  The culprit was familiar: modern city planning.  Sennett 

argued that Baron Hausmann’s reconstruction of Paris in the late 19th century left a 

legacy of “terrible simplicity” which wrecked havoc on the landscape.  He identified two 

key features of the legacy.  The first was the notion that it is “desirable to treat city 

problems as a whole,” and the second, “that it is a good idea to plan physical space for 

predetermined social use.”  Sennett says that for the majority of modern planners the 

“ideal is that nothing be out of control” and they are thus sensibly enraptured with total 

planning, both across the landscape and for the present and the future.166  Control, that is, 

becomes both geographic and temporal.  The individual is obviously dwarfed in this 

process, as planners work at the farthest possible remove from her concerns.  The 

idiosyncrasies of the particular are subsumed to the broad interest of the system and the 

planner, in an attempt at a kind of transcendent form, indulges neither the contemporary 

nor the future. 
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Importantly, Sennett does not believe that the planner is ultimately successful in 

this effort.  The power of the planner is necessarily limited, he says, because in master 

planning “there is no provision for the fact of history, for the unintended, for the 

contradictory, for the unknown.”  Sennett thus approvingly cites William Whyte for 

perceptively showing the “impotence of planners working along these lines.”   In the case 

of Washington D.C., which Whyte discussed in his 1968 book The Last Landscape,  

“planners imposed an ideal image of urban growth on the city that the facts of city history 

are now violating; new residential and commercial growth is occurring in areas where the 

planners had not expected the city to grow; the central city is renewing itself in ways not 

originally anticipated.”  Planners, in turn, he says, rather than understand or learn from 

the new changes “cry for greater policing powers to enforce what they originally 

envisioned.”167 

 Sennett, not surprisingly, envisioned something much different.  He wanted the 

city to be essentially left alone; zoning laws, for example, among other municipal 

strictures, should be abolished.  There should be no real planning, he argued, or at least 

not along the lines of what master planners had pursued.  He offered, rather, that “the city 

must be conceived as a social order of parts without a coherent, controllable whole form.  

The planning of functional divisions, of processes of land uses in advance of habitation of 

the land should be abolished.”  Much like Jacobs, he urged variegated use and adaptable 

space, for areas “that during one period serve as commercial places should be able in 

another area to serve as living places.”168 
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 Sennett intimated that his prescriptions were anti-planning, even anarchic, but 

they were arguably neither.  He was, in fact, planning against planning, offering a distinct 

vision of social life which itself needed to be manipulated through controls.  The absence, 

that is, of the particular land use controls which he despised did not mean an absence of 

control altogether.  Far from it.  His anarchy required eternal vigilance and discipline, 

much like a healthy “free market” capitalism needed enforceable laws of antitrust.  

Indeed, the real question wasn’t really whether Sennett was offering an alternative plan; 

he was.  Rather the real question, and it was the question that vexed and frustrated all 

anti-antiurbanists, was whether the plan, or vision, he offered responded to the work of 

planners or people.  Which was to say: who was responsible for the landscape he was 

rejecting? 

 Sennett had suggested that it might be either one.  He had indicated, for example, 

that the shopping mall was part of a desire by people to segregate themselves in a 

functionally separated, and homogenous environment; that suburbia and its attendant 

elements were social acts of voluntary withdrawal.  Yet he had also made clear that the 

social effects of increased corporate homogenization and sterilization had forced people 

inside, that the withdrawal had been less than voluntary.  And, of course, he had indicted 

generations of planners for foisting their urban perversions on an often rebellious public.   

 The answer to this question about power and responsibility carried important 

repercussions for an understanding of the shopping mall, for it would determine whether 

one saw this new form as something imposed or desired, as something artificial or 

organic.  Antiurbanists of course, while never conceding that there was something 

inauthentic about their work, were quite explicitly in control of it.  Their designs 
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proceeded from a very confident—some would say arrogant—notion that they could best 

shape the city for the people.  They were under no illusions at all, however, that it was by 

the people.  The shopping mall did not appear out of thin air, at the summons of the 

collective will:  it was planned. 

 Whyte, Jacobs, and Sennett, indeed all of the anti-antiurbanists, loathed this 

arrogance, and argued that the people would resist this architecture of tyranny in both 

subtle and spectacular ways.  And yet, as the suburbs continued to prosper and 

proliferate, with the steady profusion of shopping malls, it was an increasingly difficult 

and even unpalatable argument to make.  It acknowledged that all of the power was in the 

hands of the government and the planners and the developers.  To leave people with only 

select pockets of resistance was to divest people of the agency and integrity which the 

anti-antiurbanists had so strenuously fought to preserve. 

 The other option, and the option with which Sennett flirted in The Uses of 

Disorder, was to hold people responsible for these new developments, to account for the 

transformation of the American landscape not through impersonal forces, but through 

people.  And so he argued that “the suburbanization and increasing organization of city 

spaces into functional compartments is not a process arbitrarily imposed on city people 

but one responsive to their human desires.”  And yet to so acknowledge would be to at 

least tacitly acknowledge that these new urban forms were popular and desirable, and it 

would leave open the question, then, why, if this were so, should people want to change 

them.  Sennett actually asked this question and the best he could muster was the rather 

elliptical motivation of “boredom.”169     
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 Sennett did at least try to account for this problem in suggesting a complicated 

and nuanced dynamic between people and planners, a “conspiracy” even.170  Indeed, a 

generous reading of his work might conclude that he was arguing for an understanding 

between the two of alternate moments of creation and resistance, of action and reaction.  

But this is almost certainly too generous.  What appears in The Uses of Disorder is 

considerably more static and discrete:  a picture of social agency which creates the new 

landscape, next to a picture of corporate power and influence which creates the new 

landscape; an argument for the effective dissolution of planning, next to an advocacy of 

planning to rectify the problems of planning; a belief, and a relief, that citizens were 

constantly subverting the landscape, and yet a pronounced frustration (in a book that 

praised disorder of all things) that planners weren’t responding to this.    

 The Uses of Disorder was incisive, often brilliant, but ultimately confused, at least 

as far as its discussion of suburbia and its attendant forms was concerned.  In this, it was 

a worthy descendant of earlier anti-antiurbanism.  Like Jacobs and Whyte, Sennett 

appeared confounded by the success of the suburbs and the shopping mall.  To deny their  

appeal would be naïve and patronizing and arrogant.  To admit it, though, might 

potentially be worse, because it would mean to be left without much reason for change. 

   What was left then was a certain ambivalence, or anxiety, about the new 

landscape.  Sennett, like Jacobs and Whyte, was far too perspicacious a critic to dismiss 

these new developments out of hand.  But nor could he resolve to really accept them, to 

engage them on their terms.  What emerged then were shifting, often irreconcilable, 

accounts of responsibility, fleeting efforts at reconciliation, punctuated by condemnation.  
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It was a tension on display on points both big and small.  In the former case, for 

example, it is evident in Sennett’s discussion of the “social effect” of corporate 

homogenization.  The new chains, he says, force people to identify distinctive and 

intimate space with the home; force people indoors.  As a result, real entertaining among 

the middle-class, Sennett argues, “is sheltered and by invitation in the private house.  

This is why cafe life, either outdoors or indoors, has failed to catch on when attempted as 

part of central-city urban renewal, or in the newest shopping center.  One is more 

‘comfortable’ having a cocktail at home before dinner than taking one’s wife out of the 

house for a respite to a cafe or tavern.”171  

Sennett’s argument included a number of key curiosities.  The most obvious 

perhaps concerns his remark that “café life” has “failed to catch on” in the shopping 

center.  If he means by this “café life” literally, life in a café, it seems odd, or at least 

pinched, that the barometer of public urban life should be measured by the vitality of the 

café; surely the pronounced popularity of the public spaces of the mall should count for 

something, even if those in them are not smoking or drinking coffee (though often they 

were doing both).  If, however, he means “café life” metaphorically to stand for public 

urban culture, then it’s difficult to see how or why he feels this “has failed to catch on” 

when shopping malls were extremely popular public spaces.  In either case, Sennett 

appears to ignore, deliberately even, the social life of the shopping mall.   

It is a decision reinforced by the fact that the mall is unfavorably juxtaposed to a 

cryptic defense of the often private, and very often socially, economically, racially and 

religiously segregated country club.  Sennett credits the country club with widening “the 

circle of meaningful ‘others’ for suburban people”; one wonders, with this defense of 
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country club diversity, whether perhaps Sennett misunderstood just what ‘handicap’ 

refers to.  In any case, the country club had demonstrably less “café life,” literally and 

figuratively, than the shopping mall, and yet he counts it as “one of the few real leverages 

against the intense household life of the suburbs,” and indicates that “social critics have 

been entirely too snobbish about these institutions.”172   

Sennett, then, took the noteworthy step of actually searching for a sign of life in 

suburbia—something others were loathe to do—but curiously located it only within a 

bastion of exclusivity, the suburban country club, while studiously rejecting it in the 

shopping mall, where it was arguably in full blossom.  It underscored a kind of palpable 

uncertainty about the new terrain, a sense that while it could not be wholly ignored, what 

precisely was important about it, or how it functioned, remained inaccessible.   

This sense of unease was amplified in Sennett’s discussion of what could be done 

to redress the maladies of the urban affliction.  Although he acknowledged the 

contributions, Sennett indicated relatively early on in The Uses of Disorder that his 

thinking had “come to diverge from that of Jane Jacobs” in The Death and Life, on this 

question of the remedies for urban despair, and in particular the incorporation of modern 

technology.  He considered Jacobs a romantic of sorts, who was interested in the 

impossible restoration of earlier urban forms.  He, in turn, professed a desire to move 

forward, to utilize modern technology and affluence in the development of  a new and 

vital urban life.173 

 It appeared a promising advance on the work in The Exploding Metropolis, but in 

fact his prescriptions suffered from some of the same myopia, particularly with regard to 
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technology.  Nowhere, for example, had technology more fundamentally affected the 

daily lives and aspirations of Americans than in transportation, but Sennett had very little 

to say on the matter.  Indeed, while Jacobs’s engagement with the automobile may have 

been unrealistic, it was considerably more detailed than Sennett’s.  His incorporation of 

technology was reliant on an improbable, or at least inaccessible, socio-psychic 

revaluation tied to a Marxist redistribution of abundance.  Just as he seemed to grasp that 

there was some redeeming social institution in suburbia, but only located it in the country 

club, so he understood the importance of technological change, but ended up engaging it 

through a hackneyed Marxist discussion of the disordering possibilities of excess 

affluence. 

Sennett sought to distinguish himself from Jacobs, but his argument was 

exceedingly familiar.  This was particularly true about the central idea of the uses of 

disorder.  In the triumphal conclusion of The Death and Life, Jacobs argued that city 

planners had radically misunderstood just what kind of a problem a city is, mistaking it as 

a problem of simplicity, or what she called disorganized complexity, when it was in fact a 

problem of organized complexity.  Planners had failed to understand that the problem of 

the city was a problem of a rich and sensitive complexity, not suited for statistical 

manipulation or isolated variables.  Le Corbusier had said that the city was a machine for 

living, but for Jacobs the city was, if a machine at all, a living machine: it was alive, it 

was an organism.   

 Sennett’s recommendation of disorder proceeded from a similar understanding.  

The essential paradox of his work, he said, “is that in extracting the city from preplanned 

control, men will become more in control of themselves and more aware of each 
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other.”174  Disorder begets real order; not the imposed order derived from a 

misunderstanding of the city’s complexity.  Sennett, like Jacobs, believed that the 

planners had gotten the city wrong.  He pushed anarchism, but it was in the same 

direction of achieving a kind of natural stasis of organized complexity.  It was an ordered 

anarchy, which was not so far removed from Jacobs’s free marketism.   

 The shopping mall was sign and symptom of the failure to understand what the 

city was and what it should be.  Like Jacobs and Whyte, Sennett understood 

suburbanization as an ideological movement.  So, too, the shopping mall, one of its iconic 

achievements, was an ideological construction, a monument to the simplification, 

segregation, and homogenization that characterized the transformation of urban life.  The 

city was complex, but the shopping mall was quite simple: it was a place to shop. 

 Yet if the shopping mall was evidence of the failure of planners to understand 

what kind of problem the city was, it may be similar evidence of a similar failure of anti-

antiurbanism: a failure to understand what kind of problem the new sub/urban landscape 

was.  It was a failure on several levels.  It was a failure, in the first instance, to see that 

the new landscape was itself complex, that it was negotiated by people in a new way, that 

it represented a new understanding of space.  This did not necessarily mean that it was 

planned for single function uses, but rather that new modes of transportation meant that 

the spaces were now perceived differently.  The automobile enabled people to understand 

a mile in the same amount of time that a pedestrian might understand a single block; a 

gas station, a shopping strip, a park, might signal to the driving suburbanite diversity and 

multiplicity of function in the same way that the bar and Laundromat and bookstore 

communicated this to an urban pedestrian. 
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 The shopping mall was somewhat unusual in this regard because it played two 

roles in two different kinds of landscapes.  It was part of this diffused terrain, but it also 

offered, within its arcades, a much more traditional diversity and concentration.  This 

latter fact escaped the anti-antiurbanists, too, and it was a point on which Sennett was 

simply empirically wrong.  There was no single function to the mall.  It was not simply a 

place to shop.  The mall was a place to meet, to socialize, to play, to court, to attend 

community gatherings, to ice-skate, to protest. 

   

Sennett pursued the themes of The Uses of Disorder in subsequent books, a 

number of which constituted valuable contributions to the anti-antiurbanist critique of the 

shopping mall.  In what was perhaps his most famous work, The Fall of Public Man, 

Sennett made virtually no direct mention of the mall.  Still he continued to argue that 

public culture had been degraded, that public spaces were diminished, and that retail 

institutions, had played a role in this.  Together with his critique of the automobile, and 

his allegations of brutality and insensitivity in modern planning, the work would inform a 

continuing intellectual assault on the consumer spectacle of the shopping mall.   

The Fall of Public Man opened with Sennett’s familiar refrain about the 

reorientation of urban life away from the street and into the home.  It was, in fact, an 

explicit reversal of  David Reisman’s characterization of an other-directed society in The 

Lonely Crowd; Sennett argued that society has become more private, more intense, and 

considerably less public.  Indeed, he said public life had been increasingly ritualized, a 

“matter of formal obligation” divested of emotional energy, as it was in post-Augustan 
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Rome.  Public forums, like the city itself, were “in a state of decay.”  The action was now 

in the home.175 

For Sennett, this meant that many ostensibly public institutions were in fact 

extensions of private life; they were inauthentic, at least insofar as they were now bereft 

of a critical impersonal quality.  “The city,” he said, “is the instrument of impersonal life, 

the world in which diversity and complexity of persons, interests, and tastes become 

available as social life.”  The withdrawal of the individual into the family meant this 

impersonal life was sacrificed, as was the public culture of the city in which it had 

heretofore resided.176  The artifacts of the new sociability were not public concentrations 

but private elaborations. 

 This was certainly true in the commercial realm.  Indeed, Sennett argued that the 

story of  the transformation of public life was perhaps best seen in the transformation of 

the retail trade in the 19th century.  In particular, he said the rise of the department store, 

“mundane a subject as it may seem, is in fact in capsule form the very paradigm of how 

the public realm as an active interchange gave way in people’s lives to an experience of 

publicness more intense and less sociable.”  In stark contrast to the theatricality of the 

ancien regime retail experience, the revolution of the Bon Marche—fixed prices, high 

volume, browsing—diminished theatricality and “made passivity into a norm.”177   

Sennett said it was relatively easy to understand why the seller traded in his 

theatrical role.  It was less understandable why buyers resigned theirs.  Sennett believed 

the answer lay in the “spectacle” of modern merchandising.  Through advertising, 

promotions, dramatic displays, the department stores created a “kind of spectacle out of 
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the store, a spectacle which would endow the goods, by association, with an interest the 

merchandise might intrinsically lack.”  Volume, says, Sennett, was accomplished 

“through an act of disorientation: the stimulation to buy resulted from the temporary well 

of strangeness, of mystification that the objects acquired.”178  This achievement, of 

inducing the customer to “invest objects with personal meaning, above and beyond their 

meaning” was what Marx called “commodity fetishism.”  And for a variety of reasons, 

Sennett said, the retailers achieved it.  The result was a departure from an active and 

impersonal engagement with urban life.  “By stimulating the buyer to invest objects with 

personal meaning, above and beyond their utility,” Sennett argued,  “there arose a code of 

belief which made mass retail commerce profitable.  The new code of belief in trade was 

a sign of a larger change in the sense of the public realm:  the investment of personal 

feeling and passive observation were being joined; to be out in public was at once a 

personal and a passive experience.”179 

Once again, Sennett expressed some ambivalence about who was responsible for 

this transformation of the city.  He was clearly sensitive to the will of the individual and 

searched constantly for an explanation, or motivation, for the individual’s acceptance of 

the new retail dynamic.  Sennett did not accept a manifest change in the landscape, or 

even in the relations between producers and consumers, simply because it was more 

profitable for producers.  He also acknowledged the ways in which communities self-

segregated, how they built barriers from within. 

Yet, Sennett undoubtedly understood planners as persons in power, and he held 

them responsible for much of the destruction that had been wrought.  In particular, he 
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attacked the emphasis in modern planning on homogenization, or single function 

development, which he considered both impracticable—because it cannot adapt to 

changes in use—and deadening—because it destroys the possibilities of complexity of 

experience which derives from the “overlay of function in a single territory.”  The 

American middle class suburb of the 1950s was the “extreme instance” of this condition, 

and the shopping center was one of its conspicuous elements.  Though often derided as 

empty and tasteless, these projects were built the world over by “large scale planners.”   

Sennett argued that one of the “ultimate costs” of the destruction of public space 

effectuated by the planners obsession for homogeneity in use was the “paradoxical 

emphasis on community it creates.”  Suburbs were rationalized in part because they 

offered a kind of sanctuary from the impersonality of urban life.  They offered 

community.  Yet their design only left people with “hunger for human contact.”  In the 

American suburb, Sennett said, “this hunger is met by resort to voluntary associations; 

under cover of engaging in a common task, or pursuing a single experience, people get a 

chance to overcome the wounds of geography imposed by the planners of their 

communities.”180  

To those left wondering whether these Americans actually ever seized this 

chance, whether they were ever able to create or sustain a community in spite of the 

planners, Sennett offered no response.  Indeed, for him, the question was almost totally 

irrelevant.  What was important was not the result of the “long and essentially fruitless 

debate” carried on by scholars about whether or not suburbs are “real” communities, but 

rather that the debate existed at all, “that community has become a problem on people’s 

minds.” What it signified was that “the terms of modern urban development make 
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community contact itself seem an answer to the social death of the city.”  Rather than 

arousing a “desire to remake the city itself in a new image” the focus was on the viability 

and quality and reality of the community.181 

Sennett’s argument was extraordinarily revealing.  On both a micro and macro 

level he rejected, almost contemptuously, the social life of suburbia.  The suburbanite 

was cast a kind of pathetic rebel against her sterile and immutable environs.  Moreover, 

the credibility of her attempt to forge something out of this nothingness wasn’t even 

interesting; what was interesting was the mere fact that she, or rather scholars, thought 

that there was something worthwhile to forge. 

Sennett attacked, in effect, the integrity of the new social institutions and their 

physical encasements.  What in part began in the 19th century department store, was now 

in full flower in the modern mall—spatial and social interorization, privatization, a kind 

of  “social death.”  But it wasn’t simply a social death, it was also a kind of personal, 

sensory death.  Writing years later he commented on “the sensory deprivation which 

seems to curse most modern buildings; the dullness, the monotony, and the tactile 

sterility which afflicts the urban environment.”  This observation was followed by a 

tableau in which Sennett describes going to see a violent war movie at a suburban 

shopping mall; it was, as he recounted it, a numbing and impassive experience, which 

was amplified by the setting in which it transpired.  “If a theater in a suburban mall is a 

meeting place for tasting violent pleasure in air conditioned comfort,” he said, the “great 

geographic shift of people into fragmented spaces [like the shopping mall] has had a 

larger effect in weakening the sense of tactile reality and pacifying the body.”182  
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In the 1990s, Sennett continued to push his familiar themes, the need for 

impersonality and urban diversity, the importance of the permeability of borders, the 

requisite maturation of civic culture.  But his earlier attempt to articulate a nuanced 

tension between developers and users was increasingly abandoned.  The responsibility for 

the urban condition seemed much more in the province of the Plan.  Disaffection, naïveté, 

disempowerment—all appeared more conspicuous in the consumer.  Moreover, the 

efforts of planners were more manipulative, even insidious.  In The Conscience of the 

Eye, Sennett wrote:  

Faced with the fact of social hostility in the city, the planner’s impulse in 
the real world is to seal off conflicting or dissonant sides, to build walls 
rather than permeable borders.  Highways and automobile traffic, for 
instance, are used to subdivide different social territories in the city; the 
river of racing machines is so swift and thick that crossing from one 
territory to the other becomes virtually impossible.  Similarly, functional 
disaggregation has become a technique for sealing borders; the shopping 
mall that is far from tracts of housing, the school on its own “campus,” the 
factory hidden in an industrial park.  These techniques, which originated 
in the garden city planning movement to create a peaceful, orderly suburb, 
are now increasingly used in the city center to remove the threat of classes 
or races touching, to create a city of secure inner walls.183 
 

The planning of the new sub/urban landscape was now purely and explicitly ideological. 

 Sennett’s repudiation of the shopping mall, which was part and parcel of this 

ideological emphasis, was also more explicit.  Often his tone was simply dismissive.  

Discussing his trip to the movies, Sennett described the shopping mall he frequented as 

“nothing special,” a “string of thirty or so stores” in a “jumble of large parking lots.”  It 

was, he said, part of a movement to “thinner and more amorphous spaces.”  But his 

critique ran deeper than a casual, experiential contempt.  Crowds today, he said ruefully, 

are “assembled in malls for consumption rather than for the more complex purposes of 
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community or political power.”  Similarly, in identifying the few spaces that actually 

attracted people in the modern city, he identified those “spaces limited to and carefully 

orchestrating consumption, like the shopping mall.”184 

 What now emerged in Sennett’s work was a very pointed assault on the “bland, 

neutralizing” spaces of modern sub/urban America, “places with no character.”185  And 

though Sennett included within this group many of the features of the new landscape—

the highways, for example, and the sprawling tract homes—the shopping mall seemed a 

particularly noteworthy, or blameworthy, achievement.  No doubt this had something to 

do with its consumer orientation.  It’s worth noting, after all, that in identifying the 

shopping mall as a space of consumption, Sennett compared this unfavorably to the more 

“complex” purpose of community.  This was, apparently, the same “community,” which 

he had derided as “depoliticized withdrawal” in The Fall of Public Man.186  

Consumption, it was now clear by a very simple math, was lower than community.  And 

the shopping mall, as a sterile and bland palace of consumption, managed to synthesize 

the most corrosive elements of modern sub/urban life.   

In the introduction to his 1990 work The Conscience of the Eye, Sennett argued 

that whereas the “ancient Greek could use his or her eyes to see the complexities of life,” 

the modern age afforded no such possibility, allowed for no such ocular revelation.  “As 

materials for culture,” he said, “the stones of the modern city seem badly laid by planners 

and architects, in that the shopping mall, the parking lot, the apartment house elevator do 

not suggest in their form the complexities of how people might live.”187  Sennett’s remark 
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was intended as a rebuke to modern planners and their institutions, but it had the 

unintended consequence of suggesting his own limitations.  That is, it may not have been 

that the forms themselves were lacking for information or complexity, but rather that the 

eyes upon them were blinded to the presence of these things.   

This myopia was a general problem, and irony, of anti-antiurbanism.  Whyte, 

Jacobs and Sennett all criticized the distance of the antiurbanists from the real work of 

the city, and they punctuated their own analyses with personal anecdotes of urban 

negotiation.  Their message was clear:  we are people that use and understand the city, as 

opposed to the likes of Wright and Le Corbusier who were not raised in great 

metropolises and often seemed uncomfortable in them.188  Whyte, in particular, 

constantly challenged the planning profession for its degree of high concept; he criticized 

the remove of the Plan from the terrain of the streets.  He once recounted, gleefully, that 

in trying to make a point about the inadequacies of the plan for Lincoln Center, Jane 

Jacobs did “something the planners would never do: she went out on the street.”189 

Jacobs was, in fact, renowned for her “extraordinary powers of observation.”190  

And yet what is illuminative about Whyte’s point is not only how it differentiates Jacobs 

from Le Corbusier, but in how it exposes the limitations of her vision.  Jacobs could 

beautifully capture and render the tone and texture of a block in Greenwich Village, but 

she could not see the late century postsuburban landscape.  It appeared to her as ugly, 

surely, but also as a chaotic and nonsensical, impenetrable.  So, too, did it appear to 
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Whyte.  And Sennett, who saw it as simple and ordered and manufactured, but also, in 

this, incomprehensible and indecipherable.  

The reasons for this were probably both intellectual and practical.  In the first 

case, anti-antiurbanists, by definition really, liked cities, and they liked traditional cities.  

They were predisposed to a kind of traditional urban model.  Asked once what cities he 

enjoyed walking around the most, Whyte named Boston and New York and Philadelphia, 

among others.  “You can see my bias,” he said, “they look like cities.  They don’t look 

like the suburban thing.”191   

Practically, they lived in and understood these cities.  They did not live amidst the 

new landscape, in suburbia—nor often in the west, where the new forms were most 

prolific and pronounced.  Much like the ignorance they abhorred in the antiurbanists, the 

anti-antiurbanists did not use the new institutions; for the most part, they weren’t out in 

their cars, negotiating and building, the new city.  Jacobs may have done something 

planners would never do and go out on the street, but she apparently didn’t do something 

that most Americans always do and go out in her car. 

The kind of ignorance and confusion that this engendered was everywhere in their 

work.  It was evident, for example, in their understanding of transportation, but 

interestingly also in their discussion of speed.  Jacobs did not trust Le Corbusier’s 

fascination with the automobile and speed, and she simply rejected it as disingenuous—

without real cause, and even though one need not like, or admire, his plans (most don’t) 

to see that his designs weren’t engineered for the horse, as she suggested.  Sennett, 

similarly, argued that speed had neutralized the landscape and desensitized people.  “The 
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look of urban space enslaved to these powers of motion,” he said, “is necessarily neutral: 

the driver can drive safely only with the minimum of idiosyncratic distractions…as urban 

space becomes  a mere function of motion, it thus becomes less stimulating in itself; the 

driver wants to go through the space, not to be aroused by it.”  The effect of this, he 

argued, was that the “the traveler, like the television viewer, experiences the world in 

narcotic terms; the body moves passively, desensitized in space, to destinations set in a 

fragmented and discontinuous urban geography.”192  

It was the voice of someone who probably didn’t spend much time in the car, or 

who, in any case, failed to appreciate the life on the road.  Moreover, Sennett had 

apparently avoided, or ignored, what Chester Liebs has called “architecture for speed-

reading.”  Far from neutral, the modern landscape was replete with often dramatic visual 

expression, most notably in Las Vegas, but in roadside strips across America.  Indeed, 

entire urban concentrations, like Los Angles, were festooned with signage and signal to a 

motoring public who didn’t consider themselves lobotomized by the propulsive 

architecture of the gas station or the drive in or the shopping mall. 

Los Angeles is, in fact, another worthy barometer of the anti-antiurbanist 

alienation from the new metropolis.  Jacobs said it was crime-infested, smog-choked 

“scatter,” a “vast blind-eyed reservation,” a “strange experiment,” “an extreme example 

of a metropolis with little public life.”  Wilshire boulevard, which Richard Longstreth 

would painstakingly dissect for its enormous commercial innovation and variation, 

Jacobs dismissively called “one grand exercise after another in superficially contrived 

distinction, for several miles of innately monotonous office buildings.”193 

                                                
192 Sennett, Flesh and Stone, 17, 18. 
193 Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, 32, 46, 72, 91, 225. 
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In The Exploding Metropolis, Whyte similarly referred to Los Angeles as “100 

suburbs in search of a city.”  It was, he said, the most “extreme example” of a pattern in 

which people were “no longer drawn inward toward the center, but outward to the next 

shopping centers.”  This was not a good thing.  Years later, he modified his evaluation—

or so it seemed.  Los Angeles, he said, was “a very dynamic city, very exciting, 

fascinating.”  But it was this way, he made clear, not because of its new urban form, but 

because it was resuscitating an older one.  Downtown was “beginning to take shape 

again…They are trying to work their way to a strong center.”  Whyte was always the 

most optimistic and open minded of anti-antiurbanists, but his appreciation of Los 

Angeles was rooted in its deviance, or adherence, to a traditional urban model.194   

The disorientation and distance from the new sub/urban landscape was not the 

only irony in anti-antiurbanist work.  The issue of power and control, as we have seen, 

also presented intriguing concerns.  All of the anti-antiurbanists believed to some degree 

in the power of ordinary people to shape the landscape, and to that end all professed a 

desire to liberate the land from the restrictions of planning.  Even Whyte, by far the most 

apolitical of the group, rejected Clarence Stein’s choice of  “building for profit or 

building for people.”  Indeed, he seemed to believe in the ability of the market to do 

things right.  Greed, he once said, “ can impel a lot of merchants to do a better job of 

merchandising.”  Developers, he suggested, went astray when they ignored the calls of 

the market.  Addressing the sense of spatial disorientation of John Portman’s 

Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los Angeles in terms reminiscent of mall-aise, he 

remarked that “it is ironic that only about 30 miles away, down in Anaheim, people pay 

                                                
194 Simon, “William Whyte,” 3.  See also Eric Monkkonen, America Become Urban (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1988), 12-13. 
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good money to walk along a replica of an old-fashioned street in Disneyland.  See, the 

market is saying something.”195 

Yet, it was arguably Whyte’s selection which was ironic.  It was not at all clear 

that he would have encouraged developers to follow the consumer if they ended up in 

South Coast Plaza or Southdale, rather than Disneyland.  The anti-antiurbanists wanted to 

leverage ordinary people against the mandarins of modernism, but they were confounded 

by the possibility that the ordinary people liked these new spaces.  It left them in the 

awkward position of either exercising an arrogant direction which they had sought to 

resist, or in searching for a kind of nebulous consumer psycho-social alienation, a kind of 

false consciousness, which they could then reveal.  Most often, however, it left them 

simply split, encouraging the consumer when she acted as they hoped she would, 

ignoring her when she did not. 

There was yet another irony in the work of the anti-antiurbanists, which relates to 

their conceptualization of the city as an essentially, or even exclusively, physical space.  

As the historian Eric Monkkonen has pointed out with Jacobs, she thought almost 

exclusively in terms of the physicality of the city.196  “The city,” she said, “is a physical 

space.”  Other antiurbanists felt the same way.  Whyte, for example, would remark that 

“one mall looks just like another.  They are really amazingly identical—1,000 feet from 

anchor to anchor.”197   Sennett, for his part, revealed a similar disposition when he 

observed that “it would be difficult to say what makes a Holiday Inn in Indiana different 
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196 Monkkonen, America Becomes Urban, 18-19. 
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from one in New Mexico or Vermont.”198  For Sennett, as with Jacobs and Whyte, the 

physical sameness, the homogenization of space, is wall-deep.   

 What is ironic is that they understood the new city/landscape as an ideological 

attack.  How did they fail to see how the consumer might adapt or understand the Holiday 

Inn or shopping mall very differently in two different places, or, alternatively, how 

different consumers might adapt or understand the same Holiday Inn or shopping mall 

differently?  The sameness, that is, might not be the same at all.  Consumers might, and 

indeed did, experience the shopping mall in myriad different ways, and ones that looked 

the same, that were “amazingly identical,” often appeared so only to those who did not 

use them and were not used to them.  Anti-antiurbanists, who were often obsessed with 

contextualism, with local difference, often failed to see it, because they were looking at 

the paint and plaster, not the people. 

This kind of static understanding was apparent, as well, in their allusions to 

diversity.  The anti-antiurbanists constantly argued that the suburbs and the shopping 

mall disallowed a diverse experience, but it was hard to tell how it was that they 

measured this diversity.  Even if one were to assume that the shopping mall was on the 

face of things ethnically, racially, geographically, financially, homogenous, (which it 

certainly was not) this still might not tell us about the kinds of diverse experiences 

persons had within the mall.  Teens for example are able to generate diversity out of the 

thinnest material, separating one another on everything from hair color to sneakers.  How 

it is that one person negotiated the public terrain of the mall may have been quite distinct, 

and varied, from someone else, in ways that may be totally inaccessible if considered by 

discrete and traditional categories of diversity. 
                                                
198 Sennett, The Uses of Disorder, 76. 
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This anti-antiurbanist perception of uniformity points to a final, and perhaps 

overarching, irony of their work, which was their willingness to believe, or indulge, the 

discipline of the modern plan.  Instructed that the new landscape was being partitioned 

into single function use, anti-antiurbanists accepted this literally and elaborately.  Having 

done this, they could only see family where there were homes, consumption where there 

were stores, labor where there were factories, recreation where there were fields.  They 

took the rigor of the plan at its word. 

What they failed to see was the big picture—and the small one.  They failed to 

see, in the latter case, that though some physical structure may have been designed for 

some particular primary use, it had the ability to be more broadly inclusive than its intent.  

It had the ability to adapt.  The home may not have been exclusively a refuge of intense 

family withdrawal, nor was the factory necessarily only the site of eight hours of 

industrious labor; nor, most saliently, was the shopping mall a space “limited” to 

consumption.  Rather, all of these places contained within them the possibilities of more 

sophisticated human expression and interaction.  As Monkkonen perceptively observed, 

“humans are thoroughly physical creatures but much of what they think and do is not 

accessible to a purely physical analysis.”  Anti-antiurbanists excoriated modern 

antiurbanists for reducing the landscape to single-function use, but incredibly it was they 

who believed this was actually possible.  Jacobs faulted planners for misunderstanding 

the city as a problem of disorganized complexity, of applying statistics, and isolating 

variables, but she, among others, applied a very similar set of rigid criteria, evaluating the 

vitality and integrity of space according to inflexible design specifications. 
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The big picture they missed was the overall integration of the landscape, the 

whole new tactile and temporal sense of the land that was being created outside of 

Greenwich Village and North Beach and Center City.  Even if the shopping mall, for 

example, was understood merely as a place to shop (it wasn’t), it might be experienced 

that way to the modern suburbanite in a manner relatively no different than a record store 

on Bleeker Street was so understood by an urban pedestrian.  It was single function, yes, 

but as part of a larger, eminently negotiable, multi-function “neighborhood.”  The 

suburbanite might drive from the drive-through fast food chain to eat, to the shopping 

mall to shop, to the gas station to refuel, to the office park to work, to the ranch house to 

sleep, just as the urban dweller might walk to the deli, to the used clothing store, to the 

office building, to the co-op.  These were all single-function uses en route, but the 

aggregate was a sensible and multi-functional sub/urban experience.   

 

For all of its inconsistencies and excesses, the critique of anti-antiurbanism was 

largely a successful and influential one.  Much of its success was due to the fierce 

intelligence and polemical talents of its proponents, Jane Jacobs in particular.  What was 

ultimately more important, however, was its humanizing disposition.  The anti-

antiurbanists sought to restore power to ordinary people, to scale back and down the 

modernist project.  It is questionable whether they really did either of these things, but 

theirs was, on the face of it anyhow, an undeniably appealing endeavor.  Jacobs’s famous 

montage of the “ballet of Hudson Street,” wherein she described the nuances and 

dynamic of a real Manhattan neighborhood, was, in a post-totalitarian age, an infinitely 

more attractive image of the possibilities of urban life than the famous photo of Le 
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Corbusier’s hand, the hand of God, revealing a scaled model of his bull-dozed and 

reconstituted Ideal City.199 

As was true with the antiurbanists they eviscerated, anti-antiurbanists did not 

focus on the shopping mall.  They never wrote a book, or even so much as a chapter of a 

book, about it.  In the late 1950s and early 1960s, it stood at the periphery of their 

attention, much as it did physically from the concentration of the urban core.  Yet the 

anti-antiurbanist work of that period was suggestive of what would appear later, often in 

different, and diffused hands, as a full blown critique of the shopping mall—when the 

periphery became the center, and the form, looming large, could no longer be ignored.  

Both in the writings of the anti-antiurbanists themselves, and through their impact on 

others, the mall would, by the 1970s and 1980s, come under much more intense scrutiny.  

The anti-antiurbanists had developed, through the inference and implication of their 

broad retort to modern city planning, and through specific engagement with this new 

commercial form, a very comprehensive assessment of the shopping mall.  It was neither 

static, nor wholly unappreciative, but the general direction was unambiguously hostile.   

The texture and trajectory of the anti-antiurbanist response to the emergence of 

the shopping mall as an iconic structure of postwar America is best captured through the 

work of William Whyte.  Whyte, we may recall, published his seminal work, The 

Organization Man, in 1956, the same year that Southdale opened.  The book made only 

partial reference to the shopping center, but Whyte did perceptively explore the 

relationship between the design of the new suburban landscape of Park Forest, Illinois, 

and the social psychology of its inhabitants.  He probed the tension between person and 

                                                
199 The “Ballet of Hudson Street” is discussed in Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, 50-
54; the photography of Le Corbusier can be found in Fishman, Urban Utopias of the Twentieth Century. 
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place.  He mapped and diagrammed and observed.  He dissected the individual 

appropriation and negotiation of space.  Though soon after its publication The 

Organization Man came to stand as a ringing condemnation of the flatness of modern 

suburban life, the book was actually much more measured than its popular invocations 

suggested.  He did not drone on about conformity, or man as automaton, or cookie-cutter 

houses.  Still, Whyte did argue, and forcefully, that modern design, of which the 

shopping mall was becoming as a conspicuous feature, was numbing and enervating to 

the social life of sub/urban America. 

Some twenty years after the publication of The Organization Man, Whyte had 

occasion to return to Park Forest.  In between these visits, he had, among other things, 

steered the work of The Exploding Metropolis into a popular intellectual assault on 

modern city planning.  He was, then, somewhat surprisingly impressed with the ability of 

the Park Forest community to control rampant suburbanization and to preserve open 

space.  He was considerably less impressed, however, with the state of the town’s mall, 

which, according to one account of his visit, he considered “empty and dead.”  Whyte 

counseled change.  He said that the idea of covering the mall, or increasing the parking, 

was “asinine.”  Rather, he advocated more pedestrian integration, as well as more 

functional use; he suggested a restaurant or a civic office.  The idea was to create a 

destination, or, in effect, a downtown.200 

It was unexpected advice, given Whyte’s negative reaction to the emerging 

phenomenon of downtown suburban malls and, indeed, his reaction to the entire 

intention, and pretension, of the shopping mall as a town center.  Writing in the late 

                                                
200 Anthony Colarossi, “Organized Evolution: Park Forests’s Present Doesn’t Much Resemble Its Novel 
Past,” Chicago Tribune (January 31, 1999), 5. 
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1980s, after the mall had firmly secured itself in many downtowns, and had long since 

established itself as an orienting fixture of suburban life, Whyte argued that they were not 

what they purported to be:  they were not the new town centers.  “They lack or forbid,” 

he said, “many of the activities of a center: soapboxers, controversy, passing of leaflets, 

impromptu entertainment, happenings, or eccentric behavior of any kind, including 

persistent non-buying.”  “Much has been made of malls as the new town centers,” he 

declared flatly.  “They are not.”201 

Whyte’s was a very simple refutation to the core of modern urbanism, and to the 

work of Le Corbusier in particular.  Le Corbusier said the street was a “traffic machine” 

and that the traditional corridor-street “must disappear.”202  For Whyte, the street was 

“the river of  life of the city.”  He could no doubt accept Robert Fishman’s suggestion 

that Le Corbusier and his progeny repudiated the city in order to save it.  But it didn’t 

matter.  It was the wrong thing to do.  It deadened the city; destroyed it.  The importation 

of the suburban shopping mall downtown, “in spirit and in form” was a disaster.  It was 

self-defeating.   Increasingly, Whyte came to understand the mall as insidious and absurd, 

whether downtown or out of town, or anyplace.  Because it was no place.  Like the new 

“megastructures”—the combinations of convention centers, sports stadiums, office 

towers, hotels—of which they were elemental, shopping malls,   

borrow a sense of place from their surroundings: they deny it within.  
Where, indeed is here?  And when?  Is it night?  Or day?  Is it spring?  Or 
winter?  You cannot see out.  You do not know city you are in, or if you 
are in a city at all.  Perhaps it is a complex out by the airport or at a new 
interchange.  It could be on the West Coast.  It could be on the East.  It 
could be in a foreign country.  The piped music gives no clue.  It is the 
same music everywhere.  It is the same place everywhere.  You are in the 
universal controlled environment…They are the last, retrogressive 

                                                
201 Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center (New York: Doubleday, 1988), 208. 
202 Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, 75, 131. 
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expression of a freeway era that has crested, and they are a wretched 
model for the future.203  
 
Whyte did not uniformly detest the shopping mall.  In a 1990 interview he said he 

didn’t “want too say much bad about the suburban mall because they obviously fulfill a 

purpose.”204  He occasionally praised its design.  He had some positive words for 

shopping mall management, whom, he said, “do not wait for good tenants to show up.”  

“They go out after them,” he said, and “downtown people should do the same.”  Finally, 

he drew some distinctions between the downtown and suburban models, allowing, for 

example, that the blank wall, which he generally loathed, was at least “functional” in 

suburbia.205 

But the judgment was more often much more severe.  Whyte was the most nimble 

and responsive and optimistic of anti-antiurbanists, but he would not have departed 

significantly from the aggregate anti-antiurbanist critique of the shopping mall, which 

saw it as nearly everything bad about the antiurbanist agenda—ugly, bland, neutralizing, 

simple, adolescent, uniform, monotonous, confusing, menacing, disorienting, the 

architecture of fear, the architecture of social and sensory death.  It was planned, and 

planned for both space and time; it did not, indeed could not, change.  It rebuffed nearly 

all things which would, or could, distinguish the city, all of the things Whyte and his 

cohort believed should distinguish urban life:  contingency, chance, context, locality. 

Soon after his death in 1999 most of the changes that Whyte had proposed for the 

Park Forest shopping center during his 1976 visit had been realized or were en route;  the 
                                                
203 Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center, 7, 201,207. 
204 As quoted in Simon, “William Whyte,” 3. 
205 Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center, 322, 224.  Whyte’s argument is a little strange.  He says that the 
blank wall is functional along freeway interchanges because “people already made the decision to enter the 
store when they drove their cars there.  There is no need to beckon passersby.  There are no passersby.”  
But shopping malls often did need to beckon automotive passersby, and when customers were in the mall it 
was not at all clear that they were set on a particular store. 
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project was a civic success.  It had to be considered something of a Pyrrhic victory for 

Whyte, however, for while it appeared to affirm his sense of what was wrong, and could 

be right, about the space, it undermined his notion of the inflexibility and impermanence 

of these constructions.  Much like the town in which it resided, the shopping mall of Park 

Forest, Illinois did change; its history was one of success and failure and rejuvenation.  

At least some in Park Forest believed that the portrait Whyte drew of their community in 

The Organization Man was trenchant and insightful, but alas unfair, and short-sighted; 

the shopping mall might have felt the same way—about the work of Whyte, and indeed 

the lot of anti-antiurbanism.206 

 

This, then, was the background against which Pruneyard v. Robins appeared:  in 

the aftermath of nearly three millennia of remarkable consistency in commercial 

architecture, in which the marketplace had assumed a fixed-place at the center of social 

and civic life; in the midst of nearly three decades of explosive suburban growth in 

America, of pitched battle between shopping center and central business district, between 

antiurbanism and anti-antiurbanism and the ordinary people each purported to defend; in 

the tide of sweeping changes in the American landscape--of space and of ideas.  Through 

the focused lens of a single legal dispute, Pruneyard told the story of the mall and of 

public space in America.  It was a dispute set against history; it in turn made history.   
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Chapter Four 
 
 

The Shopping Mall on Trial 
 
 
Ownership does not mean absolute dominion.  The more an owner, for his advantage, opens up his 
property for use by the public in general, the more do his rights become circumscribed by the statutory and 
constitutional rights of those who use it. 
 

-- Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501, 506 (1946) 
 
 
 
 

The case that became Pruneyard v. Robins began on the afternoon of November 

16, 1975.  A group of students from the 1976 confirmation class of Temple Emanu-El set 

out to collect signatures for three petitions to be sent to President Ford and various other 

officials on the plight of Syrian Jews and in protest of the United Nations Declaration 

equating Zionism with racism.1 

Six students and teachers went to the Pruneyard that day.2  According to 

Declarations filed with the court, as well as the trial testimony of Ira Marcus, the group 

set out a card table in the central area of the shopping center, known as the Grand Plaza.  

                                                
1 According to Philip Hammer, the students first attempted to collect signatures in downtown San Jose, at 
the corner of Santa Clara and 1st Street.  As he recalled later, this was the “heart of downtown, but San Jose 
really had no heart, nor downtown, then.”  One of the kids apparently suggested that they go to the nearby 
mall, “where the people were.”  Hammer’s recollection is contradicted by the testimony of Michael Robins 
at trial.  He was repeatedly asked by the Pruneyard’s counsel whether the group ever attempted to collect 
signatures on public property.  Robins said no.  See, Testimony of Ira Marcus in Excerpts from Reporter’s 
Transcript of Proceedings in the Superior Court of The State of California, Appendix at 21, Pruneyard v. 
Robins (No. 79-289).    
2 According to the Statement of Facts in the Plaintiff’s appeal, another  group of students went to the San 
Jose Municipal Airport that same day for the same purpose.  This was not mentioned in the first filings with 
the court and Ira Marcus did not testify to this at trial.  See, Appellants Opening Brief at 2, Robins v. 
Pruneyard (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 4, 1/Civ. 40776) (Filed 4/6/77). 
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Most of the group gathered signatures from passers-by, while a few others circulated in 

different parts of the center to solicit support.  According to at least one participant, “[a] 

rule that we imposed upon ourselves was that we would not harass customers or block 

any entrances to stores.”3 

 About five minutes after they arrived, the group was approached by a uniformed 

security guard.  One of the students apparently asked him if he would like to “help the 

Syrian Jews.”4  He expressed no interest in so helping, but he did inform the group that in 

the absence of the express permission of Mr. Sahadi, they would have to leave. One of 

the teachers leading the group, Roberta Bell-Kligler, indicated that they did not have 

permission.  Bell-Kligler later declared that the Temple’s coordinator of the activity, who 

was not present, “had told me before we left the synagogue that the Public Relations 

branch of the San Jose Police Department had informed her that such activities were 

permitted provided they did not interfere, in any way, with the usual activities of a 

shopping center.”5  Whatever the position of the Police Department, another security 

guard who now appeared at the scene confirmed that the group would in fact need written 

permission, and that such permission was “rarely granted.”6  The guards did suggest that 

the students could go out to the sidewalk surrounding the mall.  The group left soon 

thereafter, but they did not go out to the sidewalk.  Rather, they drove to another mall, 

from which they were similarly evicted.   

                                                
3 Declaration of Michael Robins in Support of Plaintiff’s Application for Preliminary Injunction at 2, 
Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 4/7/76).  The 
orderliness of the action was never really at issue in the case, although the plaintiff did try and establish that 
the action was undisruptive.  Not surprisingly, the defendants objected to this evidence as irrelevant.  See, 
Testimony of Ira Marcus at 21-22. 
4 Declaration of Roberta Bell-Kligler in Support of Plaintiff’s Application for Preliminary Injunction, 
Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center at 2 (No. 349363) (Filed 4/7/76). 
5 Id. 
6 Id. at 3. 
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 The confirmation class returned to the Temple that afternoon and recounted these 

events to the Board of the Temple, which included ex-officio member Philip L. Hammer.  

Hammer was a prominent member of the community and the immediate past president of 

the Temple.  More important, however, he was the only lawyer on the Board, and it fell 

upon him to respond.  Aware that the manager of the Pruneyard, Kevin Salmon, was an 

old friend, he felt confident that he could resolve the issue. 

Hammer and Salmon had gone to elementary and high school together, and 

though Salmon was actually closer with Phil’s brother, the two were quite friendly.  

Hammer knew Salmon to be an eminently reasonable man and he decided he would call 

him to see if he could arrange for the kids and the teachers from the Temple to collect the 

signatures at the mall.  He would explain that these were good kids--Michael Robins was 

the Rabbi’s son after all--and it was likewise a good and popular cause.   

Like Hammer, Salmon was a native of San Jose.  He had graduated from San Jose 

State with a degree in Real Estate in 1959 and worked in Real Estate sales for several 

years.  He became involved in the shopping center business in the early 1960s and until 

1966 managed 5 shopping centers from Santa Clara to Marin.  He met Sahadi through a 

fraternity brother in 1968 and was brought on to serve as leasing manager for the 

incipient Pruneyard development.  When he was hired in November 1968, he was 

Sahadi’s second employee, after his secretary.  He stayed on until 1987. 

Hammer called Kevin Salmon on the afternoon of November 16 and explained 

the situation to him.  He asked whether it would be possible to have the students and 

teachers return to the mall and collect the signatures.  Hammer recalls that Salmon said 

this would probably be fine, but that he would have to double check with Sahadi.  Salmon 
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recollects no such ambivalence in his response.  He said it was an absolutely firm policy 

not to allow any such activity, and that it had been strictly enforced since the mall’s 

opening.  No solicitation, no handbills, no protesting, no picketing.  Uniform and 

consistent.  Applied to any activity that did not further the commercial interests of the 

mall.  “I wouldn’t even let the Boy Scouts on,” he said.   

 Whether Salmon’s reaction was initially positive or not, it is unmistakably clear 

that the center ultimately refused to grant access.  This came as a real surprise to 

Hammer, who had expected that a conversation with an old friend would be sufficient to 

handle the dispute.  Having failed to do so, Hammer felt compelled to pursue it.  The 

decision was almost instinctive.  He had no idea of what the law was, and he certainly 

had not considered what kind of resources might be involved in prosecuting the action.  

He simply felt that what had happened was wrong. 

Although it was later alleged by a former attorney at his firm that Hammer was 

excited about the case because of the publicity it inspired and the good will that it might 

engender in the synagogue, this charge seems difficult to substantiate--even on its face.7  

When Hammer took Pruneyard, there was no publicity, and there remained very little 

until the case reached the Supreme Court.  Moreover, an attorney attracted to media 

coverage and motivated by public relations would not have done what Hammer initially 

did, which was to try and simply negotiate an arrangement for the kids to get back in the 

mall.  Finally, the notion that a family lawyer would expect to generate fame or good will 

                                                
7 Declaration of Eleanor M. Kraft Re: Attorneys’ Fees, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, 
No. 349363) (Filed 9/15/81).  Kraft worked at Morgan, Beauzay and Hammer from 1973 to 1976, although 
she was not involved in the Pruneyard case itself.  Her declaration arose in the protracted battle between the 
parties over fees.  She testified as an experienced appellate advocate, challenging the rates charged by 
Hammer and his co-counsel.  Her remarks about Hammer’s interest in the case appear entirely gratuitous in 
this context. 
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for himself by litigating a difficult constitutional case in which both the California 

Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court explicitly and resolutely opposed 

his position approaches the fantastic. 

 It is much more plausible to believe that Hammer took the case because he did, in 

fact, believe in it, and believed in it more the more he got to know it.  Hammer was a 

solid liberal.  He had a long interest in constitutional law.  After graduating from Boalt 

Hall at UC Berkeley, Hammer went to work for the United States Civil Rights 

Commission in Washington during the Kennedy Administration.  When he returned to 

San Jose in 1964, he intended to continue working in the civil rights and constitutional 

realm.  The practice evolved, however, in the direction of family law and by the time of 

the Pruneyard incident in 1975 he practiced almost exclusively family law.  Nonetheless,  

he and his firm, Morgan, Beuzay & Hammer, maintained an interest in a broad array of 

socially progressive causes.  It was a decidedly “liberal firm.” 

 Beyond Hammer’s politics, he had a strong personal interest in the effects of  

shopping centers in Santa Clara County which, at least to some degree, inspired his 

resistance to the Pruneyard eviction.  Hammer’s father had been a prominent shopowner 

in downtown San Jose for many years.  Hammer recalled that in the 1950s Macy’s 

wanted to build a large department store downtown.  Many of the downtown merchants 

opposed the move, fearing it would disrupt the dynamic and balance of the downtown 

area--and obviously drain profits from the small businesses.  But Hammer’s father 

supported Macy’s initiative.  He understood, along with a few others, that this at least 

allowed for the possibility of revitalizing the central business district.  The alternative 

was that Macy’s would move to a suburban mall.  In fact, this is what Macy’s did, 
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opening in Victor Gruen’s Valley Fair mall in 1957.  It turned out to be the same year 

Hammer’s father closed his store.  This wasn’t tightly causal, but it did reflect the reality 

of changing retail economics--downtown was dying, and the suburbs were booming.  In a 

number of years, the space in downtown San Jose would remain publicly owned, but the 

public increasingly occupied a different space, in places like Valley Fair.  Whether this 

was public space, however, was an open question. 

Hammer was motivated to answer it, but to do so meant convincing the Board of 

Trustees of Temple Emanu-El to support legal action against the Pruneyard.  In fact, 

Hammer intended to perform the legal work pro bono, but the Board had to decide 

whether to pay the expenses for the suit, and, at a broader level, to lend its moral support 

to the litigation.  Hammer recalls that it was one of the most vigorous discussions of the 

entire case.  At least part of the contention arose because a number of the members of the 

Board were small business owners.  Indeed, some may have had space leased in shopping 

malls, although apparently not the Pruneyard.  Despite the divide, which was reflected in 

a split vote, the Board ultimately backed Hammer. 

 

 In the first year, most of the work on Pruneyard was done by a young attorney at 

Hammer’s firm, Ann Miller Ravel. A 1974 graduate of the University of California’s 

Hastings Law School, Ravel clerked for a Superior Court judge in her first year out of 

school.  Like many law graduates of her generation, she was drawn to public advocacy.  

Like many law graduates of many generations, however, she faced the financial reality of 

a legal education.  She reconciled herself to private practice and she hoped, at the very 

least, to find a liberal, publicly spirited firm.  She knew of Philip Hammer from the 
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Temple and she knew he enjoyed a good reputation.  She decided that if she was going to 

work for a firm, Morgan, Beuzay, and Hammer would be a good fit.  She started work in 

1975. 

 Although she found the environment pleasant enough, Ravel’s instincts about 

private practice were largely confirmed.  She predictably disliked the orientation around 

money, which seemed an inevitable reality of a law firm.  Moreover, although she had an 

interest in labor law, which was the firm’s other major practice area outside of family 

law, she found the worker’s compensation cases routine and uninspiring.  She ended up 

staying at Morgan, Beauzay and Hammer just over a year, before moving on to the Santa 

Clara County counsel’s office, where she ultimately rose to become Santa Clara County 

Counsel.  

The highlight to Ravel’s brief tenure at Morgan, Beuzay and Hammer was 

undoubtedly Pruneyard. It was, in fact, the kind of case which drew her to the law, and to 

Hammer’s firm, and it was the kind of case which was nonetheless relatively rare in her 

work.  Hammer clearly believed in Pruneyard, and he clearly supported it, but he also did 

very little work on the case in the early stages.  It was largely left to Ravel, then, to 

collect the evidence, conduct depositions, prepare trial strategy, and draft motions.  

Pruneyard was always Hammer’s case, but in the beginning it was functionally very 

much Ann Miller Ravel’s case.  There was, in fact, some symmetry to this distribution of 

effort.  When Hammer ultimately argued the case before the Supreme Court, it was his 

first appearance.  When Ravel was assigned Pruneyard at Morgan, Beauzay, and 

Hammer, it was her first trial.  The case was bookended by inexperience.   
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What the advocates at both ends did not lack, however, was intelligence and 

passion.  Although Pruneyard was initially relatively low on everyone’s radar, Ravel 

immersed herself in it.  And among the first things she did was to learn just what the law 

was.  As she and Hammer would soon discover, it was not encouraging.  

 

 Although the issue was relatively new to the parties involved, the question of the 

right to access had a history with which everyone would soon become familiar.  There 

had actually been litigation on this question dating back to the 1950s.8  The Supreme 

Court first became involved in 1968 when it decided Amalgamated Food Employees 

Union Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc.9  In Logan Valley, a divided Court reversed 

an injunction against a union attempting to picket a tenant of the Logan Valley shopping 

center in Altoona, Pennsylvania.  Relying heavily on Marsh v. Alabama10, in which the 

Court had held that the company owned town of Chickasaw, Alabama had so 

appropriated the functions of public space that it must bear the constitutional 

responsibilities thereof, Logan Valley declared that the shopping center had, too, become 

the “functional equivalent” of the public business district.11  As a result, the Court held 

that the constitutional protections which would attach to public space should attach to the 

nominally private property of the shopping center. 
                                                
8 See, e.g., A.S. Nahas v. Local 905, Retail Clerks International Association, 301 P.2d 932 (Cal. App. 
1956); Schwartz-Torrance Investment Corporation v. Bakery and Confectionery Workers’ Union, Local 
No. 31, 35 Cal.Rptr. 179 (Cal. App. 1963); Schwartz-Torrance Investment Corporation v. Bakery and 
Confectionery Workers’ Union, Local No. 31, 394 P.2d 921 (Cal. 1964); Moreland Corporation v. Retail 
Store Employees Union Local No. 444, AFL-CIO, 114 N.W.2d 876 (Wis. 1962); Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers of America, AFL-CIO v. Wonderland Shopping Center, Inc., 122 N.W.2d 785 (Mich. 1963); State 
v. Williams, 37 CCH Lab. Cas. 65708 (Baltimore Crim. Ct. 1959).  All of these cases involved the right of 
labor picketing on shopping center property.  For several early analyses of this issue, see Note, Shopping 
Centers and Labor Relations Law, 10 STAN. L. REV. 694 (1958); Recent Case, 73 HARV. L. REV. 1216 
(1960).  
9 Amalgamated Food Employees Union Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391 U.S. 308 (1968).  
10 Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946). 
11 Logan Valley Plaza, 391 U.S. at 318-319. 
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 Although the Court ground its decision in the evolving logic of the “public 

function” doctrine, the decision in Logan Valley contained language which revealed a 

broad concern about the effect of shopping centers on free expression.  Writing for the 

Court, Justice Marshall indicated that suburban development had the potential to exact a 

serious toll on the ability of Americans to exercise fundamental constitutional rights.   

The economic development of the United States in the last 20 years 
reinforces our opinion of the correctness of the approach taken in Marsh.  
The large scale movement of this country’s population from the cities to 
the suburbs has been accompanied by the advent of the suburban shopping 
center, typically a cluster of individual retail units on a single large 
privately owned tract.  It has been estimated that by the end of 1966 there 
were between 10,000 and 11,000 shopping centers in the United States 
and Canada, accounting for approximately 37% of the total retail sales in 
those two countries.  These figures illustrate the substantial consequences 
for workers seeking to challenge substandard working conditions, 
consumers protesting shoddy or overpriced merchandise, and minority 
groups seeking nondiscriminatory hiring policies that a contrary decision 
here would have.  Business enterprises located in downtown areas would 
be subject to on-the-spot public criticism for their practices, but businesses 
situated in the suburbs could largely immunize themselves from similar 
criticism by creating a cordon sanitaire of parking lots around their stores.  
Neither precedent nor policy compels a result so at variance with the goal 
of free expression and communication that is the heart of the First 
Amendment.12 
 

 Logan Valley was a controversial decision--and short lived.  It was effectively 

reversed only four years later in Lloyd v. Tanner.13  In Lloyd, a group of anti-Vietnam 

war protestors were removed from Lloyd Center in Portland Oregon for distributing 

handbill invitations to attend a meeting of the “Resistance Community.”  Relying upon 

the Court’s recent decision in Logan Valley, the district court issued an injunction against 

the Center restraining its interference with this kind of activity.  The Ninth Circuit 

affirmed.   

                                                
12 Id. at 324-325. 
13 Lloyd v. Tanner, 407 U.S. 551 (1972). 
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 The Supreme Court, however, reversed.  In so doing, it distinguished between the 

factual circumstances of Logan Valley and the incident at Lloyd Center.  Logan Valley, 

the Court said, was carefully limited to a situation in which the protest or picketing was 

directed at a function of the shopping center itself.  As the speech in Lloyd was entirely 

unrelated to “any purpose for which the center was built and being used,” it would not 

enjoy the protection afforded the picketing in Logan Valley.14 

 The Court insisted that it was merely restating the limitations of Logan Valley, but 

the decision actually went much further.  Lloyd now said that all of the discussion in 

Logan Valley about the degree to which the shopping center was the “functional 

equivalent” of the public business district was “unnecessary.”15  It was a remarkable 

statement and it had the effect of leaving Logan Valley as an almost incomprehensible 

decision.  In the absence of “functional equivalence” there was no abiding rationale to 

Logan Valley.  Lloyd maintained that there was, but it offered no cases and no logic to 

support the proposition that Logan Valley would have succeeded without the “public 

function” argument.  In fact,  Lloyd effectively eviscerated public function analysis 

altogether by circumscribing Marsh to the actual facts of that case, a company owned 

town.16 

 In dissent, Marshall insisted that the majority only misunderstood Logan Valley, 

but in his conclusion he was more bald in his assertion that the distinction that the 

majority attempted to draw between Logan Valley and Lloyd was a false one and that the 

real target was Logan Valley.  “One may suspect from reading the opinion of the Court,” 

                                                
14 Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 564. 
15 Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 562. 
16 Justice Black, the author of Marsh, had argued for this result in his Logan Valley dissent.  See, Logan 
Valley, 391 U.S. 308 (Black, J., dissenting). 
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he said, “that it is Logan Valley itself that the Court finds bothersome.”17  He noted that 

although Logan Valley was decided by a comfortable 6-3 margin and was still only four 

years old, the language of Lloyd was ominous.  “I am aware that the composition of this 

Court has radically changed in four years.”  Yet, he said, “[t]he fact remains that Logan 

Valley is binding unless and until it is overruled.”18 

 This took only another four years.  In Hudgens v. NRLB, the Court made clear that 

Logan Valley did not survive Lloyd.19  Hudgens involved a union protest of the Butler 

Shoe Company in the North DeKalb Shopping Center in suburban Atlanta.  The 

protestors were removed from the mall but subsequently filed with the National Labor 

Relations Board asserting a violation of their rights under Logan Valley.  After navigating 

a difficult course through the courts, the case ultimately arrived at the Supreme Court.  

The high Court accepted at least part of the responsibility for the “considerable 

confusion” which afflicted the case, probably in recognition of the sharp twists and turns 

in the Court’s decisions in Logan Valley and Lloyd.20 

 The Court set out to make things right, and it did so by elucidating the true 

relationship between Logan Valley and Lloyd.  The Court noted that while Lloyd took 

pains to distinguish the circumstances of Logan Valley, “the fact is that the reasoning of 

the Court’s opinion in Lloyd cannot be squared with the reasoning of the Court’s opinion 

in Logan Valley.”21  Indeed, the Court said, “the ultimate holding in Lloyd amounted to a 

total rejection of the holding in Logan Valley.”22   

                                                
17 Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 584 (Marshall, J., dissenting). 
18 Id. 
19 Hudgens, 424 U.S. at 518. 
20 Id. at 512. 
21 Id. at 518. 
22 Id. 
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 Somewhat oddly, both Justice Powell, the author of Lloyd, and Justice Marshall, 

the author of Logan Valley, insisted that Lloyd had not in fact overturned Logan Valley.  

Both had an obvious personal investment in arguing this point, and perhaps this distracted 

them both from the fact that this argument could not effectively be sustained.23  There 

were a number of reasons this was true.  The Court in Hudgens chose to focus on the fact 

that to uphold Logan Valley and Lloyd would amount to content-based discrimination.  

That is, once it was decided that the shopping mall could not enjoin picketing related to 

the center, but could enjoin “unrelated” protest, the shopping mall was effectively 

discriminating on the basis of the content of the speech, which was emphatically 

disallowed.24 

 This was probably right but it also wasn’t the critical problem.  The critical 

problem was that deprived of its “public function” analysis, Logan Valley made no sense.  

This is what Lloyd effectively said, and rightfully so.  Marshall repeatedly argued in 

dissent in Hudgens that the difficulty in reaching a potential audience justified the 

approach taken in Logan Valley.  But why, if this was true, was it necessary to understand 

the shopping center as a shopping center?  Why not just see the shopping center as 

another difficult space in which to reach people, like a stadium or a high-rise or a 

business park, or any other number of developments in which the target of the speech 

may be insulated by relatively inaccessible private property.  Logan Valley had 

                                                
23 In fact, although Justice Powell did maintain that Lloyd and Logan Valley could be meaningfully 
distinguished, he conceded that this was difficult.  Indeed, he went so far as to say that Justice Black, the 
author of Marsh and the key dissent from Logan Valley, was right to argue in Lloyd that “these cases 
cannot be harmonized in any principle way.”  “Upon more mature though,” Powell wrote, “I have 
concluded that we would have been wiser in Lloyd Corp. to have confronted this disharmony rather than 
draw distinctions based upon rather attenuated factual differences.”  Hudgens, 424 U.S. at 523-524 (Powell, 
J., concurring). 
24 In this analysis the Court assumed that the shopping center was the state actor for 1st and 14 Amendment 
purposes, as the “public function” doctrine allowed. 
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effectively argued that the shopping center was different, that it was, in effect, the new 

town center, that the “purpose” for which it was built and “used” was not strictly 

commercial, that it did not exist exclusively to “do business,” that the invitation to enter 

was an open and manifestly undiscriminating one, and that given all this it should be 

considered the “functional equivalent” to public space.  Stripped of this rationale, 

however, Logan Valley just didn’t have much to say about why related speech or 

unrelated speech, or any speech at all, should be allowed here and not elsewhere.  Lloyd 

was dramatically wrong in saying that “[t]he holding in Logan Valley was not dependent 

upon the suggestion that the privately owned streets and sidewalks of a business district 

or a shopping center are the equivalent, for First Amendment purposes, of municipally 

owned streets and sidewalks.”25  That was the holding.  Nonetheless,  Hudgens was 

entirely right in concluding that having rejected this rationale, the decisions in Logan 

Valley and Lloyd simply could not coexist.  Hudgens overturned not only Logan Valley, 

but Lloyd as well--it attempted, in effect, to scrap the entirety of this line of doctrine.  The 

Court clearly regretted ever having allowed Marsh to travel outside of Chickasaw, 

Alabama and it emphatically closed its analysis in Hudgens by declaring that “the 

constitutional guarantee of free expression has no part to play in a case such as this.”26 

 

  In California, the cases involving the right to access shopping mall property 

largely tracked the opinions in the U.S. Supreme Court.  Two years after Logan Valley, in 

                                                
25 Lloyd, 407 U.S. at 563. 
26 Hudgens, 424 U.S. at 521 
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1970, the California Court decided Diamond v. Bland (“Diamond I”).27  In Diamond I, 

several representatives of The People’s Lobby, a California nonprofit, attempted to 

collect signatures for a ballot initiative at the Inland Center in San Bernardino, California.  

The Inland Center was a three-anchor enclosed mall shopping center which drew over 

25,000 persons a day.  It was the largest shopping mall in San Bernardino County.  The 

mall was owned by the Homart Development Company, a large shopping center 

developer, which had a firm policy against all forms of activity other than “regulated, 

mutually beneficial business promotions and displays.”28 

 Drawing extensively on Marsh and Logan Valley, Diamond I held that the Inland 

Center must allow access for the purposes of free expression.   In language entirely 

consistent with the spirit of Logan Valley, the court wrote that “modern-day shopping 

centers, serving as the business districts for the surrounding residential communities, 

have important public functions, and their owners may not rely on their private ownership 

to justify blanket prohibitions on First Amendment activities that could lawfully be 

conducted on public property.”29  The court also cited a number of state cases in which 

access to shopping centers by union picketers had been upheld.30  These cases helped to 

establish that in balancing the shopping mall’s private property rights against the right to 

free expression, the latter had historically prevailed.31  Importantly, however, Diamond I 

                                                
27 Diamond v. Bland, 3 Cal.3d 653 (Cal. 1970).  This decision is known as “Diamond I.”  Diamond v. 
Bland, 11 Cal.3d 331 (Cal. 1974), involving the same plaintiffs and defendants, and the same issue, is 
known as “Diamond II.” 
28 Diamond I, 3 Cal.3d at 656.   
29 Id. at 660. 
30 E.g., Schwartz-Torrance Investment Corp. v. Bakery and Confectionery Workers’ Union, 61 Cal.2d 766 
(Cal. 1964); In re Lane, 71 Cal.2d 872 (Cal. 1969). 
31 The court insisted, somewhat tautologically and in a footnote, that state action was present in these cases 
because in an earlier case the Court insisted that state action was present in these cases.  In any case, it was 
certainly true that Logan Valley had explicitly held that state action was present, indeed that was the raison 
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did not in any way limit itself to speech related to the center.  Thus, while it used a 

number of labor cases, and generally adopted the rationale of Logan Valley, it actually 

went much further.   

 In the aftermath of Lloyd, the Homart Development Company went back to court 

to dissolve the permanent injunction which had prevented it from removing The People’s 

Lobby and others engaged in unsanctioned speech from the mall.  The trial court did 

dissolve the injunction and the California Supreme Court affirmed the decision.  In a 

relatively brief opinion, the court announced that “Lloyd’s rationale is controlling 

here.”32  In particular, the court found that as was true in Lloyd, the petitioners in 

Diamond II had “alternative, effective channels of communication” to express their 

views.33  Under Lloyd this was sufficient to prohibit an infringement on the private 

property of the shopping center.  Diamond I was expressly reversed. 

At first glance it seemed an odd conclusion because Diamond I and Diamond II 

involved the same mall.  Logan Valley and Lloyd obviously involved different shopping 

malls, and the Court’s reliance on “alternative, effective channels of communication” in 

Lloyd was meant to distinguish the factual circumstances of the two cases.  Yet the 

language of Diamond I did, in fact, support the re-interpretation offered in Diamond II.  

In Diamond I, the California court had said that the People’s Lobby “cannot claim that 

effective alternative sites for their First Amendment activities are unavailable.”34  But the 

court went on to announce that given the importance of the shopping mall, the petitioners 

                                                
d’etre of “public function,” and so it was Logan Valley upon which the court in Diamond I appropriately 
relied.  Diamond I, 3 Cal.3d at 666, n.4. 
32 Diamond II, 11 Cal.3d at 335. 
33 Id. 
34 Diamond I, 3 Cal.3d at 662. 
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had a “substantial interest” in gaining access to the mall.35  The court upheld the access in 

Diamond I, therefore, not because there were no alternatives, but because  “[t]he Inland 

Center serves as the primary business district for a large surrounding community and is 

the most effective and desirable location for the conduct of plaintiff’s First Amendment 

activities.”36  In Diamond II the court essentially rejected this “substantial interest” and 

“most effective” means test.  In its place, the court adopted the logic of Lloyd, which held 

that where adequate, alternative means of communication existed, the private property 

interest of the shopping center could not be violated.37   

 The author of Diamond I, Justice Stanley Mosk, was in disbelief as to how the 

court could have turned so rapidly in Diamond II.38  This probably should not have come 

as a great surprise given the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in Lloyd.  What was surprising, 

however, was the rather dismissive way in which the court in Diamond II rejected Justice 

Mosk’s penetrating dissent.  Mosk did not attempt to reargue Lloyd and he did not deny 

that it had effectively overturned Diamond I by sharply delimiting the scope of the 

“public function” doctrine.  But Mosk offered another, compelling reason that Diamond I 

should have been upheld, namely that the California Constitution would have allowed the 

same decision.  He thus charged that the majority “overlook the unmistakable 

independent non-federal grounds upon which our earlier opinion could have been based, 

ignore basic guarantees of our state Constitution, and deal a blow to fundamental 

principles of federalism as old as our republic.”39  

                                                
35 Id. 
36 Id. 
37 The court also, and perhaps more predictably, emphasized the distinction that Lloyd drew between 
speech targeted at the mall and speech which simply used the mall as a forum.  The former was involved, 
here, as it was in Lloyd, and the court rejected it.  Diamond II, 11 Cal.3d at 335. 
38 Diamond I was a 6-1 vote, and the dissent was a mere three lines.  Diamond II was 4-3 the other way. 
39 Diamond II, 11 Cal.3d at 336. 
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 In Mosk’s view, the California Constitution provided the means by which access 

to the Inland Center should be permitted and nothing in Lloyd circumscribed the power of 

the state to so conclude.  In a footnote in the majority opinion in Diamond II, the court 

said that “[u]nder the holding of the Lloyd case the due process clause of the United 

States Constitution protects the property interests of the shopping center owner from 

infringement” and that therefore “supremacy principles would prevent us from employing 

state constitutional provisions to defeat defendant’s federal constitutional rights.”40  Mosk 

insisted that the court had the order all wrong.  The first order of business in 

constitutional analysis, he said, was to address state constitutional questions and then to 

turn to a determination of “federal doctrine and authority.”41  Thus, the court in Diamond 

II should have asked whether there existed a state constitutional protection and, if so, did 

it amount to a deprivation of due process or equal protection.  Instead, the court looked at 

the 14th Amendment, found it “absolutely controlling,” and looked no further.  This 

inversion had profound implications for federalism because it drastically undercut the 

ability of states to afford protections beyond what the U.S. Constitution mandates.  If the 

court had seen that there existed an independent constitutional ground for protecting the 

speech in Diamond I both under Article 1, Section 9 and Article 10, Section 22 of the 

California Constitution and then analyzed the true nature of the property right involved, 

he was confident the balance would have tipped to speech and petition over shopping 

center property rights. The court would have appropriately concluded that Lloyd did not 

create an inviolable property right, immune from a state’s own laws, constitutional or 

                                                
40 Id. at 335, n.4. 
41 Diamond II, 11 Cal.3d at 337 (Mosk, J., dissenting). 
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otherwise.  “Lloyd,” he said, “should not be read as placing such a broad and sweeping 

restriction upon a state’s implementation of its own laws and policies.”42   

 Mosk appeared genuinely dismayed at the reactionary tone of the majority in 

Diamond II.  He firmly believed that the court had derogated its right and duty to 

independently assert the strength of the state constitution.  Instead, he saw the California 

Supreme Court simply roll over in the face of an apparently adverse federal precedent 

and accede to antiquated views of property and speech.  “With remarkable candor,” he 

said, with remarkable candor of his own, 

the majority reveal with this case is all about: “defendant’s private 
property interests outweigh plaintiffs’ own interests in exercising First 
Amendment rights” (ante, p.335).  That naked conclusion is but a 
recitation of a long discredited shibboleth of nineteenth century legal and 
political thought.  It is conspicuously misplaced in a contemporary opinion 
of this court.43 

 
Logan Valley and Diamond I, Lloyd and Diamond II, were analogues beyond the 

quite logical relatedness of their doctrinal development.  Writing for the Court in Logan 

Valley, Justice Marshall insisted that the shopping center was a new and distinctive 

phenomenon which, like the company town in Marsh, had to be understood outside the 

boundary of the traditional public/private property distinction.  Although Marshall did 

arguably limit the holding to related speech, this was clearly not his want or intention, 

and in fact it made no sense.  The entire thrust of the opinion was oriented around an 

understanding of the shopping center as the “functional equivalent” of the central 

business district--as private property with a “public function.”  The very fact that the 

opinion had relied so heavily on Marsh, in which the speech was not related to the 

                                                
42 Id. at 341. 
43 Id. at 345. 
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“purpose” of the company town, seemed to reveal the mere carelessness, or perhaps 

expediency, of the relatedness limitation of Logan Valley.44 

 Writing for the majority in Diamond I, Justice Mosk was deeply sympathetic to 

Marshall’s reasoning in Logan Valley, and he carried it even further.  Indeed, he wrote 

the kind of liberated, full-throttled opinion which was probably the envy of Justice 

Marshall.  Although he acknowledged that alternative avenues of communication did 

exist, Mosk nonetheless argued that the Inland Center was “the most effective and 

desirable location for the conduct of plaintiff’s First Amendment activities.”  For that 

reason--because the shopping center was far and away the most frequented and most 

populated and most centralized location in which people now congregate, because it now 

“serves as the analogue of the traditional town square”--he concluded the shopping center 

must allow speech not only directly related to its function, but all the speech of a public 

space.  Mosk stretched Logan Valley beyond where even Marshall dared to go. 

When the Court effectively overturned Logan Valley in Lloyd, Marshall argued 

that the attempt to draw a distinction between related and unrelated speech was a 

disingenuous exercise, deployed to strike at Logan Valley itself.  He thought this for two 

reasons.  First, he could see no reason to draw such a distinction and, indeed, to do so 

                                                
44 In a footnote in Logan Valley, Marshall said this:  “The picketing carried on by petitioners was directed 
specifically at patrons of the Weis Market located with the shopping center and the message sought to be 
conveyed to the public concerned the manner in which that particular market was being operated.  We are,  
therefore, not called upon to consider whether respondents’ property rights could, consistently with the 
First Amendment, justify a bar on picketing which was not thus directly related in its purpose to the use to 
which the shopping center property was being put.”  Logan Valley, 391 U.S. at 320, n.9.  There are any 
number of possible explanations for this footnote.  The first, and most obvious, is that it was strictly true 
and that the Court was appropriately reluctant to pass on issues with which it was not presented.  However, 
this is not a charge which the Warren Court, and particularly not the Warren Court at its greatest strength, 
has often endured.  It is also possible that this disclaimer was included because someone in the majority 
wanted it there--and this was probably not Marshall.  The final possibility is that it is somewhere in and 
between these reasons, that the limiting language was both accurate, and for some at least desirable, and 
that Marshall did not foresee, as he could not have foreseen,  the change in tone and direction the Court 
would take in the next four years.  He probably fully expected that the case in which this issue was 
presented, in which the speech was not related, would carry Logan Valley further--not reverse it. 
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might invite the kind of content-based reversal which actually appeared four years later in 

Hudgens.  But Marshall also suggested in a more provocative analysis that the distinction 

between related and unrelated speech in the context of a shopping center was inherently 

tenuous and unstable.  Marshall listed a number of First Amendment activities which had 

been permitted at Lloyd Center, including football rallies, political candidate 

appearances, Veteran’s Day parades and so forth.  All of these were sanctioned by the 

shopping mall and were, undoubtedly in the view of the mall, promotional gestures, acts 

of good will, and relatively uncontroversial publicity devices.  So they may have been.  

But as Marshall insisted, they also involved speech and thus speech became one of the 

uses to which the property was being put.  This being so, the speech of antiwar protestors 

was as related to the “purpose” of the mall as the speech of a Veterans Day parade, or 

indeed any other expressive activity. 

Marshall’s argument was more than a clever, even brilliant, legal distinction.  It 

touched on the very character of the shopping center and forced the hand of mall owners 

and managers who would allow some uncontroversial speech--some innocuous 

community function or promotion, as nearly all did--and then suggest that this was not 

speech at all, or that it differed in kind from the “unrelated” speech in which the picketers 

and protestors were engaged.  Marshall rejected this.  Speech was speech, he said, and the 

shopping mall had made itself a place for it-- even as much as any corresponding public 

space. 

What ultimately underlay Marshall’s dissent in Lloyd was a sense of urgency, first 

articulated in Logan Valley, about what was happening to public space in America.  He 

was concerned about how functionally public space--like Lloyd Center--was being 
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manipulated by the technical distinctions of title to deprive Americans of fundamental 

rights.  It was an urgency echoed by Mosk in his dissent in Diamond II.  Although his 

analysis differed in details, Mosk, like Marshall, continued to articulate the growing 

phenomenon of the shopping center, and to sound alarm at its potential threat to free 

expression.  Mosk, like Marshall, expressed acute frustration at a majority that favored 

title over use.  “Private ownership,” he said at the end of his dissent “must be respected, 

but its enforceable rights that diminish the fundamental rights of others should be 

tempered by what Justice Holmes once described as ‘the equilibrium of social desires.’”45 

  

 The shopping center cases were not new to everyone involved in Pruneyard.  

Logan Valley and its progeny were relatively well publicized in the shopping center 

industry and generally familiar to most real estate lawyers.  Although Sahadi, who was an 

attorney as well as a developer, had no previous experience with this issue, and though 

his attorney Thomas P. O’Donnell had not litigated it before either, both were well aware 

of Lloyd and Diamond II. 

 At the time Pruneyard appeared, O’Donnell worked for Ruffo, Ferrari & McNeil, 

a law firm in downtown San Jose.  Ruffo, Ferrari was the general counsel to the 

Pruneyard and O’Donnell frequently worked on Pruneyard matters.  O’Donnell did not 

have any particular expertise in constitutional law, but as a real estate lawyer it was not 

unexpected that he would handle a variety of different concerns.  Rather uneventfully at 

first, Pruneyard appeared to be among them. 

 O’Donnell was aware that Hammer had consulted with Kevin Salmon about 

trying to gain access to the mall.  He agreed with Sahadi that this access was neither 
                                                
45 Diamond II, 11 Cal.3d at 345 (Mosk, J., dissenting). 
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required nor desirable.  A uniform policy was easier to enforce and defend.  When the 

lawsuit was filed against the Pruneyard and Sahadi some months later, O’Donnell was 

not surprised.  He knew Philip Hammer very well and he knew him to be a dedicated and 

socially engaged advocate.  But if he was not surprised, he was also not at all worried.  

To O’Donnell, the law of Lloyd and Diamond II was as clear as the policy of the 

Pruneyard:  no access. 

 

 This was not as clear to the plaintiffs, but they certainly did understand that recent 

decisions in both the California and United States Supreme Courts were not in their 

favor.  It was in part for this reason that Ravel and Hammer chose not to focus on the 

law.  They focused on the mall. 

 One of the first efforts of the plaintiffs was to hire an expert.  They chose Clifford 

O. Lawler.  Lawler was a retired IBM marketing specialist who had recently started 

teaching at San Jose State in the marketing department.  In his 34 years at IBM, Lawler 

had worked on large-scale studies of the Railroad and Publishing and 

Telecommunications industries.  Neither Hammer nor Ravel recalls precisely how they 

learned of Lawler; neither knew him personally.46  But it was his experience with 

amassing and analyzing statistical data which ultimately led them to hire him as an 

expert. 

 Lawler was hired to write a study of population and commercial diffusion in 

Santa Clara County.  Hammer and Ravel wanted to be able to support with some hard 

                                                
46 Clifford O. Lawler is deceased.  His surviving wife, Mary Jane Lawler, does not remember how he 
became involved in the case, but she suspects that it was through Dr. Laurie, the head of the marketing 
department at San Jose State.  Ann Ravel’s father was also a Professor at San Jose State, in meteorology, 
and she suspects that her father asked around the faculty for an appropriate expert. 
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data what they knew had transpired in the San Jose metropolitan area in only the past 

generation:  that downtown had become dramatically less important as both a place to 

live and, even more importantly for their immediate concern, as a place to shop.  Lawler 

had no experience in the shopping mall industry, but he did have the technical 

background with which to perform this analysis. 

 In the winter of 1975-76, Pruneyard was not a high-profile case.  It was pro bono.  

Resources were severely limited.  The decision to hire Lawler at the start was a dramatic 

indication, then, of the disposition of Ravel and Hammer.  This was not a case necessarily 

to be won, or even argued, on doctrinal merits.  Rather, Pruneyard was to be a much 

more sweeping attack on the diminution of public space in Santa Clara County.  The 

general theory of Ravel and Hammer was that shopping centers had become the public 

fora in the County and that there were virtually no alternatives for those seeking to 

effectively exercise their First Amendment rights.  The Pruneyard was one of these 

centers, and an important one--and with Lawler’s numbers, the students’ experiences, and 

the attorney’s persuasive logic, they hoped to get back inside.   

 

 The plaintiffs first filed with the Santa Clara Superior Court on April 6, 1976, 

nearly five months after the precipitating incident and some 34 days after the U.S. 

Supreme Court announced the opinion in Hudgens v. NLRB.  Although the confirmation 

class and the instructors had been removed from both the Pruneyard and Westgate malls 

on November 16, the decision was made only to file suit against the Pruneyard.  There 

was no precise logic to this decision.  Sahadi has since intimated that the decision was 

made because people erroneously believed that he did not have the will or the resources 
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of other shopping center developers to resist.  There were also suggestions, affirmatively 

denied by nearly everyone involved, that the Pruneyard was chosen because of the 

substance of the speech involved.  That is, it was suggested that the kids were removed 

because Sahadi, as an Arab-American, took offense at the petitions, and that the suit was 

filed, in kind, because of offense at the eviction.  This is almost undoubtedly not the 

issue.  The least sensational, but perhaps most revealing, explanation as to why the 

attorneys chose the Pruneyard was that it was the shopping mall which the plaintiffs, and 

the attorneys, knew best, and the one which they most frequented.    

In the complaint, Michael Robins, Ira David Marcus and Roberta Bell-Kligler 

asserted that they were “wrongfully and unlawfully ejected...from the premises of 

Defendant’s shopping center” and that “[a]s a proximate result of said wrongful conduct 

of Defendants, and each of them, and of the conditions wrongfully created thereby as 

aforesaid, Plaintiffs’ First Amendment rights to peacefully collect signatures on petitions 

without obstructing the operation of the shopping center have been infringed.” 47  The 

complaint averred that “they have no adequate alternative means to circulate this petition 

in the City of San Jose or the surrounding area; that the most effective way for Plaintiffs 

to express their views and reach substantial numbers of people is at Defendant’s shopping 

center.”48  The plaintiffs asked for a preliminary and permanent injunction, enjoining 

defendants from preventing the circulation of petitions in a peaceful manner. 

 Beyond simply inaugurating the Pruneyard litigation, the original complaint had 

two notable features.  Most important was that relief was sought only under the First 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.  The complaint made absolutely no reference to the 

                                                
47 Complaint for Preliminary Injunction and Permanent Injunction at 3-4, Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping 
Center (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 4/7/76). 
48 Id. at 4. 
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rights available under the Constitution of the State of California--the rights upon which 

the plaintiffs would ultimately succeed.  The other notable element was that the 

complaint indicated the Pruneyard was the “most effective” means by which the Plaintiffs 

could express their views, a standard upon which the court in Diamond I had relied, but 

which Diamond II had largely rejected.  Yet in this same document, indeed in the same 

sentence, on the other side of a semicolon, the plaintiffs also contended that “adequate 

alternative avenues of communication do not exist” in the San Jose area, which was the 

new Diamond II standard. 

 The Complaint was filed with a Memorandum of Points and Authorities which 

did little to clarify this last point.  Hammer and Ravel argued that Lloyd and Diamond II 

had created an exception for those occasions where no adequate, alternative avenues of 

communication existed and they forcefully argued that this was the case in San Jose.49  

“There are no parks in San Jose where large numbers of people congregate,” the 

Memorandum said.  “There is no downtown area in San Jose where large numbers of 

people congregate.”50  To reinforce the point on the desperation of public space in San 

Jose, the Memorandum cited the annual San Jose Mercury & News Shopping Center 

Guide.  They said that the it “appears” from the data in the Guide that the State did not 

even maintain composite figures for retail sales in downtown San Jose, presumably 

because they were negligible.  Sales at the region’s shopping centers, however, were 

reported and they were strikingly high.  These figures showed, Hammer and Ravel said, 

                                                
49 Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Application for Preliminary Injunction at 3-5, 
Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 4/7/76). 
50 Id. at 5. 
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that “there is no viable downtown area in San Jose, and it is only at the shopping centers 

in the San Jose area that large numbers of people congregate.”51 

 The Complaint and Memorandum were not particularly impressive documents.  

The drafting of the alternative avenues of communication section in both filings was 

imprecise.  Worse, the logic of the “public function” analysis was strained and highly 

speculative.  Nothing in the numbers that they presented, which were confusing in 

themselves, necessarily led to the conclusions they offered.  Ravel and Hammer were 

clearly right about what had happened in San Jose and the surrounding area, but they 

hadn’t made a compelling case for it.  And yet, in a pattern that would hold throughout 

the entire litigation, what the plaintiffs lacked in discipline they more than made up for in 

passion and ingenuity.  Ravel and Hammer had effectively framed the issue around the 

nature of the shopping center.  Although the defendants would try to ignore this, it could 

not be ignored. 

 Whatever its demerits, then, the Complaint was successful.  On April 14, 1976 

Judge Thompson issued his Order to Show Cause.52  He ordered the defendants to appear 

before the court and to show why they should not be enjoined from “denying Plaintiffs 

the right to exercise their First Amendment Rights by preventing them from coming upon 

Defendants’ premises for the purpose of setting up non-obstructive card tables and 

circulating petitions in a peaceful manner.”53  Here again, it was the First Amendment 

rights of the plaintiffs which were in dispute. 

 

                                                
51 Id. 
52 Order to Show Cause, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 4/14/76). 
53 Id. at 2. 
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 At the end of April, Tom O’Donnell responded to the plaintiffs’ Complaint.  In 

his Answer, O’Donnell denied many of the charges leveled by Hammer and Ravel about 

the deprivation of constitutional rights.  Most of these were fairly routine, boilerplate 

responses, denying “generally and specifically” the allegations.  He did initiate, however, 

one line of attack which would subsequently be raised at trial and throughout appeal.  The 

plaintiffs, the Answer argued, “have many adequate alternatives means to circulate the 

petition in the City of San Jose and the surrounding areas.”54 

 The availability of alternative avenues for the exercise of First Amendment rights 

was reinforced in the defendants’ Memorandum of Points and Authorities.  O’Donnell 

vigorously rejected the plaintiffs’ argument that the Pruneyard was the only forum in 

which to reach the public.  He noted that the Pruneyard was substantially smaller than 

both Lloyd Center and Inland Center, and yet in both Lloyd and Diamond II, respectively, 

the courts had found that adequate alternatives existed.  Although the plaintiffs had 

offered no evidence that adequate alternatives did not exist, the defendant now offered 

that they did, asserting that “plaintiffs could have circulated their petition among large 

numbers of people in such areas as San Jose Municipal Airport, San Jose State 

University, the University of Santa Clara, West Valley College, the Civic Center of San 

Jose, the public business districts of San Jose, Campbell, Saratoga, Los Gatos, Mountain 

View, Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, as well as on any public street in any community in 

Santa Clara County.”55   

                                                
54 Answer to Complaint, Robins v. Pruneyard, at 2 (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 
5/5/76). 
55 Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Application for A Preliminary 
Injunction at 2, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 4/23/76). 
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O’Donnell’s Memorandum was quite specific on the legal protections that the 

defendants now enjoyed under both Lloyd and Diamond II, yet the document was also 

almost atmospheric in its tone.  In arguing against the effect of a preliminary injunction, 

O’Donnell said that the shopping center had a “long-standing policy” disallowing 

“solicitation activities, the circulation of petitions, the gathering of signatures, the 

distribution of political, religious, or other kinds of literature, or any speech or 

proselytizing activities which are not directly related to the commercial purposes of the 

Pruneyard.”56  The Pruneyard, he continued, “does not permit such activities because 

they tend to distract customers and detract from the unique character and environment of 

the Pruneyard, an environment that defendant has consciously created, cultivated and 

maintained in order to forward the commercial purposes of the Pruneyard.”57  The degree 

to which the Pruneyard, or any shopping center, was merely involved in “commercial 

purposes” or what this even meant, would continue to surface.  O’Donnell suggested that 

there was a bright line between commercial and non-commercial purpose.  Others, Justice 

Marshall among them, thought otherwise. 

 

 On May 13, 1976 the defendants furnished the plaintiffs with a set of 22 

Interrogatories.58  Some of the inquiries were simple extractions of potential trial 

details.59  But many were intriguing.  The defendants asked the plaintiffs to define 

                                                
56 Id. at 9. 
57 Id.  Much of this argument was contained in more detail in the Declaration of Kevin Salmon, Robins v. 
Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (April 23, 1976). 
58 Interrogatories to Plaintiffs, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, Number 349363) (Filed 
5/13/76). 
59 For example, the plaintiffs were asked whether they had consulted with any experts, and whether they 
intended to call any experts at trial. The plaintiffs responded that although they had not yet done so, they 
intended to consult with Professor Lawler. They did not yet indicate whether or not Lawler would be called 
at trial.  See Interrogatories to Plaintiffs, supra note 92 at 2-4; Answers to Interrogatories to Plaintiffs 
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“shopping center” and to name each area in Santa Clara County “that falls within 

plaintiffs’ definition of the term ‘shopping center’ and which will be used by plaintiffs or 

their witnesses in testimony directly or by way of statistical comparison and/or 

compilation.”60  In a somewhat peculiar response, the plaintiff’s defined “shopping 

center” as “a geographically integrated group of commercial establishments, planned, 

developed and managed as a unit and capable of furnishing customers’ daily needs of 

goods and services on a one-stop basis.”61  Although many smaller community and 

neighborhood centers could serve customer’s daily needs, most larger regional shopping 

malls did not, could not, and did not aspire to.  Why the plaintiffs offered this definition 

is unclear, except perhaps to make certain that the Pruneyard, which had a supermarket 

and many restaurants, would clearly come within the ambit of the term. 

 The key question for both parties was number six.  Here the defendants asked the 

plaintiffs if they believed that “it is only at the shopping centers in the San Jose area that 

large numbers of people congregate” and if they also believed that the “most effective” 

way to “express their views and reach substantial numbers of people is by circulating 

their petition upon the premises of The Pruneyard?”62  Not surprisingly the plaintiffs 

responded in the affirmative, indicating simply that “there is no viable downtown area in 

San Jose, and there are no parks or other areas where large numbers of people 

congregate.”63  As a result, they said, “the most effective way for plaintiffs to express 

their views and reach substantial numbers of people is by circulating their petition upon 

                                                
Numbers 1 Through 22, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, Number 349363) (Filed 
5/24/76). 
60 Interrogatories to Plaintiffs at 5. 
61 Answers to Interrogatories at 2-3. 
62 Interrogatories to Plaintiffs at 5-6. 
63 Answers to Interrogatories at 3. 
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the premises of shopping centers in Santa Clara County, of which The Pruneyard is 

one.”64  The Plaintiffs regarded as irrelevant, and would not respond, to inquiries as to 

whether they had attempted to collect signatures at other shopping centers. 

 

 Robins v. Pruneyard went to trial on June 15, 1976 in Courtroom 13 of the Santa 

Clara Superior Court in San Jose.  Hammer and Ravel appeared for the plaintiffs; 

Thomas O’Donnell for the defendants.  The Judge was Homer B. Thompson.   

 The Pruneyard trial lasted well under a day.  It was apparently immemorable 

enough that at least one participant could not recall that it even occurred.  Pruneyard was 

certainly not Scopes or People v. Simpson.  But it was a fascinating exercise, nonetheless, 

if for no other reason than it actually was a trial.  But it also was obviously a critical 

point at which the parties could make the case beyond the constrictions of motions and 

appeals.   

The plaintiffs called three witnesses, one of whom was actually Philip L.  

Hammer.  The defendants called only Kevin Salmon.  Both sides provided opening 

statements, although apparently brief ones.  Three exhibits were admitted into evidence.  

The case was taken under submission upon receipt of the plaintiffs’ and defendants’ 

written arguments, which were both filed one week later.65 

 The trial began with a series of stipulations.66  Ravel and O’Donnell agreed on the 

general facts of the incident, and that the students did not have permission to use the 

                                                
64 Id. at 4. 
65 The scope of the trial, including a list of witnesses, exhibits and so forth, can be found in the Trial 
Minutes, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, Number 349363) (June 15, 1976).  These 
minutes are located in Volume I of the Case File at the Santa Clara Superior Court Office of Records. 
66 There is no full transcript of the trial available.  However, most of the transcript is available in the 
Appendix to the U.S. Supreme Court records, Pruneyard v. Robins 447 U.S. 74 (1980).  The Appendix is 
68 pages and in addition to large excerpts from the trial record it includes Professor Lawler’s study of 
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center to collect signatures.  Somewhat surprisingly, given Marshall’s dissent in Lloyd, 

Ravel also agreed to stipulate that “the petitions which the plaintiffs were seeking to 

circulate and the literature which they were seeking to circulate was unrelated to the 

activity of the Pruneyard or any of its business.”67  What was more surprising, however, 

was that O’Donnell, in seeking this stipulation, informed the judge that “[w]e’re here 

simply making a distinction that rests on the labor cases where the courts have said if you 

picket a store that is located on the premises and therefore the picketing is related to the 

business, you can do so.”68  Hudgens had been decided over three months prior. 

 The most revealing stipulation concerned a set of surveys that had been conducted 

by both the plaintiffs and defendants on whether other shopping centers in the area 

allowed the activity that the Pruneyard did not.  According to the court, Almaden Fashion 

Plaza, Valley Fair, Mayfield and Westgate malls all allowed the handing out of 

pamphlets and the signing of petitions, while San Antonio, Oakridge and Town and 

Country did not.  The Stevens Creek Plaza generally did not, either.  The Stanford 

Shopping Center apparently disallowed this activity not by its own policies, but by Palo 

Alto City Ordinance.69  It certainly was not a scientific survey, and in the case of 

Westgate, the stipulation was directly contradicted by the testimony of Ira David Marcus, 

who said that the group had gone to Westgate and been asked to leave.70  Nonetheless, 

the survey, if even remotely accurate, suggested that a time when state and federal law 

was firmly on the side of shopping malls, certain centers nonetheless allowed the activity. 
                                                
shopping centers, and various motions.  The trial record runs from pages 16-47 and will be cited as “Trial 
Record” hereafter.  The author reviewed the record with Ann Miller Ravel, who confirmed that although 
the transcript omitted the opening statements of the attorneys and the testimony of Philip L. Hammer, it is 
otherwise fairly complete.    
67 Trial Record at 19. 
68 Trial Record at 17-18. 
69 Trial Record at 20. 
70 Trial Record at 25. 
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 This had appeal, and peril, for both sides.  Obviously the defendants could argue 

that this fact demonstrated, in the clearest way, that the plaintiffs’ claims that alternative 

effective means of communication did not exist was demonstrably incorrect.  The 

Plaintiffs did not need to go into the abandoned parks, or the depopulated sidewalks of 

downtown San Jose--they could go to other shopping centers that allowed them to be 

there.  On the other hand, the plaintiffs could argue that the defendants’ claim that 

allowing access would do irreparable damage to the shopping mall was nonsense.  

Presumably, the Pruneyard had no more interest in cultivating an attractive commercial 

space than any other mall.  Yet some of these other malls could apparently do just fine 

and allow some free speech.  Why not the Pruneyard? 

 

 The first witness was Ira David Marcus, one of the students from the confirmation 

class.  Ann Ravel questioned Marcus, as she did all the witnesses.  Marcus recounted the 

events of November 16 in some detail.  Ravel asked him why they didn’t go to downtown 

San Jose, a question to which O’Donnell curiously objected.  “We didn’t think we could 

reach enough people in downtown San Jose,” Marcus testified.  “Downtown San Jose is 

a-flocking these days, so we thought....it was not worth going there and wasting our time 

where there’s hardly any people to get signatures.”71  She asked him if, after having been 

ejected from the Pruneyard, they decided to go out to the sidewalks around the mall, as 

the security officials suggested they should  “No,” he replied.  “We didn’t go to the 

sidewalks...there’s really not a heck of a lot of people in front of that place, you know.  

                                                
71 Trial Record at 22. 
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People go there in their cars and leave....[i]t’s not a nice place to get signatures.  It just 

doesn’t work out.”72 

 O’Donnell cross-examined Marcus.  He asked him in a variety of different ways 

whether the confirmation class had even attempted to collect signatures at other malls, or 

outside the Pruneyard, or in other public places.  He mentioned Willow Glen, and Los 

Gatos, and Saratoga.  Aside from recounting the visit to Westgate mall,  Marcus said no,  

they had not tried these other venues, and, moreover, he didn’t think it would have been 

productive.  “[F]rom my observations,” he said, “not as many people frequent Willow 

Glen as the Pruneyard.”73  And then, later:  “People were saying there wasn’t enough 

people in Saratoga.”74  O’Donnell tried to get him to admit that he didn’t know the actual 

numbers, and Marcus readily agreed.  But he was still sure that the observations and 

impressions were right. 

 

 Ravel recalls that the atmosphere at the trial was not particularly positive.  She 

thought that Judge Thompson was somewhat “obtuse” and that he didn’t seem to be 

terribly open-minded about the litigation.  Whether or not this was true as a matter of 

tone, the Judge did not appear on the record to be hostile to the plaintiffs’ interests.  He 

certainly allowed Ravel to pursue questions which were of only marginal relevance.  The 

attitude of O’Donnell, however, does appear heated, even through a cold transcript.  

O’Donnell seemed impatient with the entire exercise, which admittedly he was.  

Repeatedly he interrupted the proceedings and offered that “we could save time” by 

stipulating on this or that issue.  He would have stipulated on nearly anything just to get 

                                                
72 Trial Record at 23. 
73 Trial Record at 26. 
74 Trial Record at 27. 
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to the law.  For O’Donnell the law was clear, and the seemingly endless incantations 

about “public space” and suburbanization and the central business district was all entirely 

surplusage.  The whole trial was surplusage. 

 O’Donnell’s impatience rapidly accelerated with the appearance of Professor 

Lawler and his report, “A Comparative Study of Population Growth Characteristics 

Versus Spending Patterns for Metropolitan San Jose for Years 1950-1975.”  Under 

questioning from Ravel, Lawler explained that the study was based on data from the U.S. 

Census Bureau, the San Jose City Planning Department, the San Jose Mercury News, and 

the Urban Institute, among other sources.  As the title indicated, the study covered 

twenty-five years.  In his testimony, he told Ravel that between 1960 and 1970 

population in downtown San Jose experienced a 4.7% drop, whereas outside the central 

district there was a 67% increase; in some areas the rate of growth was as high as 300 

percent.  Not surprisingly, this shift corresponded to a shift in retail sales out of 

downtown. 

 It was all too much for O’Donnell.  In the middle of Lawler’s testimony, he 

exploded with this:   

I think perhaps we could save a lot of time,  I am going to object to the 
testimony, and I think Ann and I simply--we both looked at this and we 
know what he is going to testify to, as not being relevant.  As I understand 
his testimony, his testimony will be that downtown San Jose  no longer as 
a marketing center is very viable, that he will show that of over $3 billion 
of sales, something like $510 million of those dollars are in 45 shopping 
centers, and we don’t really argue with that.  I think that is probably self-
evident.  We’re not really quite sure how that’s relevant, what they’re 
saying.75 

 
Nothing in all of the subsequent trial or appeals would more rawly expose the divide 

between the plaintiffs and defendants in Pruneyard.  Hammer and Ravel with their 
                                                
75 Trial Record at 33-34. 
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Brandeis Briefs of statistics about the changing demographics of residence and 

consumption; O’Donnell utterly flabbergasted as to how a mere trespass could have 

anything to do with any of this.   

 The objection was overruled.  After several more questions about the rate of 

shopping center growth in the area, Lawler’s study was admitted into evidence.  The 

study itself was a basic recitation of facts about the growth of metropolitan San Jose and 

the rise of the shopping centers.76  From today’s perspective, his conclusions hardly 

appear novel, but at the time they were, in fact, rather dramatic and compelling. They 

certainly served the purpose for which Ravel and Hammer intended them.  They 

affirmed, in a concrete form, that people were increasingly living on the urban edge--and 

shopping there too.77  

 O’Donnell’s cross examination tried to make the essential point that as far as the 

shopping center study was concerned, Lawler had said nothing about whether a person 

would be more or less likely to sign a petition or respond to a protest at a shopping center 

as opposed to anywhere else.  With a few exceptions, he did not dispute what the 

statistics apparently demonstrated.  O’Donnell simply insisted that this was largely 

irrelevant to the trespass on Mr. Sahadi’s private property.   

 Professor Lawler’s time on the stand was not an amicable affair.  O’Donnell grew 

increasingly frustrated with his very presence.  When Lawler returned home after 

                                                
76 Clifford O. Lawler, A Comparative Study of Population Growth Characteristics, Versus Spending Patters 
for Metropolitan San Jose for the Years 1950-1975 (1976).  Lawler’s study appears in the Appendix, 
Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289) immediately following the Trial Record at 49-66. 
77 In addition to the shopping center study, Lawler prepared a study on parks in San Jose that was intended 
to be a useful comparison to the story of shopping centers.  The figures, however, at least in his testimony,  
were difficult to decipher.  He testified that the 18 regional parks in metropolitan San Jose drew on average 
35,705 people per location per park per year, and that the 15 shopping centers drew 685,000 people, “at the 
same period.”  It is unclear what this “period” is.  He cites a number for Pruneyard of 181,000, a number 
which appears in his Shopping Center survey as the number of people who make one or more visits to the 
mall in a 30-day period.  See, Trial Record at 42. 
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testifying, his wife recalled that she had to “send the suit to the cleaners.”  Ravel agreed 

that Lawler had a tough go of it, as well, but she felt that he also effectively accomplished 

his goal.  From her own perspective, too, she felt proud at having thought to bring on 

someone such as Lawler as a witness.   

 At the end of the trial, the Court read into the record that the plaintiffs had offered 

a stipulation to the effect that they were willing to abide by any sort of reasonable time, 

place and manner regulations in order to resume their activity at the mall.  The defendant 

rejected the stipulation, declaring that the plaintiffs “absolutely could not get inside the 

Pruneyard.”78  The defense offered Kevin Salmon as the last witness, who testified only 

about the existence of some public sidewalks outside the center.  Ravel asked him 

whether “most people approach the Pruneyard Shopping Center on foot or by 

automobile?”  “By automobile,” Salmon said.79  And with that the trial of Robins v. 

Pruneyard was over. 

 

 Ravel thought the plaintiffs were going to lose.  So did O’Donnell.  This feeling 

was probably reinforced when he read the motions to the court.  Hammer’s written 

argument was a tour de force of the kind of sweeping generalizations which had animated 

his entire approach to the case thus far.  “The court is confronted in this rather 

uncomplicated factual situation with a dispute of historic significance,” Hammer intoned 

in the first sentence of his Argument.80  He then lectured the court on the historic 

relationship between the right of free expression and the right to private property.  No 

                                                
78 Trial Record at 45. 
79 Trial Record at 47. 
80 Plaintiffs’ Written Argument at 1, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) (Filed 
6/23/76) 
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case was cited or even mentioned until page 4 of the 7 page motion.  When he arrived at 

Lloyd and Diamond II, Hammer again argued that they had created an exception for those 

communities in which no adequate alternative avenues of communication existed.  San 

Jose was one, and he recited Lawler’s statistics to prove the point.  He ended in a now 

familiar refrain, writing that “[s]hopping centers are taking on an increasing significance 

as a place for large groups of citizens to congregate.  In those case where there are no 

adequate public forums, the shopping center must take on the role of the defunct 

downtown, so that the extremely important need in our society for the dissemination of 

ideas by individual citizens does not become impossible.”81  The written Argument was 

not a technically good one, but the net effect possessed some allure, although perhaps not 

with this court.  Judge Thompson was probably not persuaded by something as abstract 

this:  “First Amendment rights, the right to petition the government, must be kept alive 

and meaningful for future generations living in a shopping center society.”82 

 Tom O’Donnell was similarly uninspired by Hammer’s rhetoric.  The “shopping 

center society” was not one which O’Donnell inhabited or even appeared to recognize.  

O’Donnell’s motion appeared more tightly argued and lawyerly, though it was not 

without its missteps and sanctimony.83  O’Donnell argued that Lloyd and Diamond II 

“appear fully dispositive of the questions before this court,” and he reviewed their 

holdings to that end.84  He cleverly, and effectively, cited Justice Mosk’s dissent in 

Diamond II at length to show that the entire argument upon which Hammer relied--that 
                                                
81 Id. at 5.  
82 Id. at 6-7. 
83 O’Donnell wrote that “Plaintiffs have not only misconstrued the effect of Lloyd Center and Diamond but 
apparently are unfamiliar with the case of Hudgens v. NLRB, which overruled the Logan Valley case.”  
Defendants Response to Plaintiffs Written Argument at 4, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior 
Court, No. 349363) (Filed 6/29/76).  Of course, O’Donnell apparently wasn’t familiar with Hudgens, 
either, when, a week earlier, he misrepresented the state of the law to the court, albeit to his own detriment.  
84 Id. at 2. 
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there were no alternative, effective means of communication--was one that had been 

rigorously explored and rejected.  He was much less effective, however, in using 

Hudgens.  This was true, first of all, because Pruneyard was really a Lloyd-type case in 

that the speech was unrelated to the center.  More seriously, he contended that Hudgens 

absolutely foreclosed the possibility that access might be granted, even where there were 

no other adequate alternative means.  Hudgens did not say this.  Hudgens said that Logan 

Valley did not survive Lloyd and that a shopping center, no less than a municipality, 

could not draw distinctions based on the relatedness of the speech to the shopping 

center’s function.  The Court did say, somewhat cryptically, “that under the present state 

of the law the constitutional guarantee of free expression has no part to play in a case 

such as this.”85  Whether this meant that under no condition would a court find that a 

shopping center had, like the company town in Marsh, become a “functional equivalent” 

of public space was not clear.  It was decidedly unlikely, but it was not nearly as pellucid 

as O’Donnell suggested. 

 

 Judge Thompson issued both his Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 

Law and his Judgment in the case on September 15, 1976.86  As Ravel had suspected, the 

plaintiffs lost.  Judge Thompson found that as a matter of fact the Pruneyard was private 

property, that the petitions were unrelated to the activities of the center, that Santa Clara 

County had many public areas where “large numbers of people congregate and where 

people can freely exercise First Amendment rights, including, without limitation, 

                                                
85 Hudgens, 424 U.S. at 521. 
86 Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, 
No. 349363) (9/14/76); Judgement, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) 
(9/14/76). 
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distribution of handbills and seeking signatures on petitions,” and that the plaintiffs only 

attempted to collect signatures on private property.87  He concluded as a matter of law 

that the Pruneyard had not dedicated itself to public use for First Amendment purposes, 

that the Pruneyard was not the functional equivalent of a municipality and that there were 

other adequate, effective channels of communication that the plaintiffs could use to 

express themselves.  He adjudged that the plaintiffs could take nothing from their 

complaint and that the defendants had judgment against the plaintiffs and could recover 

from them the costs of the suit. 

 With the exception of the lengthy excerpt of Mosk’s Diamond II dissent in 

O’Donnell’s brief--which was excerpted for another reason altogether--no one at any 

point in the trial had made any mention whatsoever of the rights available to the plaintiffs 

under the California Constitution.  It was clear, however, that Mosk’s dissent had made 

an impression on Judge Thompson.  Among his findings of fact, Judge Thompson found 

that “Plaintiffs’ petitions were not in the nature of initiative petitions.”88  It had never 

been suggested that they were.  In his Conclusions of Law, he found that “[t]here has 

been no dedication of the center’s property to public use, such as to entitle plaintiffs to 

exercise the asserted rights under the Constitution of the State of California.”89  Mosk, of 

course, had strongly asserted that Diamond I could be upheld on the basis of California 

Constitution’s free speech provision, as well as under the initiative clause.  Neither of 

these were ever raised before the trial court, in either oral or written argument.  Judge 

Thompson ruled on them, nonetheless.  He saw the future. 

 

                                                
87 Findings of Fact at 2. 
88 Id. at 3. 
89 Id. 
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 The plaintiffs appealed Judge Thompson’s decision on September 30, 1976.  In 

December, Hammer hired a law student from Santa Clara College of Law to work on the 

Pruneyard appeal.  Matthew Joseph McAlerney was brought to Hammer’s attention by a 

Professor at Santa Clara who was impressed by McAlerney’s work in constitutional law, 

and in particular, his interest and expertise in First Amendment law.90  Like Ann Ravel 

before him, McAlerney was a very inexperienced advocate; indeed he wasn’t even an 

attorney.  Like Ann Ravel, too, McAlerney would end up doing most of the work on 

Pruneyard.  And like Ravel, McAlerney strongly believed in the case.  

 The plaintiffs’ brief in the California Court of Appeal was far and away the most 

expansive and wide ranging, the most penetrating and exasperating single document 

submitted in the entire course of the litigation.  As was true of earlier motions and, to a 

lesser extent, those that would follow, the brief was stylistically very unorthodox, with 

countless one-sentence paragraphs.  Substantively, the brief contained enormous amounts 

of socio-economic data, but also history and commercial geography and retail theory.  

The brief was an outrage at times, in the way it almost glibly flaunted legal form.  It was 

also deeply thoughtful and well researched and amounted to a captivating portrait of the 

transformation of the public sphere into private malls.91 

 

 The brief presented four questions for review, the most important of which, 

undoubtedly, was whether the Constitution of the State of California offered “greater 

                                                
90 Declaration of Philip L. Hammer, at 4-5, Robins v. Pruneyard (Santa Clara Superior Court, No. 349363) 
(2/20/81). 
91 According to a declaration by Hammer later in the case, the brief in the first appeal drew on a 
memorandum that McAlerney had prepared “on the history of shopping centers, their role in our 
communities, their contributions to the demise of urban centers, and their present and future effect on social 
structure.”  Id. at 5. 
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protection to appellants than the First Amendment so as to constitute adequate and 

independent state grounds upon which to grant the requested injunction.”92  Here, for the 

first time, the plaintiffs raised the state constitutional issue which Judge Mosk had 

promoted in Diamond II and which Judge Thompson had rejected at trial--without ever 

having been asked.  Yet while this was ultimately the principal issue before the California 

Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court, the Appellate court had no say in 

the matter.  It was bound by Diamond II, and Diamond II had said the issue was closed.93 

 In any case, while this was objectively the most critical argument of the appeal, it 

was actually not the priority of Hammer or McAlerney.  Rather, they disproportionately 

emphasized what the plaintiffs had attempted to establish at trial: that shopping centers 

were the only adequate fora of “public” space in Santa Clara County.  In the course of 

this argument, they would assert not only this fact, but that the shopping centers had 

deliberately intended for it to be this way, that the principles of modern city planning 

facilitated this pursuit, and that California, in particular, was susceptible to the diffusion 

and privatization of space.   

 To this end, the plaintiffs first demonstrated that Judge Thompson’s finding of 

fact on the existence of adequate, alternative public fora was in error.  They challenged 

the contention that “public buildings” were always available, noting that courthouses and 

jails, among others, had been held to be immunized from general free speech access.94  

Libraries, schools, and hospitals were morally, if not legally, inappropriate fora for most 

public First Amendment protection, and certainly the kind of activity in which the 

                                                
92 Appellants Opening Brief at 6, Robins v. Pruneyard (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 4, 1/Civ. 
40776) (Filed 4/6/77). 
93 Robins v. Pruneyard, 1 Civil 40776 11 (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 4, 1976). 
94 Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536 (1965); Adderley v. Florida, 385 U.S. 39 (1966). 
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confirmation class was engaged.  Stadiums often charged fees, which the plaintiffs 

asserted would amount to a tax on speech.  Post offices had been dramatically diminished 

as vital public spaces with the advent of home-delivery, stamp machines, and street-side 

mailboxes.  Moreover, many of these public places, like post offices and other 

government buildings, were closed on the weekends and holidays, which was when most 

people were out and about. 

 That left the sidewalks and the street, and here Hammer and McAlerney were at 

their most effective.  The sidewalk, they argued, had been assaulted by modern planning 

strategy which forced developments to provide ample off-street parking.  The attorneys 

did not find fault in this per se, but they noted that, over time, it dramatically changed the 

way in which people used the street.  “Private off-street parking serving patrons of free-

standing stores has eliminated the store-to-store foot traffic that used to make such 

sidewalks effective forums.”95  They pointed out that Campbell, the city in which the 

Pruneyard was located, had a relatively detailed off-street parking ordinance and the 

traditional public fora had suffered accordingly. 

 The picture the plaintiffs drew was one of a steady erosion, or perhaps 

constriction, of traditional space.  This corresponded, not surprisingly, and not 

coincidentally, with the increased vitality of the privately owned space of the modern 

shopping center.  In what constituted their most probing--and perhaps most legally 

attenuated analysis--they wrote: 

It is not contended that shopping centers are the functional equivalent of a 
municipal corporation--they have a uniqueness of their own.  They are a 
socio-economic phenomenon, a product of modern marketing principles 
that has paralleled the development of suburban communities and 
automobile transportation.  They are the lineal descendents of traditional 

                                                
95 Appellants’ Opening Brief at 18. 
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community forums--the American town, the great European marketplaces, 
and the Acropolis of ancient Greece.  The contention made here is that 
shopping centers are the logical and natural forum to which people should 
be able to turn in the context of existing social conditions.  The town in 
Marsh was pointed to as having all the characteristics of an American 
town so as to show its membership in the class of the then existing First 
Amendment forums used by American society.  A rapid and permanent 
change in economic and social patterns has drawn the catalyst of these 
forums out of the towns and into the suburbs.  Without access to shopping 
centers, including the Pruneyard, appellants’ First Amendment rights are 
of no more value in reaching members of their community than were those 
of their counter parts in Marsh.96 
 

 In their later reply brief, the plaintiffs stubbornly suggested that they had at no 

time made an argument of “functional equivalence.”97  This was true in the literal sense, 

but it was essentially false.  The entire point, and really the greatness of their initial brief 

in the California Court of Appeal, was that they argued real “functional equivalence.”  

That is, they agreed that looking for the old municipality in the private space of the 

shopping mall was pointless, but no more pointless than looking for the old municipality 

in the public space of the central business district.  The city didn’t exist anymore, 

particularly not in many places in California.  This population and retail diffusion across 

the Santa Clara valley:  this was the city.  A land of thoroughfares and parking lots, of 

shopping malls and business parks:  this was the city.  And the shopping mall was the 

new locus, the new forum.  It wasn’t a copy of the old downtown.  It was the functional 

equivalent. 

  

 If Tom O’Donnell was suspicious of the relevance of Mr. Lawler on the stand in 

Courtroom 13, the plaintiffs’ appellate brief sent him into a paroxysm of disbelief.  

                                                
96 Id. at 27-28. 
97 Appellants Reply Brief at 7, Robins v. Pruneyard (Cal. 1st Appellate District, Division 4, 1/Civ. 40776) 
(Filed 4/6/77). 
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Although the plaintiffs said that all of this material was amassed to argue the lack of 

adequate alternatives, it stained credulity to believe that implicating the shopping mall in 

the decline of downtown had any discernible legal argument attached.  So it was for 

much of what McAlerney and Hammer wrote.  It was not only deficient of legal analysis, 

it often had very little to do with the law. 

 Or so it seemed to O’Donnell.  He certainly did not respond in kind.  Hammer and 

McAlerney cited 20 journal articles and academic studies in their brief.  Tom O’Donnell 

cited none.  As before, O’Donnell delivered a tightly reasoned argument.  Indeed, it 

appeared a model of precision and clarity.  Much of it was impressive.  But, as in earlier 

motions, the groomed appearance masked some serious deficiencies.  Hammer often 

didn’t talk about the law.  O’Donnell often got it wrong. 

 O’Donnell soberly declared that Hudgens required a two-part analysis, and that in 

order to effect access a court must first find that a shopping center is the functional 

equivalent of a municipality and, second, that no adequate alternatives exist.  Hudgens 

did not say this.  This should have been evident not only because Hudgens simply did not 

say this, but because it would have defied the very reasoning that underlay both Lloyd 

and Hudgens.  Both decisions were committed to doing away with the whole notion of 

functional equivalence.  Lloyd had said quite explicitly that the basis for Logan Valley 

was not that the shopping center was the functional equivalent, and it had made clear that 

the center in Lloyd wasn’t either.  Hudgens would not, and did not, resuscitate the idea 

that “functional equivalence” could be established as part of some test en route to a 

conclusion that access must be granted. 
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 In fairness to O’Donnell, it wasn’t actually clear what Hudgens had said, other 

than to say that Lloyd and Logan Valley were mutually exclusive.  The most plausible 

reading of the entire line of cases was that Hudgens said two things: that Lloyd had 

dismantled Logan Valley and had established that in the absence of functional 

equivalence the decision in Logan Valley had no roots, but that, even if Logan Valley and 

Lloyd were functional equivalence cases, they could not stand together because they 

would amount to discrimination based on the content of the speech.  This latter 

declaration was entirely hypothetical, however, because Logan Valley, as interpreted by 

Lloyd, in an analysis left undisturbed by Hudgens, was not a functional equivalence case-

-and neither was Lloyd.98  Whatever the problems in this line of cases, however, for 

O’Donnell to repeat in emphatic terms that Hudgens had asserted some kind of test--

which, of course, the plaintiffs failed--bordered on the absurd.    

 The deficiencies in O’Donnell’s brief were of no matter, however.  The California 

Appellate court was highly unlikely to step into this welter of cases and contend with 

these Supreme Court precedents.  It was both difficult to understand them, and 

intimidating to negotiate them.  Moreover, whatever was lacking in Hudgens by way of 

coherence, it was not lacking in clear direction:  the Supreme Court wanted this line of 

cases to come to an end.  As the court was bound by Diamond II on the question of the 

state constitution, it really had little room to maneuver.  The plaintiffs expected that they 

would lose.  And they did.  In a 3-0 vote, Judge Thompson’s decision was upheld.99 

                                                
98 In his concurring decision in Hudgens, Justice White appeared to recognize the serious problem of logic 
in Hudgens and he proposed an alternate route:  leave Logan Valley alone, relegate it to the very specific 
circumstances in which it appeared, and move on.  Stripped of its “public function” analysis, Logan Valley 
had no teeth and no reach and he believed that it would be better to simply pretend that it stood as a viable 
case rather than go through the contortions of distinguishing all three cases. 
99 Robins v. Pruneyard, 1 Civil 40776 (Cal. App. 1978).  The decision itself was immemorable.  The court 
essentially accepted the trial court’s findings and held that the shopping center was not “dedicated to public 
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 Through the first appeal, Pruneyard remained a relatively low profile affair.  To 

be sure, Hammer, Ravel and now McAlerney had invested a substantial amount of time 

and energy into the case--as had O’Donnell on the other side.  But no attorney, and 

indeed no one involved with the case in any manner, had had the slightest idea or 

indication that the incident at the Grand Plaza would come this far.  

When Hammer appealed the case to the California Supreme Court, however, the 

stakes were raised considerably.100 From the start, Hammer enjoyed an almost 

preternatural confidence in the matter, even though the law was not on his side, and even 

though he had now suffered two decisive defeats.  O’Donnell was confident, too, which 

seemed altogether more understandable.  The appeal to the California Supreme Court had 

the potential to dramatically change this dynamic--and it did, even before the court heard 

arguments or delivered its decision.  When the court announced that it had agreed to hear 

the case, O’Donnell knew there could be real trouble.  He reasoned that the court was 

certainly not going to involve itself in the federal issues argued at length in Logan Valley, 

Lloyd, and Hudgens.  But the court could entertain the issues involved in whether the 

California Constitution afforded protection for the speech.  Yet the court had clearly ruled 

on this in Diamond II.  The only reason to take Robins v. Pruneyard, then, would be to 

overturn Diamond II.   

 

 Hammer asked the court to do precisely this.  In his appeal to the California 

Supreme Court he laid out a host of issues with which he believed the court could, and 

                                                
use.”  The court then reasoned that because of this fact, the existence of adequate alternatives was 
irrelevant.  It was unpersuasive reasoning and arguably misrepresented Lloyd and Hudgens. 
100 Petition for Hearing, 1 Civil 40776 (Cal. February 10, 1978)  
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should, become engaged.  Yet it was the last ground upon which he sought relief which 

was the most direct and the most pressing.  The appellants recognized, he said, that it 

Footnote 4 of Diamond II,  

this court invoked the doctrine of federal supremacy in refusing to apply 
state constitutional grounds in a similar, but not identical, situation.  With 
that ruling, however, appellants respectfully take issue, and ask this 
Honorable Court to take cognizance of the important question of law 
thereby presented, as well as the social and political implications of that 
position upon the residents of this state.  Appellants ask that this court 
reexamine that issue in light of arguments presented herein.101  
 

 Hammer marshaled his familiar litany of facts about the development of the 

shopping center and the constriction of other avenues of public space.  Now, however, 

they seemed to serve a real purpose:  to convince the California court that the state should 

apply its constitution to protect the general welfare of its citizens.  “This Court,” he said 

“is well aware of the nature of California’s cities where millions of people live, work, 

shop, and recreate in the suburbs, and turn to nearby shopping centers for most if not all 

of their needs.”102  This had a demonstrable effect on the topography of public space in 

the state, he claimed, and this in turn had serious social and political repercussions.  

These “presently existing and historical social patterns in California are of a quality that 

makes access for appellants’ purposes a matter of the state’s general welfare.  If we 

cannot communicate with one another, we cannot be self-governing and take part in our 

democratic form of government.”103 

 For the first time Hammer’s argument had begun to come together as a coherent 

whole.  Although his brief was still infused with hokey idioms, loose language, 

unstructured paragraphs, and imprecise logic, the entire thrust of the argument made 

                                                
101 Petition for Hearing at 16, Robins v. Pruneyard (1 Civil 40776) (2/10/78) 
102 Id. at 18 
103 Id. 
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sense.  Rather then navigate the thicket of federal doctrine from Marsh to Hudgens he 

was now appealing to a state court about a state interest.  This was now a decidedly 

California appeal and all of the material which he had amassed to demonstrate the 

phenomenon of the shopping center could be serviced to an appropriate end.  The only 

reason to continue to discuss Lloyd and Hudgens at all was to establish that they did not 

prohibit the California court from ruling for the appellants.  

 For over two years, Phil Hammer and his associates had been constructing an 

argument in search of a legal argument.  They had appealed to natural law and the 

common law and even common sense.  They had parsed Lloyd and Logan Valley ad 

infinitum, trying to find a wedge into which everything that they knew to be true about 

the modern shopping center would fit.  It did not.  But the California court offered a new 

and unprecedented opportunity.  It did not bode well for Tom O’Donnell or the 

Pruneyard and it meant that what had began as a minor incident might soon erupt into a 

major event, in California, and American, law. 

 

Ann Ravel had left Morgan, Beauzay and Hammer before the first California 

appeal.  Her replacement, Matthew McAlerney, was now instrumental in writing the 

briefs for the case, but it was left to Hammer to argue before the courts of appeal.  

Hammer never gave much thought to turning over the case to anyone else, even though 

the plaintiffs seemed to be now engaged in a fairly sophisticated argument about 

federalism.  Nor, at this stage, did Hammer or McAlerney even consult with outside 

experts, either academic or otherwise.  With the exception of Lawler, this had been true at 

the trial level as well; indeed, Ravel reflexively laughed at the proposition that she may 
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have consulted other advocates and specialists.  This was a case of interest, she said, but 

not resources.  And the pattern held on appeal.  Hammer and McAlerney would go it 

alone--and McAlerney more alone than Hammer.  The real engine of Robins v. 

Pruneyard at trial was a first year associate; the engine of Robins v. Pruneyard on appeal 

was a certified law student. 

 The relative isolation was true on the other side, as well.  O’Donnell never really 

considered having anyone else handle the case, either.  He obviously had more resources 

with which to work, but although Sahadi very strongly believed that they should contest 

these appeals, Pruneyard was not of the highest priority.  And whereas O’Donnell 

recognized the imminent peril of the appearance before the California Supreme Court, the 

shopping center industry appeared to take no notice.  O’Donnell found support within the 

firm, but Pruneyard was his alone to argue. 

 

 The oral argument before the California Supreme Court was by all accounts a 

good one.104  O’Donnell, in particular, believed that the judges had asked incisive 

questions.  Yet he also detected that the court was quite interested in the nature of 

shopping centers, in their status within the metropolitan arena.  They were interested, that 

is, in many of the “societal” and “non-legal” issues which seemed, to his mind anyway, to 

increasingly orient the case.  O’Donnell felt entirely equipped to address these issues--he 

was a real estate lawyer with broad experience in the shopping center industry--but the 

tone confirmed his early fears about the disposition of the court. 

                                                
104 Unfortunately there is no record of the oral arguments for the case.  According to Clerk of the Supreme 
Court, oral arguments are not part of the Court record.  The Clerk does maintain audio tapes dating back to 
1983.  There are no transcripts of arguments before the Court.  Letter from Frederick K. Ohlrich, Court 
Administrator and Clerk of the Supreme Court, to author, May 17, 2000.   
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 Of particular concern for O’Donnell was Chief Judge Frank Newman.  Both 

Hammer and O’Donnell had attended law school at Boalt Hall at the University of 

California at Berkeley and both had been taught Administrative Law by then Professor 

Frank Newman.  Both his former students believed that he would be the key to the case.  

This worried O’Donnell, however, because while he admired Newman, he didn’t feel that 

the Professor, now Judge, was living in the “real world.”  He wondered how seriously, 

and sympathetically, Newman would consider the private property rights of the shopping 

center.  He was concerned that this whole dispute would appear to Newman as an 

intellectual abstraction, in which free speech would undoubtedly prevail. 

 O’Donnell’s concern proved justified.  In a tight 4-3 vote, the California Supreme 

Court reversed Diamond II and ruled for the plaintiffs.  Chief Judge Newman wrote the 

opinion of the court:  “We hold that the solicitation at a shopping center of signatures for 

a petition to the government is an activity protected by the California Constitution.”105  

The decision broke down the issue to two fundamental questions: did Lloyd “recognize 

federally protected rights of such a nature that we now are barred from ruling that the 

California Constitution creates broader speech rights as to private property than does the 

federal Constitution” and “[i]f not, does the California Constitution protect speech and 

petitioning at shopping centers?”106  The court looked to Lloyd and Hudgens and 

indicated that these cases were First Amendment cases; that is, that they did not 

specifically define any 5th or 14th Amendment property rights of shopping centers.  This 

was the sensible interpretation, the court said, because the ability of the state to regulate 

private property in the public interest was a critical governmental power upon which the 

                                                
105 Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 Cal.3d 899 (1979) 
106 Id. at 903. 
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Supreme Court should not generally infringe.  This was particularly true when the public 

interest involved expressive activity.  "To protect free speech and petitioning is a goal 

that surely matches the protecting of health and safety, the environment, aesthetics, 

property values and other societal goals that have been held to justify reasonable 

restrictions on private property rights.”107 

Having so found, the court rather easily determined that the regulation of the 

Pruneyard to effect free speech was consistent with the goals of the California 

Constitution.  The court reviewed the cases which, before Diamond II, had upheld the 

importance of speech at shopping centers.  The court then appropriately turned to Judge 

Mosk and his dissent in Diamond II.  He had inaugurated this whole line of attack and he 

would now be vindicated.  “In his Diamond II dissent,” Judge Newman wrote, “Justice 

Mosk describes the extensive use of private shopping centers.  His observations on the 

role of the centers in our society are even more forceful now than when he wrote.  The 

California Constitution broadly proclaims speech and petition rights.  Shopping centers to 

which the public is invited can provide an essential and invaluable forum for exercising 

those rights.  We therefore hold that Diamond II must be overruled.”108  

 

 Less than two weeks after the decision in Robins v. Pruneyard, Hammer wrote 

Tom O’Donnell to inform him that his clients would soon be home from college and that  

“we may want to arrange for them to go to the Pruneyard to complete their petition 
                                                
107 Id. at 905.  The case attracted only a few Amicus briefs.  The most influential was from the Fair Political 
Practices Commission.  The Fair Political Practices Commission was a state agency which was given 
primary authority to implement the Political Reform Act.  The Commission emphasized that in addition to 
general free speech and petition rights, the initiative, recall and referendum were important state 
constitutional rights and that the court should seriously consider the effect on these rights if it denied access 
to shopping center property.  See, Brief of the Fair Political Practices Commission as Amicus Curiae, 
Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 Cal.3d 899 (Cal. June 14, 1978). 
108 Id., at 907. 
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solicitations.”109  He asked that O’Donnell consult with the Pruneyard about what 

reasonable restrictions or regulations might be enforced.  O’Donnell in turn asked the 

California Supreme Court both to re-hear the case and to issue a stay of remittitur, one 

effect of which would be to maintain the injunction against the Pruneyard plaintiffs.  The 

Supreme Court rejected both the re-hearing and the stay.110 

Sahadi had now enough.  Sahadi was a busy and ambitious man, with a host of 

developments projects and other business investments around the state and country.  

Although he believed passionately in the issue in Pruneyard, he had expended a good 

amount of time and energy and money on the case.  He could have continued to simply 

financially support the litigation, but that was not his style.  He decided that the decision 

in the California Supreme Court was going to be the end of it.  He would not appeal.   

 

 Pruneyard had now moved beyond the Pruneyard, however, and Sahadi was 

quickly met at the exit door.  Soon after the decision appeared, O’Donnell heard from the 

International Council of Shopping Centers, who impressed upon him the importance of 

the case.  O’Donnell explained that he well understood--that he had understood now for 

some time--but that Sahadi was not going to support an appeal.  When the Council 

offered to pay, Sahadi relented.  Pruneyard would go forward, but without Sahadi’s 

                                                
109 Letter, Hammer to O’Donnell, 4/10/79, reprinted as Exhibit “A” in Petition to Stay Issuance of 
Remittitur, Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 Cal.3d 899 (Cal. April 24, 1979). 
110 In his Petition for Rehearing, O’Donnell argued that the Court had engaged in “law-making” and had 
upset the separation of powers in so doing.  He contended that the legislature had the sole power to make a 
determination about the legitimacy of regulating private property in the manner in which the court allowed.  
He did not dispute that the court could uphold such regulation if it was consonant with state constitutional 
principles.  But, he said, the court could not simply exercise this power in the absence of legislative 
support.  The re-hearing, of course, was denied.  See Petition for Rehearing, Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 
Cal.3d 899 (Cal. April 16, 1979); Petition to Stay Issuance of Remittitur; See also Answer to Petition for 
Rehearing, Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 Cal.3d 899 (Cal. April 30, 1979); Answer to Petition Stay Issuance of 
Remittitur, Robins v. Pruneyard, 23 Cal. 3d 899 (Cal. May 7, 1979). 
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money--and without Thomas O’Donnell.  If the ICSC was going to pay, they were going 

pick their own counsel, and they chose Max Gillam and the Los Angeles firm of Latham 

&Watkins. 

 O’Donnell betrays no regret or disappointment at being removed from Pruneyard.  

He did, however, feel that the International Council of Shopping Centers had made 

something of an odd decision in handing the appeal to Gillam and Latham & Watkins.  

Gillam was a formidable appellate lawyer, but O’Donnell did not consider him the kind 

of experienced Washington D.C. Supreme Court practitioner who might be brought in at 

this stage of an appeal.  Nor, he thought, was either Gillam or his Latham team intimately 

familiar with the operation of shopping centers.  O’Donnell was of the mind that the 

appeal could have benefited from one or the other--either an experienced Supreme Court 

advocate, or an attorney experienced with shopping centers.  Preferably the latter.  Better 

than anyone, O’Donnell understood that the argument which Hammer had advanced, and 

with which he had now succeeded, was an argument about shopping centers.  O’Donnell 

thought that the advocate who appeared before the Supreme Court must be able to 

address the questions and concerns that the Justices would have about malls; he must be 

able to articulate a defense of malls as private property; and he must be able to 

distinguish one mall from another in an effective way.  He felt that given the direction the 

case had taken, the advocate had to be able to argue that whatever one thought about 

access to malls generally, this mall was the wrong mall--that it was too small and too 

special.  O’Donnell was not sure if, ironically enough, the shopping center industry had 

best selected a shopping center attorney. 
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 In any case, Robins v. Pruneyard became Pruneyard v. Robins.111 

 

 The decision to appeal Pruneyard to the United States Supreme Court left Philip 

Hammer in a difficult and slightly uncomfortable position.  To this point he had been the 

one pressing the case onward and upward, through loss after loss.  Now, he had to 

vigorously contest the appeal.  The position was not only awkward because he had 

changed sides, but because, on a personal level, he was now arguing to deprive himself of 

a rare opportunity to argue a case before the Supreme Court.  

 Whatever conflict Hammer may have felt inside, he attacked the appeal of the 

Pruneyard with his characteristic zeal.  In his Motion to Dismiss he plainly asserted that 

this appeal raised no federal question.  The Supreme Court of California had determined 

that the right to speech on shopping center property was protected by the California 

Constitution and nothing in the U.S. Supreme Court’s “First Amendment” shopping 

center cases delimited the state’s ability to regulate the shopping center property pursuant 

to this state constitutional mandate.  “There has been no controlling pronouncement in 

any case,” he said, “which immunizes shopping center owners from reasonable access 

regulations properly based on grounds other than the First Amendment.”112 

 Hammer’s motion was an exercised 28 pages.  Gillam’s response was less than 4.  

Hammer clearly had the advantage of pages, but not of contempt.  Gillam accused 

                                                
111 On May 30, 1979, the Pruneyard filed a notice of appeal to the United States Supreme Court.  The 
appellants argued that jurisdiction existed under 28 U.S.C. §1257(2), in so much as a state constitutional 
provision is a “statute” within the meaning of the Court’s appellate jurisdiction, and the Court could review 
the affirmation of a state statute when the claim is that the statute is repugnant to the federal constitution.  
In the alternative, the appellants asked for a writ of certiorari.  In November, the Court postponed 
consideration of the question of jurisdiction until the hearing on the merits.  Ultimately, the court decided 
that the case was properly before it on appeal. 
112 Motion to Dismiss, Pruneyard v. Robins at 13-14 (No. 79-289, October 1979). 
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Hammer of trying to “relitigate” issues he had lost at trial.113  He said Hammer “dwells” 

upon principles that were “self-evident” and irrelevant.114  So, too, the California 

Supreme Court, which he said “ignored” findings and “retreat[ed] to generalizations and 

statistics.”115  In his concluding crescendo, he asserted:  “This is a case in which the 

California Supreme Court has created a doctrinal house of cards.  Ignoring the facts as 

found by the trial court and ignoring the law as propounded in this Court’s shopping 

center access cases, the court below has instead treated the case as if it involved some 

safety standard or zoning restriction.”116  The Pruneyard had changed lawyers to argue on 

its behalf, but there had been little change in tone.  Like O’Donnell below, Gillam 

appeared impatient and condescending, even sneering.   

The case was not dismissed.  In their brief to the Court, Gillam and his associates 

did not relent on the assault.  The appellants contended that Lloyd, and Hudgens in its 

wake, was not a First Amendment case at all, but rather a 5th and 14th Amendment case 

that affirmatively established a federally protected property right to which speech rights 

must yield “whenever adequate alternative avenues of communication are available.”117  

Moreover, to the degree that Lloyd, and now Pruneyard, was a First Amendment case, it 

was a First Amendment case for Sahadi “not to be forced by the state to use his property 

as a forum for the speech of others.”118 

 Gillam had smartly abandoned O’Donnell’s reliance on the “two part test” of 

Hudgens.  Gillam’s theme was, in fact, remarkably simple:  Pruneyard was not 

                                                
113 Appellants’ Response to Appellee’s Motion to Dismiss, Robins v. Pruneyard at 1 (No. 79-289, October 
1979). 
114 Id. at 3. 
115 Id. at 2. 
116 Id. at 3. 
117 Brief of Appellants at 10, Pruneyard v. Robins, (No. 79-289). 
118 Id. at 12. 
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distinguishable from Lloyd.  “Nothing in the Lloyd opinion,” he said, “or in subsequent 

decisions supports the notion that this Court intended to limit Lloyd to its facts, nor does 

the opinion below identify any salient differences between Lloyd Center and Pruneyard.  

In fact, both are large centers located on private property; in both cases the speech 

activity was unrelated to the business of the center; and in both cases there were adequate 

alternative sites available to solicit signatures on petitions or to distribute handbills.”119  

Because of the similarities between the two cases, the appellants repeatedly charged that 

the California Supreme Court “exceeded its authority” in rejecting this “controlling 

precedent.”120   

 To the extend that Lloyd and Pruneyard were distinguishable, however, it was in 

that the Pruneyard, even less than Lloyd Center, had utterly failed to choke off other 

alternative avenues of communication in the surrounding area.  In this, Gillam took the 

rather bold, but perhaps unavoidable step, of acknowledging that the size and nature of 

the shopping center made some difference in the outcome of the case.  Lloyd required that 

the Court balance between the very strong property rights of the shopping center and the 

correspondingly weak speech rights of the speaker.  “Of course,” he said, 

the outcome of this required balancing process will always depend on the 
availability of alternative forms for the speaker.  Lloyd itself recognized 
that there may be situations where the accommodation of rights is “not 
easy.”  Not all shopping centers are alike.  Many are mammoth regional 
centers, like the shopping center in Lloyd or rural outposts drawing 
shoppers from a multi-county area.  Shopping centers in downtown areas 
may be located in two-tier arcades of giant office buildings or in enclosed 
malls surrounded by bustling public spaces.  Some shopping centers may 
be no more than collections of “Mom and Pop” stores serving small 
neighborhoods.  A number or shopping centers, like the PruneYard itself, 
are medium-sized groupings of specialty stores serving the needs of 
suburban residents who drive to the center.  While there may conceivably 

                                                
119 Id. at 16. 
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be circumstances under which coerced use of a shopping center as a forum 
might be constitutional, this is certainly not such a case.  For here, as in 
Lloyd, the outcome of the balancing process “on the facts presented in this 
case” is “clear.”121 
 

 Given the ferocity and focus of so much of Gillam’s brief, the discussion of 

shopping centers, and the distinctions among them, was surprisingly limp and aimless.  

After admitting that not all centers are alike, and that some in fact may be of a scope or 

quality that would trigger constitutional protection for speech thereon, the argument 

offered no clear indication of which type of centers these were.  Did the “mammoth” 

centers or the “rural outposts” qualify?  Or the ones proximate to the “giant” office 

buildings?  The features of the Pruneyard that Gillam enumerated were presumably 

supposed to inspire confidence that this was the wrong type of center, but it arguably had 

the opposite effect in highlighting that this center, and others of its ilk, serve “needs” of 

“suburban” residents who “drive to the center.”  Isn’t this what Hammer was arguing? 

Gillam ceded the ground that the nature of the shopping center was determinative--rather 

than holding Justice Black’s line in his Logan Valley dissent that the analogy of any 

shopping center to public space was specious.  Gillam then took the added step of 

distinguishing between centers in such a manner that it was entirely unclear where the 

Pruneyard fit, or what precisely made the Pruneyard unavailable if “the coerced use of a 

shopping center as a forum might be constitutional.” 

 Almost as if to account for the ineffectiveness of his argument about the shopping 

center, Gillam finished his appeal in a blaze of  indignation.  “Ignoring controlling 

precedent,” he said, 

the California Supreme Court sacrificed Mr. Sahadi’s constitutional rights 
on the altar of its own notion of public policy.  That is not a sacrifice 

                                                
121 Id. at 20. 
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permitted by the United States Constitution.  If Mr. Sahadi could not be 
forced to sign a petition condemning Syria, under Lloyd he cannot be 
required to devote his private property to appellees’ cause, since adequate 
alternative sites for petitioning are available.  Mr. Sahadi’s federally 
protected rights of speech and property compel that result.  The contrary 
decision of the California Supreme Court is in blatant disregard of the 
supremacy clause and must be reversed.122 
 

 Gillam’s appeal was spirited and not without its strengths.   But it was difficult 

not to see that at least some of  O’Donnell’s concerns had been realized.  The argument 

was not an especially nuanced constitutional argument.  More importantly, though, the 

discussion of shopping centers was bungled and ineffectual.   

 Gillam was not helped by the amicus briefs filed on his behalf, two of which were 

shockingly poor.  The Homart Development Corporation, which had been the defendant 

in Diamond I and Diamond II, and which had filed an amicus brief with the court in 

Lloyd, did somewhat effectively argue that the vast differentiation among shopping 

centers made it very difficult to apply a general rule about the appropriateness of public 

access.  Along similar lines, Homart said that the mall’s new duty as a public forum for 

speech would “necessarily have a substantial adverse impact on normal commercial 

activities and, in effect, mandate a subsidization by the privately owned shopping center 

of a competing use of its property.”123  The brief was not flawless-- it diminutively, and 

erroneously, called the Pruneyard a “neighborhood center”124--and the arguments were 

not particularly novel. But it was well argued and delivered with specific examples and 

statistics about the potential disruption to the shopping center. 125 It allowed the Court to 

                                                
122 Id. at 21. 
123 Brief of the Homart Development Co. as Amicus Curiae at 7, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289)  
124 Id. at 3. 
125 Despite its relative strength, the Homart brief was effectively demolished by the Amicus brief of the 
AFL-CIO.  See Brief Amicus Curiae of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289). 
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see, as O’Donnell felt it must, that the impact of this regulation on the shopping center 

was quite real. 

 The same could certainly not be said of the briefs of either the International 

Council of Shopping Centers or the Taubman Company.  The ICSC, for example, argued 

that “shopping center” was an expansive term which included the smallest strip malls, but 

then went on to say, without qualification that “most shopping centers are bordered by 

public spaces available for First Amendment activity.”126  This could amount to only the 

wildest speculation--the brief offered absolutely no evidence at all to support it--and 

irrelevance, since no one in Logan Valley or Lloyd or Hudgens or Pruneyard had ever 

argued for the extension of constitutional protection to all forms of shopping centers.127  

For its part, the Taubman Company aggressively argued that Lloyd was controlling 

precedent to which the California court and the Supreme Court should adhere.  To 

support this contention, the brief offered that “[t]he facts in this case and in Lloyd are as 

close to being identical as any two cases arising at different times can be,” and then 

proceeded to note that Lloyd Center covered 50 acres and the Pruneyard “only 21”; that 

Lloyd Center had several public streets crossing it, and the Pruneyard had “no public 

streets crossing it”; that a portion of Lloyd Center “was available as a public forum for 

                                                
126 Brief Amicus Curiae of the International Council of Shopping Centers, at 13, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 
79-289) 
127 The ICSC brief was lacking in other ways.  The ICSC went on at great length reviewing cases from 
Marsh through Hudgens, and included long, inexplicable citations.  The ICSC suggested that a ruling in 
favor of the Pruneyard would cause problems for the new vertical malls which were increasingly in urban 
areas.  The brief argued that “persons who are distributing handbills or gathering signatures can 
significantly damage the business use of the property by blocking staircases and impeding traffic flow.  
Such activity can also pose a threat to the safety of customers in crowded hallways and on elevators and 
escalators.”  But these regulations were always to be subject to reasonable time, place and manner 
conditions.  Finally, in perhaps the most curious argument, the ICSC contended that the shopping center 
was ill-equipped to handle this free speech--that, indeed, public authorities were better able to establish and 
enforce proper speech procedures.  There was considerable irony and hubris in the shopping mall industry 
arguing that malls were incapable of dealing with the logistics of a card table or a petitioner after nearly 
three decades in which they had increasingly mastered techniques of spatial control. 
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civic and charitable organizations and ‘presidential candidates of both parties’” but that 

the Pruneyard “has consistently and without exception refused to lend itself to 

politicking, picketing, or proselytizing by any political, civic, or religious groups or 

individuals”; and that in Lloyd the protestors asserted their rights under the First 

Amendment, but that in Pruneyard the appellees “rested not on the First Amendment, but 

on Article I, § 2 of the California Constitution.”128  The cases were identical, therefore, 

except that the shopping malls were entirely different in size and design, the policies of 

the shopping malls regarding speech were entirely different, and the legal grounds upon 

which the speakers sought relief were entirely different.  With Amici like these, who 

needed Phil Hammer? 

  

 Hammer’s brief presented six questions to the Court, two of which were multi-

part questions.  The brief cited fourteen journal and academic articles.  It ran 59 pages.  If 

Hammer felt a need to discipline his argument before the United States Supreme Court, it 

certainly did not appear in form.   

 Nor in substance.  Although the brief was more persuasively argued and 

organized than his earlier efforts, it contained hallmarks of what had defined Hammer’s 

work to this point.  Most conspicuously, Hammer continued to press on the scope and 

quality of the shopping center phenomenon in California.  He repeatedly alerted the Court 

to the “expert evidence” and “published socio-economic sources” which established the 

“crucial nature of the shopping center’s role in California.”129  He continued to implicate 

the shopping center in the decline of the traditional downtown and he fiercely maintained 

                                                
128 Brief Amicus Curiae of the Taubman Company, Inc., and California Business Properties Association in 
Support of Appellants at 6-8, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289). 
129 Brief of Appellees at 13, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289). 
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that they served as the only viable public fora for much of the state--and certainly in 

Santa Clara County.   

 The most interesting new aspect to Hammer’s argument was that he now claimed 

not only that shopping centers were the only viable public fora, but that their patrons 

knew this to be true and actually accepted it in practice.  “Although the shopping center 

industry claims herein that centers are not equipped to provide forums,” he said, “it is 

strongly indicated that the industry consensus sees centers as socially responsive 

members of the community.”130  This was important both because it contributed to his 

general portrait of the shopping center phenomenon, but more specifically because it 

argued against the industry claim that a social role would be a new one.  Hammer was 

challenging the entire self-definition of the industry which said that shopping malls were 

mere instruments of consumption and profit.  Rather, he said that from the start to the 

present day malls had been deeply embedded within the social lives of their constituency, 

that the malls had intended for it to be that way, and that legal protestations 

notwithstanding, they wouldn’t have it any other way.   

 As was true with much of what Hammer had argued, here and elsewhere, the legal 

hook upon which this would drape was difficult to find.  The general thrust of the 

depiction was that the shopping center industry’s argument was egregiously overstating 

the shock and discomfort that malls would feel should they have to endure a card table 

here or there.  This would be a mere extension of the kind of places malls already were. 

 Beyond his socio-economic arguments, Hammer laid out the legal case which had 

been effectively boiled down to this:  California had found that the regulation of shopping 

centers to allow access for petitioning was protected under the California Constitution 
                                                
130 Id. 
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and that this regulation constituted neither a “taking” under the 5th Amendment, nor a 

deprivation of due process rights under the 14th Amendment.  He fleshed out the 

argument in the now familiar doctrinal detail, but this was the essence. 

 

 The Amici briefs filed in support of Hammer were generally more distinguished 

than those that appeared for the Pruneyard.131  The most impressive by far, and the most 

impressive single brief filed in the entire case, at any stage, was that of the AFL-CIO.  

The brief was exceedingly well researched, fluent in sophisticated doctrinal and 

theoretical developments in the law of property, but also well versed in the development 

of shopping malls.  It was dense and almost academic, but also strongly persuasive, 

unrelenting, and frankly devastating to the whole core of the Pruneyard’s legal apparatus. 

 The most fascinating, and elegant, part of the brief was in how it contextualized 

the California Court’s decision to allow access to the Pruneyard.  Regulation of shopping 

center property, the AFL-CIO said, was simply part of an evolving process of shaping, 

defining and delimiting property rights with which states had been involved for a century.    

 
California has determined that modern-day land use patterns--principally, 
the increasing suburbanization of which shopping centers are both a cause 
and an effect--require shopping centers to permit expressive activity if the 
public dialogue is to be maintained.  This felt need to respond to a novel 
form of land use and the problems that use creates is similar to the 
dynamic which led, when the trend was not suburbanization but 
urbanization, to comprehensive zoning ordinances.132 
 

                                                
131 Among others, briefs were filed by American Civil Liberties Union and its affiliates; the People’s 
Lobby, which had been the plaintiff in Diamond v. Bland; the American Jewish Congress and the 
Synagogue Council of America.  The AJC declared that Hudgens and Lloyd had been wrongly decided and 
that the Court ought to once again extend Marsh to the modern shopping center.  See Amicus Curiae, Brief 
of the American Jewish Congress at 10, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289) (January 1980). 
132 Brief Amicus Curiae of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations at 
10, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289). 
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The AFL-CIO tried to comfort the Court that a decision affirming the California Supreme 

Court would be consistent with the approach the Court had long taken to state regulation 

of private property.  The only difference was that the property looked different. 

 In many ways, the brief of the AFL-CIO perfectly complemented all that Hammer 

had set out to do in depicting that changes in the American landscape.  Hammer had tried 

to argue that there was a new model of “urban” life, both temporal and geographic, and 

that it could be seen from any car window in California in 1975 or 1980.  These changes 

required a new conceptualization of what constituted the public sphere.  The AFL said 

that this conceptualization further required an historic understanding of the ways in which 

states have long responded to these kind of changes, and just as the Court has allowed the 

state to regulate these changes in defense of its citizens when the property was in the 

urban core, so should it now allow these regulations when the property is at the ex-urban 

fringe.   

 

 That the AFL-CIO brief should so effectively complement Hammer’s argument 

was not surprising, as the principal author of the Amicus brief, Marsha Berzon, had been 

collaborating with Hammer since the case was appealed to the Supreme Court.  Berzon, 

now a judge on the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, was a relatively young labor lawyer in 

San Francisco.  Hammer consulted with her on the written briefs to the court, but also on 

the impending oral arguments.  Berzon arranged for a series of mock oral arguments in 

preparation for his appearance before the Court.  Hammer considered Berzon the only 

person to whom he might possibly have handed the case.  As it was, she was an important 

and effective ally. 
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 So, too, now, as the case moved rapidly towards resolution, was the United States.  

The Office of the Solicitor General contacted Hammer soon after the appeal was granted.  

The United States wished to file an amicus brief, but also to appear before the Court at 

oral arguments.  Hammer considered it the most significant development in the case.  

They arranged that the United States would appear for ten minutes and Hammer for 

twenty. 

 The United States’ interest was relatively straightforward.  The government 

feared that if the Court accepted the logic of the appellants, and ruled that Lloyd had 

created some definite and distinct 5th or 14th Amendment property right, this might 

potentially allow other private property owners to exclude persons on the basis of race, or 

color, or other discriminatory grounds, or at least to do so unless justly compensated.  A 

whole host of federal statutes, including the National Labor Relations Act, the Civil 

Rights Act, and the Fair Housing Act, conferred rights on individuals which, the United 

States argued, were “inconsistent with the notion that the owner of a shopping center 

such as the one involved in the present case must be paid just compensation by any 

government whose laws require him to admit persons onto his property against his 

will.”133   

  

 Oral arguments in Pruneyard v. Robins were scheduled for March 19, 1980.  A 

week prior, Hammer traveled to Washington D.C. at the invitation of the Solicitor 

General’s Office.  He took advantage of the office’s library to prepare his argument.  

More importantly, he was able to take advantage of the collective expertise in the office 

on both substantive and procedural matters.  He was briefed by a number of attorneys in 
                                                
133 Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae at 2, Pruneyard v. Robins (No. 79-289). 
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the office on the rules and etiquette before the Court.  These included both formal and 

informal guidelines.  He was told, in the latter instance, not to be dismayed if Justice 

Potter Stewart, who was considered a critical swing vote on the Court, left the room in 

the middle of the argument.  He would do this, the attorneys assured Hammer, not 

because of any dissatisfaction with his appearance but because Justice Stewart was a 

chain smoker.  He would listen to the argument by speaker, as he puffed behind the 

Court’s black curtain. 

 As it happened, no one left for Hammer or Gillam.  Gillam went first.  Gillam was 

asked, early on, whether to affirm the California decision in Pruneyard would necessitate 

overruling Lloyd.  Gillam said no, not the precise holding of Lloyd, but “it would 

necessitate an overruling or a refusal to apply the principles which formed the 

underpinning of the Lloyd decision.”134  This “underpinning,” he made clear, was that the 

shopping mall was not the “functional equivalent” of the municipality.135  Yet, as he 

clearly articulated the problem some minutes later, “[w]hat the California Supreme Court 

has done is make every shopping center, however labeled, the functional equivalent of a 

municipality.”136 

 Gillam repeatedly asserted in his colloquies with the Justices that the logic of the 

California decision was unconstrained in what kinds of establishments it might touch.  He 

read the opinion very liberally.  “[U]nder the logic of the Supreme Court if you are 

conducting a business you must permit expressive activity, as I read it, because there is 
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no definition of a shopping center.”137  Gillam was asked, then, whether this would 

include a dentist’s office.  “If he invites the public,” he responded, “I would have to 

assume that it would.”138   

 The Justices were generally gentle with Gillam and even explicitly expressed 

sympathy with the fact that he had lost on a 4-3 vote in California.  They were not 

correspondingly congratulatory for Phil Hammer.  From the start, the Justices pressed 

Hammer both on how far the reach of the California opinion extended, and on whether 

there were any limits to a state regulation of property in the “general welfare.”  On both 

points Hammer repeatedly emphasized that the case in question, and the decision of the 

California court concerned a shopping center.  That is, this was a case about shopping 

centers, not dentist’s offices, or front lawns, or normal retail stores.  Hammer was asked 

why, under Pruneyard, a person could not now collect signatures for a petition inside, 

say, a J.C. Penney’s.  He said: 

Because the common area of shopping centers is what has been found to 
have replaced the public forum.  This is the place where without 
requirement of buying anything, doing any commerce, the public is 
invited.  Shopping centers in our area send out flyers, advertised fashion 
shows, band concerts, a whole variety of activities in the common area 
where people are urged to come and be.  And when they are there it is 
hoped by the Center that they will shop.  But common areas of shopping 
centers are a phenomena themselves in California.139 
 
Justice White continued to press Hammer, asking him whether the ruling would, 

nonetheless, extend to the lobbies of large hotels, which were open and accessible spaces, 

often bordered by shops.  Hammer said no, “[i]t is the phenomenon of the shopping 

center that the California court has replaced the traditional forum.  It is not the lobbies of 
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hotels.”  Justice White continued, “Well, is what I have described to you the functional 

equivalent of a shopping center.”  Hammer:  “No, it is not, Your Honor.”140 

  

Although he was no longer involved in the case, Thomas P. O’Donnell was in the 

Supreme Court for the argument of Pruneyard v. Robins.  He thought Hammer’s 

argument was very “broad bush” and “sweeping” and that it was the kind of “societal” 

argument he had made since the summer of 1976, albeit here to a wider audience.  But if 

Hammer’s presentation was grandiose, Gillam’s was wanting for a lack of understanding 

of shopping centers.  “I didn’t think it was particularly informed,” O’Donnell recalled 

sometime later about Gillam’s time before the Court. 

Given the tone of the questions with which the Justices engaged the two attorneys, 

O’Donnell’s reaction hardly appears fair.  Perhaps it is not.  Gillam certainly acquitted 

himself well before the Court; he distinguished the hypotheticals effectively and he 

persuasively asserted the injustice of this new state regulation.  He even, on occasion, 

addressed the special conditions of the shopping center. 

And yet, O’Donnell’s critique resonates.  What Hammer was able to do was to 

repeatedly refocus the argument on shopping centers.  To return to Gillam’s argument 

after considering Hammer’s, is to note the sheer absence of any adequate explanation as 

to why shopping centers warranted immunity from California’s regulation of private 

property.  Gillam spoke to the definitional inadequacies of “shopping center,” and he 

raised the specter of extending Pruneyard too far.  But he did not successfully argue--or 

argue at all--what would be wrong with the decision of the California Supreme Court if it 

was contained to a shopping center such as the Pruneyard.  If the Court could agree that it 
                                                
140 Id. at 30 
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was so contained, that this was a case about shopping centers, and shopping centers of a 

certain kind, then the ruling in California might stand. 

 

It did.  “We conclude,” the Court announced on June 9, 1980, “that neither 

appellants’ federally recognized property rights nor their First Amendment rights have 

been infringed by the California Supreme Court’s decision recognizing a right of 

appellees to exercise state-protected rights of expression and petition on appellants’ 

property.”141  In a swift 14 pages of United States Reports, Pruneyard v. Robins was 

dispatched. 

The unanimity of Pruneyard v. Robins masked considerable ambivalence and 

tension in the decision.  Justice Blackmun indicated that he joined the opinion of the 

court save for a single sentence, wherein the Court had written: “Nor as a general 

proposition is the United States, as opposed to the several States, possessed of residual 

authority that enables it to define ‘property’ in the first instance.”142  The logic of 

Blackmun’s cryptic single-sentence exception was explained in Marshall’s concurrence.  

Marshall applauded the decision of the Court, but he said, “I do not understand the Court 

to suggest that rights of property are to be defined solely by state law, or that there is no 

federal constitutional barrier to the abrogation of common-law rights by Congress or a 

state government.”143  Both Blackmun and Marshall were ultimately concerned that the 

decision in Pruneyard in no way implicate the right to privacy by allowing unfettered 

state definition and regulation of property.  
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 More significantly, Justice White and Justice Powell chose not to join Part V of 

the opinion, in which the Court held that the California decision to permit access to the 

Pruneyard did not violate the First Amendment rights of Mr. Sahadi.  Although Powell 

agreed that Sahadi had “failed to establish a cognizable First Amendment claim in this 

case,” he was concerned that “some of the language in the court’s opinion is 

unnecessarily and perhaps confusingly broad.”144  He believed that there could certainly 

be instances in which the compelled access could implicate the speech of the private 

property owner, such that he either became unfairly identified with the speech or was 

forced to disassociate himself from it.  As Powell repeatedly reminded the Court, the First 

Amendment guaranteed a “right to refrain from speaking at all.”145   

 Neither Powell nor White gave any clear indication of what precisely was 

involved with the determination of when the right to access began to infringe on the 

speech of the private property owner.  But both emphasized the nature of the shopping 

center.  In the majority opinion, the Court had made scant mention of the shopping center 

itself, although it was arguably critical to the ultimate rejection of the Pruneyard’s takings 

claim.  “There is nothing to suggest that preventing appellants from prohibiting this sort 

of activity will unreasonably impair the value or use of their property as a shopping 

center,” the Court wrote.  “The PruneYard is a large commercial complex that covers 

several city blocks, contains numerous separate business establishments, and is open to 

the public at large.”146 

 Justices White and Powell wanted to make this much more clear.  Justice White 

emphasized that the California court had been “dealing with the public or common areas 
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in a large shopping center and not with an individual retail establishment within or 

without the shopping center or with the property or privacy rights of a homeowner.”147  

Justice Powell was even less circumspect on what was involved in Pruneyard.  Our 

decision, he wrote, 

is limited to the type of shopping center involved in this case.  
Significantly different questions would be presented if a State authorized 
stranger to picket or distribute leaflets in privately owned, freestanding 
stores and commercial premises.  Nor does our decision today apply to all 
“shopping centers.”  This generic term may include retail establishments 
that vary widely in size, location, and other relevant characteristics.  Even 
large establishments may be able to show that the number or type of 
persons wishing to speak on their premises would create a substantial 
annoyance to customers that could be eliminated only by elaborate, 
expensive, and possibly unenforceable time, place and manner 
restrictions.148 
 

 

 When he learned of the opinion in Pruneyard, Professor Clifford O. Lawler 

turned to his wife and said, “Well my work was vindicated.”  This was true in some 

ways, the most important of which was that the plaintiffs in Pruneyard had won.  After 

five years, one trial, two appeals, and thousands of hours, the case which Hammer and 

Ravel had cobbled together in the early hours of the litigation--in which Lawler played a 

prominent role--had indeed prevailed.   

Whether it was the precise arguments of Hammer and Ravel which had prevailed 

was difficult to determine, however.  It is certainly possible, in the end, to conclude that 

the decision of the Supreme Court was almost entirely unrelated to the arguments which 

propelled the plaintiffs.  The Court did not find that the shopping center was the 

functional equivalent of a municipality.  It did not find that the shopping mall had 
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changed the landscape in California.  It did not find that the shopping centers in Santa 

Clara had deliberately positioned themselves to drain the life of traditional public places.  

It did not find that  shopping centers had engaged in “spatial differentiation.”  The 

Supreme Court never cited any academic work about shopping malls, or any journalistic 

accounts.  Indeed, with the exception of one brief reference, the Court scarcely said 

anything about shopping centers as shopping centers at all.     

 But to view the end result in Pruneyard from this perspective suffers two distinct 

liabilities.  In the first case it ignores the aggregate effect of what these arguments really 

might have had on the way in which Pruneyard was argued and decided, at all levels of 

trial and appeal.  Hammer and his colleagues had framed the debate around shopping 

centers.  In whatever forum he appeared, and no matter what end to which the argument 

was being serviced, Hammer never failed to detail, often at length, the way in which 

shopping centers had changed America.  The Pruneyard had initially, and perhaps 

instinctively, dismissed these arguments as irrelevant pap.  And yet, while dismissed in 

tone, they increasingly could not be ignored.  Hammer’s resolve in making the shopping 

center the issue in Pruneyard absorbed the energies and efforts of attorneys from the start. 

 And it certainly cannot be said that his argument was without effect.  The 

California Supreme Court seemed entirely convinced--or at least those in the majority 

did--that the inaccessible private space of the shopping mall was perilous to the public 

discourse.  The California Court may not have fully accepted the range of Hammer’s 

appeal on the scope and texture of the shopping center phenomenon, but it was certainly 

convinced by some of it. 
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 So, too, was the U.S. Supreme Court, in less words, and with less conviction.  But 

through questions at oral arguments and the clarifications of Powell and White, it is 

undeniably clear that the Court found determinative that this was a shopping center, and a 

large one, and that the California Court was not unreasonable, or at least not unreasonable 

to a constitutional dimension, in finding that this shopping center might reasonably be 

regulated to protect the general welfare.  The Justices might not have conceded the 

existence of a “shopping mall society” any more than Sahadi or O’Donnell or the ICSC, 

but they were convinced enough that California could conclude that this was indeed the 

society in which many in California did live. 

 The potentially much more acute problem with understanding the Pruneyard 

decision as lacking so much of what Hammer had argued throughout the case, is that this 

wholly ignores what drove the Pruneyard litigation.  Robins, Marcus, Bell-Kligler, 

Hammer, Ravel, McAlerney, and Lawler, and all who participated in the case, did so 

because they believed that there was something unjust and destructive about the 

distribution of public space in and around San Jose.  Without their industry and time and 

commitment, without the effort of these plaintiffs and their attorneys, Pruneyard would 

never have appeared before the Supreme Court in order for the Court to largely ignore the 

arguments which inspired the advocates to pursue it.  Cases do not appear before the 

Supreme Court by mere fortuity or accident.  They are taken there.  Like history, cases 

are made.  So it was with Pruneyard v. Robins. 
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Chapter Five 
 
 

Aftermath 
 
 
We should not lose sight of the fact that persons who own and operate shopping malls are merchants.  As 
such they should not be required to provide forum, place, or occasion for speech making, petition signing, 
parades, or cracker barrels, to discuss local or global events.  They are in business for business sake.  They 
are not municipalities, states, or villages, and however romantic it may be to believe that the public repair 
to these galvanic places, of a Saturday morning, for more than bread and salt, they are not yet instruments 
of the state. 
 

-- Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut 
General Life Insurance Company, 515 A.2d 1331, 1341 (Pa. 1986)(McDermott, 
J., concurring) 

 
 
If free speech is to mean anything in the future, it must be exercised at these centers.  Our constitutional 
right encompasses more than leafleting and associated speech on sidewalks located in empty business 
districts.  It means communicating with the people in the new commercial and social centers; if the people 
have left for the shopping centers, our constitutional right includes the right to go there too, to follow them, 
and to talk to them.   
 

-- New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty 
Corporation, 650 A.2d 757, 779 (1994). 

 
 
 
 
 As is true with almost all substantial civil litigation, the decision in Pruneyard v. 

Robins was not the end of the affair.  There was left the issue of money.  Who was to pay for 

the considerable expense of the litigation?  For years after the United States Supreme Court 

delivered its ruling, Phil Hammer and his opposing counsel battled over attorney’s fees and 

costs.  The case seemed to live well beyond its years.   

 Pruneyard, however, was largely spared the effects of this depressing and 

unceremonious afterlife, because Pruneyard lived on in a different and altogether more 
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interesting way.  The Supreme Court had returned the question of the right to access to the 

states.  Now it was left to them to untangle the same knot of issues with which the high 

Court had struggled for over a decade.  What constitutes state action?  Is it necessary to 

trigger constitutional protection of free expression?  Is the test of functional equivalency 

determinative?  Does a mall exist solely to "do business" or does it serve other functions in 

the community?  In considering these questions, the state courts have drawn off themes 

developed in the federal case history from Marsh to Pruneyard.  And like their forbears in 

the federal courts, the state courts have considered these questions in light of the socio-

historic position of the mall. 

 Since 1980, twenty states have ruled on the issue of access to private property for the 

purposes of free expression.1  The decisions generally fall into two basic categories: those 

that require a demonstration of state action in order to trigger constitutional protection, and 

those that do not.  For those in the former category, courts have generally ruled on the side 

of property owners.  In those cases where the state action is ruled to be inessential, courts 

have generally employed a balancing test and decided in favor of free expression.   

 The decision of the California Supreme Court in Pruneyard had virtually nothing to 

say about state action; rather, the court balanced the interests of speech and property.2  The 

early post-Pruneyard cases followed California's lead.3  In 1981, for example, the 

                                                
1 In some notable decisions, in New Jersey for example, the courts considered the problem with regards to a 
forum other than a shopping mall.  State v. Schmid, 423 A.2d 615 (N.J. 1980), appeal dismissed sub nom. 
Princeton University v. Schmid, 455 U.S. 100 (1982)(involving Princeton University). There have also been 
a number of cases in which Pruneyard has been invoked in efforts to obtain access to corporate centers, 
hospitals and other functionally public fora. 
2 Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center 23 Cal.3d 899 (1979). 
3 In Schmid, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that Princeton University deprived the defendant Chris 
Schmid of his constitutional rights by removing him from University property for distributing political 
literature.  Though the scope of the Schmid decision was decidedly unclear, the Court did hold that a 
demonstration of state action was not necessary under the New Jersey Constitution.  In its absence the Court 
attempted to achieve a "optimal balance between the protections to be accorded private property and those to be 
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Washington Supreme Court ruled in Alderwood Associates v. Washington Environmental 

Council that the state's interest in promoting free expression, under Section 5 and 

Amendment 7 of the constitution, far outweighed the mall owner's "private autonomy 

interests," which, the court said, "are quite minimal in the context of shopping centers."4  To 

the extent that the state constitution had a state action requirement, it was overcome. 5  "The 

shopping center,” said the court, “now performs a traditional public function by providing 

the functional equivalent of a town center or community business block."6  Similarly, the 

Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled in 1983, in Batchelder v. Allied Stores International, 

that citizens had the right, under the free election provision of the state constitution, to solicit 

signatures on shopping mall property.7   

                                                
given to expressional freedoms exercised upon such property." State v. Schmid, N.J. 423 A.2d 615, 629 (N.J. 
1980). Though it did not arise in the context of shopping malls, Schmid was an important case because the 
court specifically addressed the issue of state action.  In particular, the court looked to the history of New Jersey 
case law, and the drafting of the Constitution, to establish the affirmative rights contained in Article I, parts 6 
and 18 of the State Constitution. Id. at 624-628. Moreover, after adopting a balancing approach, the Court set 
forth several criteria that would enable the Court to effectively decide the issue. "We now hold that under the 
State Constitution, the test to be applied to ascertain the parameters of the rights of speech and assembly 
upon privately-owned property and the extent to which such property reasonably can be restricted to 
accommodate these rights involves several elements.  This standard must take into account (1) the nature, 
purposes, and primary use of such private property, generally, its ‘normal’ use, (2) the extent and nature of 
the public's invitation to use that property, and (3) the purpose of the expressional activity undertaken upon 
such property in relation to both the private and public use of the property.  This is a multifaceted test 
which must be applied to ascertain whether in a given case owners of private property may be required to 
permit, subject to suitable restrictions, the reasonable exercise by individuals of the constitutional freedoms 
of speech and assembly." Id. at 630. 
4 Alderwood Associates v. Washington Environmental Council, 635 P.2d 108, 117 (Wash. 1981). Section 5 
concerns the right to free speech; Amendment 7 involves the right of initiative. 
5 Alderwood was a plurality.  The fifth vote in the five four decision was supplied by Justice Dolliver, who 
concurred in the decision but resoundingly rejected the "emasculation" of the state action requirement in 
the majority opinion. 
6 Alderwood, 645 P.2d at 117. 
7 In Batchelder, the court was asked to rule under the free speech provisions--Article 16--and free elections 
provisions--Article 9--but chose only the latter.  The court failed to find a state action requirement under 
Article 9.  The court cited the precedents of Pruneyard, Schmid and Alderwood and argued that the present 
case was even stronger in favor of access because the solicitation of signatures required personal contact, 
whereas there may be other forums for speech, i.e. press, mail, etc.  The court also employed a public 
function/functional equivalent analysis, arguing that common areas "have been dedicated to the public as a 
practical matter," and that malls, in general, "function in many parts of this State much as the "downtown" 
area of a municipality did in earlier years." Batchelder v. Allied Stores International, 445 N.E.2d 590, 595 
(Mass. 1983).   
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 The early success of access proponents was short lived, however.  Already, in 1981, 

the North Carolina Supreme Court had summarily dismissed the issue in favor of shopping 

malls.8  But it was in Connecticut that a state court first thoroughly considered the question 

and decided against access.  In Cologne v. Westfarms Associates, the court reviewed the 

cases in California, Washington and Massachusetts and found them wanting--or at least 

sufficiently distinguishable.9  The Connecticut court then traced the language of the 

Connecticut Declaration of Rights and determined that it prohibited only state action.  "It is 

evident," the court held, 

 that the concern which led to the adoption of our Connecticut Declaration of 
Rights, as well as the Bill of Rights in our federal constitution, was the 
protection of individual liberties against infringement by government. There 
is nothing in the history of these documents to suggest that they were 
intended to guard against private interference with such rights.  Similarly, a 
review of their origin discloses no evidence of any intention to vest in those 
seeking to exercise such rights as free speech and petition the privilege of 
doing so upon property of others.10 

The court in Cologne emphasized original intent, devalued linguistic variations between 

federal and state free speech protections, rejected functional equivalency, refused to balance 

competing interests, and dismissed the importance of state entanglement in the functions of 

                                                
8 State v. Felmet 273 S.E.2d 708 (N.C. 1982). After very briefly covering the facts of the case, and 
establishing that the defendant had no federally protected right to access, the Court rendered this decision: 
“This Court could, under the Supremacy Clause, interpret our State Constitution to protect conduct similar 
to that of defendant without infringing on any federally protected property right of the owners of private 
shopping centers. Pruneyard Shopping Center v. Robins, 447 U.S. 74 (1980). However, we are not so 
disposed.”  Id. at 712.  Felmet's one sentence ruling is by far the most limited analysis of the post-
Pruneyard cases.  For a critique, see "Note, Constitutional Law--State v. Felmet: The Extent of Free Speech 
Rights on Private Property Under the North Carolina Constitution," 60 North Carolina Law Review 157 
(1982). 
9 Cologne v. Westfarms Associates, 469 A.2d 1201, 1206-1207 (Conn. 1984).  The Court found significant 
that in Washington, California, and Massachusetts the courts invoked constitutional provisions other than 
those regarding free speech--for example, the right to petition. 
10 Id. at 1208. 
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the mall.11  On all these points, the Connecticut court deeply influenced other state courts 

over the course of the next decade, and beyond. 

 Following Cologne the Supreme Courts of Michigan12, New York13, Pennsylvania14, 

Wisconsin15, and Arizona16 all ruled against requiring access to shopping malls for the 

purposes of free expression.  In 1989, the state Supreme Court in Washington essentially 

                                                
11 On original intent:  "This court has never viewed constitutional language as newly descended from the 
firmament like fresh fallen snow upon which jurists may trace out their individual notions of public policy 
uninhibited by the history which attended the adoption of the particular phraseology at issue and the 
intentions of its authors." Id.  On the differences between the federal and state constitutions:  "We are not 
persuaded that these variations in phraseology [the affirmative language of the state constitution versus the 
negative language of the federal constitution] are sufficient to indicate an intention to allow those rights to 
be exercised upon every property affording a suitable opportunity for their enjoyment against the objections 
of the owners." Id. at 1208-1209.  On functional equivalency: Despite the contention that the shopping mall 
had "assumed a uniquely public character by virtue of its great economic, social and cultural impact upon 
the community," the Court found itself unable to "discern any legal basis distinguishing this commercial 
complex from other places where large numbers of people congregate, affording superior opportunities for 
political solicitation, such as sport stadiums, convention halls, theaters, country fairs, large office or 
apartment buildings, factories, supermarkets or department stores." Id. at 1209.  On balancing: "It is not the 
role of this court to strike precise balances among the fluctuating interests of competing private groups 
which then become rigidified in the granite of constitutional adjudication.  That function has traditionally 
been performed by the legislature, which as far greater competence and flexibility to deal with the myriad 
complications which may arise from the exercise of constitutional rights by some in diminution of those of 
others." Id. at 1210.  On state entanglement:  "If the furnishing of building permits, police protection and 
public transportation were deemed to constitute sufficient government involvement to transform the actions 
of the defendants in refusing the plaintiffs' requests into those of public officials...almost every improved 
property would be subject to the same burden the plaintiffs seek to impose upon the Mall." Id. 
12Woodland v. Michigan Citizens Lobby, 378 N.W.2d 337 (Mich. 1985).  The Michigan decision echoes 
many of the themes of Cologne.  The court found itself "unpersuaded by textual differences" between the 
federal bill of rights and the Michigan declaration of rights, it looked to the Michigan constitutional 
convention to support the argument that the constitution only protects government abridgment of individual 
liberties, it explicitly rejected the public function doctrine, and it argued that by employing a balancing test, 
courts would be usurping power intended for the legislature.  One new argument in Woodland was that 
appeals to the initiative provision of the constitution were misplaced because the initiative gave citizens 
collective, not individual, rights. Id. at 348. 
13 Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall, 66 N.Y.2d 496 (1985).  The New York Court of Appeals drew off 
Connecticut's logic in drafting its opinion.  In its review of earlier cases, it also took a swipe at California's 
Pruneyard decision: "There is not much analysis and only tangential discussion, if it can be called that, of 
the State action question.  It is evident that the result in Robins was dictated by ‘the accident of a change of 
personalities in the Judges of [the] court,’ which this court has correctly condemned as ‘a shallow basis for 
jurisprudential evolution.’” Id. at 503. 
14 Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut General Life Insurance 
Company, 515 A.2d 1331 (Pa. 1986). 
15 Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832 (Wis. 1987). 
16 Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Committee, 767 P.2d 719 (Ariz.App. 1988). 
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reversed the Alderwood decision of eight years earlier.17  The 1980s closed with only a 

single state protecting the right of free expression in shopping malls:  California.18 

 In the 1990s, malls enjoyed continued success in the courts.  Access was denied 

under the logic of Lloyd and Cologne, in Georgia19, Ohio20, South Carolina21, and Illinois.22 

In the fall of 1999, the Supreme Court of Minnesota ruled against access in a case involving 

the nation’s largest mall, the Mall of America.23  In the fall of 2000, the Oregon Supreme 

Court reversed a prior decision allowing access.24  

 Malls suffered occasional defeats, most notably in Colorado and New Jersey.25  The 

Colorado Supreme Court’s decision in Bock v. Westminster Mall Company was especially 

                                                
17 Southcenter Joint Venture v. National Democratic Policy Committee, 780 P.2d 1282 (Wash. 1989).  
Employing similar arguments as previous cases, the Washington court found that the state did indeed have 
a state action requirement and the present case did not fulfill it.  Of note, the court said that the ruling was 
consistent with Alderwood because in that case only a plurality had found the state constitution absent of a 
state action provision.  The fifth vote was Justice Dolliver's, which was delivered in a concurring opinion 
that agreed only in the result. Id. at 1289-1290.  The part of the earlier decision establishing the right to 
collect signatures for an initiative was left undisturbed.   
18 Batchelder in Massachusetts had a limited scope.  Several states did address the issue at a lower court 
level, but the impact and scope of the rulings are unclear.  See, Reason '84: The committee for Citizens' 
rights in Actions v. University Square Associates, Ltd., No. 84-9473 (Fla. Ct., 13th Jud. Cir., Hillsborough 
County, Fla., June 28, 1984); Reason '84: The Committee for Citizens' Rights in civil Actions v. 
Albertson's, Inc., No. 84-7750 (Fla. Cir. Ct., 4th Jud. Cir., Duval County, Fla., July 2, 1984); Ficker v. 
White Flint Mall, No. 86894 (Md. Cir. Ct., Montgomery County, Md. March 1, 1984), for cases denying 
access.  See Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign v. Barton Square Shopping Center, No. 349,268 (126th 
Tex. Jud. Dist. Ct., Travis County, Tex., July 23, 1983) for a lower court ruling mandating access.  For an 
analysis of the issues at a lower court level in Texas, see Judge Joseph H. Hart, "Free Speech on Private 
Property--When Fundamental Rights Collide," 68 Texas Law Review 1469 (June 1990).  In 1989 the 
Supreme Court of Oregon ruled, on a sub-constitutional basis, that Oregonians may have access to Lloyd 
Center for initiative gathering purposes, but this issue wasn't clarified until 1993, Lloyd Corporation v. 
Whiffen, 307 Or. 674 (1989).  Whiffen was overturned in Stranhahan v. Fred Meyer, 331 Or. 38 (2000). 
19 Citizens for Ethical Government, Inc. v. Gwinnett Place Associates, 260 Ga. 245 (1990). 
20 Eastwood Mall, Inc. v. Slanco, No. 90-T-4433, Crt. of Appeals, 11th Dist., Ohio (September 6, 1991). 
21 Charleston Joint Venture v. McPherson, 417 S.E.2d 544 (S.C. 1992).  South Carolina's Constitution 
explicitly protects against the infringement of rights, and does not assert a positive right.  Because of the 
state constitution's similarity with the federal constitution, the court invoked Lloyd for its decision. 
22 Illinois v. Diguida, 152 Ill.2d 104 (1992). Diguida deals with a free-standing store, not a shopping center.  
Still, the court established that Illinois did have a state action threshold. 
23 State v. Wicklund, 589 N.W.2d 793 (Minn. 1999).   
24 Stranhahan v. Fred Meyer, 331 Or. 38 (2000).   
25 There have been two other cases of note, but which involve slightly different circumstances.  In Citizens 
to End Animal Suffering and Exploitation, Inc. v. Faneuil Hall Marketplace 745 F.Supp. 65 (D. Mass. 
1990), the U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts ruled that Faneuil Hall met two criteria to 
establish state action: "[P]rivate assumption of a traditionally public function, and a symbiotic relationship 
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significant, because there a court for the first time found that a state action requirement was 

present in the constitution and that the mall had triggered it.  In so finding, the Colorado 

court acknowledged the cooperative enterprise of building the new urban landscape, 

criticizing the efforts of some to create a "simplistic division of the universe into public and 

private spheres."26  Considering the expansive view of rights conferred in the Colorado 

Constitution's free speech provisions, the court concluded that “one consequence of the 

larger measure of protection conferred on speech by our state constitution is the judicial 

recognition of the impact on constitutional liberties by the many hybrid forms of 

governmental involvement and/or by private interests performing the equivalent of public 

functions.”27  

                                                
between defendant and the City of Boston." Id. at 70.  In addition to other factors, in this instance the city 
actually owned the property and had extended a ninety-nine year lease to the developers.  This fact wasn't 
solely determinative, but taken together with other factors, it was important.  The Court also cited the 
historical role that Faneuil Hall has played in the free interchange of ideas: "The Faneuil Hall area is no 
more commercial shopping mall with a Colonial theme.  Rather it is a marketplace of ideas, expression, and 
community." Id. at 89.  In City of Jamestown v. Beneda et al. 477 N.W.2d 830 (N.D. 1991), the Supreme 
Court of North Dakota ruled that because Jamestown Mall was actually owned by the city of Jamestown--
in addition to other entangling factors--the mall management could not exclude people wishing to engage in 
free speech.  The case relied substantially on Citizens to End Animal Suffering. 
26 Bock v. Westminster Mall Company, 819 P.2d 55, 60 (Co. 1991). 
27 Id. The nexus between the state and the operations of the American shopping mall had been clear for 
some time.  Gordon H. Stedman, who prepared a series of articles on shopping centers for the Journal of 
Retailing in the mid 1950s, detailed this nexus.  “To open a regional shopping center requires detailed, 
scientific, knowledgeable, comprehensive, careful planning,” Stedman wrote in the second of his series. 
Part of this planning involved a concentrated effort to enlist the support of local officials.  This meant 
coordination and cooperation involving substantial interaction between public and private entities.  
Stedman detailed how this would work in negotiating zoning, creating public facilities, choosing a location, 
constructing roads, using traffic police, and providing security.  As an example of the latter, Stedman noted 
how Shopper’s World “employs its own protective force, making no demands on the town for protection.  
In conference with local police officials, however, it was mutually agreed that each member of the 
Shoppers’ World force should first meet all the physical and training standards demanded of town police.  
Hence local government not only set up qualifying tests but the center’s protective employees were subject 
to the town’s certification of approval before they could be employed.  A further step was to have all 
Shoppers’ World police sworn in as regular members of the Framingham police force.  However, they are 
on permanently detached duty with Shoppers’ World, and their payroll as well as all other conditions of 
employment are handled by the center management.”  The result, said Stedman, was a “persuasive example 
of the harmonious co-operation that can exist between the private management of a regional shopping 
center and local government bodies at various levels.”  Indeed, what Stedman amply demonstrated was the 
nexus between public and private interests and the degree to which local authorities were involved in the 
creating of the new American landscape and its attendant features. Gordon H. Stedman, “Shopping Centers 
and Local Government--Collision or Cooperation?” Journal of Retailing 31 (Summer 1955), 77, 100-101. 
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 The court ruled in two parts.  It first established that through sufficient entanglement 

with the operation of the mall, the state had invested this private property with a "public 

interest."  To this end, the court cited evidence of the sale of municipal bonds to help the 

mall finance improvements, the presence of a police substation on mall property, and "a 

highly visible governmental presence in the Mall," i.e. armed forces recruiting centers and 

registration drives by the county clerk.  In the second part of the opinion, the court employed 

a traditional functional equivalent analysis:   

 We are also persuaded that the mall functions as the equivalent of a 
downtown business district.  As we noted, the Mall is a vast market, now 
extending over 100 acres.  The 130 commercial and retail establishments 
situated in the Mall are accessible via more than 130,000 square feet of open, 
common areas, walks and concourses.  Walking through or sitting in these 
open areas each year are many thousands of the public who otherwise 
engage, no doubt, in conversations on all subjects, including the political.  
Thus, the historical connection between the marketplace of ideas and the 
market for goods and services is not severed because goods and services 
today are bought and sold within the confines of a modern mall.  To 
conclude otherwise would be to allow the vagaries of contemporary urban 
architecture and planning, or the lack thereof, to prevail over our valued 
tradition of free speech.28 

 The decision in Bock effectively distilled the question of the right to access to its 

essential elements.  There were, of course, a host of important legal issues involved in this 
                                                

Shopping Centers usually had their way with local authorities, but not always, and not always 
easily.  All descriptions of the shopping center development process included a section on “zoning.”  Most 
of the time this was nothing more than to say that the land would have to be rezoned.  In the case of 
Stonestown shopping center in San Francisco, for example, the desires of the Planning Commission and 
various citizens groups meant that the developer would have to make changes in order to secure zoning.  
Indeed one report noted “vigorous objection” to the shopping center rezoning application.  The city 
required rigid stipulations about approval and oversight.  “The Stonestown experience is, of course, an 
unusual example of the control a public body can have over the development of a shopping center.  
However, this is an indication of the zoning problems more and more developers will face in the future.”  
Warren R. Harris, Shopping Center Development in the San Francisco Bay Area, M.B.A., University of 
California, 1952, 34-35. 
28 Bock, 819 P.2d at 60-62.  The Bock decision was respectfully praised by Justice Gillette of the Oregon 
Supreme Court in his dissent from Lloyd v. Whiffen.  Lloyd Corporation v. Whiffen, 315 Ore. 500 (1993) 
(Gillette, J., dissenting). In a very thorough, thoughtful and trenchant analysis of the issue, Gillette rejected the 
efforts of particular states--notably California--to move beyond a state action requirement and he applauded the 
majority of states who had found state action necessary to trigger constitutional protection.  Though he found 
their reliance on a functional equivalent analysis unnecessary and unfortunate, Gillette thought that Colorado's 
efforts to find state action through sufficient government involvement an "appropriate approach." Id. at 554. 
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question--and often complicated ones. 29   One observer has described the history of the 

shopping mall cases in the federal courts as a "convoluted progression of tortured 

decisions."30  It was true, only more so, in the states.  But at its core, the question was a 

simple one and it was the one which Hammer had so effectively raised in Pruneyard:  

Was the mall functionally public?  To this question, other questions naturally attached:   

Had the mall replaced downtown as the central public forum of urban and suburban 

America?  Had mall developers intended it to be this way?  Should they be taken at their 

word in offering the mall as the new Main Street?  Should the mall thus bear 

constitutional responsibilities?   

 In addressing these questions, the states oriented themselves around two central 

positions, articulated at the highest level by Justice Thurgood Marshall and Justice Byron 

White, the author and principal dissenter in Logan Valley, respectively.  For Marshall, the 

shopping mall was the “functional equivalent” of downtown, in large part because it was 

part of the widespread decentralization that had dramatically altered the American 

landscape.  Though Marshall believed the mall had incorporated fundamental features 

from the old downtown, this was not so important as the fact that the mall was a new kind 

of downtown, a key component of the new suburban geography.  Marshall said that a 

                                                
29 One issue, for example, was whether “state action” was a federalist concept that was largely inapplicable at 
the state level?  This was the view of Washington Supreme Court Justice Utter.  In his dissenting opinion 
from Southcenter, Justice Utter argued that "The use of the state action doctrine at the state level...amounts 
to an importation of a foreign concept fashioned to suit the needs of federalism."  States, he said, have 
considerably more latitude in regulating private conduct and insofar as the "State's Declaration of Rights 
does not expressly limit itself to protecting those rights [individual liberties] against government 
infringement, there is no reason to graft such a limitation onto it." Southcenter v. National Democratic 
Policy Committee, 113 Wash.2d 413, 442-445 (1989) (Utter, J., dissenting).  See also, Justice Robert Utter, 
"The Right to Speak, Write, and Publish Freely: State Constitutional Protection Against Private 
Abridgement," 8 University of Puget Sound Law Review 157 (1985).  Another question was whether a court 
could balance rights in a way that usurped power from the legislature? This debate runs through several cases, 
perhaps most completely in Cologne v. Westfarms, 469 A.2d 1201 (Conn. 1984). 
30 Elizabeth Hardy, "Post-Pruneyard Access to Michigan Shopping Centers: The "Malling" of 
Constitutional Rights," 30 Wayne Law Review 93 (1983), 94. 
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suburban store could not “immunize” itself against criticism “by creating a cordon 

sanitaire of parking lots around their stores.”  More broadly, he believed a shopping mall 

could not immunize itself against the responsibility of public space when it was in effect 

just that. 

Justice White spiritedly dissented from this characterization.  For White the 

shopping mall was not a town in any sense but, again, “only a collection of stores.”  The 

public had no general invitation to use the space, but only an invitation to shop.  Again 

and again, White returned to this:  The mall “is a place for shopping and not a place for 

picketing.”  And: the “public is invited to the premises but only in order to do business 

with those who maintain establishments there.”  And: “The invitation is to shop for the 

products which are sold.” 

 This distinction carried forth in the states.  In the majority of opinions that have 

found a state action requirement, there also has been an explicit rejection of Justice 

Marshall’s functional equivalent analysis.  Working from Lloyd, and away from the 

expansive logic of Logan Valley, many state courts have held that shopping malls do not 

contain the totality of features that turns private into public property for First Amendment 

purposes.  Many courts have likewise decided that although the shopping mall may be a 

central force in the American community, it is legally indistinguishable from other large 

pieces of private property where numerous people congregate, including stadiums, concert 

arenas, hospitals, and office parks. 

 Central to the logic of these opinions is that the mall is not a public space, but a 

business, and its attendant public features exist only to make that business more successful.  

To penalize a shopping mall because it effectively attracts shoppers would run against the 
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grain of fundamental American values: capitalism, liberty, autonomy, competition.  More 

importantly, from a legal standpoint, good business doesn't mean state action.  "Business 

success," wrote a justice of the Oregon Supreme Court, "does not turn purely private acts 

into government ones."31 

 This theme of “doing business,” of the commercial nature of the mall, runs through 

many of the state opinions.  In Wisconsin, for example, the Supreme Court emphatically 

rejected the argument that malls had replaced old downtowns and become the new public 

squares.  "It is clear," the court said in Jacobs v. Major, “that the malls in this action could 

not be said to have an essentially public function.  Malls, shopping centers, department 

stores, and specialty stores exist for primarily one function: profit for their owners.  The 

public nature of their business is a byproduct, as the public wants to examine the 

merchandise it purchases.  The mall has no attraction by itself without its stores.”32  The 

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania concurred:  

 Appellants' argument that shopping malls have usurped the function of 
"Main Street, U.S.A." and town business districts is not lost on us.  Both 
statistics and common experience show that business districts, particularly in 
small and medium sized towns, have suffered a marked decline.  At the same 
time, shopping malls, replete with creature comforts, have boomed.  These 
malls have begun to serve as social as well as commercial outlets for the 
communities they serve.  Young people often come to a mall to socialize 
with their peers.  Older people come to enjoy the parklike atmosphere 
offered in many malls or to view displays erected in the corridors.  Members 
of the community have an opportunity by chance or design to mix, meet and 
converse.  However, these social benefits are ancillary to the commercial 
purpose of shopping malls and do not involve organized campaigns on 
particular issues by political or special groups.  Law and sociology are not 
coextensive. Though shopping malls may fulfill some of the societal 

                                                
31 Lloyd, 315 Ore. at 554 (Gillette, J., dissenting). 
32Jacobs v. Major, 407 N.W.2d 832, 845 (Wis. 1987). 
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functions of the traditional main street or town market place, we do not 
believe that this makes them their legal equivalent.33 

In Arizona the conclusion was again similar: 
 
 The shopping malls in question here are not the functional equivalent of 

towns.  They are simply areas in which a large number of retail businesses is 
grouped together for convenience and efficiency.  There sole purpose is for 
shopping, and appellant's argument that they are opened early for joggers 
and walkers, that large numbers of people are present in them each day, that 
occasionally non-commercial activities take place in them and that people 
enjoy air-conditioned comfort in them during Phoenix's scorching summers 
does not change that basic fact.34 

The shopping mall, said the Supreme Court of Connecticut in Cologne, “concerns 

itself only with one facet of its patrons’ lives—how they spend their money.”35    

 To those who believed that the mall had in fact emerged as the new American town 

center, this was quite obviously incorrect.  The mall, they insisted, was something much 
                                                
33 Western Pennsylvania Socialist Workers 1982 Campaign v. Connecticut General Life Insurance 
Company, 515 A.2d 1331, 1336 (Pa. 1986).  Justice McDermott's concurring opinion is much less 
sympathetic (and much more animated):  “The issue before us is whether one who invites the public to his 
property for commercial purposes is required to allow others to use the land and occasion to express, or 
solicit for, their world views.  Had we not been treated to the poristic thickets in the plurality's disquisition 
we might, under the specific facts of this case, have said plainly that the answer is NO, leaving the ifs, ands, 
buts, or maybes to other factual contexts.  We should not lose sight of the fact that person who own and 
operate shopping malls are merchants.  As such they should not be required to provide forum, place, or 
occasion for speech making, petition signing, parades, or cracker barrels, to discuss local or global events.  
They are in business for business sake.  They are not municipalities, states, or villages, and however 
romantic it may be to believe that the public repair to these galvanic places, of a Saturday morning, for 
more than bread and salt, they are not yet instruments of the state.”  Id. at 1341. (McDermott, J., 
concurring). 
34 Fiesta Mall Venture v. Mecham Recall Committee, 767 P.2d 719, 724 (Ariz.App. 1988). 
35 In New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty, a superior court in New Jersey 
offered perhaps the most telling analysis.  To the question, posed by the Schmid case a decade earlier, as to the 
function of the private property, the Judge opined:  “The nature, purpose and primary use of the malls is 
commercial.  The shopping malls are retail establishments, constructed, designed and maintained to do business 
and make a profit....[V]arious witnesses, i.e., mall managers, architect familiar with the design and operation of 
enclosed shopping malls, planners and representatives of the malls' ownership and or management all testified 
that the purpose of the malls' design and operation was to maximize sales and increase profits and thereby 
increase rentals. Activities in the mall, the Judge said, were "done to promote sales."  The appearance of Santa 
Claus, the Easter Bunny, and other "customer-enhancement events" are "calculated to attract customers to the 
mall and to increase customer base."  The malls efforts, the Judge concluded, were undertaken "to garner 
community goodwill and to display themselves as good corporate citizens."  The Judge explicitly rejected the 
plaintiff's contention that the mall had replaced "the central business district or the townsquare." New Jersey 
Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty, 266 N.J. Super. 195, 200, 203-204 (1991).  This 
decision was overruled in New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty, 138 N.J. 
326 (1994). 
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more than a simple business enterprise.  In its Pruneyard decision, the California Supreme 

Court devoted considerable attention to the prominence of the mall in the community.  The 

court noted the percentage of residents living in suburban areas around San Jose, population 

growth rates inside the urban areas compared to the suburban communities, and the 

declining numbers of shoppers frequenting downtown retail establishments.  Simply said, 

“the largest segment of the county's population is likely to spend the most significant 

amount of its time in suburban areas where its needs and wants are satisfied; and shopping 

centers provide the location, goods, and services to satisfy those needs and wants.” These 

“needs and wants” extended beyond shopping for shoes.  Over time, the "central business 

districts apparently have continued to yield their functions more and more to suburban 

centers," and in California, as elsewhere, that necessarily included the right to free 

expression.36 

 One of the most impassioned arguments for understanding the mall as downtown’s 

functional equivalent was offered by New York Court of Appeals Chief Justice Sol 

Wachtler, in his dissent in Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall.  The shopping mall, said 

Wachtler, “through privately owned, has, through its size, nature of use and broad invitation 

to the public, become the functional equivalent of a traditional public forum, and because a 

complete denial of access will have a significant adverse effect on the dissemination of ideas 

in the community, any requirement of State action...has been satisfied, and the Mall should 

not be able to ban the distribution of leaflets on its premises.”37  Wachtler felt that in closing 

off access to fora as critical as the shopping mall, the court’s majority misconstrued the 

nature of the New York constitution.  It is, he said, “an innovative document.  It was 

                                                
36 Robins v. Pruneyard Shopping Center, 23 Cal.3d 899, 907 (1979). 
37 Shad Alliance v. Smith Haven Mall, 66 N.Y.2d 496, 514 (1985) (Wachtler, J., dissenting). 
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intended to ensure that rights and privileges granted in the past would be preserved in the 

future under changing conditions.  In the past, those who had ideas they wished to 

communicate to the public had the unquestioned right to disseminate those ideas in the open 

market place.  Now that the marketplace has a roof over it, and is called a mall, we should 

not abridge that right.”38 

 Wachtler's most penetrating criticism came on the issue of the role of the mall itself.  

In what amounted to a direct challenge to the plethora of opinions that stressed the "do 

business" purpose of the mall, Wachtler emphasized the reality of the mall's presence in the 

life of the community it served.  The facts, he said,  

 with respect to the Smith Haven Mall demonstrate the significant role that 
large regional shopping malls play as public gathering places.  Almost one 
half of all its customers do not ordinarily shop at any other shopping centers, 
and its broad range of facilities insure that many of a person's shopping, 
business, entertainment and personal needs can be met there.  The mall 
promotes itself as a place for the public to congregate and linger, and the fact 
that it permits its facilities to be used for numerous public purposes, and does 
grant access to certain groups for the dissemination of information, belies 
any assertion that the premises are limited exclusively to commercial 
functions.39 

 The most comprehensive analysis of the mall’s expansive role in American life 

appeared in the New Jersey Supreme Court’s ruling in New Jersey Coalition.  In a wide-

ranging opinion the court said that the mall had effectively displaced the New Jersey 

downtown at the center of the community.  Indeed so obvious was the fact of suburban 

success and downtown decline the court simply took “judicial notice” of the fact.  “We do 

not need statistics,” the court indicated.  “A walk through downtown and a drive through the 

suburbs tells the whole story.  And those of us who have lived through this transformation 

know it as an indisputable fact of life, and that fact does not escape the notice of this court.”  
                                                
38 Id. 
39 Id. at 513. 
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The malls could not rebut this fact; indeed, the court said, “the shopping center industry 

frequently boasts of the achievement.”40 

 This achievement was effected through the extensive community outreach of the 

mall, including the use of “community halls.”  In a detailed appendix to the opinion, the 

court listed the myriad public events offered at the state’s regional malls.  “These non-retail 

uses, expressive and otherwise, underline the all-inclusiveness of [the mall’s] invitation to 

the people,” the court explained.  “Not only are there the multiple uses ordinarily found in a 

downtown business district, but others that may not be found in the downtown business 

district, all explicitly sponsored by the shopping centers, the sum total amounting to the 

broadest, indefinable, almost limitless invitation.”  The court could accept that the “ultimate 

purpose of these shopping centers is commercial,” but this did not change the fact that “their 

normal use is all-embracing.”  “We know of no private property that more closely resembles 

public property,” the court declared.  “For the ordinary citizen it is not just an invitation to 

shop but do whatever one would do downtown, including doing very little of anything.”41 

 The opinion in New Jersey Coalition was perhaps the fullest and finest elaboration 

of the ideas that Hammer had articulated throughout the Pruneyard litigation.  It offered a 

sweeping socio-historic analysis of the mall.  It looked to the ways in which the mall had 

promoted itself as a real social space, to the effects of the competition between the mall and 

downtown, to the changing nature of American public space.  Beyond the immediate victory 

in Pruneyard, it was the most resolute triumph for Hammer and others who had fought for 

access to the shopping mall. 

                                                
40 New Jersey Coalition Against War in the Middle East v. J.M.B. Realty, 138 N.J. 326, 346-348 (1994). 
41 Id. at 359-360, 333-334. 
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 Even where in defeat, however, Hammer had achieved a victory in each and every 

state that even considered the question of the right to access.  This was true not only for the 

reason that each time was at least an opportunity to gain access--an opportunity that did not 

clearly exist before Pruneyard--but because the state court decisions as a whole largely 

addressed the issue in socio-historic terms.  There were obviously serious discussions of the 

legal requirements for state action under the respective state constitutions.  But much of the 

intellectual energy in the state courts was dedicated to grappling with the larger issues of the 

mall’s place in American life.  Not surprisingly, this was not the direction in which the mall 

industry hoped to go.  Even though they prevailed in most instances, the very fact of the 

cases was a demonstrable loss.  The mall ownership may have been deprived of no 

particular right in Pruneyard, but Pruneyard was a defeat.  It put the mall on trial and it 

meant that it would to continue to be on trial for the foreseeable future.   

 Given this fact, it would seem self-evident that the industry would have been 

severely agitated by the result in Pruneyard.  It was not.  Writing just before the Supreme 

Court upheld the California decision in Robins v. Pruneyard, one industry editorial 

speculated it could be "a major headache" for mall management.  The decision, said Philip 

Greenleaf in Shopping Center World, had already spurred "an upsurge of activity" in 

malls.42  But that was about as animated as the reaction ever got.  Another commentator 

simply asked: "Diversity of opinion is essential to democracy, but should a shopping center 

be forced to provide a forum for all opinions?"43  The response to Pruneyard was otherwise 

decidedly unextensive and, in tone, lukewarm.  Some journals simply reported the ruling.44    

                                                
42 Philip Greenleaf, "Pruneyard Decision Could be Nightmare for Management," 9 Shopping Center World 
9 (June 1980), 16. 
43 David Schulz, "Pruning the Speech," 56 Chain Store Executive Age (August 1980), 8.  Mr. Schulz really 
did not understand the legal issues in Pruneyard.  He reported that “some media people erroneously 
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 In fact, the industry engagement with the right to access had long been uninspired 

and often unpredictable.  In the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision in Lloyd v. 

Tanner--a great victory for mall owners--the industry indicated no rush to close off the mall.  

In its monthly newsletter, the ICSC President Kenneth Tucker “hailed” the decision and said 

that it meant that “shopping centers can now carry on the business they were created for and 

that their customers can come and shop without being harassed, intimated or bothered.”  

Tucker indicated that “most centers” would use the decision to deny use of the premises to 

political groups and activists.  But not all.  “Some shopping center owners may decide that 

they will permit political activity of one kind or another because they and their centers are 

the focal point of community life and activity.”45  That some centers would so chose was 

also recognized in an ICSC legal bulletin on the case, “The Lloyd Center Case:  

Implications for Management.”  No matter the legal allowances, the bulletin encouraged 

shopping center management to sit down and “decide your philosophy and policy on the 

nonbusiness use of your center’s premises.”  There was a wide range of philosophy, 

including “everything goes.”  “In the belief that shopping centers are the commercial and 

social focal points of their communities,” said the bulletin, “some managements welcome all 

comers to specified areas of the mall, granting them time and space on a first-come basis 

and limiting expression only by setting loose regulations that all participants agree to in 

advance.”46 

                                                
described the case as one involving individual rights vs. property rights.  This was not the basis for the 
disagreement.  The Pruneyard owner maintained that his own freedom of speech was being violated--that 
on his property, he didn't have to let anybody petition.”  In fact, the substance of the debate centered on 
property rights.  The mall owner's First Amendment claim was actually the subject of a dispute, because it 
had not even been raised at the lower court level.  Justice Rehnquist ruled that it was admissible (it was of 
course rejected), but to contend that it was the "basis for the disagreement" is demonstrably false. 
44 See, e.g. 10 National Mall Monitor (July/August 1980), 12; 9 Shopping Center World (July 1980), 12. 
45 “Center’s Ban on Demonstrators is Upheld by Supreme Court, 5-4,” ICSC Newsletter (July 1972), 1, 8.   
46 “The Lloyd Center Case:  Implications for Management,” ICSC Legal Bulletin (1973), 2. 
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 Yet another prominent industry report on Lloyd was less than effusive or self-

congratulatory about the decision.  Current doctrine, said the publication on the “Shopping 

Center as a Public Forum,” 

 is subject to influences from our changing lifestyles and, it follows, the role 
of the shopping center in our lives.  If indeed the shopping center undertakes 
a broader functional role so that ‘citizens may come to view the shopping 
center as the community's social, cultural...focal point’ as well as its 
commercial hub, then the Court may reevaluate its position.  That day has 
not arrived.  But if the shopping center industry is to participate as a more 
multifaceted complex and reap the benefits, it should be prepared to take on 
a greater responsibility under the Constitution.47 

  In fact, it already had.  As Phil Hammer himself noted in his filings with the courts, 

a number of malls in Santa Clara County provided for some means of access.  Indeed, 

between Lloyd and Pruneyard, in a time when both federal and state law absolutely 

supported denying access, many malls provided for access nonetheless.  So it was after 

Pruneyard as well, even in those jurisdictions where malls were not so required.  As 

Bernard Frieden and Lynne Sagalyn reported in their 1989 work Downtown Inc., “court 

rulings aside, mall owners do let a variety of civic and political groups use their public 

areas.”  The authors noted that according to a mid 1980s survey of large shopping malls, 

“nine of ten let in charitable and community organizations such as the United Way and 

Boy and Girl Scouts, and nearly two of three admitted some political organizations such 

as the major parties and the League of Women Voters.  But less than half allowed 

petitioning, and only about one out of three let in groups taking positions on controversial 

issues such as abortion or nuclear disarmament.  Less than one of three allowed political 

candidates to campaign, and some of these restricted campaigning to a single ‘meet the 

                                                
47"The Shopping Center as  Public Forum: The Supreme Court Reconsiders," International Council of 
Shopping Centers Legal Bulletin (1974), 5. (italics added). 
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candidates night’ or a walk-through without placards.”48  Obviously it wasn’t the scope of 

access desired by many, but the survey did challenge the notion that the industry was 

wholly opposed to access. 

 What the mall industry was opposed to was forced access--the right to access.  The 

industry fiercely opposed the establishment of that right in post-Pruneyard America.  The 

ICSC has filed amicus curiae briefs in all relevant cases and has actively opposed efforts to 

legislate the issue.49  The legal affairs department of the ICSC tracks court cases and reports 

on them in the Shopping Center Legal Update.50  It has continued to publish special 

publications and articles intended to help developers and management deal with the 

pertinent legal issues.51   

 Still, it is important to recognize that the clear hostility of the industry to legally 

mandated access does not logically convert into a hostility to access itself.  It is a distinction 

compellingly reflected in the literature on mall management.  In the mid 1980s, the most 

influential guide to mall management urged a policy of "common sense" in approaching the 

problem of access for labor picketers, social demonstrations, political campaigning and 

charitable solicitation.  The guide noted that there was a decided lack of consensus in the 

industry as to precisely how to handle these situations, but insisted that “the manager who 

                                                
48 Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown, Inc.:  How America Rebuilds Cities (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1989), 231. 
49Author's conversation with Edward J. Sack, general counsel to the International Council of Shopping 
Centers, November 15, 1993. 
50The Shopping Center Legal Update is a quarterly publication of the legal department of the International 
Council of Shopping Centers. 
51See, e.g. "Writing Rules for Political Petitioning on Shopping Center Property," Shopping Center Legal 
Update (Spring 1988), 2-10; "Time Place and Manner: Sample Public Access Rules," 8 Shopping Center 
Legal Update (Summer 1988), 8-10; "Union Picketing and Handbilling: Do Private Property Rights Ever 
Triumph," 10 Shopping Center Legal Update (Winter 1990), 2-4; "Two State Court Decisions Regarding 
Third Party Access to Privately Owned Malls," 12 Shopping Center Legal Update (Summer 1992), 2-5.  
The Shopping Center Legal Update also tracks cases in a small, “public access” section in the back of each 
issue.  In addition, the ICSC has published a booklet which covers the issue in some depth and puts out a 
"scorecard" on post-Pruneyard cases. The trade journals also report on legal issues. 
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lets disputes over these issues degenerate into legalistic wrangles may win some battles in 

the security area, but he is often on the way to losing the war in the field of community 

relations.”  In the name of community relations, malls would do best to negotiate solutions 

to requests to use the mall as a public forum.  As to demonstrations, the guide said, “a 

manager's best tactic seems to be to meet in advance with the organizers of a demonstration 

to map out a program of mutual cooperation and then to prevail on the local police to have 

some plainclothes observers on the scene.  Bull-headed opposition to this type of use of 

center property is rarely successful in terms of the overall relationship with the 

community.”52  Similarly, the guide noted that there was little consensus in the industry 

about the advisability of allowing political campaigning on mall property, or how best, or 

whether, to offer community halls.  But the prevailing tone was one of reasonableness 

and reasonable accommodation.  “No shopping center exists in a vacuum.  Each is a 

piece of the community, a part of society.”53 

 As was true in the 1970s, when the issue first became a salient one for the mall, 

the right to access was not the foremost concern of the industry.  Obviously, as in 

Pruneyard itself, no expense was spared to defend the right to private property.  Mall 

owners and managers insisted that any determination on access was theirs alone to make.  

They were clearly offended by the possibility that the work they had done to create these 

communities could be diminished by legal mandate.  But access did not define the mall 

and to the extent that the question was a test of their sincerity, they opted not to answer.  

Malls unashamedly continued to position themselves as the new town centers and to 

insist that these new town centers were ultimately private property. 

                                                
52Robert J. Flynn, ed., Carpenter's Shopping Center Management: Principles and Practices, Third Edition 
(N.Y: International Council of Shopping Centers, 1984), 76, 77. 
53 Flynn, ed., Carpenter's Shopping Center Management: Principles and Practices, 69. 
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 Where the mall industry demurred as to the importance of public access, others 

were not nearly so restrained.  The question of the right to access had great resonance 

outside of the mall industry.  Increasingly, it came to be understood as the test of the 

mall’s fitness as a public space.  The mall did not fare well.  Prior to Pruneyard, of 

course, there had been much discussion of the effect of the mall downtown and out of 

town; there was an escalating sense of unease about changes in the landscape at large.  

But in sending these cases to the several states, Pruneyard much more broadly exposed 

the tensions in urban, suburban and post-suburban America and inspired the contretemps 

of legions of critics. 

 Criticism of the mall for its alleged sterility and artificiality was not new.54  But 

the question of access reinforced the incipient conviction of many that it was the private 

nature of the mall which was at the very root of the problem.  As one student wrote on the 

eve of Pruneyard,  “shopping centers must overcome a basic contradiction if they are to 

succeed as social centers.  That is the contradiction of a public space being provided by 

the private realm.  People are free to do anything in these ‘public’ places as long as their 

actions are acceptable to the management.”55  “These ‘public’ places,” he said, “are not 

public at all.  One is not free there as one is on a street.”56  

                                                
54 In 1978, for example, soon after the Pruneyard litigation began, Suzanne Stephens wrote in Progressive 
Architecture that, “a mall becomes a packaged re-created small town...It becomes the receptacle of 
fantasies based on American small towns of the past, the type that no longer exists for many suburbanites in 
search of that place.  Paradoxically in the new suburb, where development of tract houses, commercial 
strips, and shopping centers have managed to dissolve any holistic perception of the natural world or 
community cohesiveness, shopping malls now simulate that.  Skylit roofs permitting sunlight to cast its 
golden rays onto brick paved plazas, fountains, trees, and small scaled shops lined up along the indoor 
street or court formulate a new ‘natural’ world, more humane, cleaner, more controlled than the real one 
beyond the asphalt parking lot.”  Suzanne Stephens, “Introversion and the Urban Context,” Progressive 
Architecture, 59 (1978), 50. 
55 Jose Raul Anziani, The Shopping Center as a Social Nucleus, UC Berkeley, M.A., 1979, 24-25. 
56 Anziani, The Shopping Center as a Social Nucleus, 25. 
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 There was some irony to this contention, which was noted by at least one author 

writing in the late 1970s.  “Shopping centers,” said Edwin Warner in Horizon, “are 

sometimes accused of catering to a highly selective group of consumers, but in most of 

them one sees a greater variety of people than on the city streets.  One reason is that most 

of the hazards of the street simply don’t exist, and the young, the old, and the infirm have 

little to fear.”57  As Warner suggested, malls were often more “public” than their public 

counterparts, when considered both by the diversity of patrons and the range of activities 

in which these patrons were engaged.  But the fact that the mall was an ever more diverse 

and popular institution appeared to matter less than the presence or absence of a specific 

constitutional right. 

 Because in many instances this right was absent, the shopping mall became the 

target of an almost frothing contempt.  Examples abound, but a typical accusation reads 

like this:   

In the mall, a palace of consumption takes on the appearance of a civic 
arena.  With fountains and benches, healthmobiles and community 
information booths, malls convey the impression that they are enclosed 
versions of town squares.  But the mall is not a new downtown; it is 
private property masquerading as public space.  In this policed enclosure, 
where spending is the only alternative to loitering, the rights of assembly 
and free speech are not guaranteed as they would be in a city park or 
square.  With its travertine ‘boulevards’ that serve as sanitized streets, the 
mall is a controlled, artificial environment that screens out undesirable 
persons and weather and even the passage of time.  However much it may 
assume the guise of a public forum or community center, the entire 
enterprise is fundamentally dedicated to promoting consumption.58 
 

These comments sharply revealed that it wasn’t only the private ownership of the mall 

that was objectionable.  It was the fact that it was a private, shopping mall.  It was the 

                                                
57 Edwin Warner, “Suburbia’s Gift to the Cities,” Horizon (September 1977), 22. 
58 William Sharpe and Leonard Wallock, “Bold New City or Built-Up Burb? Redefining Contemporary 
Suburbia,” American Quarterly 46 (March 1994), 12. 
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twin problem of private ownership and commercial orientation which roiled the critics.  

The two were related.  Indeed, the fact that the mall was a space of commerce was the 

very fact which both courts and commentators used to show that the mall was private.  If 

the shopping mall was solely dedicated to business, it wasn’t a public space--it was a 

business.  The line seemed absolute; it was at least as clear, if less distinguished, as 

Artistotle’s objection to commerce in the agora. 

 The assault on the mall as a fabricated space of consumption, as an artificial 

public place, reached its intellectual apogee in the early 1990s.  In a 1993 article on the 

"Magic of the Mall," urban geographer Jon Goss identified the mall as a pseudoplace, which 

operated through "spatial strategies of dissemblance and duplicity."  Goss argued that mall 

developers and mall management, cognizant of the "collective guilt over conspicuous 

consumption," tried to mask what they were doing.  "In recognition," he said, “of the 

culturally perceived emptiness of the activity for which they provide the main social space, 

designers manufacture the illusion that something else other than mere shopping is going on, 

while also mediating the materialist relations of mass consumption and disguising the 

identity and rootedness of the shopping center in the contemporary capitalist social order.”59 

 This idea was supported by the novelist David Guterson, writing in Harper's 

magazine the same year.  After spending a week in the recently opened Mall of America, the 

largest in the United States, Guterson concluded that “in the strict sense the Mall of America 

is not a market place at all--the soul of a community expressed as a place--but rather a 

tourist attraction.  Its promoters have peddled it to the world at large as something more 

                                                
59 Jon Goss, “The 'Magic of the Mall': An Analysis of Form, Function, and Meaning in the Contemporary 
Retail Built Environment,” 83 Annals of the Association of American Geographers (1993), 19. 
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profound than a local marketplace and as a destination with deep implications.”60  For both 

Goss and Guterson, the mall was pure fakery; it was "strategic space, owned and controlled 

by an institutional power, which, by its nature depends upon the definition, appropriation 

and control of territory."61  The shopping center, Goss concluded, “appears to be everything 

that it is not.  It contrives to be a public, civic place even though it is a private and run for 

profit; it offers a place to commune and recreate, while it seeks retail dollars; and it borrows 

signs of other places and times to obscure its rootedness in contemporary capitalism.62 

It was not just the mall to which the critics objected.  Concern arose over the 

potential privatization of the entire public realm.  It was a concern of some years, but in 

the early 1990s, it erupted with a new sense of urgency. 63  A conspicuous example of this 

concern appeared in 1992, in a volume edited by the architect Michael Sorkin entitled 

Variations on a Theme Park:  The New American City and the End of Public Space.  The 

book was motivated by the alleged fact that “a new kind of urbanism--manipulative, 

dispersed, and hostile to traditional public space--is emerging both at the heart and at the 

edge of town in megamalls, corporate enclaves, gentrified zones, and pseudo-historic 

                                                
60 David Guterson, “Enclosed. Encyclopedic. Endured. One Week at the Mall of America,” Harper's 
(August, 1993), 51. 
61 Goss, “Magic of the Mall,” 35. 
62 Goss, “Magic of the Mall,” 40. See also Rob Kroes, who writes that the title of his work, If You’ve Seen 
One, You’ve Seen the Mall, “seems to capture well the European sense of American culture as capable of 
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Kostof, America By Design (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), 246. 
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marketplaces.”64  The book opened, predictably enough, with the shopping mall.  

Architectural critic Margaret Crawford offered a now familiar litany of complaints, 

among them the fact that the mall was privately owned.  For Crawford and her cohort, 

this meant no access; she awkwardly explained that Lloyd allowed “bans on any activity 

the owners deemed detrimental to consumption.”  She took no notice of Pruneyard, 

however, perhaps because of the inconvenient fact that it did provide for the right to free 

speech--and because it put the responsibility for this decision as much on the state courts 

as on the malls themselves.  She certainly never anywhere suggested that even under 

Lloyd the mall might actually make good on its promise as a public space, as it often did.  

The mall was privately owned, which in the calculus of the mall’s critics meant that it 

was not public, no matter what the mall actually allowed or how the mall was actually 

used. 

Crawford also highlighted what she called the “Science of Malling,” which was a 

particular bugaboo of the mall’s critics in the post-Pruneyard era.  It was, again, a 

problem associated with the private ownership of the mall.  The “science of malling” 

meant that the mall was designed and managed solely to maximize profit--and it was so 

designed, and so managed, with the exactitude and rigor of science.  The “science of 

malling” really meant that the mall was a controlled and sterile environment, ruthless and 

manipulative and inhumane.65    

                                                
64 Michael Sorkin, ed. Variations on a Theme Park (New York: Noonday Press, 1992).  The quotation is 
from the book’s back cover. 
65 Joan Didion mocked the scientific pretensions of the mall.  Considering the problem of circulation in the 
mall with a single large anchor, Didion noted that the solution was “actually very simple:  two major 
tenants, one at each end of a mall.  This is called ‘anchoring the mall,’ and represents seminal work in 
shopping center theory.  One thing you will note about shopping center theory is that you could have 
thought of it yourself.” Joan Didion, The White Album (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1979), 184. 
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It was certainly true that the development of shopping malls was a sophisticated 

enterprise, and often executed with an expressed aspiration to scientific discipline.  As 

early as 1947, one commentator noted that “in the score or so of years that this new 

development has been taking root, an impressive scientific procedure has been developed 

to govern the organization and building of shopping centers.”66  By the 1970s the 

procedures were even more impressively “scientific.”  It was also true, however, that 

early in the industry, and later, there was considerable unscientific speculation.  As Tide 

magazine said in the spring of 1954, “right now, few center owners or merchants know 

much about either their methods or their markets.  Most of them are still feeling their way 

along by tedious trial and dreadful error.”67  Many malls succeeded in spite of their own 

                                                
66 Joseph Reiss, “Shopping Centers--A New and Growing Development in Distribution,” Printer’s Ink 221 
(December 12, 1947), 33. Across the 1950s, professionals in the shopping center industry became 
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Store Age noted time and again that there were no set answers to many questions concerning leasing, 
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Center Checklist,” Chain Store Age, Administrative Edition 31 (May 1955), 26-29.  Indeed, as one journal 
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adaptation of Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation.  James W. Rouse, “Estimating Productivity for Planned 
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worst efforts, in the 1950s and 1960s and 1970s.  Indeed, by the late 1980s and early 

1990s, when the concern over the diabolical science of consumption reached fever pitch, 

malls were not faring well at all. 

 Nevertheless, the notion of “science” was an important one to the critics of the 

mall.  It was an analytical tool which extended not only to the means by which retailers 

and designers planned and manipulated sales, but to the manufacture of “community.”  

Critics of the mall alleged that the “community” of the mall was fraudulent, a 

scientifically devised manipulation to increase profits for the mall’s private coffers.  As 

sociologist George H. Lewis argued in the Journal of Popular Culture in 1990, the 

shopping mall “community” was only a marketing strategy.  Malls, he said, “lure and 

assemble collectivities and crowds of shoppers, but these groups seldom share the 

common ties and engage in the sort of social interactions necessary to forge a sense of 

‘we-ness’--of community--from the raw social material of a crowd.”  In fact, he said, 

“high turnover, volume of persons, and transiency that is a designed part of most malls 

works against the development and emergence of community within their walls.” 

Moreover mall managers and developers intended for it to be this way.  “The important 

thing, from a marketing perspective,” Lewis insisted, “is to create the warm illusion of 

community, while at the same time quietly stacking the deck against its actual 

development.”  He cited a mall manager who confessed to the strategy:  “‘We don’t want 

the mall to be a community in any real sense, because we’ll attract people we don’t want 

                                                
problem, however, was financing.  Jordan Marsh was paying on a percentage lease that was simply 
inadequate to cover the costs of the mortgage.  The problems of Shopper’s World were well covered in the 
industry.  A good digest can be found in Samuel Feinberg, What Makes Shopping Centers Tick (New 
York: Fairchild Publications, 1960), 41-42. The problems of Shopper’s World represented to a good 
portion of the industry the inherent difficulties of the new developments. 
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to.  People who are not here to shop but are coming for some other purpose.  It would 

upset our tenants who want to make money.  We don’t want to upset our tenants.’” 68 

 But Lewis’s work offered cold comfort to those convinced of the infallibility of 

this “science of malling.”  “Within this illusion, this false sense of community,” Lewis 

continued, “the seeds of community have been planted.  Ironically, among the very sorts 

of persons the managers and developers do not want to see attracted to the mall--the non-

shoppers--have arisen fledgling forms of community, characterized by primary ties, face 

to face interaction, daily meeting and the development of social networks.”  Lewis found 

these real communities among senior citizens and teenagers.  Drawing on a series of 

interviews conducted at a large shopping center in New England, Lewis outlined the 

ways in which both groups used the mall to non-commercial ends.  Seniors, he said, met 

at the mall every day, often arriving early to walk through the mall for exercise before the 

stores opened.  For seniors, the mall was a uniquely safe and comfortable environment.  

For teens, the mall was one of the only places that they could go without being 

continually harassed;  malls, Lewis said, are the “suburban equivalent to the urban street 

corners where inner city kids congregate.”69  

It was a point confirmed by another geographer, Jeffrey Hopkins, in his study of 

the West Edmonton Mall (WEM), the world’s largest.  Like Lewis, Hopkins was 

                                                
68 George H. Lewis, “Community Through Exclusion and Illusion:  The Creation of Social Worlds in An 
American Shopping Mall,” Journal of Popular Culture (1990), 122-123. 
69 Lewis, “Community Through Exclusion and Illusion,” 123, 129-130. Lewis said that there were a 
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ambivalent about the mall as a real social space.  Most saliently, he was concerned that it 

was private.  Although WEM management did allow some non-commercial use, it 

generally discouraged social and political speech, rallies, handbilling, and even research 

investigation.  Still, Hopkins came to believe that many did use the mall as a social space, 

and that it should be so considered. “WEM,” he reported, “is not merely a mega-shopping 

mall, nor a mega-recreation centre, but a mega social centre.”70  Based on statistical 

samples, Hopkins concluded that “there is overwhelming agreement that the mega-mall is 

used as a place to mingle and socialize” and that adolescents in particular “tend to 

perceive WEM as an enjoyable, non-constricting, important social hangout.”  For 

Hopkins, the mall was a difficult set of “contradictions,” most notably in that it was 

publicly used, privately owned space; its success, he said, forces “us to question what we 

know about the nature of public spaces and the sort of urban forms and functions that 

contemporary urbanites desire.”71 

Many were not so inclined.  Rather, the success of the mall only forced a deeper 

conviction that something had gone terribly wrong in America.  The mall became a code 

word, a euphemism, for emptiness and nowhereness.  “Americans mostly live in banal 

places with the souls of shopping malls,” one writer said, which meant, naturally, no soul 

at all.72  Writing in the mid 1990s of Chicago’s Michigan Avenue, The New York Times 

architectural critic Paul Goldberger found the street “profoundly depressing” because it 

had turned into a “street of malls,” a “parade of suburban architecture metastasizing into 
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a new kind of urban form.”73  The mall was bland, artificial, but also insidious and 

deceitful.  It was above all else private and this was the source from which all other 

wrongs seemed to flow. 

 

In 1956, the year Victor Gruen’s Southdale shopping center opened outside of 

Minneapolis, sociologist Harold Wattel summarized the status of the American suburb in 

the American mind--or, more precisely, the American intellectual mind.  “The post-war 

American suburban development,” Wattel said,  “has become a whipping boy.”  He went 

on: 

Much of the criticism reflects an “intellectual” discontent with the general 
state of American living at mid-20th century.  Using a blunderbuss 
approach, critics have hit the speculative land operator, the profiteering 
builder, the sharping financier, the amoral real estate salesman, the jerry-
built house, the bribe-taking officials at all government levels, and the 
limited physical and esthetic dimensions of suburban homes, their 
equipment, and their surroundings.  The criticism extends to the family in 
the housing development for its “mass produced” aspirations, for physical 
goods and pseudo-culture, for being on an “acquisitions” treadmill fed by 
expanding consumer credit, and for its limited personal horizons.  
Community relationships which are forced and false and hence foster 
friction rather than “community” do not escape unscathed.  The general 
restlessness of modern living is another target.  All of this is meant to be 
an indictment of suburbia.  Is suburbia guilty?74 

 
At the same time Wattel was exposing the intellectual indictment of suburbia, suburbs 

were growing nearly exponentially;  they were more popular than ever with the people 

actually living in them.  Between 1950 and 1955, suburban populations grew seven times 

as fast, proportionately, as central cities.75 
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 The yawning gap between the intellectual and popular reception of the suburb and 

its component parts was nowhere wider than in the case of the shopping mall.  Of course, 

other icons of suburban life--the television, the automobile, the ranch house--elicited 

widely disparate reactions, namely elite hostility and mass acclamation.  But the 

objections of intellectuals in these instances had a different texture.  The television, for 

example, has long benefited from the notion that it could be a great tool if properly used, 

that it had potential.  Edward R. Murrow’s warning about the abundant power of 

television set the tone; much of the rhetoric since, about the insipidness of television, has 

been couched in terms of disappointment.76   

 This has been less true with the automobile, but it too has certainly avoided an 

unrelenting hostility.  Indeed, even the most vigorous critics of urban renewal and 

suburban sprawl--including Jane Jacobs herself--have at least partially excused the car 

from what it has wrought.  In her landmark rebuke of city planning, The Death and Life 

of Great American Cities, Jacobs argued for a war of attrition with the car.77  To many 

critics of suburbs the attitude toward the automobile was this:  cars don’t kill cities, 

planners do.78 
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 And the much-maligned suburb itself, the “whipping boy,” has in fact long had its 

intellectual admirers, or at least defenders.  This was particularly true by the close of the 

1960s, but in fact the very volume in which Wattel’s essay appeared was a counterweight 

to the prevailing hostility.  A number of the contributors sought to defend the suburbs 

against the indictment that Watell described.79  In the time since, suburbia has become a 

respected topic of intellectual discourse, and even the occasional recipient of affection. 

 Not so the shopping mall.  Victor Gruen’s disappointment notwithstanding, the 

mall has long stood with intellectuals as something essentially bad, devoid of merit, 

cheap, plastic, insipid, destructive.  It had not just been planned poorly.  It had not merely 

failed to realize its potential.  The shopping mall was a bad idea. 

 What is most peculiar and arresting about the intellectual reception to the mall is 

that alone among its counterparts in 20th-century suburban culture, it had real roots as a 

form.  Jacobs argued that the automobile had an important predecessor in the horse-

carriage, but the internal combustion engine was in fact a radically new invention.  So, 

too, the television, which was a technology without precedent.  But the mall, in almost all 

ways, had markedly clear precedents, running from Athens to Istanbul, from Rome to 

Milan to Moscow.  Many were striking.  That it should be singularly drawn out of the 

suburban milieu for its newness and artificiality was strange.   

 The problem seemed to be the crushing banality of the mall.  It was not high art, 

and it was a poor candidate for rebellious cachet.  Television, Disneyland, Las Vegas, all 

have had a certain kitschy allure--albeit late in arrival in some instances--but the mall has 
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long lacked this kind of subversive credibility.  It was a much more serious challenge.  It 

was the workaday gray box which swallowed up the countryside and drained main street 

and downtown alike. 

For this reason, early critics--including Whyte and Sennett and Jacobs--often had 

a difficult time criticizing the mall without patronizing the tastes of the middle class.  

They managed nonetheless.  But the rise of the question of access made things 

demonstrably easier.  The private ownership of the mall was real and identifiable, and it 

could be attacked without slight to those who enjoyed the mall; indeed it could be 

launched on their behalf.  But, in fact, access was in part a guise, a Trojan Horse for an 

army of criticisms--aesthetic, economic, cultural--which fundamentally had very little to 

do with the legal question of the right to access.  In Pruneyard, Hammer had use 

sociology and history to win access to the mall; in the aftermath of Pruneyard, the mall’s 

critics used the issue of access to indict the history and sociology of the mall.   

 
The same year sociologist Harold Wattel summarized the status of the suburb in 

the American mind, critic and author John Brinckerhoff Jackson applied his own nimble 

mind to the emerging spectacle of the American roadside.  He described some of the 

“sensationally ugly roads in America,” both east and west, the “jungle of billboards,” the 

“swarm of parked cars,” the “mutilation” of fine scenery.  “It wouldn’t be hard,” he said, 

“(though not impossible) to exaggerate the extent of this blight.”  Still, Jackson felt these 

roadside establishments should be given their “due.”  He sympathized with those who 

often drove for hours across an “unblemished” landscape.  “How relieved and delighted 

one always is,” he said, “to finally see somewhere in the distance the jumble of  

billboards and gas pumps and jerry-built houses.”  Jackson believed that critics should 
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not be so quick to condemn this new American landscape, no matter how ugly and 

undignified it initially appeared.  “We have become entirely too fastidious, too 

conformist in architectural matters,” he complained. “In our recently acquired awareness 

of architectural values we have somehow lost sight of the fact that there is still such a 

thing as a popular taste in art quite distinct from the educated taste, and that popular taste 

often evolves in its own way.”  To recognize this would be to allow for some 

appreciation of some of the qualities and virtues of the new landscape.  “In all of these 

streamlined facades,” he said, “in all those flamboyant entrances and deliberately bizarre 

decorative effects, those cheerfully self-assertive masses of color and light and movement 

that clash so roughly with the old and traditional, there are certain underlying 

characteristics which suggest that we are confronted not by a debased and cheapened art, 

but a kind of folk art in mid-twentieth-century garb.”80 

 This folk art was not motivated by the “austere ambitions of the contemporary 

architect,” but by the real needs and exigencies of business—the need to attract passersby 

and to sell.  On the roadside strip, “every business has to woo the public—a public, 

moreover, which passes by at forty miles or more an hour—if it is to survive.”    The 

result, Jackson said, in a clever reference to David Reisman’s The Lonely Crowd,  “is an 

other-directed architecture, and the only possible criterion of its success is whether or not 

it is liked; the consumer, not the artist or the critic, is the final court of appeal.”81 

 Jackson’s was a remarkable document, appearing, as it did, when both planners 

and planning critics alike spoke imperiously on behalf of the people for whom the 

landscape was ostensible devised.  More than any other critic of his time, Jackson sought 
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to respond to the landscape, to read it, to engage it.  He looked to people and to use and to 

function, which meant that he both rejected the authoritarian planning of Le Corbusier, 

but also the pinched conservatism of Jane Jacobs.  Over thirty years after Jackson’s essay, 

Richard Sennett would condemn roadside architecture as the bland, neutralizing 

architecture of speed.  Jackson, however, found it flamboyant and expressive.  Indeed, he 

said it was the urban pedestrian retail space which was, if anything, more modest and 

subdued.  Moreover, Jackson recognized that in their cars Americans were creating a new 

kind of spatial experience.82 

The shopping mall was an elemental part of this new experience.  It occupied a 

curious position in Jackson’s work.  Soon after Gruen’s mall appeared, Jackson delivered 

what must rank as one of the most revealing and devastating critiques of the new 

development.  He contrasted the shopping mall with what he called the Path, the route 

from arrival to destination through the typical American city.  There are those, he said,  

who try persuade us that the suburban or residential shopping center is the 
civic center of the future.  Mr. Victor Gruen, who is justifiably happy over 
his enormous (and enormously successful) shopping centers in Detroit and 
Minneapolis, tells us that these establishments (or rather their handsomely 
landscaped surroundings) are already serving more and more as the scene 
of holiday festivities, art shows, pageants, as well as of general sociability 
and of supervised play for children.  I have no doubt of it; but the 
shopping center, no matter how big, how modern, how beautiful, is the 
exact opposite of the Path.  Its public is almost exclusively composed of 
housewives and children, it imposes a uniformity of taste and income and 
interests, and its strenuous efforts to be self-contained mean that it 
automatically rejects anything from outside.  And compared to any 
traditional civic center--marketplace, bazaar, agora--what bloodless places 
these shopping centers are!  I cannot see a roustabout fresh from oil fields, 
or (at the other extreme) a student of manners willingly passing an hour in 
one of them; though both could spend a day and a night in the Path with 
pleasure and a certain amount of profit.  Art shows indeed!  It strikes me 
that some of our planners need to acquire a more robust idea of city life.  
Perhaps I do them an injustice, but I often have the feeling that their 
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emphasis on convenience, cleanliness, and safety, their distrust of 
everything vulgar and small and poor is symptomatic of a very lopsided 
view of urban culture.83 

 
 Jackson’s critique was ahead of its time by decades; almost all future efforts to 

disassemble the mall would only rework this single paragraph.  These would be done, 

however, without the fine balance of Jackson’s work.  Jackson was certainly an early 

critic of the mall, but he also was an early and open admirer of the new American 

landscape of which the shopping mall was a fundamental part.  He accepted the new 

American automobile culture; he accepted the new forms of urban and suburban 

sociability.  And it was this Jackson from which an alternative position on the mall would 

emerge, one that would likewise accept the mall as a real social space, even if privately 

owned. 

 Jackson’s embrace of the postwar landscape stood in stark contrast to the hostility 

of anti-antiurbanists and indeed the whole lot of intellectuals who could only bemoan 

what was happening in America.  He found public life where others could not--or would 

not.  He praised the college campus, the auditorium, the sports arena, the flea market, and 

the strip.  “It is next to impossible,” he said, “to enumerate all the new spaces we are 

using and enjoying together.”  But he tried:  “The cluster of campers in a recreation area, 

the Sunday meetings of classic car buffs in the empty parking lots of supermarkets, 

outdoor revivals, protest parades, stamp collectors’ markets, family reunions, and the 

picnics of the sons and daughters of Iowa—all of them public, all of them fulfilling in 
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one manner or another the needs once met in a single, consecrates space.”  Forum follows 

function, Jackson said, and so it should be.84 

 Jackson was not naively attracted to the new American landscape.  As with the 

shopping mall itself, he had his doubts.  But he had the fortitude to challenge those 

doubts, to try and understand and to accept “landscape metamorphosis”85  He once 

movingly wrote: 

As I travel about the country, I am often bewildered by the proliferation of 
spaces and the uses of spaces that no counterpart in the traditional 
landscape: the parking lots, landing fields, shopping centers, trailer courts, 
high-rise condominiums, wildlife shelters, Disneyland.  I am bewildered 
by our casual use of space: churches used as discotheques, dwellings used 
as churches, downtown streets used for jogging, empty lots in crowded 
cities, industrial plants in the open country, cemeteries used for archery 
practice, Easter sunrise services in a football stadium.  I am confused by 
the temporary spaces I see: the drive-in, fast food establishments that are 
torn down after a year, the filed planted to corn and then to soy beans and 
then subdivided; the trailer communities that vanish when vacation time is 
over, the tropical gardens in shopping malls that are replaced each season; 
motels abandoned when the highway moves.  Because of my age my first 
reaction to these new spaces is dismay; they are not the kind of spaces I 
was accustomed to in…my youth.  But my second and (I hope) more 
tolerant reaction is that all this is part of our culture, that it can be treated 
with respect and that here is a new and challenging field of environmental 
design.86 

 
Jackson’s sensitive reading of the American landscape was for many years a 

lonely one.  Over time, however, others too challenged the orthodoxy of contempt for 

new urban and suburban forms.  In 1972, the architect Robert Venturi published Learning 

from Las Vegas, which scandalously rejected the pomp and pretense of anti-antiurbanism.  

Venturi devilishly enjoyed the organic extravagance of Las Vegas.  In the 1990s, the 

                                                
84 J.B. Jackson, “A Pair of Ideal Landscapes,” in Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1984), 16-21. 
85 J.B. Jackson, “Agrophilia, or The Love of Horizontal Spaces,” in Discovering the Vernacular Landscape 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 70. 
86 J.B. Jackson, “Concluding with Landscapes,” in Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, 154-155. 
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historian John Findlay argued in his book Magic Lands that the new icons of suburban 

and post-suburban America--Disneyland, for example, and the Sun City retirement 

community--must be understood on their own terms, not as evidence of declension from 

European, or even eastern American, urban norms.  He agreed with Jackson that 

Americans “now perceive their environment in a new and as yet undefined manner.”87  

The new horizontal and decentralized landscape was not a decline from European 

urbanity, but rather the construction of new social space with new loci of sociability. 88  

The mall was one.   

One of the most noteworthy of those who argued for a more receptive 

understanding of the new urban landscape was Witold Rybczynski.  In a 1993 article in 

The Atlantic, for example, Rybczynski offered that shopping malls were, in fact, becoming 

the "new downtowns."  Not just a duplicitous commercial invention, the mall was "poised to 

become a real urban place."   He acknowledged that "retail functions continue to dominate" 

but found nothing insidious, or manipulative, in the development of entertainment, or civic, 

facilities.  Rybczynski chided developers over restrictions on public access, but his work 

made clear that this was not dispositive as to the question of whether the malls were public.  

They were.  The question was only whether the malls should live up to all of their public 

responsibilities.89  They should. 

                                                
87 J.B. Jackson, “The Love of Horizontal Spaces,” in Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, 70. 
88 On this point, see also Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 297.  “While those who built the suburbs, and those 
who lived in them, were either too preoccupied or not sufficiently voluble to defend them.  So, as it 
burgeoned, American suburbia came to be almost universally vilified in the public prints.  What 
condemned it was the fact that it failed to conform to traditional -- that is to say, European -- notions of 
urbanity.” 
89 Witold Rybczynski, "The New Downtowns," The Atlantic Monthly (May 1993), 101, 106. 
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Common to Jackson and Venturi and Findlay and Rybczynski was a restoration of 

power to the people. 90  All emphasized use over design, function over form.  These new 

critics cared less about who owned the property than what was done with it.  As Jackson 

inimitably observed, cemeteries were now used for archery practice, churches for dance 

clubs.  The mall may have existed solely to “do business,” but in fact it did much more.  

It became a real social space.   

 
 
The reaction to the Pruneyard decision, in the courts and among the critics, was in 

many ways predictable.  Some followed Justice White and emphasized the business 

purpose of the mall.  Others followed Justice Marshall and emphasized the social 

function of the mall.  Both sides had their attraction.  But the attraction was not self-

evident—or rather the politics of the attraction were not self-evident.  Those courts and 

those justices that ruled against access tended, for the most part, to be conservative.  They 

stressed the commercial character of the space and emphasized the formal title of 

ownership.  On the other side, liberal justices and courts tended to emphasize the 

functional and social realities of the mall.  They asked not who owned the mall by title, 

but by use, and while they certainly understood that the mall had stores, they emphasized 

the full context of the mall, its existence as a place for many different purposes. 

                                                
90 For a slightly different perspective, but one that also focuses on consumer power, see James W. Gentry 
and Alvin C. Burns, “How ‘Important’ are Evaluative Criteria in Shopping Center Patronage,” Journal of 
Retailing 53 (Winter 1977-1978): 73-86, 73. Gentry and Burns challenged the notion that shopping center 
patronage could be assessed merely from a “management perspective with concentration on objective 
factors such as population densities, square footage of shopping area, traffic patterns and distance 
measures.”  The study indicated that while these models had a “fundamental logic,” it was also true that 
“consumers’ choice criteria and their perceptions of shopping centers on these criteria are necessary inputs.  
Shopping centers are heterogeneous alternatives, not homogeneous celestial bodies with gravitational 
forces pulling on consumers.” The study noted, for example, that while most models emphasized location, 
that did not seem to be a priority for many of the responders to the study.. 
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This seemed the appropriate alignment: conservatives emphasizing commerce and 

formal property rights, liberals emphasizing social use and function.  When these 

positions are located within the broader debates over the mall, however, the story 

becomes more complicated.  Since its inception, the shopping mall has been sharply 

criticized as a hyper-commercial, distinctly private space by a wide range of writers who 

could hardly be called conservative, writers ranging from Richard Sennett to William 

Whyte to, more recently, Margaret Crawford and Liz Cohen.  There are many tensions in 

the work of these people but it’s probably true that none of them would expect to share an 

opinion with Justice William Rehnquist.  On this issue, however, this is in many respects 

precisely where they are:  with the conservative justices.  They deny the mall’s functional 

equivalency, understand it solely as a place for shopping, consider it a resoundingly 

private space. 

 Then, on the other side, liberal justices have in effect sided with the malls 

themselves.  The mall developers forcefully and repeatedly insisted that the malls were 

the new town centers, the new downtowns, the new agora, that they were more than just 

places to shop.  Justice Marshall, Justice Wachtler and the New Jersey Supreme Court 

agreed.  So much so that much of their opinions confirmed the lofty rhetoric of mall 

promotional materials.  

 There was real irony in this, beyond the fact that the alignments seemed crossed.  

To take the position of many of the mall’s critics that the mall is fabricated, 

hyperconsumerist, eminently private space is to argue against opening it up to 

constitutional protection.  Because other than arguing for the dissolution of private 

property, what argument would a holder of this position have for mandating access?  If 
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the mall isn’t a real social space, if it is not the functional equivalent of the town center, if 

it is only about shopping, then there is no possible justification for requiring that people 

be allowed to use it for free speech.  This is the position of Justices White and Rehnquist, 

and the states of Arizona and Connecticut and in an odd way it is the position of many of 

the mall’s sharpest critics. 

 On the other hand, to understand the shopping mall as an already vibrant and 

viable public space, to see it as a site of community interaction, to believe that it has 

displaced the town center in many places, is really to clamor for the mall only to accept 

the responsibility of public space.  This is Justice Marshall’s position, and even the 

position of some malls themselves.  The mall is public space, and its users should enjoy 

constitutional protections when using it.   

 The unusual alliances that emerged in the aftermath of Pruneyard were only 

fitting for a form that has long been riddled with contradictions.  A direct descendent of 

commercial constructions dating to antiquity, the mall came to define modern suburban 

America.  A product of fiercely competitive, private enterprise, the mall became a 

broadly used public institution.  A development of the periphery, the mall became the 

center of much postwar American life.  “This seems like a strange town to me,” said a 

bewildered Justice Hugo Black, looking at the shopping center in 1968.  So it was.  So it 

has long been. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
The public gets what the public wants. 

 
-  The Jam, Going Underground1 

 
 
 
 

As the developer A. Alfred Taubman recognized over a decade ago, the history of 

the American shopping mall has long labored under many myths.  Taubman identified 

three:  that the mall was a recent revolutionary American architectural concept and 

retailing system, that it created suburbia and destroyed the nation’s once-prosperous 

cities, and that the introduction of the regional center downtown was a “dramatic urban 

experiment.”2  The story of Pruneyard, or at least this story of Pruneyard, unmasks all 

three.  The shopping mall was an aged form and concept.  It largely responded to mass 

suburbanization.  And its introduction downtown was part of a natural evolution both 

because the mall itself always had an urban orientation, but also because the landscape at 

large was changing in ways that dissolved the line between suburb and city. 

The story of Pruneyard unmasks other myths as well.  One is that the mall was 

imposed by developers on a passive public.  This is an idea advanced by many of the 

mall’s sharpest critics, and has appeared as part of a sweeping attack on the “culture of 

consumption” in America.  “The culture of consumer capitalism may have been among 

the most nonconsensual public cultures ever created,” writes William Leach in Land of 
                                                
1 The Jam, Going Underground, 1980. 
2 A. Alfred Taubman, The History of Shopping Centers--Revised June 1988, Working Paper #30; Retail 
Shopping Centers: The Myths Unmasked (Philadelphia: Real Estate Center, the Wharton School of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 1988). 
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Desire, a study of the American department store. “It was not produced by ‘the people’ 

but by commercial groups in cooperation with other elites comfortable with and 

committed to making profits and to accumulating capital on an ever-ascending scale.”3  

It is certainly true that mall developers, as department store moguls, were 

“comfortable with...making profits.”  But to offer this as evidence of the nonconsensual 

nature of consumer culture is thoroughly unconvincing.  More broadly, the entire notion 

that power flowed only in one direction in the construction of the shopping mall is 

suspect on both ends.  As Jeffrey Hopkins has keenly observed, “to suggest that shopping 

malls are manipulating wizards able to induce unsuspecting patrons into money-spending 

frenzies or irrational purchases not only insults the public’s intelligence but also pays 

unwarranted homage to mall designers and management.”4 

The history of Pruneyard demonstrates that the history of the mall is considerably 

more dynamic than has often been allowed.  First, it shows that the shopping mall is a 

form deeply rooted in history, that it has existed as a type across time and border and 

culture.  The mall was no more willed upon the public than was the city or town.  Rather, 

the public market--even when privately owned--has long been an essential locus of 

human activity.  Second, the history of Pruneyard shows that the mall was clearly part of 

a reorientation of the American landscape that was so rapid and so massive that it could 

not possibly have been effected through the work of a motley crew of mall developers.  

The drain of downtown and suburban explosion was part of a much larger story in 

America, from which the agency of ordinary Americans should not be extracted.  People 

                                                
3 William Leach, Land of Desire (New York: Random House, 1993), xv. 
4 Jeffrey S.P. Hopkins, “West Edmonton Mall as a Centre for Social Interaction,” The Canadian 
Geographer 35 (1991), 270.  See also, Nancy Backes, “Reading the Shopping Mall City,” Journal of 
Popular Culture 31 (Winter 1997), 1-19. 
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liked cars, and highways, and tract homes, and they liked shopping malls.  People were 

given the mall at least in part because they asked for it. 

Moreover, they helped to shape the mall once it arrived.  Pruneyard by its very 

nature is a story of popular will, of resistance and negotiation.  The modern mall 

functions the way that it does because of the efforts of Americans to define the conditions 

of their environment.  This is manifest not only in places where access-advocates have 

won in court, but in the general deference of the mall to the needs and wants of real 

people and their communities.   

Pruneyard also debunks another powerful myth that surrounds the shopping mall 

--that it was intended to be a place of exclusion.  Judith Ann Coady has argued, “this 

latest form of the marketplace was originally conceived as an antidote to the crime, 

inconvenience, and unpleasantness of the city street, as a respite from the automobile 

culture and the sprawls of suburbia.”5  A particularly striking charge in this regard 

appeared when the Organization of American Historians bestowed an award on Professor 

Lizabeth Cohen for an article in which she purportedly showed how “in the decade that 

witnessed Brown v. Board of Education, the Montgomery Bus Boycott, and the 

emergence of the modern Civil Rights movement, the shopping mall was consciously 

intended as an alternative to the racial complexity of the American city.”6 

                                                
5 Judith Ann Coady, The Concrete Dream, Ph.D., Boston University, 1987, 679. 
6 See “Congratulations: 1999 OAH Award and Prize Winners,” OAH Newsletter (May 1999), 26.  Cohen’s 
analysis showed no such thing, and to the extent that it tried, it suffered for it.  Cohen cites no evidence that 
the shopping mall deliberately excluded based on race or other criteria.  She notes one remark from a 
Baltimore Planning Council in which the speaker attributed the downtown’s decline to the availability of 
alternatives for white shoppers in the “segregated suburban centers.”  This is desperately thin support for 
the contention that the mall sought to define community in “exclusionary socioeconomic and racial terms.”  
See Lizabeth Cohen, “From Town Center to Regional Shopping Center,” American Historical Review 
(October 1996), 1059, 1060.  In fact, there is virtually nothing to suggest, either directly or indirectly, that 
discrimination, racial or otherwise, was the intention of the mall. It may have been the disposition of some 
developers; it may have been the policy of some malls.  It certainly was not the design or purpose of the 
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Limitations on the legal right to access only heightened the suspicions of some 

that the mall was exclusive from the start.  Many have read back into the industry’s 

history to confirm this suspicion.  It has not been a successful effort.  Moreover, the 

question of the right to access has proven a difficult one with which to measure the 

publicness of space.  In the first place, it has often really masked a broader objection to 

the absence of other marks of contemporary urbanity:  litter, homelessness, filth, crime, 

pornography.  These are among the romantic criteria by which elite intellectuals often 

ascertain whether a space is gritty and therefore authentic and therefore public.  But they 

have the real-world effect of making many places less attractive and often considerably 

less public, at least in terms of who goes there and for what purposes.  On the other side, 

there are those areas of the public city that are clean and safe, and more devoid of 

diversity and public culture than any mall.   

Secondly, “public” space in America has long been inaccessible.  Indeed, the right 

of free speech to which so many attach so much importance wasn’t effectively 

guaranteed on much public property until 1939.  Was America less public then?  Even 

still, public access to public property for free speech is often quite limited.  Critics protest 

                                                
mall.  It nowhere registers in any study of consumer preferences. Indeed in one revealing section of CT 
Jonassen’s 1955 work on the shopping mall versus the central business district, he found that shoppers in 
Columbus, Houston and Seattle were largely unconcerned with their fellow patrons.  In a survey on 
“shopping satisfaction” in the new suburban centers, Jonassen reported that “one of only two items that 
were of no concern to a relatively large proportion of respondents was, ‘the right people shop here.’  It was 
evident from interviewing that many persons felt this item somehow violated their democratic ideals.  One 
lady said, ‘I’m not stuck up.  Who are the “right” people anyway?  Besides anyone has right to shop 
wherever they want to.’”  C.T. Jonassen, The Shopping Center Versus Downtown (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio 
State University Research Foundation, 1955), 45.  Other research establishes that it was most often the fact 
of geographic proximity and, of course, parking, that drew people to the mall.  See generally chapter two. 
See also, T.D. Ellsworth, et al., “Changing Trends in Regional Shopping Centers,” Journal of Retailing 34 
(Winter 1958-1959); Russell Holcomb, The Central Shopping District and the Suburban Shopping Center, 
M.B.A., UC Berkeley, 1958; Monique Duval, A Behavioral Study of Consumer Shopping Habits in the 
Planned Burlingame Mall Shopping Center Area, MBA Thesis San Francisco State, May 1968; Tri-County 
Regional Planning Commission, Shopping Center Effects on Central Business Districts (Akron, OH: Tri-
County Regional Planning Commission, 1965). 
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that in the aftermath of Pruneyard, malls in states that mandate access can subject speech 

to regulation.  But these restrictions exist in the public realm as well.  The fact is that 

public title no more insures diversity or speech than private title insures homogeneity or 

somnolence. 

The history of Pruneyard, somewhat paradoxically, exposes this myth of 

exclusiveness.  Although the legal contest was about gaining access to the shopping mall, 

it made the point that the mall was already a public place and that the need for the right 

to free speech derived from that fact.  Speech, in other words, didn’t define the mall as 

public; it was a responsibility which public space, such as the mall, should assume.  Had 

the mall been the bastion of exclusivity and discrimination that some alleged, the right to 

free speech would neither have been as important nor as warranted as it was. 

Another myth of the modern American mall is that the mall is a marked departure 

from the physical diversity and heterogeneity of the landscape.  Yet, as Richard 

Francaviglia has insightfully observed, “the relative visual uniformity of shopping centers 

from coast to coast should not be particularly surprising; they, like Disney’s Main Street, 

are archetypal environments of popular culture.”  Francaviglia explained that this 

nevertheless raised hackles, causing “architectural critics to blast the lack of 

‘imagination’ of [the mall’s] creators while, ironically, reflecting nostalgically on the 

days of the real American town in, perhaps, the 1880s when, critics contend, there was 

far greater ‘individuality.’”  In reality, Francaviglia insisted, this was not the case.  “By 

the 1880s Victorian-era Main Streets had developed into highly standardized forms.  

Their major architectural components could--like McDonald’s--be found from coast to 

coast.  That scholars lament the standardization of the mall while praising the 
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architectural integrity of historic Main Streets reveals the power of nostalgia in affecting 

even the most educated of our citizens.”7 

This nostalgia has distorted the ability to see that a certain standardization of form 

has existed in all cities and towns, and in all variations of the marketplace, including the 

agora and bazar and arcade.  Many of those who believe in the uniqueness of the mall in 

this regard, would in fact do well to revisit Sinclair Lewis’ 1920 novel Main Street.  

Lewis stressed the sameness, the dullness, the social stratification, the architectural 

banality of main street. 

Nine tenths of the American towns are so alike that it is the 
completest boredom to wander from one to another.  
Always, west of Pittsburgh, and often, east of it, there is the 
same lumber yard, the same railroad station, the same Ford 
garage, the same creamery, the same box-like houses and 
two-story shops.  The new, more conscious houses are alike 
in their very attempts at diversity: the same bungalows, the 
same square houses of stucco or tapestry brick.  The shops 
show the same standardized nationally advertised wares: 
the newspapers of sections three thousand miles apart have 
the same “syndicated features,” the boy in Arkansas 
displays just such a flamboyant ready-made suit as is found 
on just such a boy in Delaware, both of them iterate the 
same slang phrases from the same sporting-pages, and if 
one of them is in college and the other is a barber, no one 
may surmise which is which.8 

 
Malls have not only been unfavorably compared to downtown and main street, 

but to the lot of their predecessors.  But here, too, the criticisms is often hypocritical and 

short-sighted.  As Bernard Frieden and Lynne Sagalyn have argued,  “one wonders how 

the critics who admire the Milan Galleria today would have reviewed it when it was new.  

                                                
7 Richard V. Francaviglia, Main Street Revisited (Iowa City:  University of Iowa Press, 1996), 164-166. 
See also, Spiro Kostof, America by Design (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), 165.   (“Main 
street, of course, is much more than a place to Americans.  It is a state of mind, a set of values.”) To his 
credit, Kenneth Jackson was consistent; he didn’t romanticize main street.  Kenneth Jackson, “America’s 
Rush to Suburbia,” The New York Times (June 9, 1996), 15. 
8 Sinclair Lewis, Main Street (New York: Bantam Books, 1920, 1996, ed.), 311-312. 
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They could easily have rejected it as a sheltered, phony environment that cut people off 

from the more authentic experience of life in the streets.  What could be more artificial 

than the Galleria with its triumphal Roman arch for an entrance, a dome as wide as St. 

Peter’s, intricate marble pavements, allegorical frescoes, and statutes of famous Italians?  

With the passage of time, however, this and other arcades gradually became part of the 

city around them; critics looking back do not judge them by the hard standards they apply 

to new and unseasoned projects.”9 

The history of Pruneyard exposes this prejudice and myopia and makes clear that 

from them came a demonstrable inability to see the mall as a true public space.  It didn’t 

look right.  It wasn’t in the right place.  Standardized, routinized, decontextualized, the 

mall was considered fake and illegitimate.  But again, the whole battle over speech 

erupted because the mall was public, because it was the new agora, the new arcade, the 

new main street.  It was this way for better or worse.  It arrived with the same sameness 

as many other urban and suburban forms. 

The alleged artificiality of the mall points to a final, and perhaps most critical 

myth of the mall--that it has no history, or no history worthy to tell.  But, in unmasking 

many myths, Pruneyard reveals a rich history.  It reveals the creation of a new American 

landscape and to the changing nature of public space.  It is the story of American suburbs 

and cities, and the spaces in between.  It is a story of the contributions of both ideas and 

actions, of planning and use.  The history of Pruneyard is the history of a case, but also a 

case history of postwar American life. 

 

                                                
9 Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown, Inc.:  How America Rebuilds Cities (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1989), 212. 
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 To tell this story at the turn of the millennium is to tell a story with a beginning, 

and something of an end.  The archetypal enclosed regional shopping mall that came to 

dominate American retail, and so much of American social life, is slowly vanishing.  

Development of these malls declined dramatically in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  In 

the four years between 1989 and 1993, new shopping center development fell nearly 

70%.10  People also spent less time at the mall.  In 1982, shoppers spent an average of 90 

minutes at the mall on each visit; in 1994, the number was down 25%, to 68 minutes.  A 

1994 study revealed that the number of Americans who said they shopped at malls “very 

often” fell from 16% in 1987 to 10% in 1994.  The number who said that they didn’t go 

at all doubled.11 

 Numerous articles detailed the “Fall of the Mall.”  As Forbes magazine said in 

1993, before the advent of the internet, “Shopping is still a popular pastime, but going 

shopping downtown or at the mall is not.  Instead, more Americans are shopping by 

computer, television or telephone, buying what they want quickly and efficiently.”12  

Americans, said Forbes, are “getting plain tired of the parking, schlepping, crime and 

other hassles involved in going out to shop.”13  The problem, however, was not only 

changes in consumer preferences.  As Real Estate Review indicated, because of 

technological advances in marketing and inventory control, retailers could attain the 

precisely the same amount in sales with a 50% reduction in space.  In other words, malls 

were becoming obsolete.14 

                                                
10 International Council of Shopping Centers, A Brief History of Shopping Centers (ICSC, variously 
updated).  New starts fell from 1,510 in 1989 to 451 starts in 1993. 
11 Tim Cavanaugh, “Mall Crawl Palls,” American Demographics 18 (September 1996), 14-17. 
12 Gretchen Morgenson, “The Fall of the Mall,” Forbes (May 24, 1993), 106. 
13 Morgenson, “The Fall of the Mall,” 107. 
14 Paul Zane Pilzer, “Converting Shopping Center into Campuses,” Real Estate Review (Spring 1993), 73. 
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The Pruneyard flirted with this very fate.  After the boom years in the 1970s and 

early 1980s, the center fell on hard times.  In 1991, Fred Sahadi lost the entire Pruneyard 

development to HomeFed Bank of San Diego after defaulting on a $45.5 million loan.15  

The shopping center was subsequently passed to the Resolution Trust Corporation when 

HomeFed was taken over by federal regulators.  In 1994, Bank of America, which 

acquired the office tower in a related default transaction, bought out the RTC’s interest in 

the shopping center and sold the entire property to San Mateo-based developer William 

Wilson & Associates for $28 million.  Although the mall was in perilous condition in the 

early 1990s, with a 40% occupancy rate, several years and a $12 million renovation later, 

the occupancy was back up to 93%.  Among other things, the renovation created a “Main 

Street America,” a “street” of shops and restaurants and “a feeling of community.”16 

The resurrection of the Pruneyard was not typical.  In the past decade, a fair 

number of malls have been destroyed. 17  The industry itself has moved on to the 

development of power centers and mega-malls, all the while fighting an odd two-front 

battle against a revitalized urban America and the internet. 18  Still, many regional malls 

                                                
15 Apparently Sahadi attempted to sell a portion of the Pruneyard property, only to discover that that the 
Pruneyard development was a single parcel.  The loans to HomeFed were secured by the single parcel and 
he was unable to extricate himself from this difficulty. 
16 Gary Marsh, “Pruneyard Site to Get Clipped,” The Business Journal (January 23, 1995), 3.  For further 
background on the events at Pruneyard in the 1990s, see David Barry, “Lender Presses Developer on 
PruneYard Properties,” The Business Journal (December 10, 1990), 1; David Barry, “San Diego Thrift 
Takes Back PruneYard from Sahadi,” The Business Journal (January 21, 1991), 3; Gary Marsh, 
“PruneYard Set for $28 Million Sale,” The Business Journal (January 24, 1994), 1; Gary Marsh, “Wilson 
Will Buy the PruneYard,” The Business Journal (February 14, 1994), 1; Dennis Taylor, “Pruneyard Aims 
to Recapture Shoppers With Its Renovation,” Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal (October 28, 1996), 
1.  
17 In 1995, Fortune Magazine projected that within several years 300 of the nearly 1,800 regional and 
super-regional shopping malls in America would be shut down or converted for other use.  In 1999 one 
retail consultant estimated that there were between 500 and 1,000 “ghost shopping centers” in the United 
States.  See Kenneth Labich, “What Will it Take to Keep People Hanging Out at the Mall,” Fortune (May 
29, 1995), 102; Elin Schoen Brockman, “As Malls Die, the Next Generation Re-Creates the Past,” The New 
York Times, The Week in Review (August 8, 1999), 4. 
18 Power centers are conglomerations of large big box retailers surrounded by parking.  Clearly these aren’t 
malls in the traditional sense and it’s even unclear how much relationship they bear to traditional shopping 
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remain, the now unglamorous workhorses of the retail economy.  For them, and indeed 

for all the new of forms of consumption and sociability, Pruneyard remains, vital and 

relevant.  Like the marketplace, it endures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
centers.  Though some power centers feature a wider range of stores and services than others, and some 
have food courts and other standard mall fare, these power centers generally don’t make an effort to create 
a social space.  Whether they offer the means by which others can create that space is a difficult question.  
There is arguably very little in these centers to attract teens, for example, or elderly people.  It is probably 
more likely that it is within the large stores themselves that one is most likely to find vestiges of the old 
mall culture--and promise.  Big box retailers with their separate departments and food stores now attract, if 
still on a diminished scale, the range of persons that might formerly have gone to the mall.   

The Houston Galleria, which opened in 1970, was arguably the first mega mall, and there have 
been others.  But the mega mall that prospered in the 1990s was, in some ways, a different kind of 
enterprise than the enlarged suburban malls of a generation earlier.  The greatest of the mega-malls is the 
Mall of America, which opened in Bloomington, Minnesota in August of 1992, only miles away from 
Victor Gruen’s Southdale.  The mall covers 4.2 million square feet, and includes 2.5 million square feet of 
retail space, four department stores, a 7-acre Camp Snoopy amusement park, and a miniature golf course.  
The Mall of America seeks to function as a entire community, which is represented not only by sheer size, 
but also in the diversity of merchants--Filene’s Basement and Bloomingdale’s--and in the social activities it 
hosts, most notably high school, adult education and graduate courses.  On the Mall of America, see 
Suzanne Rhees, “Mall Wonder,” Planning 59 (October 1993): 18; Susan Corrigan, “A British Writer 
Snoops Around the Mall of America,” Minneapolis Star Tribune (January 1, 1995), 7E; Michael J. Crosbie, 
“The Vatican of Consumption?  A Close Look at the Mall of America,” Progressive Architecture 75 
(March 1994), 70; Michael Winerip, “All Under One Roof: Shopping and Education,” The New York Times 
(May 2, 1994), A1, A11. Increased entertainment is a hallmark of new development.  Malls across America 
are being built as part of major complexes, with mega-plex movie palaces, arcades, and amusement parks. 
Andrea Adelson, “Entertainment Steps up as a Mall Anchor,” The New York Times (April 16, 1995), 22; 
Leslie Kaufman, “That’s Entertainment:  Shopping Malls are Borrowing Ideas from Theme Parks to 
Survive,” Newsweek (September 11, 1995), 72; Kenneth Labich, “What Will it Take to Keep People 
Hanging Out at the Mall,” Fortune (May 29, 1995), 102. 
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